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THE FLOW OF PRECURSOR CHEMICALS AND
ASSAULT WEAPONS FROM THE UNITED
STATES INTO THE ANDEAN NATIONS
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1989

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON NARCOTICS ABUSE AND CONTROL,
Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to call, at 10:30 a.m., in room B318, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. William J. Hughes, presiding.
Members present: Representatives William J. Hughes, Lawrence
Coughlin, Benjamin A. Gilman, Michael G. Oxley, F. James Sensenbrenner, Jr., Bill Grant, Bill Paxon, Christopher Shays, Wally
Herger, James M. Inhofe, Frank J. Guarini, Solomon P. Ortiz, Nita
M. Lowey, Joseph E. Brennan and James A. Traficant, Jr.
Staff present: Edward H. Jurith, majority staff director; Nancy
Hobbs, minority staff director; Richard Baum, minority professional staff; Jennifer Ann Brophy, staff assistant; Elliott A. Brown,
staff consultant; Rebecca Hedlund, professional staff; Michael J.
Kelley, staff counsel; Robert S. Weiner, press officer; Melanie T.
Young, minority professional staff.
Mr. HUGHES. The Select Committee on Narcotics Abuse and Control will come to order.
First, I apologize for the delay, but as you may know, we just had
a record vote and members had to go to the floor first.
Good morning and welcome to the hearing of the Select Committee on Narcotics Abuse and Control on the issue of assault weapons, precursor chemicals, and drug control in the Andes.
I am particularly pleased to be chairing this hearing because of
the pressing nature and importance of the topics we will be discussing here today.
Our distinguished Chairman, Charlie Rangel of New York, is unfortunately involved in a conference on the budget, as you may
well know. While he hopes he may be able to break away and join
us at some time during this hearing, in case he doesn't do so he
wanted me to express his thanks to all the witnesses for being here
today.
We are all too much aware of the escalating battle and tragic results occurring in the Andean nations when chemicals, critical to
creating illegal drugs, plus powerful weapons merge in the possession of drug traffickers.
Much of the impetus for today's hearing was a recent visit of Colombian President Virgilio Barco to this country.
(1)
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During a meeting with the House leadership, President Barco
stressed that Colombia's antidrug activities are seriously undermined by the flow of American weapons and precursor and essential chemicals into his country. He urgently requested our help in
curtailing this devastating situation.
I understand the frustration that President Barco expressed. We
are frequently told that it is the American demand for illegal drugs
which nourishes the drug enterprises flourishing in the source
countries. That concern, however, has been heard far more frequently than the message conveyed by President Barco.
It is important for us to realize that Colombia's battle against
the drug traffickers is exacerbated not solely by the demand for illegal ,drugs. In an even more immediate and visible way, United
States chemicals flow into the jungle labs in Colombia and other
Andean nations. United States made guns protect the drug cartels.
President Barco is not alone in his concern that these chemicals,
critical for drug production, and weapons used for protecting drug
enterprises are infiltrating his country.
It was precisely this kind of concern which motivated the Subcommittee on Crime of the House Judiciary Committee, which I am
privileged to chair, to write the Chemical Diversion and Trafficking
Act, which was enacted as part of the 1988 Anti-Drug Abuse Act.
As it is designed, the Chemical Diversion and Trafficking Act
contains strict recordkeeping provisions for chemical manufacturers and distributors, who are also required to report to the Attorney General any transaction involving an extraordinary quantity
of any of the chemicals identified in the act. These are just two of
the procedures designed for curtailing the ability of illegal drug
manufacturers to obtain the chemicals needed for their operations.
Although the act's regulations only went into effect in late
August, with the reporting requirements going into effect just yesterday, I am very encouraged about the prospects for its effectiveness as a tool in fighting the domestic and foreign drug problems.
I really think that we will see that the Chemical Diversion and
Trafficking Act that we just passed last year will equal in effectiveness the forfeiture legislation that our committee passed a few
years ago and the new money laundering legislation we passed in
1986.
The legislation has already begun to show positive results. On
August 30, two Dallas-based owners of rogue chemical companies
were indicted for allegedly selling precursor chemicals to people
whom they know, or should have known, were going to use the
chemicals for manufacturing speed. Not only were the owners indicted, but the companies' inventories, valued at over $100,000 for
each company, were seized, along with a total of some $30,000 in
cash from the companies.
I am gratified that the act is already proving so useful and believe that this bodes well for its future success in stemming the
flow of these chemicals out of this country and into the wrong
hands. It sends a very strong signal to those that would divert
chemicals into the illicit market.
Let me also add that I am happy to learn that the legitimate
chemical manufacturers are developing their compliance programs
in order to fulfill their obligations under this act. The development
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of the act was, I might note, enhanced by the truly open and productive discussions among the chemical industry, the Drug Enforcement Administration, and my subcommittee.
I might just note, before passing, that I thought that the chemical manufacturers received an unfortunate negative shot in the
press. They were very cooperative and productive in working with
us on our Chemical Tracking and Diversion Act in the last Congress, the 100th Congress, and they really should bn credited with
that cooperation.
We will receive testimony this morning from both those groups
concerning their experiences in implementing the act.
Chemical diversion is, I am afraid, only part of the problem. This
hearing also deals with the grim link between chemicals, weapons,
and drugs.
Drug traffickers viciously protect their drug investments and operations using the most powerful weapons they can get their hands
on. Tragically, many of the weapons being seized in Colombia by
the national police and military in their narcotics efforts are from
this country.
For example, 155 weapons have been seized in Colombia, including many powerful assault weapons. Of the 155 weapons, 135 were
American made, including 10 Ruger Mini-14's and 63 Colt AR-15's.
The Department of Treasury's Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms was able to trace the sources of some of these American
weapons. What they found was that some seven States from coast
to coast were the sources of the some 52 weapons.
The horrors inflicted on innocent citizens, law enforcement and
judicial officers in Colombia is simply intolerable. The tragedy inflicted by the drug traffickers is only compounded when it is realized that it is American made or distributed weapons that are
being used in this carnage.
I fully understand President Barco's outrage and his request for
our help.
[The opening statement of Chairman Hughes appears on p. 75.]
The chair now recognizes the distinguished ranking Republican,
Mr. Coughlin of Pennsylvania, for such remarks as he cares to
make.
Mr. COUGHLIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am certainly pleased
to join you in welcoming today's witnesses, and thank them for appearing here.
Certainly a very critical part of the President's antidrug strategy
is the Andean initiative, which will provide some $2 billion in military, law enforcement and economic assistance to Colombia, Bolivia, and Peru. But there is more that we have to do on the supply
side, as is obvious by the displays in front of us. We have got to cut
the supply of American made guns and chemicals that are currently flowing to the drug traffickers.
Andean drug traffickers are using American guns to protect
their illicit interests and American chemicals to produce their illicit drugs. This diversion of U.S. guns and chemicals to the drug traffickers are American exports that must be stopped.
The legislation to prevent the transfer of U.S. chemicals to drug
traffickers was included in the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988.
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It is important that, as these things often occur, it takes some
time to get this implemented. It is just being implemented now. I
am hopeful that with the continuing cooperation between the Drug
Enforcement Administration and the chemical industry, we can
make real progress.
In addition, we must do everything possible to prevent the drug
tltaffickers from gaining access to deadly assault weapons.
The traffickers have demonstrated repeatedly that they will not
hesitate to use any weapon they can get their hands on. The stemming of the flow of chemicals and guns has got to be part of our
antidrug strategy.
Mr. Chairman, I look forward to today's hearing.
Mr. HUGHES. I thank the gentleman.
Our first panel this morning consists of Phil Orsini, special
agent-in-charge of the firearms enforcement branch of the Bureau
of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms; David Westrate, Assistant Administrator for Operations, Drug Enforcement Administration; and
William Rosenblatt, Assistant Commissioner for Enforcement, U.S.
Customs Service.
Mr. Rosenblatt is assisted by Ros~! Biancaniello, of the Office of
Munitions Control at the State Department.
Before I call upon the first witness, I am going to see if we can
try to stay with the 5 minute rule today. We have a lot of testimony ahead of us and we will be here most of the day as it is. If members could keep their questions to 5 minutes, I think we can move
along expeditiously.
Welcome to all of you and please proceed.
TESTIMONY OF PHIL ORSINI, SPECIAL AGENT-IN-CHARGE, FIREARMS ENFORCEMENT BRANCH, BUREAU OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND FIREARMS; DAVID WESTRATE, ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR FOR OPERATIONS, DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINIS'l'RATION; AND WILLIAM ROSENBLATT, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER
FOR ENFORCEMENT, U.S. CUSTOMS SERVICE, ACCOMPANIED
BY ROSE BIANCANIELLO, OFFICE OF MUNITIONS CONTROL,
DEPARTMENT OF STA'fE, AND JOHN KELLEY, DIRECTOR OF
STRATEGIC INVESTIGATIONS DIVISION, U.S. CUSTOMS SERVICE
TESTIMONY OF PHIL ORSINI

Mr. ORSINI. With your permission, I will limit my remarks to a
brief summary of the statement that was submitted for the record.
Mr. HUGHES. That would be fme.
Mr. ORSINI. Mr. Chairman Rnd members of the committee, thank
you for this opportunity to testify on the issue of firearms being diverted from the domestic firearms market and smuggled out of the
country.
Although public attention to this issue has increased in the past
several months, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms has
been concerned with this problem since the passage of the Gun
Control Act in 1968.
Through ATF's International Trafficking in Arms, or ITAR program, we develop, implement, and track investigative efforts to
deal with the problem of firearms being procured from legitimate
and secondary sources for illegal export from the United States.
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Since procuring firearms for illegal export usually involves violations of the Gun Control Act, ATF has the direct jurisdiction over
those responsible for obtaining the firearms and those conspiring
with them.
In our investigative efforts we work closely with the U.S. Customs Service, which has been delegated enforcement responsibility
for the export provisions of the Arms Export Control Act, and the
Drug Enforcement Administration.
In addition to domestically initiated investigations, ATF aggressively pursues information from those countries receiving diverted
firearms. Unlike bundles of narcotics, firearms are neither consummabIe nor anonymous.
To the extent we can receive information on seizures made in
such countries, we can rapidly focus on persons supplying or procuring the weapons in this country, and we can rapidly identify
where the majority of firearms turning up in criminal or terrorist
hands in those countries originated.
The current situation in Colombia is typical. We know that firearms are being purchased in the United States, both from successful domestic cases and from the results of a relatively small
number of traces we have been able to conduct based on information received from Colombia. What we cannot determine at this
time is exactly what proportion of the firearms used by the cartels
are U.S. sourced, as opposed to coming from other sources. The
need for such information is vital.
To the extent we can see any pattern in successful cases, it appears that the procurement of firearms in the United States is
widespread and small in scale. While we have encountered a few
well organized rings specializing in large loads of weapons, more
frequently we see opportunistic individuals, often involved in narcotics smuggling or trafficking themselves, making or organizing
individual purchases of firearms from retail outlets or on the secondary street market.
We occasionally uncover plots to export firearms by the hundreds, but far more are trickling out a few at a time. The key to
quickly identifying and apprehending these persons is tracing the
firearms recovered by Colombian law enforcement and military
personnel.
We have made a number of efforts to improve the flow of information from Colombia and other countries. We have gone to those
countries and conducted training for their law enforcement personnel. We recently sent two special agents to Colombia on a 30 day
detail.
We have subIP.itted a request to the State Department for authorization to station two agents permanently in Colombia. The
Treasury Department has approved this request and DEA has
agreed to provide administrative support for the agents. We hope
to accomplish this important step this fiscal year.
As I have stated, against published reports of thousands of firearms being recovered in Colombia, in the past 18 months we have
only received information on a relatively small sample. We have
completed processing on 292 firearms and are currently working on
a list of about 400 additional firearms we recently received.

II
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Of the 292 firearms requested, we were able to initiate traces on
224 firearms. The rest were clearly untraceable because ,of incorrlect or missing information.
Of the 224 firearms, 35 were traced out of the United States, 10
to the Panama Canal Zone, 1 to Canada, 2 to Ecuador, 1 to Thailalnd, and 21 to the Government of Colombia. The firearms purchased by the Colombian government were largely Smith and
Wesson revolvers. Eleven of the firearms were U.S. military surplus.
Of the 178 remaining firearms, 127 were sold at retail in Florida,
18 in California, and the remainder in 18 other States. The most
reliable of this data is the identification of the types of firearms
and the focus of the purchasers in Florida.
It needs to be noted that certain traces, such as the one in Thailand, could be the result of a one digit error in recording the serial
number.
The Florida focus is supported by our investigations in that area
and by the degree of Colombian narcotics activity in that State. We
believe this is probably a matter of convenience.
As to the types of firearms, I have brought with me a sample of
weapons in the traces. You have had the opportunity to look at
some of those weapun~
One additional prodem we have discovered is that our traces
showed some of the firearms had been purchased as far back as
1971. Obviously, those firearms may have legally changed hands
several times since then. Some of the weapons may tUrn out to
have been stolen in the United States more recently. We are not
always getting information on just where or when the firearms
were recovered, nor on the circumstances surrounding the seizures.
Clearly, ATF agents working in Colombia will be able to focus on
current seizures and would have the technical expertise to get and
transmit accurate information. Moreover, they could coordinate the
lead information developed with the Colombia authorities.
In summary, we have relevant laws already on the books. In a
coordinated effort, ATF is responding to every lead. What we lack
is access to the best lead information, and ATF is seeking to gain
that access as soon as possible.
That concludes my summary.
[Statement of Mr. Orsini appears on p. 79.]
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you very much, Mr. Orsini.
Mr. Westrate, welcome. We have your statement also, Mr. Westrate, which, without objection, will be made a part of the record in
full. We hope you can summarize for us.
TESTIMONY OF DAYID WESTRATE

Mr. WESTRATE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I, too, will have a very
brief summary. I WIll split my opening remarks and focus on the
weapons issue, and cover chemicals in the second panel.
The Drug Enforcement Administration works closely with the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms on narcotics investigations involving the use of assault weapons.
BATF is the Federal agency responsible for reducing the criminal misuse of firearms and explosives. Although BATF has 'no

•
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direct statutory jurisdiction over narcotics violations, they take full
advantage of their unique opportunity to suppress narcotics related
crimes through the enforcement of the Federal firearms laws.
Numerous DEA investigations involve drug traffickers based in
Latin America and have surfaced allegations that automatic weapons are exchanged for drugs. The most prevalent weapons mentioned are the AK-47 assault rifle, 9 millimeter pistols, and shotguns.
A review of these allegations also indicates that most of the
weapons reportedly were purchased in the United States before
being smuggled to Latin America. These reports also show that
weapons were usually purchased by third parties with no criminal
records, or by persons using false identification.
Further, the weapons were usually purchased from several gun
shops in the same geographical vicinity in order not to arouse suspicion. The weapons were smuggled in quantities of 15 or less from
the United States to Mexico by vehicles, using concealed compartments, and were then, in most cases, either used by Mexican traffickers or transshipped forward to Colombia.
A special report prepared by the EI Paso Intelligence Center
during July 1989 details several related weapons seizures in Mexico
that reflect the kinds of weapons that are in demand, as well as
how these arms are being; smuggled to South America.
Significantly, EPIC reports that the seizures represent one of the
few documented cases in which drugs were used to pay for weapons. The seizures also confirmed that the Medellin cartel was operating in Mexico on a large scale and that this cartel was smuggling
weapons and ammunition through Mexico.
There are numerous other reports indicating that automatic
weapons are destined for drug traffickers in Latin America, especially Colombia.
For example, on February 18, 1988 a DEA Riverside, California
resident office informant reported on an arms and drug smuggling
operation in Culican, Mexico. According to the informant, the proceeds from the sale of cocaine supplied by the Ochoa organization
of Colombia were used to purchase weapons in the United States.
The weapons were then smuggled to Culican, where they were
transshipped to Medellin for the Ochoas.
In the latter part of 1988, DEA received information from the
FBI that a shipment of Soviet bloc weapons was en route to Colombia for the Ochoa organization. The 80 tons of Soviet military assault weapons reportedly were purchased either with the profits
from a 2,000 kilo cocaine shipment destined for Europe or by the
direct exchange of weapons for cocaine.
Operation Alliance also has resulted in the development of intelligence on weapons smuggling as well as the seizure of weapons
destined for Latin America.
One of the largest seizures occurred on August 8, when an undercover investigation into the illegal exportation of assault weapons
resulted in the arrest of two Mexicans and two U.S. citizens in San
Diego, charged with violations of the Federal firearms laws.
The undercover agents, posing as drug traffickers, negotiated for
the purchase of 100 weapons and ammunition to be sent to Mexico.
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Seizures from this investigation included 191 AK-47 assault rifles
and over 60,000 rounds of ammunition.
To deter the criminal misuse of semiautomatic firearms in this
country, President Bush proposed several measures in the Comprehensive Violent Crime Control Act of 1989, introduced as H.R.
2709.
For example, assault weapons typically can be equipped with an
ammunition clip or feeding device capable of holding large quantities of ammunition. This device allows the firing of large numbers
of rounds in a very short time and, therefore, can transform an ordinary rifle into what many people speak of as assault weapons.
Accordingly, Title III of the President's bill would make it illegal
to po'ssess or transfer any ammunition clip or feeding device capable of holding more than 15 rounds of ammunition. There would be
an exception for such devices already lawfully possessed, but subsequent transfers would have to be registered with the BATF.
The bill also doubles the mandatory penalty from 5 to 10 years
imprisonment for using semiautomatic firearms in the commission
of a violent crime or drug felony, and provides for a mandatory
penalty of at least 2 years imprisonment for theft of a firearm.
DEA believes that the enactment of this bill is of great importance in successfully combating the violence associated with drug
trafficking in general, and the criminal use of assault weapons in
particular.
I would be pleased to answer any questions at the appropriate
time.
[Statement of Mr. Westrate appears on p. 90.]
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you, Mr. Westrate.
Mr. Rosenblatt, we welcome you. We have your statement. Without objection, it will be made a part of the record. Would you introduce your associate, Mr. Kelley?
TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM ROSENBLATT

Mr. ROSENBLATT. I would be glad to, Mr. Chairman. John Kelley,
Director of Strategic Investigations Division, U.S. Customs Service.
I will summarize my testimony, Mr. Chairman.
I am pleased to be appearing before you and your committee
today to discuss the role of the U.S. Customs Service in the enforcement of export controls as they pertain to munitions exports to Colombia and other Latin America narcotic source countries.
In response to our investigative and enforcement responsibilities
in the area of export enforcement, in 1981. Customs initiated our
Operation Exodus program which is designed to curtail the illegal
movement of munitions and high technology to controlled destinations. Since its inception, Operation Exodus has evolved from a
basic reactive operation to a highly structured, complex, investigative jurisdiction.
We have implemented a national and international strategy
which attacks the problem with a three pronged approach, interdiction, investigation, and international cooperation.
In curtailing illegal exports, the Customs Service plays an essential role in the enforcement of both the Arms Export Control Act,
which regulates the export of munitions items, as well as the De-
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partment of Commerce's Export Administration Act, which regulates the exportation of dual use or nonmunitions items.
In order to meet our export enforcement responsibility, we currently have 104 inspectors, 300 agents, and an independent intelligence branch assigned full time to Op~ration Exodus.
We also have 19 established overseas offices in 15 foreign countries. Each of those offices is staffed with experienced investigators
in this area who work with our counterparts to obtain the necessary information on potential violations.
Since 1981, these efforts have resulted in over 1,226 arrests and
8,400 seizures valued at over $616 million.
Our program encompasses all potential export violations.
We have not dedicated specific resources to anyone aspect of
export control, including munitions export to narcotics source countries, but instead we attack the problem as a whole.
We choose to do this because the methods and diversion routes
used are not unique to any particular type of merchandise being
illegally exported, and the skills and expertise that our employees
have developed transcend all types of violations.
I assure you that all of our efforts, in both the inspection and
investigative areas, are aimed at discovering a.nd preventing as
many illegal exported shipments of munitions items to narcotic
source countries as possible and bringing those responsible for such
actions to justice.
In furtherance of interagency relations, our Operation Exodus
Command Center in Washington, DC, performs a communication
and coordination function in support of the regulatory and enforcement responsibilities of various U.S. Customs Service components
involved in export control.
The command center communicates with licensing authorities in
the Departments of State and Commerce through Customs officers
assigned full time to liaison positions with the Office of Munition
Control in the State Department and the Bureau of Export Administration in the Department of Commerce.
The command center also has direct liaison contacts with the Department of Energy and the Department of Treasury's Office of
Foreign Assets Control.
Industry sources, the intelligence community, other enforcement
agencies and various other databases are also at their disposal.
Additionally, we have established Project Gemini, which is our
public awareness program designed to inform industry of export
controls and to solicit their cooperation in our endeavors.
Customs' foreign attaches enjoy productive working relations
with many of their counterparts and other enforcement-oriented
organizations in the countries in which they serve. Those countries
have generally provided the utmost cooperation in our investigations and expressed willingness to assist in any manner.
This reflects on the professional liaison programs established by
our individual attache offices and the mutual respect that we have
shown our counterparts in return.
The prevention of exports of munitions to illicit end users is a
cooperative effort requiring the involvement by all those concerned.
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The export controls currently in place provide restrictions honored by the law abiding firms, but do not deter the witting violator
who sees a handsome profit if his gamble is successful.
As recently publicized by the news media, the U.S. Customs Service has major ongoing investigations which have reached international proportions involving the exportation of munitions to narcotics source countries. I would like to briefly discuss a few of these
investigations to illustrate the diversity and complexity involved,
as well as our investigative methodology.
The first case we entitle is the David Candiotti and Carlos Enrique Gil, which are some charts over to the committee's right.
The U.S. Customs Service initiated this investigation in March
1988, into the clandestine munitions export activity of David Candiotti and Carlos Enrique Gil.
The investigation, which was conducted in West Palm Beach, FL,
led to the arrest of Candiotti and Gil, who were negotiating with
undercover operatives from the U.S. Customs Service and the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms to purchase for export to
Colombia 100 pounds of C-4 explosives, 25 MAC-ll machineguns,
20 AR-15 rifles, and 5 fully automatic M-60 machineguns.
During the investigation, agents also uncovered a shopping list
which indicated that Candiotti and Gil were attempting to acquire
LAW rockets, M-79 grenade launchers, and M-203 grenade launchers.
The agents identified two previous shipments of munition items,
including 25 pounds of Tovex plastic explosives, 30 AR-15 caliber
rifles, five .50 caliber rifles, 25 silencers for MAC-ll machinepistols, two .308 sniper rifles, and night vision equipment. All of these'
items were clandestinely exported from the United States by way
of private aircraft and delivered to an individual alleged to be associated with the Cali cartel.
During the undercover negotiations, Candiotti and Gil alleged
that the munitions exports were to be used by carlel factions for
protection, political assassinations, and the assassination of Pablo
Escobar of the Medellin cartel.
In addition to the arrest of Candiotti and Gil, who remain incarcerated pending trial, the agents seized $109,000 in U.S. currency,
one aircraft and a vehicle.
In another case, the U.S. Customs Service initiated an investigation in April 1989 into the export activities of Enrique GobeaRabago and others.
The investigation ultimately led to his arrest, along with Jose
Luis Rodriguez, Mario Lopez-Guttierres, and Adam Daniel Hahn,
who is a licensed firearms dealer doing business as "Guns and
Stuff' in California.
The investigation also resulted in the seizure of 191 Chinese
manufactured AKs weapons, 78,000 rounds of ammunition, and
several handguns in two separate but related enforcement actions
in San Diego and Irvine, CA.
Evidence developed in the investigation indicates that the weapons and ammunition were acquired for illegal export to Mexico.
Preliminary investigation indicated these weapons were legally imported into the United States prior to the recently imposed import
restrictions on AK-type semiautomatic rifles.
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This investigation was initiated by the Customs Service and was
pursued by Customs and the Drug Enforcement Administration
under the auspices of Operation Alliance, an interagency effort to
control drug trafficking along the southern border.
Additional investigation is currently being conducted by the Operation Alliance group, Customs and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms.
A third case, entitled Jose Checchini, was initiated on April 29,
1988 by inspectors at the Los Angeles International Airport while
examining an export shipment destined for Cali, Colombia aboard
Avianca Airlines.
The examination revealed 16 hand grenades, four Colt AR-15
rifles that had been converted to fully automatic, six bulletproof
vests, and one paiL' of night vision goggles, all concealed in a large
air conditioning unit.
Investigation by Customs agents revealed that a number of the
articles were purchased by Jose Checchini. Further investigation
disclosed that Checchini had concealed the munitions items in the
air conditioning unit.
The investigation also connected this attempted export to a previous seizure in December 1987, when Customs agents discovered
ten AR-15's concealed in a shipment of stuffed teddy bears destined to Cali, Colombia.
Customs agents obtained a warrant for the arrest of Checchini,
and on August 2, 1989, since he could not be apprehended, Channel
7, ABC, broadcast a story on "L.A.'s Most Dangerous." The subject
of the story was the United States Customs fugitive, Jose Checchini.
The following day, Checchini telephoned U.S. Customs agents
from Italy and attempted to negotiate his surrender without revealing his exact whereabouts. While negotiations between Checchini and U.S. Customs agents in Italy and the U.S. continued, the
U.S. Department of Justice assisted the U.S. Customs Service in obtaining a provisional arrest warrant for Checchini.
On September 11, 1989, Customs agents, working in concert with
La Guardia Di Finanza, Italian Customs and Financial Police, located Checchini and placed him under arrest based on the provisional warrant.
I have several other cases in my testimony, Mr. Chairman, and
they are in the record. But I would like to say, the Customs Service
has long recognized that munitions items are tools of the trade in
the narcotics business, and the cases that I present here today demrmstrate that in addition to firearms, such items as bulletproof
vests, night vision equipment, LAW rockets, hand grenades, and
plastic explosives are in high demand by the narcotics organizations.
In support of the Government of Colombia in their current crisis
which was precipitated by the courageous action of Colombian officials against narco-terrorism of overwhelming proportion, the
Acting Commissioner of Customs has placed an increased emphasis
on our Exodus enforcement effort.
Within Customs, we have formed a Colombian Coordinating
Committee which serves as a clearinghouse for all information relating to the current crisis in Colombia. Once received, we analyze
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the information and disseminate action requests to our Customs offices in the field.
'
We have also placed emphasis on outbound searches of airplanes,
vessels, cargo, persons, and baggage destined to narcotics source
and transshipment countries, in an effort to inflict damage on drug
traffickers and their organizations relative to the maximum use of
our x-ray units and other technical equipment.
These enforcement efforts are designed to disrupt the pipelines
through which the cartel receives the proceeds from the sales of
drugs, the chemical precursors needed to manufacture drugs, and
the munitions items used to wage a war of terrorism on the people
of Colombia.
In support of the war on drugs, the Customs Sl9rvice at all levels
will continue to man the front to stem the flow of illegal exports to
narcotics traffickers.
I would be pleased to answer any of your questions at this time.
[Statement of Mr. Rosenblatt appears on page 1101.]
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you very much, Mr. Rosenblatt.
I gather, Ms. Biancaniello, you are just here to respond to questions.
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. That is correct.
Mr. HUGHES. You have no opening statement?
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. We gave a statement for the record.
Mr. HUGHES. Do you want to put the statement in the record? Or
would you like to make an opening statement at this time?
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. We would just prefer to put that in the
record.
Mr. HUGHES. Without objection, it will be so received.
[,The statement referred to was not available at time of printing.]
Mr. HUGHES. Mr. Orsini, how extensive is the problem in Colombia so far regarding the presence of exported American weapons?
Have you any idea at this point?
Mr. ORSINI. Well, we recently had two agents in Colombia on a
30 day detail. They came back with a list of 150-some-odd weapons.
That has since been expanded to 292.
Based against the backdrop of the thousands and tens of thousands of guns that we hear of being seized in Colombia, that is a
very small sample.
However, of those 155 firearms which we brought back and
traced, 87 percent of them were American made firearms.
Mr. HUGHES. This is of the thousands of guns that have been
seized?
Mr. ORSINI. No, siri this is of a very small sample. This is of the
155.
Mr. HUGHES. Just a sample.
Mr. ORSINI. A very small sample. We don't know in the whole
universe of weapons in Colombia what the percentage is.
Mr. HUGHES. The National Rifle Association is on a later panel
today. One of the points the NRA will make, which is worth repeating for you, is that this problem is not such a big deal. For example, we have dumped literally hundreds of tons of armament,
M-16's, AK-47's and what have you, Colt 45's, on the market over
the years, and what we have been requested to trace, some 292, is a
very small part of that. What is your al1Bwer to that?
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Mr. ORSINI. Well, that is one reason we are requesting to put
agents in Colombia, so we can have firsthand access to the seizures
at the time of seizures.
Our best tool for identifying and dealing with the sources of
weapons going out of the country is the trace information from the
country receiving the firearms. We have had trouble over the
years, not only with Colombj[a but with other foreign countries as
well, getting accurate, timely information.
Mr. HUGHES. Well, we often have problems getting accurate,
timely information in this country.
Mr. ORSINI. Yes; we do.
Mr. HUGHES. Can we surmise from the fact that a sample of firearms from another country found that of 292 firearms that 224, or
thereabouts, came from our country, that the universe of weapons
from our country is pretty substantial?
Mr. ORSINI. I am certain you could surmise that it is substantial.
I don't think that you can necessarily say that the 87 percent
figure will hold up throughout.
Mr. HUGHES. But we are not seizing all the weapons, either.
Mr. ORSINI. Exactly.
Mr. HUGHES. We are not Beizing all the weapons because everybody isn't being arrested.
Mr. ORSINI. That is absolutely correct.
Mr. HUGHES. But these figures would be some indication of just
how large a supplier we are?
Mr. ORSINI. I don't think fb.ere is any question about that.
Mr. HUGHES. How would you characterize an assault weapon?
How would you define it?
Mr. ORSINI. Well, we were asked to define assault weapon and
actually we don't have a 15 words or less definition of an assault
rifle. We did a nationwide survey where we contacted shooting
sports foundations, hunting guides, game and fish people, technical
writers, the legitimate spo:rting industry. We purposely stayed
away from law enforcement :in this survey.
Based on that survey, on what they told us about what weapons
were and were not suitable for sporting purposes, we came up with
what we believe is a list of c:haracteristics which, if a weapon possesses a number of these characteristics, puts it in a class of weapons that is not generally re,C!ognized as suitable for sporting purposes.
Mr. HUGHES. It is akin to til can't define it but I know it wh,n I
see it."
Mr. ORSINI. Well, not exactly. But the criteria have to be looked
at as a whole, not individually. You may have a weapon that only
has one of the characteristics.
Mr. HUGHES. For example! take the AK-47 and tell us, what
makes that an assault weapon?
Mr. ORSINI. The three major categories that would put that in
the assault weapon categOlY alre, number one, it is a semiautomatic
version of a full automatic W€iapon. The AK-47 is the Communist
bloc full automatic weapon, the AK, AK-47, by different designations, is the semiautomatic vemion of a full automatic weapon.
This particular one has a ;folding stock. It has a pronounced
pistol grip. The argument can be made that a lot of hunting rifles
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have pistol grips, but not the pronounced pistol grip that is designed to facilitate one-handed shooting in a combat situation. It
has bayonet lugs. It will accept a bayonet and a bipod. Those types
of features make this type of weapon not suitable for sporting purposes.
Mr. HUGHES. You couldn't hunt rabbits with that?
Mr. ORSINI. I wouldn't say you couldn't but I don't know of anybody that does.
Mr. HUGHES. You wouldn't want to do that?
Mr. ORSINI. No.
Mr. HUGHES. Well, let me ask you, would the AK-47 more accurately be characterized as a weapon that would be used by the military, rather than for sporting purp'Jses? Aren't most of these weapons manufactured for military as opposed to sporting uses?
Mr. ORSINI. Yes. They are patterned after military weapons, very
definitely.
Mr. HUGHES. Mr. Westrate, we have a number of drug enforcement agents in Colombia. Has there been an increase over the past
few years in the number and types of assault type weapons and
other military hardware, such as are displayed here today, which
are being seized in connection with drug busts in that country?
What is the trend?
Mr. WESTRATE. Chairman Hughes, there is no question about the
escalation of heavy weapons and, as Bill had mentioned, explosives
moving towards these cartels. The cases we have cited amongst
ourselves this morning here in our testimony are only a few of the
cases that have been made. There are large numbers of these weapons. They are being deliberately purchased and shipped to these
cartel people.
Within the past month there was an arrest in Canada of two
clearly hit team type operations of Colombian cartel people that
had in their possession many of these types of automatic weapons
and even hand grenades.
So, there is no doubt that these weapons are moving to the cartels for the purpose of defending themselves and taking offensive
action.
Mr. HUGHES. So, we do have a serious problem in Colombia?
Mr. WESTRATE. No question. The rate of seizure and trying to get
a handle on this is the reason we are working jointly with ATF to
get their expertise into the problem.
Mr. HUGHES. What percentage of chemicals which we are seizing
at Colombian laboratories have come from United States sources?
Mr. WESTRATE. As you know, we feel that there is a substantial
percentage. The majority of the chemicals, we feel, reaching the cocaine labs in Colombia are from U.S. sources.
Mr. HUGHES. I am going to stick to the 5 minute rule, and I ask
that other members do so also.
The gentleman from Pennsylvania.
Mr. COUGHLIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First, Mr. Orsini, based upon the information that we have on
weapons seized in Colombia, are these being bought over the
counter in the United States primarily? How are they being purchased in the United States?
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Mr. ORSINI. Most of them are being bought over the counter.
What we are finding is that loosely knit groups of individuals will
buy two or three at a time, three or four, from different licensed
firearms dealers.
They are buying them in the commercial market, sometimes
smuggling them out individually in their own luggage, sometimes
pooling their weapons until there are maybe 35 or 40 at a time
going out. Occasionally, we run into the large seizures, like my colleague described earlier.
Mr. COUGHLIN. So, what you are saying is that they are bought
legally here over the counter, but exported illegally?
Mr. ORSINI. Well, all the provisions of a legal sale have taken
place. The people have signed the forms. They may have falsified
the forms. They may be prohibited persons buying them. But, yes,
they have the color of legitimate sales.
Mr. COUGHLIN. Do you feel any additional Federal regulations
are warranted in being able to control this kind of purchase and
sale, and purchase and export?
Mr. ORSINI. Well, we have, I think-Mr. COUGHLIN. Do you have all the tools you need?
Mr. ORSINI. All the tools we need; except the most vital link-the
intelligence from the receiving countries. I think that would go an
awfully long way in helping us deal with this problem.
Mr. COUGHLIN. In view of President Barco's concern, what kind
of intelligence do we ask him for?
Mr. ORSINI. Well, we would like to get firsthand, on-the-spot,
timely information on the seizures.
Just as an example, we have received from foreign governments
a request to trace 24 Smith and Wesson revolvers. No model, no
serial number, nothing. Just Smith and Wesson revolvers. They
don't understand our system.
We participate with the State Department in their antiterrorist
training program. We have visited several foreign countries, not
only Colombia, and put on seminars for military and police officials
in those countries to try to educate them on what we need. But
they have their own agenda, especially in Colombia right now.
They have more than they can deal with, without worrying about
accurately copying down a serial number from a gun.
Mr. COUGHLIN. Let me ask, Ms. Biancaniello, how many requests
for export licenses for semiautomatic weapons do you receive a
year from Colombia? Do you know?
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. I do not have a statistic on that. I can take it
for the record and get it. The only statistic I brought with me was
the numbers of firearms that we have authorized to Colombia in
1989.
These should not be confused with exports, but we do have
records where we show 1,893 pistols and revolvers authorized for
export to Colombia. No particular breakdown on calibers at this
point in time.
We show 24 machineguns, which were directed to the Government of Colombia, being authorized for export.
We show 181 rifles, which we know 180 of them to be .22 caliber
rimfire semiautomatics.
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We show two machineguns which were authorized for export to
the Government of Colombia.
Mr. COUGHLIN. Those are the total licenses that were granted by
the State Department?
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. For Colombia for 1989. They do not reflect exports. We could get exports against those, if you would like.
Mr. COUGHLIN. If this doesn't reflect exports, what does it reflect?
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. It reflects authorizations or quantities of firearms which have been authorized to be exported to Colombia. Our
licenses are valid, up until recently, for a two year period. So that
from the time we authorize an export, the person or the applicant
has 2 years in which to effect shipment.
Mr. COUGHLIN. So, this is an authorization of an export?
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. Yes, an authorization. But the firearms may
in fact not be in Colombia at this point in time.
Mr. COUGHLIN. Let me ask, Mr. Westrate, there has been some
suggestion that weapons that are being found in Colombia come
from outside the United States, from Vietnam, Cambodia, Cuba,
other places. In your experience, do most of them come from outside the United States? Or do most of them come from the United
States?
Mr. WESTRATE. I would say that at least in' the last couple of
years our investigations would reflect that most of these weapons
are coming from the United States. I wouldn't exclude potential
sources from other places, but the numbers of weapons involved in
these cases would indicate the majority from the United States.
Mr. COUGHLIN. Let me ask you if you feel there are any further
regulations that would assist in preventing this very substantial
export from the United States?
Mr. WESTRATE. Well, I am not a full expert on firearms, but I
would say that the tools appear to be there. It is a question of resources and information, 'being able to work the investigations on
these people. It is a volume question.
Mr. COUGHLIN. Let me address that same question, if I might, to
Mr. Rosenblatt, very briefly, and then I will yield.
Mr. ROSENBLATT. Well, Congressman, I believe the key both domestically and internationally is intelligence.
I don't think any agency represented here, or even state and
local, can be effective without sources of information.
It is extremely important with respect to foreign countries receiving shipments, whether they be of U.S. weaponry or munitions,
as we like to call it, or from foreign countries, we need to know,
from a U.S. perspective, not only how much is going out of this
country and what is being imported illegally or diverted from legal
shipments into Colombia and the other source producing countries,
but we need to get a handle on the kinds of weapons and the
amounts of weapons that are being shipped from other countries to
these source producing countries. And that means having personnel in those foreign couutries working jointly with DEA and the
other members of the embassy.
Mr. COUGHLIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Let me yield at this
time.
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Mr. HUGHES. I would say to my colleagues that we are going to
follow this committee's standard procedure, which is to recognize
Members on the basis of their ardval order at the hearing.
With that in mind, the gentleman from Connecticut, Mr. Shays,
is recognized.
Mr. SHAYS. Thank you.
I believe we don't do an adequate job to stop the flow of chemicals to make the drugs, we don't do an adequate job to stop the
weapons that are used to protect the drug dealers and terrorize
law-abiding citizens, and we don't do an adequate job to stop the
flow of money that buys these drugs.
The question I want to ask each of you is: How is the coordillation and cooperation among law enforcement agencies to control
the illicit distribution of assault weapons? Is there good coordination and cooperation?
I would like to specifically ask each of you what we, as legislators, can do to help that process, to improve that process?
Mr. ORSINI. I will begin. At this point in time, the cooperation
between particularly the DEA and Customs and ATF is the best it
has ever been. You read a lot about turf battles and it makes good
press. But on the street level, where the agents are out there on
the front line, they are working hand in hand.
Everyone of the cases we make starts off as a domestic investigation, but as soon as we have any indication at all that these guns
are destined for foreign country, the first phone call we make is to
Customs.
Mr. SHAYS. Let me just ask the rest of you, then, if you would
agree in general? How could it be improved?
Mr. WESTRATE. I would definitely agree and point out that even
on the level of the domestic street crack task force, we are working
very closely together on guns and drugs with ATF.
Also, I think we in Colombia have hosted the two TDY ATF
agents in the DEA office space, and I believe the fmal arrangement
will be that when they are deployed permanently they will be residing in the DEA office space.
So that we have full coordination and cooperation of agents from
two executive departments, and I would say generally the cooperation is excellent and I don't know of any legislative encouragement
we could have in that area.
Mr. ROSENBLATT. I think we have all the laws and regulations
that we need right now to effectively do the job, in addition to what
my colleague, Mr. Westrate, said about resources and the volume
of the job.
Again I go back to my earlier comments. It is up to us, working
with the State Department and working with the various host governments, and obtaining and optimizing the intelligence relative to
munitions or money or precursor articles destined for the foreign
countries.
Mr. SHAYS. Then I am going to surmise that you are saying there
is excellent coordination. I am going to surmise that you do not
need any legislative change from this group here or from Congress
in general. I am going to surmise that the only thing you really
need is more resources.
Is there an agreement on that?
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Mr. WESTRATE. Legislative in terms of coordination and cooperation, yes. I think we would all support the President's pending legislation up here, which I would put more in the category of deterrence than in, you know, trying to stimulate us working together
better.
Mr. ROSENBLATT. It is not just a question of resources, Congressman. It is also an effort on our part, working with the Colombian
Government and other governments, indicating to them and
having them to appreciate the kinds of intelligence information we
need, and once we have done that, by having people in-country,
okay, and not just providing serial numbers but providing all the
circumstances surrounding a particular seizure.
We like to call it post seizure analysis, to try to fmd all the facts
so it can lead us back to whoever the violators or the co-conspirators may be. So, it is maximizing the intelligence again.
Mr. SHAYS. You are saying that there needs to be better coordination and cooperation with the so-called host country, in a sense?
Mr. ROSENBLATT. I think there is excellent cooperation. It is getting into this area, along with several other areas that you have
mentioned, with the host government and explaini.ng to their
people and their managers, so it drifts down as to exactly what we
need and why we need it, and how successful we get. Also, have a
mechanism, based on that information, the successes in the United
States be then relayed back to the host government, so their police
officers and military people become aware that their information
did lead to success.
:Mr. SHAYS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HUGHES. Before I recognize the next member, let me raise
another issue on behalf of myself and my colleague from Pennsylvania.
You suggest that we have enough tools, but let me ask you the
following. We have banned the importation of 43 military type
weapons which do not meet the sporting purposes test. The weapons banned represent 25 percent of the universe of assault-type
weapons. But 75 perc~nt of such weapons is domestically manufactured. So, while we have effectively banned the importation there
is no ban on exportation.
Now, when you suggest that we have sufficient tools, I'd ask you
to address the question of how can that be when we have only done
part of the job?
My second point concerns the President's legislation, which I
happen to support: How long does it take to change a 15-round
clip?
Mr. WESTRATE. Not very long.
Mr. HUGHES. So, how does that effectively deal with the problem?
The gentleman from Texas.
Mr. ORTIZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We talk about coordination and being able to exchange information between the different agencies. My question would be: Do we
have a plan? Do we have a strategy between the different agencies
as to how to attack this problem, how to seize these weapons? I
mean, is there a plan that we have?
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Maybe this is not the place to discuss it if you do have a plan.
But do we have a plan, a strategy?
Mr. ORSINI. Certainly each agency has its own enforcement strategy.
.
Mr. ORTIZ. Is it compatible?
Mr. ORSINI. 'I'hey are compatible and we in fact have MOU's,
memoranda of understanding, between ourselves and Customs and
the other enforcement agencies, yes, sir.
Mr. ROSENBLATI'. We have gotten beaten up enough, if I may use
that expression, from the Congress and from the media about turf
fights. So, we have entered into what I would consider, as of late,
effective, more effective than ever before, into the MOU's.
As my colleague from BATF has said, when they start a Gun
Control Act violation, if it looks like it is going to be exported from
the United States, then we work a joint case. We maximize the information from that case back into our data files.
Banning, further banning of exportations of weapons, to my way
of thinking, only further exacerbates the illicit activity that will go
on despite the ban. I think it would just drive them further and
further underground.
As I have said before, I think it is important for everyone of the
agencies to have informants and to have intelligence, because, as
has been said before, we don't see, except in the last 6 or 8 months,
enormous shipments. What we see is, of the 270,000 gun dealers
out there, there might be 30,000 or 40,000 of them.
If you have 10 or 15 people in your organization or in a trafficking organization picking up one or two weapons legally from these
dealers, putting them into company baggage going back to South
America or back into Mexico, it becomes a very difficult problem
for us in Customs to ferret out these one and two guns that are
going out in baggage. And you multiply that, okay, by 30,000 or
40,000 gun dealers and you are talking about a substantial amount
of weapons that are going out of this country each year in small
lots.
In the aggregate or the accumulate, it is a significant problem.
What we are seeing as of late is more and more 25, 10, 15, 30, 100
guns going out, and that is a phenomenon that has occurred in the
last year or so.
Mr. ORTIZ. Let me ask something else. When we talk about confidential informants, are you talking about within the United
States? Or are you talki.!lg about places where the weapons are
shipped?
Mr. ROSENBLATI'. What I am talking about is confidential inform~
ants here in the United States. I have got to believe, at least from
my agency's standpoint, in working with our law enforcement
counterparts, that they have informants. If they get information,
they share it wIth us because of the mutual interest that we have
in the problem.
We also have information coming from the intelligence community, because everyone of the agencies represented here today
have tasked the intelligence community with information of this
kind or for information of this kind.
Mr. ORTIZ. Something else, Mr. Orsini. You mentioned something
about being able to trace 21 weapons to the Government of Colom-
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bia. Can you give us a little history as to where did those weapons
come from? Was it the police, the military? Were they stolen? If
you can.
Mr. ORSINI. They were sold directly from Smith and Wesson in
this country. They were sold to the Government of Colombia. I
think it was to the Colombian National Police, but I am not certain. I would have to doublecheck that. I can get that information
back for you, if you would like it.
Mr. ORTIZ. My question is, because we are talking about maybe
sending more people from DEA and I think we can trust them. I
appreciate the efforts of Colombia to this point. I think that they
are doing a great job and I think that we need to support them.
Just one more question. What about the Dominican Republic
Computer Center, the intelligence center that they have? Are we
utilizing it?
I was very impressed when I went to the Dominican Republic.
They have an outstanding communications center, computer
system that they have set up. Is it being used by us?
Mr. WESTRATE. Yes, Congressman, in our case it is, very actively.
It continues to improve in its capabilities. We have made formal
linkages between that center and the EI Paso Intelligence Center
in Texas. We are coordinating with it daily. It is quite an example
of a very good facility.
Mr. ORTIZ. Should there be efforts by us to help other countries
set up a similar system, like Colombia, Peru and some of the
others?
Mr. WESTRATE. Yes. We are working on that in conjunction with
the State Department. We have a DEA supervisor assigned to the
State Department, who is pursuing this on a full time basis with
one of INM's staff people. So, we are aggressively pursuing this in
a number of countries.
Mr. ORTIZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I certainly appreciate the
fine work the gentlemen are doing.
Mr. HUGHES. I thank the gentleman.
The gentleman from Florida, Mr. Grant, has 5 minutes.
Mr. GRANT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to ask Ms. Biancaniello, do you have evidence that
guns that are being shipped by our Government, not purchased
from private arms dealers but from our Government, for use by the
Colombian military are finding their way to drug traffickers?
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. When you say our Government, are you
speaking in terms of the Department of Defense programs or those
that are coming under State Department jurisdiction?
Mr. GRANT. If you have knowing of either or both.
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. Okay. I have no knowledge of that which goes
under the government-to-government auspice. I also have no
knowledge of firearms being diverted from our export system.
As a matter of fact, when we looked at, and we have been continuing to work with Customs, and we have in the investigations
found out that the transactions that we have handled in fact have
been valid transactions to date.
Mr. GRANT. Do any of the witnesses have evidence that any
weapons that are shipped by our Government for military use in
Colombia are fmding their way to drug traffickers?
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Mr. ROSENBLATT. I agree with my colleague, Congressman. However, once it arrives into the inventory system of any Government,
and let's not just pick on Colombia because we have the same problem in this country, maintaining an accurate inventory.
We have found weapons-when I say we have, the Colombians
have found weapons and there have been traces done and there
were weapons going back to 1971 that were shipped legally to the
Government. But there are employees in any government that help
themselves to some of these weapons.
Mr. GRANT. All right. Mr. Orsini, we have heard testimony in
previous hearings that mercenaries are being employed by drug
outlaws. Do you have evidence that this is another source of weapons to these drug outlaws?
Mr. ORSINI. You mean, are they using mercenaries to come into
this country and get the guns?
Mr. GRANT. Right.
Mr. ORSINI. We have no indication of that, no.
Mr. GRANT. Has the A.T.F. been prosecuting individuals linked
by the serial numbers that you mentioned earlier to the legal purchase of individual weapons in the United States, which are later
confiscated in Colombia?
Mr. ORSINI. Yes, sir. We have been involved in several investigations where the target country was-Mr. GRANT. You are prosecuting?
Mr. ORSINI. Yes, we are prosecuting them, yes, sir.
Mr. GRANT. I noticed in your testimony that Florida, my home
State, is the source State for approximately 50 percent of weapons
to the Caribbean. Does weapons traffic flow proportionately to drug
traffic? If we stop the flow of drug through, let's say, Florida, for
example, do we also see a decline in weapons traffic?
Mr. ORSINI. In certain cases. In the case of Colombia, that would
probably be true. But on the west coast we have a big problem with
arms going out to the Philippines. And, of course, as you would
expect, California is the major source state for firearms going to
the Philippines.
It is more a matter of convenience. The commercial routes to Colombia from the United States go through Florida. That is where
the people pick up their guns and transship them out of the country.
Mr. GRANT. Do the drug outlaws use more weapons proportionately than other kinds of blue collar criminals?
Mr. ORSINI. Yes, sir, no question.
Mr. GRANT. Can you give us your judgment on the effectiveness
of the administration's ban on foreign manufactured assault type
weapons? Has it been good, moderate, not so good?
Mr. ORSINI. Well, I am not trying to duck your question, but it is
really too early to tell. The ban only went into effect a couple of
months ago. To say that the ban has r0sulted in fewer assaults by
drug outlaws, we really can't say that at this time. But over the
long haul, it certainly will have an effect.
Mr. GRANT. Following up on Mr. Hughes' comment, can you say
that we would do a better job if we had some kind of ban on the
exportation of domestically produced weapons, rather than just the
importation?
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Mr. ORSINI. I agree with the comments of my colleagues, that we
do have restrictions on the exportation of weapons. Permits have to
be received, licenses obtained. But people still smuggle them out
and I think they would continue to do so.
Mr. GRANT. Do you think that we ought to ban the sale, the domestic public sale of so-called assault type weapons?
Mr. ORSINI. That is under study at this time and we do not take
a position on that.
Mr. GRANT. Does anybody take a position on that?
Mr. WESTRATE. I think clearly the administration has taken a position on it and that is the position we would support.
Mr. GRANT. The public sale of so-called assault type weapons, I
want to make sure?
Mr. WESTRATE. Yes. A decision was made not to ban domestic
sales of assault type weapons. That was the decision.
Mr. GRANT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My time is up.
Mr. HUGHES. We all know the decision not to ban domestic sales
of such weapons. All we are questioning is the wisdom of that decision. You know, we tiptoe around the tulips when it comes to guns.
It is an interesting phenomenon.
Before I call upon the next member, I find it interesting that you
would suggest that it wouldn't be helpful if we ban the export as
well as the import of assault weapons. I mean, what good is intelligence, Mr. Rosenblatt, if in fact you can, as a legitimate nondisqualified applicant for these weapons of war, just go to the State Department and get an export license? Where does intelligence come
in? You can answer it.
The gentlelady from New York.
Ms. LOWEY. Thank you very much.
I would like to pursue that, too, because it seems to me, if a
youngster is in a school yard and going to get shot, or if a senior
citizen is going to a church or a synagogue or to the store and
going to get shot, he or she doesn't care whether it is domestic or it
is imported. It is the same impact.
So, I think this is a very important line of questioning. And to
Mr. Orsini or to whoever of the panel, it seems on June 23, Secretary Nicholas Brady disclosed an administrative list of 17 domestically produced assault rifles that would be 'banned if produced
abroad.
However, when the President produced his crime package, he
failed to call for a ban on domestic assault rifles in his $1.2 billion
crime package.
I am a little confused, and perhaps someone can come up and
discuss some of those weapons. When I have discussed this issue
with the National Rifle Associatiop., they claim that there is no
clearcut defmition of assault weapons and that semiautomatic
weapons are legitimate sporting weapons which are confused as
being assault weapons.
So, we are going to ban them when they come in, so we can be
the sole manufacturer here. We can ship them abroad. We can
have them go throughout the country. We don't have any kind of a
real licensing procedure, any kind of a national computer system
so we know who is buying and who is selling.
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Perhaps if there is some equipment here, you can enlighten us as
to what does an assault weapon really look like that distinguishes
it from a sporting weapon. What do you think we should really do
with this domestic production of these assault weapons?
I know I gave you a lot of questions at once.
Mr. ORSINI. We discussed this point a little bit earlier about the
features which distinguish what is commonly known as an assault
type weapon. They are the military configuration-Ms. LOWEY. I know you did discuss it and I know that many of us
read it. But somehow, there doesn't seem to be a clarification. I am
continually approached by members of the N.R.A. that tell me that
all these assault weapons are really used to go hunt. Hunt what?
That is the question.
Mr. ORSINI. Well, I cannot attribute any statement to the NRA
that says that these type of weapons are used for hunting.
Ms. LOWEY. Are any of these used for hunting?
Mr. ORSINI. No. Nothing on this table is a hunting weapon.
Mr. HUGHES. Except that they can be used for hunting people.
Ms. LOWEY. Are these weapons produced domestically, what you
have here?
Mr. ORSINI. Some are. Some are imports.
Ms. LOWEY. Are they currently being manufactured?
Mr. ORSINI. Yes.
Ms. LOWEY. And they are being sold?
Mr. ORSINI. Yes.
Ms. LOWEY. Over the counter?
Mr. ORSINI. Yes.
Ms. LOWEY. Without a license?
Mr. ORSINI. No. On the part of the purchaser?
Ms. LOWEY. Yes.
Mr. ORSINI. No, for the purchaser no license is required.
Ms. LOWEY. They just can go to a store end buy one of those?
Mr. ORSINI. Some of these are fully automatic and, of course,
they are restricted. But the semiautomatic versions are available
over-the-counter.
Ms. LOWEY. Just go to the store?
Mr. ORSINI. That is right.
Ms. LOWEY. But they are not used to shoot deer, bear or anything
like that?
Mr. ORSINI. No.
Ms. LOWEY. Then what legitimate reason could we have to continue manufacturing them here?
Mr. ORSINI. Well, people enjoy owning and shooting them.
Ms. LOWEY. Enjoy it?
Mr. ORSINI. Right.
Ms. LOWEY. Perhaps you can explain. I am sorry. Perhaps you
can explain.
Mr. ORSINI. Okay. We will take this one. This is the AK's. It is a
semiautomatic version of the AK-47, which is the full automatic
Communist bloc military weapon.
The features which set this apart from a commercially available
rifle which is readily recognizable as suitable for sporting purposes
are, number one, it is patterned after a fully automatic weapon.
Number two is the military configuration. It has a bayonet lug. It
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has a bayonet. It has a folding stock, which there is no need for on
a sporting weapon.
Again, all of these features have to be taken collectively. The argument can be made that, yes, a hunting rifle with a folding stock
is easier to carry through the brush. So, just the presence of a folding stock by itself does not make this an assault weapon. But in
combination with the oversized clip, the pistol grip, the pronounced
pistol grip which is designed to facilitate singlehanded firing in
combat situations, there is no advantage to this for hunting purposes.
The lugs for a bipod. Some of these weapons will accept a bipod.
One we had with us earlier had a bipod attached. We didn't bring
that one with us today.
One other consideration was the cartridge. This weapon accepts a
cartridge, a centerfire cartridge two and a quarter inches or less in
length. That is another consideration. That is one of the factors
that goes into making the determination.
Ms. LOWEY. Well, I guess I won't take that much more time, but
I guess I continue to be puzzled as to why these 17 weapons, for
example, are banned into this country for import purposes and yet
we continue to manufacture them here, continue to sell them
there, and when we go over to the Andean nations we find that 87
percent of the weapons that are used to kill are manufactured
here.
Mr. ORSINI. Well, I can answer that by saying that under existing law we had statutory authority to ban the imports. We have no
statutory authority to prevent domestic production.
Ms. LOWEY. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HUGHES. The gentleman from Connecticut.
Mr. SHAYS. I had asked a question earlier and I am very embarrassed by my question and the response, in light of your question.
I said, was there adequate coordination to stop the illicit flow of
weapons. And all of you said, well, we don't need any change in
legislation.
I either was not a good listener or I am just too new here, but it
seems to me it is not illicit to export weapons and you need a law
to say it is illegal. What am I missing?
Mr. ROSENBLATT. When you are going to export weapons from
the country, you need an export license for those weapons. And
that export license is supposed to be presented to U.S. Customs at
the time of the departure of that shipmen.t.
Mr. TRAFICANT. Will the gentleman yield on that question?
Mr. SHAYS. Yes, definitely.
Mr. TRAFICAN'f. No one comes in and fIles a license to expor/;
drugs or other contraband. What makes anyone in the law enforcement field believe that som'Cone who has dastard intentions is
going to fIle a license to export these types of weapons?
Second of all, I want to know who would ever walk through the
brush and needs a folding, collapsible arm on one of those weapons? I am sorry to interrupt, but as a former sheriff I am getting a
little behind the times here.
Mr. HUGHES. We are going to get to the gentleman from Ohio.
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Mr. TRAFICANT. I would like someone to answer that question on
the license business in regard to Mr. Shays' inquiry here.
Mr. SHAYS. If I might, I took my time. It wasn't my time. I yield
back to the Chairman.
Mr. HUGHES. The gentleman from Ohio is recognized for 5 minutes.
Mr. OXLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would ask unanimous consent that my opening statement be
made part of the record at the appropriate place.
Mr. HUGHES. Without objection, it will be so ordered.
[Statement of Mr. Oxley appears on p. 114.]
Mr. OXLEY. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, first of all, I would like to
put in a plug for a bill that I have introduced which would make
the penalties that now exists for machine guns for semiautomatic
weapons. That is, currently, if you use a machinegun in a violent
crime you go to jail for 30 years, second offense you go away forever without possibility of parole. My bill would elevate the same
penalties for the use of semiautomatic weapons as we do now for
machineguns. I would ask any interested member of our committee
to take a look at H.R. 3322 and possibly cosponsor this legislation.
I know it doesn't directly address the problem of exports, but I do
think it is something that we should seriously consider.
I want to ask a question to the panel, a followup somewhat on
the gentleman from Florida's question in regard to mercenaries.
Not so much mercenaries coming into this country and purchasing
weapons or trying to illicitly transport those across the border, but
whether any of you have any evidence that the mercenaries who
were training narcoterrorists in Colombia had a pipeline or had
some connection to get those semiautomatic weapons and othe!'
ordnances into those countries?
I saw some testimony or some witnesses on television not too
long ago who had indicated that the mercenaries were involved up
to their necks in the illegal transportation of weapons, and that
was part of the package that they delivered for the narcoterrorists
in Colombia.
Let me ask Ms. Biancaniello, did you used to play shortstop for
Kansas City?
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. No; I have no knowledge of that. I guess the
only comment that I can make, and we seem to perhaps be mixing,
from time to time, the domestic control of firearms with the valid
licensing and the illegal transactions. But as I view it, from my
perspective in Munitions Control, it is that we deal with and try to
ferret out the illegal transactions. So, when we license the export,
we take into account the type of firearm, the ultimate end use and
the end user. In doing so, we have come to the conclusion, at least
in Colombia to date, that all the firearms that we have exported
have 'been exported for valid purposes to valid end users.
Mr. OXLEY. But you don't have any evidence that mercenaries
were illegally transporting weapons into Columbia?
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. That is correct. Our licensing process does not
reflect that.
Mr. OXLEY. What about from any other country besides the
United States? Do you have any evidence to that end?
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. No.
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Mr. OXLEY. Okay.
Mr. WESTRATE. Mr. Oxley, I think the mercenary situations, two
in the recent 6 month period, were basically providing training. I
don't believe the cartels really need a new source of weapons.
They have plenty of weapons. My understanding of what they
did was to provide training, helicopter support, helicopter assault
training, that type of activity. I am not aware that they were also
responsible for supplying the weapons~
Mr. OXLEY. Is that your understanding as well, Mr. Orsini?
Mr. ORSINI. Yes, sir, it is.
Mr. OXLEY. You also agree with that, Mr. Rosenblatt?
Mr. ROSENBLATT. That is the best information we have.
Mr. OXLEY. Okay. Our friend from New York had to leave early,
Ben Gilman, but he wanted me to ask the panel, particularly
BATF and DEA, a few questions.
It is his understanding that there is only one individual in each
of your particular departments that is assigned to illicit weapons in
Central and South America. Is he wrong, hopefully, on this?
Mr. ORSINI. Yes, sir, that is not correct. We do have one individual in bureau headquarters, who is the program manager for our
ITAR program. He oversees all the investigations nationwide under
this program, provides the trace data, the leads to the field, and
coordinates our responses. But he is certainly not the only person
in ATF involved in this at all, no, sir.
Mr. OXLEY. How many do you have in the field in Central and
South America?
Mr. ORSIN!. In Central and South America?
Mr. OXLEY. Assigned to Central and South America.
Mr. ORSINI. We have no one outside the United States.
Mr. OXLEY. Mr. Westrate, I know this is not necessarily your
bailiwick, but could you shed some light on this?
Mr. WESTRATE. Yes, sir. We do not have any weapons experts per
se. That is ATF's business and other agencies.
We do, of course, have liaison officers formally assigned at headquarters. But I consider every DEA agent in Latin America to be
responsible for feeding back to BATF any intelligence they develop
in these seizures. So, we would normally do that in the course of an
investigation.
Mr. OXLEY. What about Customs? Where do you stand with Central and South America?
Mr. ROSENBLATT. On Central and South America, to begin with,
we have seven special agent personnel assigned to our munitions
branch.
Mr. OXLEY. Where?
Mr. ROSENBLATT. In headquarters-and three intelligence individuals.
. With respect to people assigned in South America, we had an
office in Panama, which we had to withdraw those representatives
from Panama because of the situation in Panama. That used to
cover the South American countries and Panama.
Now, we have worked for about a year with the Department of
State, trying to get some agents down in South America, okay, to
cover the entire South America for munitions, for money launder-
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ing, and also to assist wherever we could in cooperation with DEA
on precursor chemicals.
Mr. OXLEY. How many did you have based in Panama?
Mr. ROSENBLATT. At the time, we had three agents based in
Panama, plus some support personnel.
Mr. OXLEY. Were they assigned to all of Central and South
America?
Mr. ROSENBLATT. That is correct.
Mr. OXLEY. But they just happened to be based in Panama?
Mr. ROSENBLATT. That is correct.
Mr. OXLEY. So, you are looking for a new host country?
Mr. ROSENBLATT. That is correct. We are working with the State
Department in trying to acquire that new home, if you will, to
cover South America.
Mr. HUGHES. Time.
Mr. OXLEY. If I could, Mr. Chairman, just follow with one more
question.
Are they permanently assigned to South America? Or were they
permanently assigned?
Mr. ROSENBLATT. They were permanently assigned to Panama.
Mr. OXLEY. Panama, but within-Mr. ROSENBLATT. Covering the Central and South American
countries.
Mr. OXLEY. So that once you find another host country in Central or South America, they would be pBrmanently assigned to that
region?
Mr. ROSENBLATT. That is correct.
Mr. OXLEY. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HUGHES. The gentleman's time has ex~ired.
The gentleman from Ohio.
Mr. TRAFICANT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have a couple of
comments.
Number one, the proliferation of these types of weapons and the
problems they bring will never be solvHd until all law enforcement
agents and agencies, including the Federal agencies, join forces for
a total ban and quit running away from the politics of the issue.
Second of all, as a former sheriff, the only people carrying those
types of weapons through heavy brmth are hunting other people
and killing them. You know it and we know it.
We are doing nothing in this country about the proliferation of
murder that is coming from this tyP{~ of overspray that accounts
for 60 percent of murders once those things are involved.
I tell you, to hear Federal agencies continues to come in worried
about what their ultimate boss feels, the President, for some political whim, is the reason this country is in such a hell of a poor
shape.
Now, I am under the impression that many of those weapons are
absolutely produced with similar, same ID numbers, which makes
them impossible to be traced. Just on.e word answer, yes or no. Mr.
Orsini, is that true?
Mr. ORSINI. Would you repeat the question?
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Mr. TRAFICANT. That many of these weapons are being produced,
stamped with one ID number, multiple weapons are being made
with the same ID number, and it makes· it impossible to be traced.
Mr. ORSINI. No, sir.
Mr. TRAFICANT. You have no knowledge of that?
Mr. ORSINI. I have no knowledge of that.
Mr. TRAFICANT. Mr. Rosenblatt, any knowledge of that?
Mr. ROSENBLATT. I do not have any knowledge of that.
Mr. TRAFICANT. Any knowledge of that?
Mr. WESTRATE. No, sir.
Mr. TRAFICANT. Okay. Fine. You mentioned that ATF, DEA, and
Customs have never had a better working relationship. Just a one
word answer. Is it just as good with the IRS, the Treasury Department, and the FBI on these issues?
Mr. WESTRATE. Yes; it is.
Mr. ORSINI. Yes.
Mr. ROSENBLATT. Yes.
Mr. TRAFICANT. Fine. Man, that is really a revelation, because it
sure don't look that way out there when you are in the field.
Finally, one question, Mr. Rosenblatt. I don't mean to put you on
the spot. What is the Customs law on seizing one of these things?
What do you have to do with them if you seize one? Who do you
turn them over to?
Mr. ROSENBLATT. What do we do with them?
Mr. TRAFICANT. Yes. What does the law say, briefly?
Mr. ROSENBLATT. Firearms seized by U.S. Customs, once forfeited
to the government, are handled in one of three ways. They are destroyed, retained for use, or exchanged for desirable service weapons on a one-for-one basis.
Mr. TRAFICANT. Then where do you dispose of them?
Mr. ROSENBLATT. Each method of disposition has certain qualifications. For example, no firearms are exchanged which have not
first been classified by our National Firearms Program Staff at Ft.
Benning, as suitable for use by U.S. Customs. This categor{;: max
include nonservice type weapons which are held for use as ' flash'
in undercover sting operations. However, certain weapons in this
category such as military type machineguns would not be exchanged, but rather destroyed. A typical exchange weapon would
be a nonstandard service weapon such as a Remington Model 870
shotgun. Desired models received in exchange would be a standardized service weapon.
The exchange program is handled by our National Firearms Program Staff, in accordance with GSA regulations contained in title
41, Code of Federal Regulations, chapter 10l.
Forfeited weapons which may ultimately be turned over to State
or local law enforcement agencies are also from the "retained for
use" category. This form of asset sharing is made in accordance
with the provisions of title 19 U.S.C. 1616.
Mr. TRAFICANT. Do any of them ever end up in the hands of
people as gifts?
Mr. ROSENBLATT. As gifts? No; let me put it this way: If we do an
exchange sale with a manufacturer-Mr. TRAFICANT. Just yes or no. I am going to leave out of here.
Yes or no.
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Mr. ROSENBLATT. I cannot answer that question with a yes or no,
Congressman.
Mr. TRAFICANT. Do you have any knowledge of any Customs
agents that gave one of these as a gift to the retiring former Customs boss, Mr. Von Raab?
Mr. ROSENBLATT. Absolutely not; I have no knowledge of that.
Mr. TRAFICANT. Fine. Also, I would state that I think the weapons that we should be looking at and some of these weapons being
produced illegally coming in here from China all have the same ID
number.
I would just like to close and say, Chairman, there was a question asked earlier about a plan and a strategy. I don't think we
have much of a plan or strategy-no offense to these people. I
think that it is Congress' job to do that, on banning these weapons,
putting a plan and strategy together. There is too much politics
that override these issues.
Mr. HUGHES. I thank the gentleman. Apparently the gentleman
can't make his mind up on this issue. [Laughter.]
We are going to have to break now as the House is in the process
of voting. We will be back, hopefully, within 10 minutes.
The committee stands recessed.
[Recess.]
Mr. HUGHES. The Select Committee on Narcotics Abuse and Control will come to order.
We are waiting for a couple of our colleagues to return from
voting who have not yet had their first round of questions. While
they're returning, let me see if I can clear up a couple of things.
First of all, suppose I was a legitimate purchaser of a domestically manufactured weapon, such as are displayed before us. What if I
got a permit, bought two or three weapons or, for that matter,
went to several dealers and assembled 25 weapons and I wanted to
export them to Colombia. Would they all require a license?
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. Yes; they would.
Mr. HUGHES. All of them?
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. Yes. All firearms, no matter what the caliber,
require a license.
Mr. HUGHES. Now, let's assume that I have no criminal record,
that I've filled out my ATF form and have complied with the law.
Could you turn me down?
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. Yes. We may turn you down for foreign
policy, national security reasons. In fact, we do have policies which
we have implemented which, if in fact these firearms in question
were destined for a-not destined, I should say for a government,
we would turn you down. The policy is that automatic firearms are
exported only for government use.
Mr. HUGHES. But these are semiautomatic weapons.
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. Okay. Semiautomatics, we would then review
the end use and the end user. We also review transactions for various other things, such as validity. And then we also go in-country.
Mr. HUGHES. Let's assume I am going to sell them to a firearms
dealer in Colombia.
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. There are occasions when we would view that
transaction and we would favorably look upon its export, depending upon the type of firearm.
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Mr. HUGHEs. What does that mean? You wouldn't turn down
such a request?
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. We would not turn it down.
Mr. HUGHES. That is what I am trying to find out. Does that
make sense to you? We hear that we don't need any more tools for
addressing this issue. We are now exporting a lot of semiautomatic
weapons, but we have banned their importation. Isn't there something hypocritical about saying, in essence, that we don't want
these weapons coming into our country because they have no sporting value, yet we are continuing to export them?
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. Perhaps we don't need any new tools but in
fact we have current tools that would provide us to implement a
policy which would be a ban on exports to Colombia, if we wish to
do that, if we found that would serve us in terms of our foreign
policy or national security needs.
Mr. HUGHES. I will pursue that some more. Don't you have criteria that you use in deciding whether or not you have the right to
turn down an export request? For example, do you consider whether the weapons pose any national security implications or whether
the desired export is a semiautomatic weapon, or is a weapon
which has not been converted to an automatic weapon, so that it
does not fall into prohibited class? On what basis could you turn
down an export request?
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. We may turn it down for foreign policy or
procedure or policy which is implemented by the Department of
State. We could, in conjunction with our policy people, determine
that exports would- and we would probably work with the Government of Colombia to seek to determine that certain things
would not be exported there.
We are, in fact, as I had said in my statement, working with the
government to look forward to an import certificate which they
would issue. In doing so, we would then know that they had a
handle on these particular firearms coming into their country.
Mr. HUGHES. Is there any desire on the part of the State Department at this time to make a policy decision about banning the
export semiautomatic weapons to Colombia?
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. We are reviewing that and I can get back to
you with, in fact, what is determined. We have been working with
the Colombian Government.
Mr. HUGHES. President Barco has asked for our help. He has
said, my country and I are being besieged and many of the weapons that are creating the carnage in my country are coming from
the United States. What more could you ask? If foreign policy considerations are important, wouldn't President Bario's request be a
very significant factor in determining whether or not we really
want to continue these exports?
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. In fact, that would be. As I had said in my
statement, as early as May the Ambassador down there decided
that perhaps additional controls were required, began to work with
the government, and as late as last night we talked to the Ambassador and we asked about the-or he informed us regarding the
import certificate, that they were working on it.
But they view the problem here as unauthorized imports, not
ones which were authorized. So, perhaps the problem is one of illic-
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it transactions leaving the United States, but also the controls
within Colombia in getting the guns in there.
Mr. HUGHES. I am going to pursue this some more, but I see our
colleague from New Jersey has arrived.
The Chair at this time recognizes the gentleman from New
Jersey, Mr. Guarini.
Mr. GUARINI. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I listened with great intent at what was said and we talked about
statistics and investigations, methodology and insights. But I didn't
get or glean any strong positions, any sense of outrage, an~ solutions. I think that is fairly supportive of the administration s position, because President Bush did fail to include the semiautomatics
in his drug package, which was a great disappointment to me.
I would like to know, how do other countries of the world handle
the developed countries like England and Germany and France,
Italy, Japan, how do they handle the semiautomatic weapons? Is
there a policy, a strong, effective policy? Do they tolerate the manufacture and the sale of the Colt weapons and the Uzis and the
AK-47's in their country like we do?
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. I can't speak for the internal controls, but I
do know that in fact many countries over there, such as the United
Kingdom, Germany, Austria, manufacture like or similar type
weapons. In fact, the AK, which was mentioned here, is a Heckler
Koch, is it not? Oh, that is the U.S. produced side.
Mr. GUARINI. Isn't that Chinese?
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. Yes.
Mr. GUARINI. The Uzis are Israelis?
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. Yes. But Heckler Koch is one of the larger
manufacturers in Europe, in particular. The British have several
manufacturers.
So, we have like or similar weapons coming out of the European
countries.
Mr. GUARINI. But can they be sold over-the-counter in a store
like the AK-47, with 32 clips which can spit out a rain of death in
4 seconds?
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. I cannot speak to their internal controls of
firearms, but I do know that they export their firearms to other
countries, just as we do.
Mr. GUARINI. There is no internal controls that you know of one
way or the other? You didn't make any study of it, you are not curious or concerned as to what other developed countries might
have as their experience. Is that correct?
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. I am just not familiar enough with that to
answer it at this time.
Mr. GUARINI. The administration isn't familiar, either, as far as
you know? Anybody else, the DEA or Customs, is there any other
opinion from your knowledge of being in other countries in which
you serve? Da,-id, do you know if there is a different approach to
these semiautomatic weapons in other civilized countries of the
world?
Mr. WESTRATE. No, sir, I really am not familiar with those laws
and regulations. I am sorry.
Mr. GUARINI. I tl-Jnk it would be very interesting if we found out
what is going on in the other countries of the world, because this is
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a social problem and it is a problem that we have got to find answers to. If there are other countries that have an experience base,
we should learn from them.
Are we getting cooperation from the countries like Mexico, Colombia, Peru, and Bolivia, where there are a lot of these drug problems? Is there data that is coming up? Are they collecting the data
as you want them to collect it? Are they cooperating with us?
Mr. WESTRATE. Yes, they are, because they feel very strongly on
this issue. As you know, about 3 years ago we set up a formalized
system with Mexico, where through the D.E.A. channels we feed
information to BATF here in Washington to also follow up on the
histories of these seized weapons.
So, I think the two primary countries of concern are Mexico and
Colombia, to a lesser extent Peru, and still lesser Bolivia.
Mr. GUARINI. Well, are we collecting from our intelligence adequate information to make intelligent decisions?
Mr. WESTRATE. Yes; I think we are. But, you know, it is a difficult thing to follow up on a case like this, to make a prosecution in
the United States. A lot of these purchasers are just like the Colombians who are trafficking in the drugs themselves, they are in
the country for a few weeks or months and they are gone again. It
is difficult to locate them and prosecute them.
Mr. GUARINI. Well, it has come to my attention that Mexico is
less than forthcoming about data on assault weapons that are imported into their country, that they don't give us the kind of information and backup we need. Do you have any comment on that?
Or do you have any information concerning that point?
Mr. WESTRATE. I would like Mr. Orsini to comment also. I think
some of that frustration is reflective that it is hard to get the guys
who seize the weapons on the ground in a police action to recognize
the fact that this would be of interest and get it up the chain of
command, so to speak.
Mr. GUARINI. Well, that goes to the question of cooperation, intelligence collection.
Mr. WESTRATE. Either that or understanding of the potential of
what they are looking at. That is why these training programs are
good.
I would ask Mr. Orsini to address that.
Mr. ORSINI. Yes. I agree with what Dave said. That is one of the
reasons we feel so strongly that we need a presence in Colombia. It
is not a matter of a lack of cooperation, it is a matter of understanding on their part, plus, you know, they are fighting a war
down there.
Mr. GUARINI. But are you satisfied with all the information and
data that is being collected?
Mr. ORSINI. No, sir.
:Mr. GUARINI. Are you satisfied with the intelligence system? Are
you satisfied with the exchange of information?
Mr. ORSINI. We would like to have more and more timely information.
Mr. GUARINI. Are we doing anything concerning that?
Mr. ORSINI. Yes, sir, we have our plan in place to put agents in
Bogota.
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Mr. GUARINI. Just let me ask you one question. This weapon in
front of me here is a grenade launcher?
Mr. ORSINI. That is an empty tube for a LAW rocket, yes, sir.
Mr. GUARINI. Was that made in the United States?
Mr. ORSINI. Yes, sir.
Mr. GUARINI. Was that used by a drug trafficker?
Mr. ORSINI. That particular weapon came as a result of a Customs seizure. Maybe we will let my colleague answer that.
Mr. GUARINI. Is this a military weapon?
Mr. ORSINI. Yes; it is.
Mr. GUARINI. A drug trafficker had been using it, is that correct?
Mr. ROSENBLATT. It was intended to go from Corpus Christi to EI
Salvador, and there were narcotics involved in the case.
Mr. GUARINI. Now, how can we explain the fact that a drug trafficker got hold of an American military weapon of this dimension?
Mr. ROSENBLATT. I don't understand your question. The LAW
tube on display was used by U.S. Customs undercover agents as a
show or "flash" item. It was offered as an item for sale by the undercover agents to the violators who had actively negotiated for its
sale. This item was not removed from U.S. Government inventory
by the violators and was never in control of the violators.
Mr. GUARINI. Is there much bribery in the military as a result of
this weaponry that the drug traffickers are getting?
Mr. ROSENBLATT. I am sorry, Congressman, I can't quantify the
amount of bribery or theft.
Mr. GUARINI. Have any cases been brought to your attention concerning military people?
Mr. ROSENBLATT. Yes. We work very closely with the military investigators relative to their inventory and what is stolen out of
their inventory, particularly with respect to these types of weapons.
Mr. GUARINI. Have you launched investigations of weaponry that
has been stolen from the military and turned over to drug traffickers?
Mr. ROSENBLATT. Yes, we have. They initiate an inve;;;tigation of
theft from military inventory. Once we get onto these cases and we
make seizures like that, it is the first time that we see the item.
There is a lot of discussion about the item in an undercover capacity. Serial numbers are not exchanged between the undercover operators and the bad guys.
But once we acquire it, we try to get together with the military
and see if they can backtrack it.
Mr. GUARINI. This is my last question, Mr. Chairman, if you
would just indulge me 1 minute.
Has anybody been caught, prosecuted, convicted or imprisoned as
a result of our military weapons going into the hands, either by
bribery or being stolen from our own arsenal, into the hands of
drug traffickers?
Mr. ROSENBLATT. Yes.
Mr. GUARINI. Have they gone to jail?
Mr. ROSENBLATT. On drug trafficking, I can't answer. It is on
other type of munitions cases-involving what we call our high
tech program-there have been military people prosecuted.
Mr. GUARINI. But on weaponry, have people gone to jail?
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Mr. ROSENBLATT. Yes.
Mr. HUGHES. The gentleman's time has expired.
I wonder if you can tell me, what was the destiny of this grenade
launcher which was seized-was it EI Salvador?
Mr. ROSENBLATT. Yes; this is the light antitank weapon.
Mr. HUGHES. What was the potential end use for that?
Mr. ROSENBLATT. Possibly to take out a tank or take out a part of
a building. You can use it on any kind of vehicle.
Mr. HUGHES. Did you identify the end user?
Mr. KELLEY. Yes.
Mr. HUGHES. Was somebody mad at their mother-in-law?
Mr. KELLEY. No. This was part of a flash weapon in which they
were trying to acquire for export to EI Salvador, and the individuals were going to export it for use down there. We don't know
what potential use.
Mr. HUGHES. You don't know what was its intended end?
Mr. KELLEY. No.
Mr. HUGHES. Would it be fair to say that these are all weapons of
war on the table?
Mr. ROSENBLATT. For my definition, yes.
Mr. HUGHES. Pardon me?
Mr. ROSENBLATT. For my definition, yes.
Mr. HUGHES. Does anybody disagree with that definition?
Mr. ORSINI. Well, for the most part. There are, I think, one or
two semiautomatic pistols over here that are not weapons of war.
Mr. HUGHES. With the exception of pistols, you would not quarrel
with the rest being defined as weapons of war?
Mr. ORSINI. Right.
Mr. ROSENBLATT. You also have what I would call law enforcement utilization of the night vision goggles and also the bulletproof
vests.
Mr. HUGHES. There is some functional law enforcement use for
the night goggles, but it is all a matter of degree. All of these weapons are designed to inflict heavy damage.
Some of these weapons have b~en described as ones which will
inflict a grotesque wound, but will not necessarily kill someone. Is
there any substance to that? Of course, these weapons can kill, as
well.
Mr. ORSINI. I don't know of a good bullet wound. But yes, some of
these are worse than others.
Mr. HUGHES. All these weapons are weapons of war. People generally do not buy grenade launchers or, thank goodness, street
sweepers. But since they are all essentially weapons of war why
should we be exporting any of these weapons, except for legitimate
end use?
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. When we exercise the export program, we
take into account legitimate end use or end users.
Mr. HUGHES. But how do you know? You might negotiate, for example, a new agreement with Colombia, but what is to stop otherwise respectable people from importing these weapons to Brazil,
Argentina, Chile, Peru, Bolivia, and then those weapons as transshipped to another country?
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. I guess I am going to have to say that there
probably is nothing that prohibits that retransfer. We do have
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within the confines of the law that I tend to try to regulate the reexport authority, so that everything that begins with the Uuited
States or is manufactured or exported from here requires retransfer authorization.
Now, that does not necessarily prohibit that retransfel", but we
do rely upon the controlling government to hopefully effectively
regulate it.
Mr. HUGHES. That doesn't work very effectively.
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. Well, perhaps.
Mr. HUGHES. These countries are overwhelmed with economic,
political, military, and drug problems. They just can't concentrate,
on creating a good paper trail given all these problems. It is very
unrealistic to suggest that the governmental retransfer requirements will prevent these weapons from getting into the wrong
hands.
Mr. Orsini, what do you think of banning the domestic manufacture of exact models of the assault weapons which are the exact
models of those weapons already banned from importation under
our sporting purposes test?
Mr. ORSINI. We don't have the authority do that now.
Mr. HUGHES. I didn't ask you that. I know that.
Mr. ORSINI. Are you asking my personal opinion?
Mr. HUGHES. Yes. You are an expert. You are here to provide
expert guidance to policymakers on this issue.
Mr. ORSINI. We support the Administration's position that we
should do everything within our power to prevent one more police
officer or school yard from being shot up.
Mr. HUGHES. You are not answering my question, which is: What
do you think of the Congress banning the domestic manufacture of
exact models of the assault weapons which are the exact model of
those weapons already banned from importation under the sporting
purposes test?
Mr. ORSINI. Again, if you are asking for a personal opinion, I
would respectfully defer to-the answer is, we support the administration's position.
Mr. HUGHES. What is the administration's' ')sition?
Mr. ORSINI. So far, they have not proposeL that be done.
Mr. HUGHES. That is not so. They have proposed that in the
President's crime package.
Mr. ORSINI. Maybe I misunderstood your question, then, because
I am not aware of that.
Mr. HUGHES. It is controversial, but my understanding is the
President did propose to ban the manufacture of exact models of
those weapons that have been banned from importation under the
sporting purposes test.
Mr. ORSINI. Yes, sir, that is correct.
Mr. HUGHES. In addition to that, the President has also proposed,
that we make illegal the manufacture, and possession of ammunition feeding devices that carry more than 15 cartridges.
Mr. ORSINI. That is correct. I misunderstood your question. I
thought }OU meant the ban of all domestically produced weapons of
similar characteristics. You mean exact duplicates, replicas of
those ones that are banned. Yes, it has been proposed and we do
support it.
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Mr. HUGHES. Why not ban. the export of those domestically made
weapons which are exact replicas of those weapons banned from
import to this country? Should we visit upon our friends and neighbors in this hemisphere or anywhere else what we wouldn't visit
upon ourselves?
Mr. ORSINI. Again, we have no jurisdiction or authority in the
area of exports.
Mr. HUGHES. I know that.
Mr. ORSINI. If you are asking for a personal opinion-Mr. HUGHES. I am asking you for your opinion. Doesn't it seem
hypocritical to you that while we would agree that it is good public
policy to ban weapons from importation-because they have no legitimate sporting value-and we are going to ban their manufacture in our country, but we are going to permit export of these
weapons out of our country. Isn't there something hypocritical
about that?
Mr. ORSINI. I don't know that there is anything hypocritical
about it.
Mr. HUGHES. Does it make sense from a policy standpoint?
Mr. ORSINI. I think we would probah1y support a ban on the exportation of these specific same weapons that we are banning the
import of. That makes sense, yes, sir.
Mr. HUGHES. Let me ask you a couple of questions about the ammunition feeding clips similar to those I asked Mr. Westrate.
How much do you think we are going to accomplish if we ban
clips of more than 15 rounds? How many States do you know that
permit hunting with semiautomatic weapons which accept more
than eight cartridges in a clip?
Mr. ORSINI. Are you asking Mr. Westrate?
Mr. HUGHEs. No; ATF.
Mr. ORSINI. Oh, okay. I don't have a breakdown on the States,
but you are right, most States limit the size of clips.
Mr. HUGHES. Let's say we ban 15 cartridge clips. How long would
it take you to change the clip and put in another 15 rounds?
Mr. ORSINI. Just a matter of seconds.
Mr. HUGHES. Then how much would we be accomplishing by a
ban on 15 cartridge clips? Why not look at what States permit? If
States permit, for instance, a maximum of eight rounds in a clip,
why not reduce the ban limit down to what we permit for sporting
purposes?
Isn't that what we are trying to do? Aren't we trying to make
the clip bar relevant to what is a legitimate end use?
Mr. OR3INI. Yes, sir, that is correct.
Mr. HUGHES. Isn't that the relationship, as you see it?
Mr. ORSINI. Yes, sir.
Mr. GUARINI. Mr. Chairman, just as an observation, when you
say sporting purposes, I would imagine the idea would be to give
the animal a sporting chance, too. So, anything more than one shot
deserves reconsideration.
Mr. HUGHES. Mr. Guarini, I was a hunter for many, many years
and I would say that with any of these weapons, most animals are
pretty safe based on the range of such weapons.
The gentleman from Pennsylvania.
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Mr. COUGHLIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I realize we have
other panels ahead of us and I just want to make sure I have
straight in my own mind, ! f!1wss, our procedure.
As I understand it, Ms. 'f:hancaniello, all semiautomatic weapons,
whether assault type or not, are included on the U.S. munitions list
and require an export license to export. Is that correct?
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. That is correct. Nonautomatics also are included, I might add.
Mr. COUGHLIN. So that all weapons are on the U.S. munitions list
that are semiautomatic and nonautomatic as well?
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. That is correct.
Mr. COUGHLIN. But in order to deny an export license, you require some reason for denying that. It is not automatic that it is
denied. Is that correct?
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. Yes. The reason could be policy or inadequate
end use, end user, and/or inadequate background to review the
transaction.
Mr. COUGHLIN. You would require some reason to deny an export
license, whether it was an assault weapon or not. Is that right?
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. Yes; any transaction we would handle, firearms or otherwise.
Mr. GOUGHLIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HUGHES. The gentleman from Connecticut.
Mr. SHAYS. Thank you. I have been trying to pay close attention
to what is happening and I realize we are all in the same country
and we are all concerned about the same general issue. I mean
that sincerely. I don't feel that we are on opposite sides here. But I
am not getting a clear picture. I am starting to, but there are still
some missing parts here.
I made an assumption, wrongly, that we do not allow the exporting of assault weapons. The fact is, we do. I made an assumption
that we allow exporting to law enforcement agencies overseas or to
countries for military use. But in fact, we allow assault weapons to
be exported to private parties. Is that not correct?
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. That would be correct.
Mr. SHAYS. So, I guess I am still back to the same question. Am I
to gather that when I asked my question earlier about the coordination and cooperation among various law enforcement agencies, it
is just cooperation in terms of trying to monitor the transfer or the
exporting of these weapons? Is that really what we are saying, that
we are coordinating the monitoring? Any of you.
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. I guess if I were to speak for myself, we coordinate the licensing and the enforcement or the illegal transactions.
Mr. SHAYS. But the illegal transaction is almost meaningless. In
other words, there are so many loopholes here you could drive a
Mack truck through them. The fact is, that we really do not make
an effort to prevent the exporting of assault weapons or even semiautomatic weapons.
Ms. BIANCANIELLO. We have some policies which do that. For example, automatic firearms are denied to any country as long as the
firearm is going for personal use. Another policy we have is no silencers for firearms exported anywhere. So, we have in fact instituted in some cases policies which are prohibitive.
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Mr. SHAYS. Just taking the silencer, it seems to me we are saying
that is wrong, but we really haven't looked at the full picture. In a
way, isn't some of this dialog almost meaningless, then? Because
when I asked about needing any new legislation, I didn't get
anyone who said, you know, Mr. Shays, you need to know we have
a policy that allows us to export these weapons.
So, I guess what I am saying to you is that I feel in a way like I
know a little bit more, but I am very unimpressed with what we
are doing to try to stop the flow of these weapons overseas.
I guess I would like to ask this question: Given our existing laws,
isn't it relatively easy for the drug traffickers to get these weapons? Isn't it relatively easy for them to get weapons? I am seeing
heads nodding. Can I have a yes on the record?
Mr. WESTRATE. Yes, it is very easy.
Mr. SHAYS. Okay. So, therefore, what could we do to make it
harder for them to get these weapons? That was really my question, just not asked very well earlier. What do we need to do to
make it harder to get these weapons? I am not even going to ask
you if you advocate it. I just want to know, I have to help set
policy, even though I am way down in rank. What do we have to
do?
Mr. WESTRATE. You have to either have more law enforcement
and/ or different legislation.
Mr. SHAYS. What would that different legislation be? Not that
you are recommending it.
Mr. WESTRATE. I suppose it would be to also ban domestic sales of
these weapons.
Mr. ROSENBLATT. What you are basically talking about, Congressman, is unavailability.
Mr. SHAYS. Okay. Just expand a little bit more, and I will relinquish the floor after that.
Mr. ROSENBLATT. Well, if the type of weapons that we are talking
about are not available for purchase or for export, you don't have a
problem.
Mr. SHAYS. To make them not available?
Mr. ROSENBLATT. That is right. They are not available, unavailability. I mean, we are talking speCUlatively here. When I mention
that word, it is almost Draconian in some circles.
Mr. SHAYS. I understand that the National Rifle Association and
others hit some of you people hard a few years ago, and I realize
that you are dealing with this tenderly. But the answer to the
question is, if we want to make it more difficult for drug traffickers
to get these weapons, we need to ban the exporting of assault weapons and the semiautomatic weapons for everything except for law
enforcement agencies overseas and the military. Isn't that true?
Wouldn't that have an impact? Not that you are recommending it.
Mr. ROSENBLATT. Well, Congressman, if you are going to consider
that, okay, I have sat here listening about firearms and I have
tried to get across the point that from a Customs perspective, we
don't just deal with firearms. We deal with munitions.
Mr. StIAYS. Right.
Mr. ROSENBLATT. Under the ITAR, we have to go with category l.
If you will just humor me for a moment-Mr. SHAYS. Yes; I am learning.
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Mr. ROSENBLATl'. Category 1 also includes insurgency-counter
insurgency type firearms.
Mr. SHAYS. Let me just say this. My five minutes is up. Just
translate that. What do you want me to learn from what you just
said?
Mr. ROSENBLATl'. That we are not dealing with just firearms, we
are dealing with the hand grenades, we are dealing with the bulletproof vests, we are dealing with explosives. It is all under the caption of munitions.
So, whatever we are going to consider with respect to this issue, I
would hope that it is not limited just to firearms.
Mr. SHAYS. I think that is a very good point. But the bottom line
is, we had better do some limitation or otherwise it is really a
meaningless effort. That is what I am getting from this, whether
you want to say that with just a nod. That is what I am getting.
Thank you.
Mr. HUGHES. Do any other members have additional questions?
Mr. GUARINI. Mr. Chairman, I just want to ask one question of
Mr. Orsini, just one short line.
You take the President's position, is that correct?
Mr. ORSINI. That is correct.
Mr. GUARINI. Are you a career person?
Mr. ORSINI. Yes, I am.
Mr. GUARINI. How many years have you been there?
Mr. ORSINI. With ATF, since 1965.
Mr. GUARINI. So, you have been over 23 years. Are you protected
by civil service?
Mr. ORSINI. That is correct.
Mr. GUARINI. You don't voice your own opinion, you just do the
administration's opinion, even though you are civil service, protected by civil service, and a career man. Is that correct?
Mr. ORSINI. No, sir, I do express-Mr. GUARINI. Because if that is so, I just wonder how we are ever
to get opinions from people who work for government that could
help us legislate properly.
Mr. ORSINI. Well, you know, not to be flip at all, but in this setting, to ask for a personal opinion is somewhat paradoxical.
Mr. GUARINI. You don't have a personal opinion that you could
give the inquiring committee concerning your form of expertise?
What would all your experience be worth if you couldn't give us
your opinion?
Mr. ORSINI. Well, I have expressed my opinion that we should do
everything possible to prevent one more tragedy with these types
of weapons.
Mr. GUARINI. But you gave us no solutions and you gave us no
reasoning as to how we could do it. You just sat there and testified
about statistics and investigations, but gave us no conclusion, and
never gave us the benefit of your experience.
Mr. HUGHES. Would the gentleman yield to me? I really think
the gentleman is probably correct, but it is a problem we have all
the time with wit-c.esses, particularly when we deal with guns. It is
a highly volatile issue and witnesses come in representing the professional position of the ATF.
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Mr. GUARINI. But it is nice, Mr. Chairman, to know what everyone thinks, because we, in a free society, have free speech. If we
are protected by civil service, we should be able to state how we
feel and what our experience leads us to believe.
I have no further questions.
Mr. HUGHES. I thank the gentleman.
Any further questions?
Before excusing this panel, I just want to make one other point.
Even on the enforcement side, we just don't have enough resources.
How often do we inspect dealers to make sure that their records
are even accurate? Once in 10 years?
Mr. ORSINI. Certainly not on a regular basis. There are approximately 270,000 dealers in the country.
Mr. HUGHES. How many enforcement agents do we have, Mr.
Orsini?
Mr. ORSINI. Enforcement agents do not do the inspections of the
dealers' records.
Mr. HUGHES. How many inspection agents?
Mr. ORSINI. The inspaction agents, I am not sure. Probably in the
neighborhood of 1,000.
Mr. HUGHES. The last time I checked, it averaged about once in
ten years for such an inspection.
I thank the panel for their testimony. You have been very helpful to us today.
Mr. COUGHLIN. We join in thanking you very much. We appreciate your taking the time to come here.
Mr. ORSINI. Thank you.
Mr. HUGHES. Our second panel consist of, Darrel Stephens, Executive Director of the Police Executive Research Forum; Philip
McGuire, Law Enforcement Advisor, Handgun Control, Inc. and
James J. Baker, Director of Federal Affairs for the National Rifle
Association.
Gentlemen, if you will, come forward. We have your statements,
which, without objection, will be made a part of the record in full,
and we hope that you can summarize for us.
TESTIMONY OF DARREL STEPHENS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
POLICE EXECUTIVE RESEARCH FORUM; PHILIP MCGUIRE, LAW
ENFORCEMENT ADVISOR, HANDGUN CONTROL, INC.; AND
JAMES J. BAKER, DIRECTOR OF FEDERAL AFFAIRS, NATIONAL
RIFLE ASSOCIATION

Mr. HUGHES. Do any of the witnesses want to refer to any of
these weapons? Mr. Stephens, are you going to need to refer to any
of these weapons?
Mr. STEPHENS. No, sir.
Mr. HUGHES. How about you, Mr. Baker?
Mr. BAKER. I don't think so, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HUGHES. Why don't we begin with you, Mr. Stephens. Welcome. Your statement is part of the record. Please summarize it for
us.
TESTIMONY OF DARREL STEPHENS
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Mr. STEPHENS. I will do that.
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Mr. Chairman, members of thEI committee, thank you for inviting
me to speak with you about law enforcement concerns with the
proliferation of assault weapons in this country.
I am here today on behalf of the members of the Police Executive Research Forum, who are law enforcement chief executives
dedicated to improving the delhrery of police service and promoting
professionalism in police departments. PERF members represent
some of the largest jurisdictiol11S in this country and serve more
than 30 percent of our total cou.ntry's population.
PERF member police agencies deal with some of the worst drug
problems facing our urban centers. Their regular encounters with
the corrosive effects of drug abuse have become more dangerous because drug traffickers and abusers have turned to semiautomatic
assault guns as their weapons of choice.
These weapons are purcha!led, often without a waiting period,
and used against police officel's making drug arrests, against other
drug traffickers in turf battles, and certainly against innocent bystanders caught in the crossfire of drug addicts whose high turns to
violent madness.
When PERF members wen! surveyed on th~ proposed regulation
of assault weapons, 96 perce:nt indicated that they would support
measures designed to curb the unrestricted flow of these weapons.
When the administration'13 ban on the importation of assault
weapons was made public, members sent letters both to President
Bush and William Bennett.
For example, the New York City Police Commissioner and PERF
member, Ben Ward, commel1.ded the President and Mr. Bennett for
taking a stand against the importation of semiautomatic assault
weapons.
His letter stated:
As the Chief Executive of the Na,tion's largest police force, I am well aware of the
danger posed by these weapons. In New York City, 226 assault weapons were seized
during 1988 alone. These weapons serve no legitimate hunting purpose and no law
abiding sportsman will suffer by the unavailability of such weapons as the AK-47.

This letter was one of many written by our members that went
on to urge the administration to extend the ban to the domestic
manufacture of assault weapons as well.
Until all assault weapons, semiautomatic assault weapon.s are
banned, police will be caught in the bloody drug battles being
waged by drug dealers against anyone that gets in the way of reaping the tremendous profits associated with this enterprise.
How should the police l'espond? Some reluctantly have provided
their officers with 9 milEmeter semiautomatic weapons. The FBI
has recently announced the switch to 10 millimeter weapons.
But a domestic arms rElce with drug dealers and abusers clearly
is not the answer. What law enforcement needs and what we ask
for today is your assistanee in curtailing the criminal use of assault
weapons.
While there are endless incidents that one could relate to the
committee, one only needs to review the day's news to hear of another drug bust where assault weapons were seized or used.
Semiautomatic assaul1; weapons have no legitimate private use
that we know of. It is that simple.
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Many PERF members are hunters. Yet they recognize that the
type of weapons under consideration today are not the kinds that
legitimate hunters or shooters would use. They are designed and
used for only one purpose. That is to kill people.
How many Louisville and Stockton tragedies does it take to show
that these weapons are used by the deranged, by drug-induced
madmen, and by drug traffickerB, with the dealer considering assault weapons as much a tool of the !:.:ade as his beeper?
In December 1988, from the Dallas Police Department, members
of the Dallas Police Department were making a buybust drug
transaction. During the transaction, one of the suspects shot a
Dallas officer several times with a TEC-9 semiautomatic.
Since that December killing, the Dallas Police Department has
served 67 narcotics warrants which resulted in the seizure of semiautomatic and automatic assault weapons that were found in the
possession of drug dealers.
It is hard to forget the tragedy experienced by another PERF
member department, that of the San Diego County Sheriffs Office.
The sheriff's department received a report that a methamphetamine abuser was shooting through the walls of his apartment in
an adjoining residence because he didn't like Mexicans. The police
arrested Gary Taschner and confiscated an arsenal of weapons that
included a machinegun and an AK-47 assault rifle.
On his release from jail, he stopped at a local gun dealer and
paid cash for another AK-47 and additional ammunition.
Taschner, when he arrived home, began shooting through the
walls again, this time injuring a small baby in a crib located in the
apartment next door.
The police returned. After failing to negotiate his surrender, the
SWAT team, wearing helmets and body armor, attempted to gain
access to the residence and were met again with semiautomatic
gunfire.
He wounded two deputies. One member of the team bled to death
'with a severed aorta. He left a wife, who is also a member of the
sheriffs department.
This is how semiautomatic assault weapons are used. Not for
hunting, not for sporting purposes, but for murder.
Since that incident, the San Diego County Sheriffs Department
has continued to be plagued by the use of semiautomatic assault
weapons in drug-related cases. The department has seized 35 of
them since just the beginning of 1989.
PERF members are well aware of the debate surrounding the
defmition of these weapons. There are others present today that
can better speak to the legislative construction and technical problems involved. But as a police practitioner and a former police
chief in three U.S. cities, we fail to understand how the definitional
problem can remain an obstacle to the passage of effective legislation.
The drug dealers seem to know what assault weapons are. Colt, a
leading manufacturer, had no difficulty recognizing which weapons
were used by criminals instead of legitimate sportsmen. The administration quite capably identified a class of weapons that have
no legitimate sporting purpose.
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It seems to us it is just common sense that weapons failing to
meet the importation standard, because they are not suited for
sporting use, should not be permItted to be manufactured and sold
in this country.
On behalf of our members, I would like to thank the committee
for their continuing efforts to search out the truth about assault
weapons. We appreciate the opportunity to present our views and
your concern for the safety of state and local law enforcement officers. Thank you.
[Statement of Mr. Stephens appears on p. 116.]
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you very much, Mr. Stephens.
Our next witness is Philip McGuire, Law Enforcement Advisor to
Handgun Control, Inc. It is nice to welcome Mr. McGuire in that
capacity. He served for many, many years with distinction at ATF.
We are delighted to have you with us today. We hope you can summarize your prepared statement.
TESTIMONY OF PHILIP MCGUIRE

Mr. MCGUIRE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will summarize the
statement. I think you will find it quite short.
Mr. Chairman and members of this distinguished committee,
thank you for the opportunity to testify today. I would like to commend you and your leadership in combating the drug and drug-related violence that is plaguing our Nation.
Hardly a day goes by without seeing gruesome newspaper and
television accounts of firearms violence stemming from the trafficking and abuse of illegal drugs. I congratulate this committee for
holding this hearing, which will shed additional light on the relationship between drugs and guns.
As you know, Mr. Chairman, I retired a little less than a year
ago from the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, after some
26 years of service. The last 8 years I served as Associate Director
for Law Enforcement.
I am pleased to be here today in my role as Law Enforcement
Advisory for Handgun Control, Inc., a national citizens organization seeking to keep handguns out of the wrong hands.
While Handgun Control, Inc. has traditionally been involved in
efforts to prevent handgun violence, the organization has taken an
active role in working to stem the violence associated with semiautomatic assault weapons.
The dramatic increase in the numbers and criminal use of these
deadly weapons in the last 3 years has caused grave concern
among law enforcement. These weapons threaten the public safety
and, like fully automatic machine guns, have no place in civilian
arsenals.
Assault weapons are a major problem both here at home and
abroad. A recent study conducted by Cox Newspapers, using data
from the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, found that a
semiautomatic assault weapon is 20 times more likely to be used in
the commission of a crime than a conventional firearm.
The study also found that although semiautomatic assault weapons comprise only a small percentage, perhaps half of one percent,
of the 200 million firearms in circulation, they show up in almost
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30 percent of crimes involving gun trafficking, organized crime, including drug cartels, and terrorism.
A recent example of this occurred in New Jersey, when a state
trooper was gunned down on the turnpike by three crack dealers
armed with a MAC-11, after he pulled them over for a routine traffic violation.
Unfortunately, the United States has become the major assault
weapons supplier to drug cartels in Central and South American
nations. According to ATF, of the 569 foreign firearm seizures reported to the bureau in 1988, 540, or 95 percent, were assault type
rifles.
I don't have to tell members of this committee of Colombian
President Barco's repeated request to our leaders to stem the flow
of these drug guns.
Semiautomatic assault weapons were designed for military, not
sporting purposes. Distinctions can be made between semiautomatic assault weapons and semiautomatic weapons used for sport. ATF
has successfully made these distinctions when they barred the importation of 43 types of semiautomatic assault weapons.
Handgun Control, Inc. strongly supports the use of objective criteria to serve as the basis for designating semiautomatic assault
weapons. ATF has applied specific criteria for imported assault
rifles. Similar criteria are contained in H.R. 1190, introduced by
Representative Pete Stark.
Because of the Stark bill's reliance on objective criteria, we have
actively worked for its passage.
The criteria ATF used to determine which semiautomatic rifles
to bar from import are basically as follows: The ability to accept a
detachable magazine; folding or telescoping stocks; a pistol grip
that protrudes conspicuously beneath the action of the weapon; the
ability to accept a bayonet, a flash suppressor, bipods, grenade
launchers, and night sights.
Other criteria ATF considered include whether the firearm is a
semiautomatic version of a machinegun, and whether the rifle is
chambered to accept a centerfire cartridge case having a length of
less than 2.25 inches.
The Stark bill also includes consideration of barrellengi;h.
In addition, H.R. 1190 includes objective criteria for designating
assault pistols. For example, the Secretary of Treasury would be required to consider the following: Whether the pistol is capable of
accepting a silencer; whether the pistol is equipped with a barrel
shroud; and whether the ammunition magazine extends outside the
pistol grip.
We commend this administration's action on imported assault
rifles and shotguns, like the Street Sweeper.
We are concerned that previously developed sporting criteria,
which has been in place for many years, has allowed and continues
to allow the import of the concealable Uzi and other assault pistols.
We urge Congress to correct this loophole.
The administration has acted courageously in stopping the importation of assault rifles and shotguns. It is now up to the Congress to get imported assault pistols and domestic assault weapons
off our Nation's streets.
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We urge your support for H.R. 1190 and hope that Congress will
act quickly to outlaw these weapons or war.
Thank you very much for the opportunity to testify.
[Statement of Mr. McGuire appears on p. 123.J
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you, Mr. McGuire.
Mr. Baker, welcome. Mr. Baker is the Director of Federal Affairs, National Rifle Association.
TESTIMONY OF JAMES J. BAKER

Mr. BAKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
On behalf of the National Rifle Association, thank you for the
opportunity to testify today. We commend you for holding this
hearing and for seeking the views of those who know far more than
the National Rifle Association or Handgun Control about the flow
of firearms on the international black market. To that end, I
brought Mr. Johnson to my right here, who has a long history of
interest and has worked for the Department of Defense in this field
for years and has, in fact, been to Colombia at the request of the
Colombian Government in the 1980's to identify firearms that were
seized in Colombia.
I do not pretend to be an expert on the issue of international
arms trade. What my written testimony and this verbal summary
presents is based solely on written public works and our experience
and involvement in the firearms issues generally.
The issue, as we see it, has three facets. First, there are the facts
about arms acquisition by international narco-terrorists and their
ideologically motivated colleagues.
Second, there is the nature of the U.S. firearms market and
what, if any, role it plays in filling the pipeline that results in
arms acquisitions by narcotics traffickers.
Third, there are the policy considerations involved in ending the
legal transfer of firearms to Colombia and other Central and South
American nationals.
Simply put, Mr. Chairman, the world is awash in fully automatic, and I emphasize fully automatic, AK-47's and other true assault
rifles. AK-47 assault rifles, machineguns, manufactured in Communist countries, are widely available from leftist insurgents
throughout Central and South America, including Colombia itself.
Uzi submachineguns are imported from Israel by the Colombian
Government for use by the Colombian police.
The Galil fully automatic rifle, a semiautomatic example of
which we had here earlier, is imported also from Israel and is the
official service arm of the Colombian military.
It comes as no surprise, then, as the Washington Post recently
reported, that the Colombian military seized more than two tons,
and I emphasize 2 tons, of weapons and ammunition belong to Jose
Gacha, known as "the Mexican," including AK-47 fully automatic
firearms, Galil fully automatic rifles, Uzi fully automatic submachineguns, as well as hand grenades.
The magnitude of arms smuggling in Colombia is also exemplified by the seizure earlier this year of 1,000 rifles, 250 light machineguns, and 10 mortars being shipped to that country from Portugal.
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Again, less than 2 weeks ago the Washington Post reported on
the arms flow between Nicaragua and El Salvador, as Honduras
seized 307 rocket propelled grenades, 74 automatic rifles, including
fully automatic AK-47's and fully automatic M-16's.
The number of fully automatic AK-47's alone is mind boggling.
Noted small arms expert, Ed Ezell, called the AK-47 the most
widely distributed and best known military shoulder weapon in the
post World War II era. He pointed out that an estimated 30 to 50
million fully automatic AK rifles and light machineguns have been
manufactured since the introduction of this design.
"At least 55 nations and an untallied number of guerrilla and
terrorist organizations use these glUns daily," to quote Mr. Ezell.
With 30 to 50 million fully automatic AK-47 rifles manufactured
in the world, to focus on a minute number of semiautomatic rifles
designed for target shooting and sold in the United States may
very well be irrelevant.
In fact, according to the most recent Treasury Department statistics available to the National Rifle Association, only 158 firearms
seized in Colombia are currently known to have come from U.S.
dealers.
That bears repeating. Out of literally tons of arms seized, most of
which are fully automatic machineguns smuggled from Cuba and
other Communist countries, only 158 firearI]).s that we know of at
this point have come from United States commercial markets.
Such a miniscule number of U.S. commercial firearms is no surprise, however. Insurgents and drug dealers don't stay alive long
being dumb. Such individuals have no incentive to obtain expensive designs from the United States.
A black market fully automatic AK-47 in Colombia can be ob,
tained for something between gratis and $100. Even before the
import ban in the United States, the suggested retail for a semiautomatic version in this country was between $595 and $675.
Of course, these firearms, these semiautomatic designs are approved by the Treasury Depa.rtment so as not to be readily convertible to fully automatic fire.
Even assuming narco-terrorists are in the market for inferior but
more expensive firearms from this country, retail purchase in the
United States also entails completion of ATF Form 4473 and identification requirements. Firearms exports must then be approved by
the Department of State. A license from the Office of Munitions
Control must also be obtained.
In light of the above, it is indeed surprising that even 158 firearms out of several tons held by the narcotics traffickers originated
in the U.S. commercial market.
It is equally surprising and disturbing that despite the tons of
automatic arms available in Colombia and Central and South
America, the Colombian Government has called attention to a
small trickle of semiautomatic firearms coming from the United
States.
I will conclude here, Mr. Chairman.
Nonetheless, the National Rifle Association of America represents law abiding citizens and gun owners in the United States, not
firearms exporters. Accordingly, the NRA has no objection to a prohibition on the exportation of firearms to Colombia.
,
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As you know, it is currently the policy of the United States to
deny export licenses to Communist countries, such as Cuba, the
Soviet Union, Vietnam, South Africa, where an export would be
against the furtherance of world peace and the security and foreign
policy of the United States.
If the exportation of firearms from the United States to Colombia is contrary to U.S. interests, then the State Department should
deny licenses. If individuals are buying them and illegally shipping
them to Colombia, they should be caught and prosecuted.
One thing is clear, however. Based on all the available and reliable data, the violation of the second Amendment rights of target
shooters and other law abiding citizens of the United States by
banning semiautomatic rifles in our country will not reduce the violence in Colombia in the slightest respect.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The statement of Mr. Baker appears on p. 133.]
Mr. HUGHES. Let me first ask you a question, Mr. Baker. Does
anybody have a second amendment right to export firearms out of
our country?
Mr. BAKER. I don't think that the second amendment speaks to
exports, no, sir.
Mr. HUGHES. I would take that to mean that someone outside our
country does not have the right to import our weapons into his
country.
Mr. BAKER. I think it speaks in terms of possession of firearms,
Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HUGHES. Do you have any problem with the characterization
of the weapons that are at this table as military type weapons?
Mr. BAKER. Some of them I do, yes, sir. For instance, the one firearm closest to you is a Ruger Mini-14. I haven't had a chance to
examine it closely. The other is a Colt .45, I believe, semiautomatic
pistol there.
By the way, this M-16 here is marked "U.S. Property." It is not
a semiautomatic. It is a fully automatic that came from, at some
point in time, the U.S. Government.
But the semiautomatic versions of the AR-15 are used in countless high power matches across the country for target shooting.
Obviously, LAW rockets and hand grenades do not, but some of
those firearms there definitely do have legitimate purposes.
Mr. HUGHES. You know, it wouldn't be beyond the American ingenuity to establish clubs that would want to fire grenade launchers. Would that be protected under the second amendment?
Mr. BAKER. Congressman, I don't think it would. You and I have
had this conversation on a number of occasions. I think that there
are reasonable limitations to every right. Just as you cannot yell
"fire" in a movie theater, there are limitations.
We have 20,OOO-some-odd gun laws in this country that restrict
the second amendment, the same as we have laws that restrict
libel and slander. So, we can continue down this road as long as
you would like. But yes, there are reasonable restrictions and then
there are unreasonable ones.
Mr. HUGHES. I am not going to pursue this area further because
I only have 5 minutes. But it is just a matter of degre~.
Mr. BAKER. That is true.
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Mr. HUGHES. Most of the military-type weapons we talk about
were manUfactured for military purposes, with a few exceptions. I
am not sure what the Street Sweeper was manufactured for. I
haven't figured that out yet. But it is just a matter of degree.
Don't you think as policymakers in this country, we have a right
to determine that, as a matter of policy, there are some weapons
possessing very little sporting value and having the potential to do
tremendous damage to our society?
Mr. BAKER. I think, Congressman, that most firearms, shoulderheld firearms were originally developed for military purposes, all
the way from the flintlock to the M-l carbine, to the M-l Garand.
I don't think that the second amendment speaks to strictly sporting purposes, as you may envision it.
Clearly, people are not skulking through the woods hunting with
an Uzi. Just as clearly, people enjoy going out and punching holes
in targets, and they are no more a threat to law enforcement or
anybody else than you or I are.
So, it is a question of focusing on the people that use them in an
illegitimate manner, the people that are criminals and keeping
them out of their hands, and putting those people in jail and keeping them there. I don't think we are doing a good enough job on
that issue.
Mr. HUGHES. Mr. Stephens, that is not what I hear from the
police today. The police with whom I talk tell me that they view
these military type weapons as a very direct threat. You characterized what is happening in our neighborhoods as an arms race. The
police are basically outmanned. Many of these assault weapons
have become the weapons of choice. Isn't that so? The police view
these weapons as a direct threat to them, as they are the ones who
come in contact most often with these weapons. Isn't that so?
Mr. STEPHENS. That is exactly the case. The police in America at
all levels, from police executives to the officers throughout America, are calling for the Congress and the administration to take
action on banning these military type semiautomatic assault weapons because they view them not only as a threat to themselves, and
they very clearly are, but as a threat to innocent people who
happen to be on the street in their day-to-day activities being confronted by drug dealers who use these to protect their own turf.
Mr. HUGHES. Not to mention the nuts, unfortunately, who come
into possession of these weapons-weapons which can wipe out 25
kids in a school yard in a matter of seconds.
Mr. STEPHENS. Or eight people in a manufacturing facility.
Mr. HUGHES. Precisely.
Mr. STEPHENS. And injure 16 others.
Mr. HUGHES. Mr. McGuire, as I indicated, it is a pleasure to have
you.
Mr. MCGUIRE. Thank you, sir.
Mr. HUGHES. It is almost like "free at last." After 26 years at
ATF, where you have had to toe the administration line, you can
finally give us some insight on what we need to do to deal with this
problem.
Mr. MCGUIRE. Well, if you will allow me, I will begin by giving
the administration a pat on the back for what they did as it relates
to imports.
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Mr. HUGHES. They deserve it. They certainly do.
Mr. MCGUIRE. Then I will tell you that I survived in Washington
through more than one administration where that perhaps was not
done, but has been now, fortunately.
I believe that we need a ban on assault type weapons. You mentioned a war on drugs. You mentioned weapons of war. Unfortunately, these weapons of war are in the hands of our enemy. I
think it would be important to take them off the street.
The issue of a waiting period has not come up today. But earlier
questions were asked about what legislation was needed that would
assist in stopping the illegal export of these weapons out of the
country.
I think that a reasonable waiting period, such as proposed in the
Brady amendment, a 7 day waiting period, would give law enforcement an opportunity to look into some of the purchasers who are
purchasing these weapons in Florida and Texas and California and
elsewhere. That, in itself, might avoid the illegal export of weapons
that are ostensibly bought legally across-the-counter.
I think both of these moves would go a long ways in correcting
the problem.
Mr. HUGHES. Mr. McGuire, my time is up. I am just trying to
figure out how, after struggling with gun legislation over the years,
you with the administration and me here in the Congress, how I
ended up getting so much gray hair and you don't seem to have
any.
Mr. MCGUIRE. I spend more time hunth1g than you do, and fishing.
Mr. HUGHES. I see. All right. [Laughter.]
The gentleman from Pennsylvania.
Mr. COUGHLIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The subject of these hearings, of course, is what we can do to try
and prevent the export of arms to Colombia in particular, where
President Barco has made a very strong appeal to try to prevent
that. One in the previous panel indicated that one of the things
you could do is simply make-if such weapons are unavailable
here, they are less likely to be exported to Colombia, than if they
are available here.
Mr. Baker indicates that there is an interest of sportsmen in
using assault type weapons to poke holes in targets, for target practice, and I guess I would appreciate your comments, Mr. Stephens,
and yours, Mr. McGuire, as to the extent that that occurs in the
United States, at least from your knowledge, whether that is a
major pastime and whether the right to do that perhaps in your
view overweighs the need to have those weapons available.
Mr. MCGUIRJ~. If the question is posed to me, I am not a target
shooter. I am a hunter and I do quite a bit of hunting. I see no
need for what we characterize as the assault weapon on the part of
the legitimatrd sportsman.
Mr. COUGHLIN. Most of these guns would be prohibited for hunting anyway in most jurisdictions. I am just talking about target
shooting.
Mr. MCGUIRE. There is no question that some of these weapons
are used by-absolutely no question that some of these weapons
are legitimately used by target shooters. They are not, I don't
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think, the choice, the firearm of choice for target shooting. But
some people do.
The last part of your question, I think, goes more directly to
whether or not we would be infringing on the rights of these individuals to do something about that weapon. I think it is a small
price to pay for the safety of the public and the safety of law enforcement in this country to do something about it. I think that
they can continue their sport with other weapons that do not fall
under the category of the assault weapon.
.
I also feel like there is something that I can't explain about the
assault type weapon that brings out the very worst in the criminally insane. There is no question that your sporting rifles are just as
lethal as the weapons on the table. But it is a matter of fact that
such as in Louisville and in Stockton and in San Jose, these individuals are not going to that type of weapon.
There is something about the Rambo aspect, the ugliness of the
weapon, the camouflage, the black, the whatever, that draws them
to that weapon.
Mr. COUGHLIN. Let me ask Mr. Stephens, then, to comment on
both the extent of the use of these assault type weapons for target
shooting and your feeling about whether that is a legitimate right.
Mr. STEPHENS. Unfortunately, I am not a hunter and all my experience with firearms has been in the military and as a police officer. But I have asked a lot of people in the police field about the
question of sporting purposes, both hunting and target.
Clearly, the hunters don't use them to go out and hunt deer or
bear or whatever it is that they are hunting. Target shooters, some
do use the AR-15 as a weapon for target practice. But the police
officers of America, who are around firearms in their day-to-day
life, and many of them are collectors and sportsmen, are not unwilling to give up the use of weapons of that nature for target practice if it is in the interest of reducing the violence and the mayhem
that we see in this country every day as a result of those kind of
weapons.
Mr. COUGHLIN. Let me ask, Mr. Baker, in the earlier testimony it
was indicated that unavailability would have an effect on the shipment of arms to Colombia. You indicated that automatic arms were
readily available.
Mr. BAKER. Yes, sir.
Mr. COUGHLIN. So that unavailability of assault type weapons in
this country would not make a significant difference in the arms
shipped to Colombia. So, I take it you would disagree with the previous panel on that question.
Mr. BAKER. Congressman, I would. I would like to have, if I
could-Mr. Johnson is a bona fide expert on the international arms
trade. I am not. If he could answer that question, I would appreciate it.
Mr. HUGHSS. Mr. Johnson.
Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you. I was with the Army's Foreign Science
and Technology Center, the Army Technical Intelligence Activity,
from 1965 through 1982. I was in charge of the foreign infantry
weapons desk.
Upon my retirement in 1982, I have severed all connections with
them and have no dealings, official or unofficial, with them.
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In 1981, I was sent down to South America, to Colombia, at the
request of the then President of Colombia to President Reagan, to
look at a large quantity of weapons that had been seized from the
M19 organization.
These weapons had been unloaded from a tramp steamer on the
Pacific coast of Colombia, loaded into a number of 5 ton Mercedes
trucks, covered with coconuts, and driven into the jungle towards
Bogota.
They hit the first checkpoint and a young Colombian Army conscript looked in the trucks, asked the truck driver, just wait a
moment, please, went into his, fortunately, armored guard shack
and pushed the panic button.
A severe firefight results. A lot of the guns showed evidence of
bullet impacts on them. Most of the M19 people, I gather, were
killed.
When they asked the young conscript why he pulled the alarm
button, he said, nobody takes coconuts into the jungle. [Laughter.]
The drug dealer mentality or the terrorist mentality is a little
odd.
In any event, the Government of Colombia was very concerned
because they thought these guns were made in West Germany, and
they wanted to know why the West Germans were providing an
urban terrorist organization with their guns. At this point I was
sent down to sort it out.
They had an enormous warehouse, an area about the size of this
room, with probably 300 to 500 of these rifles on the floor. There
were U.S. made 2.36 inch rocket launchers of World War II vintage, with the rockets, U.S. 60 millimeter mortars, mortar ammunition, Portugese grenades, Portugese submachineguns, a lot of Portugese ammunition-Mr. COUGHLIN. My time has already expired, but I guess I would
like the answer to the question, whether unavailability would
reduce the problem.
Mr. JOHNSON. Well, I am telling you what the availability is, sir.
It turned out that these guns were not West German. They were
made in Portugal. They were Portug(;se M-963's and they had been
abandoned, according to their dates, in Angola. The Cubans either
gave t.hese guns to the M19 group or factored the sale to M19.
Mr. COUGHLIN. I take it you disagree with the statement of the
previous panel that unavailability would restrict the exports to Colombia, A, and B, that most of the weapons in Colombia that they
have recovered are manufactured in the United States?
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes, sir, these are a drop in the bucket. The Vietnamese are flogging off on the world market almost 1 million M-16
rifles that were there. These were recovered. The Army has an extremely good computerized record system and these rifles, on the
Army records system as having been lost in Vietnam, are showing
up in South and Central America, lots of them.
Mr. COUGHLIN. I am not trying to cut you off, but my time has
expired. Thank you.
Mr. HUGHES. The gentleman's time has expired.
The gentlelady from New York.
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Ms. LOWEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to thank you all
for your testimony. This certainly has been an educational morning for me, in particular.
Mr. Baker, I would be most appreciative if you would comment
on the problems of the NRA with the seven day waiting period. I
just don't understand it at all.
Mr. BAKER. Congresswoman, we had supported last session, as
you may be aware, the socalled McCollum amendment, introduced
by Bill McCollum and Harley Staggers, that called for the Attorney
General to develop an instantaneous system, much like a credit
card where you can go in and determine whether there is credit
available on an instantaneous point-of-sale basis.
The Attorney General is due to report back with his findings on
the feasibility of that system on November 19 of this year. So, we
support an instantaneous check.
We supported it in Virginia where I believe it is going into effect
in the next day or so. They have a different system, where it is an
800 number system where the gun dealer can call into the State
police and have it checked. So, we are supporting an instantaneous
check.
Ms. LOWEY. Would you comment on your problems with the
seven day waiting period, the Brady amendment, which would give
law enforcement the opportunity to check backgrounds?
Mr. BAKER. Well, Congresswoman, that is why we are supporting
the instantaneous check. If we can do it instantaneously, as they
can for Mastercard and Visa, why not do it instantaneously for gun
purchases?
Ms. LOWEY. So that you feel that is a more efficient way, rather
than waiting. You would rather know instantly, rather than seven
days.
Mr. BAKER. Yes, ma'am.
Ms. LOWEY. I don't understand, frankly, and perhaps the people
with whom you are working could explain it to me, or you could
explain it to me, how you can really search the background of a
person instantaneously.
Mr. BAKER. Well, I think there are going to be two threshold
problems with any system-both instantaneous and 7 days-and
they are these:
First of all, the Justice Department, in their comments that they
put out in the Federal Register recently suggesting different possible options for an instantaneous system, has identified the fact that
given the current state of criminal history databases in this COUlltry, the records which they would have to go to, to check anybody
out, you are likely to get 50 percent false positives.
In other words, if they put a given name in and a given date of
birth, given the poor state of criminal history records in this country, you are likely to get 50 percent false positives. In other words,
identifying somebody as a felon that is not.
The other aspect that I think is a benchmark problem with any
system is the prevalence of false ID's. Thos~ very people that we
are trying to interdict, the felons, are the very ones most likely to
have false identification in this country.
First of all, a small percentage of felons buy their firearms
through legitimate channels. Most of them steal them or get them
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on the black market. Those that do buy them through legitimate
channels tend to have false ID.
So, until we get a type of ID that is not so easily made fraudulently. those are going to be two big problems, the criminal history
records c:md the identification.
Ms. LOWEY. Maybe I am missing something. I understand that
these are problems. But why would they be less of a problem instantaneously than the 7 days?
Mr, BAKER. I don't know that they are going to be less.
Ms. LOWEY. It would seem to me it would be more of a problem
instantaneously.
Mr. BAKER. I don't know that they are going to be any less, Congresswoman. I just think that these are two basic problems that we
are going to face, no matter what type of system it is that we are
trying to implement.
Ms. LOWEY. I guess I feel that given the state of the country, I
would rather err on the side of caution than the opposite side. But
let me go on to another question.
We have heard testimony from the last panel and we have heard
it from Mr. Stephens and Mr. McGuire that there are clear ways to
distinguish the semiautomatic assault weapons from semiautomatic
sporting weapons. Yet the NRA does OppOSt:i banning them. Could
you please amplify?
Mr. BAKER. We, respectfully, Congresswoman, disagree with the
contention that you can, through cosmetic features such as a pistol
grip or a folding stock which can rapidly be changed, distinguish
between one semiautomatic firearm and another.
Also, we would disagree with the contention that hunting is the
only legitimate sporting purposes.
There are thousands and thousands of these firearms in private
hands. A very, very, very small percentage of them ever get used in
crime. According to Uniform Crime Reports, 1% percent ofthe firearms used in crime are semiautomatic rifles.
So, de facto they are being used for legitimate purposes. I mean,
you may not want to target shoot and I may not want to, but there
are evidently a lot of people that do want to.
Our members and I think law abiding gun owners get concerned
when the criminal justice system is rapidly turning crime into
something that pays, when less than half of the convicted felons
ever spend a day in jail. They don't feel like giving up their rights
until and unless something is done about the criminal justice
system in this country that actually jails people for crimes they
commit.
Ms. LOWEY. Well, I will just conclude quickly. Let me just make
two comments.
First, my son is an expert marksman. You are right. I have
never had one and I have never participated in that sport. But he
does. And I have never seen him use any of these at all, ever. That
is number one.
Second, as a Congressperson, I get very frustrated, too, and we
would all like to see the ultimate and we would like to see people
locked up and put away, go to jail forever. But in the interim, I just
wonder if together we can work on some interim legislation.
Mr. BAKER. I would be happy to.
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Ms. LOWEY. It would seem to me that there are some steps we
can take when it is clear that a lot of these weapons are gettillg in
the hands of people who are shooting down people in school yards
and making seniors afraid to go to the corner. I wonder if we
couldn't work together while we are beefing up our-Mr. BAKER. I think there are some very constructive things we
can work together on, yes, ma'am.
Ms. LOWEY. Okay, thank you very much.
Mr. HUGHES. The gentleman from New Jersey, Mr. Guarini.
Mr. GUARIN~. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I understand that you say that there are many legitimate. purposes for guns and that there are perhaps hundreds of thousands
or millions of guns that are used by our citizenry for various kinds
of purposes.
Nonetheless, you agree with the statistic that 25,000 people approximately were killed by guns last year in America?
Mr. BAKER. I don't have the statistics at hand. But I think that
includes suicides, homicides, those people shot by police.
That statistic includes a lot of things that aren't strictly homicides.
Mr. GUARINI. Well, I think we can agree that the majority of
people aren't suicides.
Mr. BAKER. No. I think that there were more than that many
killed in auto accidents.
Mr. GUARINI. Well, one doesn't justify the other.
Mr. BAKER. No; it certainly doesn't. But there were more people
killed in Chicago, for instance, with baseball bats than there were
with firearms. So, I think that there are reasons to-Mr. GUARINI. I fail to understand your rationale, because to
every family that lost someone killed by a firearm, they don't look
at statistics, they look at the fact of what has happened in their
own family.
Mr. BAKER. No. You brought up the statistics, Congressman.
Mr. GUARINI. Now, let me ask you, does the NRA plan to repeal
the ban on machineguns, the automatic weapons?
Mr. BAKER. No, Cong-i-essman, we don't. That was put into the
effect, the restrictions on machineguns were put into effect in 1934.
Although they have worked singularly poorly in order to keep
them out of the hands of criminals, there has never been a registered machinegun ever used in a crime, according to ATF.
Mr. GUARINI. As Mr. McGuire said, the Bush administration
completed a review and to its credit did ban permanently and reevaluate 43 different kinds of firearms that were imported. Is that
correct?
Mr. BAKER. Those were semiautomatic firearms, not machineguns.
Mr. GUARINI. That is correct. Does the NRA plan to consider or
challenge this ruling of the Administration in a court of law?
Mr. BAKER. We are not challenging it ourselves, Congressman,
but there are a number of affected importers. We represent individual owners of firearms, not importers, not manufacturers, not dealers, not distributors. We would certainly assist any importer that
wanted to challenge the basis upon which he has been denied importation of a semiautomatic firearm, yes, sir.
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Mr. GUARINI. Is it true that there are more and more semiautomatic weapons used in crime and used by organized crime in America today?
Mr. BAKER. I think that based on the statistics, if you want to get
back into statistics) the statistics that we have show that total, according to the Uniform Crime Reports, the latest years for which
they have figures, 4 percent of the firearms used in homicides are
rifles of any kind.
Obviously, somewhat less than that are going to be military style
semiautomatic rifles. That percentage hasn't changed dramatically
over the years.
Mr. GUARINI. You challenge the fact that there are not more and
more semiautomatic weapons?
Mr. BAKER. There are more and more, Congressman. But semiautomatic firearms are not a new technology. The U.S. Government, for example, sold hundreds of thousands of M-l carbines
after the Second World War. Semiautomatic technology has been
around since the turn of the century.
Mr. GUARINI. Now, can semiautomatic weapons be turned into
automatic weapons, which you say you won't challenge the illegalityof?
Mr. BAKER. Congressman, in the hands of a skilled craftsman,
any firearm can be turned into a fully automatic firearm. However, all the imports, if I just might add, all the imports that are approved by the Secretary of the Treasury are determined to not be
readily convertible. Sure, somebody with the requisite knowledge,
machine shop and skill can do that. But the Treasury Department
makes a determination on each firearm that is imported that it is
not readily convertible to fully automatic firearms.
Mr. GUARINI. Well, aren't there books that are published for
people to show them as to how to turn semiautomatic weapons into
automatics?
Mr. BAKER. There certainly are. And anybody that does it-Mr. GUARINI. Like the book I have here, which is a very simple
book.
Mr. BAKER. Sure. It looks like a simple book, but I can assure
you that any firearm that meets the Treasury Department's exacting standards is not readily convertible.
Mr. GUARINI. This says how to modify a Uzi and it says that it is
illegal to do it, however, please be advised the publishing of this
book is for academic purposes only.
Mr. BAKER. Well, please be advised that we didn't publish it,
either.
Mr. GUARINI. I don't think anybody would, for academic purposes, be thinking about buying a book and a semiautomatic
weapon and to be thinking of converting it into an automatic
weapon.
Mr. BP..KER. Maybe we should look at some restrictions on the
first amendment, too, then.
Mr. GUARINI. You do admit, however, that the traffickers and
the criminals and the drug lords do use the firepower that is often
used by military and paramilitary?
Mr. BAKER. I think that the drug lords that have huge amounts
of cash can get, Congressman, anything they want, either buying it
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from U.S. military arser.als through bribes-look at the firearms
the Treasury Department traced for the Government of Colombia.
Twenty some of those revolvers came from the Colombian Government. Twenty-five hUhdred police were recently dismissed in Colombia for being in league with the Colombian drug lords.
The problem is much more complex, Congressman, than a trickle
of 158 rifles from the U.S. Government.
Mr. GUARINI. But does it make it right, if they can purchase it
from other sources, that we should be supplying it from our sources
and have the President of Colombia, Barco, say to us, please give
us help, don't send these kind of weapons down to our country, we
are in the middle of a revolution?
Mr. BAKER. I have already indicated that if the State Department determines or the President of the United States determines
that it is not in the best interest of the security of the United
States or Colombia, they should shut off arms shipments to Colombia.
Mr. GUARINI. But you still think that domestically we should
produce these kinds of semiautomatic weapons?
Mr. BAKER. I don't think you should abridge the rights of law
abiding Americans who are not drug traffickers and who aren't
street criminals simply because there are 158 United States manufactured firearms in Colombia.
As I said, you can buy a fully automatic firearm on the streets of
Colombia, fully automatic, without reading the book, without converting it, for $100.
Mr. GUARINI. Well, didn't the Colt industry that makes the semiautomatic weapons, when the flap first came out, admit to themselves that it was wrong to produce them? Basically, is that not a
fact?
Mr. BAKI<:R. No; they did not admit anything was wrong. They decided voluntarily to take the-Mr. GUARINI. To stop manufacturing them.
Mr. BAKER. To stop manufacturing it, yes, they did. And that is
entirely up to them. It is a free country.
Mr. GUARINI. No further questions.
Ms. LOWEY. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. HUGHES. The gentlelady from New York.
Ms. LOWEY. I just want to clear up the record. During our questioning, did you say that more people were killed in Chicago with
baseball bats?
Mr. BAKER. Yes, ma'am, than with rifles.
Ms. LOWEY. Than firearms?
Mr. BAKER. Than with rifles. I am sorry.
Ms. LOWEY. I think it is important that we clear this record up.
Mr. BAKER. Yes, and thank you.
Ms. LOWEY. I would be very interested, if you have any of those
statistics.
Mr. BAKER. I do, and I would be happy to give them to you. And
that was with rifles. I apologize.
Ms. LOWEY. Thank you very much.
Mr. HUGHES. The gentleman from Connecticut.
Mr. SHAYS. Thank you.
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We seem, Mr. Baker, to be focusing our attention more with you,
but let me ask you this.
Mr. BAKER. That is usual.
Mr. SHAYS. Well, let me say to you that conceptually I want to
ban automatic weapons and certain semiautomatic weapons, and I
fully acknowledge to you that there is a definite problem dealing
with what is really legitimately a semiautomatic hunting rifle or
target rifle and one that is designed to kill and maim people, and I
acknowledge that.
I understand the position of your organization is that Americans
have the right to bear arms. But I have trouble understanding why
you would be reluctant at all to at least prevent people overseas
from having that same right.
Mr. BAKER. Congressman, I would like to deal with tha first part
of your question. You indicated that some firearms, or at least you
believe, in your statement, that some firearms are designed to kill
people and some aren't.
Basically, all firearms are designed to kill animals or people. It is
a question of whose hands that firearm is in. In the hands of a law
abiding person, they present no more threat than a golf club.
Mr. SHAYs. I only have 5 minutes and that is really a meaningless comment either way.
Mr. BAKER. Well, I don't think so.
Mr. SHAYS. Well, the bottom line is, these clearly are not designed to hunt.
Mr. BAKER. But just as clearly, semiautomatic versions of them
can be used to target shoot and for self protection. There are many
legitimate reasons to own firearms, Congressman, beyond hunting.
Mr. SHAYS. I am not planning to get into a debate with you, because you are not going to convince me and I am not going to convince you.
Mr. BAKER. Okay. Ask the rest of the question again, then.
Mr. SHAYS. My point is, dealing with the constitutional right of
Americans to own certain firearms, do you feel it is your organization's responsibility to guarantee the right of Colombians to bear
firearms?
Mr. BAKER. No, sir.
Mr. SHAYS. So, there is no reluctance on your part at all for the
U.S. Government to ban the exporting of weapons of any kind?
Mr. BAKER. None whatsoever.
Mr. SHAYS. I just wanted to have that on the record.
Now, would you agree that right now the way our laws are written, or in particular the way the State Department is using its licensing procedures, that it is extraordinarily easy for drug lords, et
cetera, in Colombia and elsewhere to get guns that are manufactured in this country, whether they are semiautomatic or automatic?
Mr. BAKER. I think, Congressman, that it is extraordinarily easy
for drug lords or criminals to obtain firearms in Colombia either
from this country or from any number of other ready sources.
Mr. SHAY'S. I understand that point. But the fact is, you do agree
that right now, if they want to get weapons from this country, they
can?
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Mr. BAKER. Congressman, with the amount of cash that drugs
generate, they can get weapons, as some of these come from government arsenals in this country.
Mr. SHAYS. Okay. Now, is the message to us that because the
international supply of assault weapons is so huge that it is almost
meaningless for us to try to at least do our part?
Mr. BAKER. No. I thought that the subject matter of this hearing
basically was to try to gather information on assault weapons and
percursor chemicals.
Mr. SHAYS. Why don't you make that point later. Just answer
the question for me.
Mr. BAKER. I was attempting to do that, Congressman. I don't
think-restate it.
Mr. SHAYS. I am trying to understand your position. Is your message to us that because the international supply of assault weapons, whether it is from Portugal, whether it is from West Germany,
whether it is from the United States, that it is so huge that for us
to at least do our part-Mr. BAKER. No. My message is to not violate the rights of law
abiding Americans in an attempt to reduce the violence in Colombia, because there are so many other sources that it won't work.
Even if it would, we don't think that is a proper justification.
Mr. SHAYS. When you say violates the rights, I thought you had
told me earlier that you are not fighting for the rights of people
overseas.
Mr. BAKER. No. We are fighting for the rights of people in this
country. The suggestion here is that we ought to ban them here,
domestically, imported for private possession of individuals, law
abiding individuals, in an attempt to reduce the violence in Colombia.
Mr. SHAYS. But you are very clear that you have no problem
with Congress limiting, just cutting off the transfer of any weapons
to Colombia or any other place?
Mr. BAKER. Absolutely none. We represent individual gun
owners, not manufacturers and not importers.
Mr. SHAYS. I consider that progress. I mean, that is one thing we
both can agree on.
Mr. BAKER. Sure.
Mr. SHAYS.lt seems to me we should pursue that, because admittedly they will be able to go somewhere else, they will be able to go
to W,est Germany, they will be able to go to Portugal, they will be
able to go to a lot of places, but at least we are doing our part.
Mr. BAKER. I think that it only ought to be done, to be quite
honest with you, if it is found that a large percentage of legally
shipped firearms to Colombia are being diverted.
I think that there is some evidence that legally exported firearms to Colombia are being diverted. Whether that is a significant
portion of the overall problem is another question. I think not. But
if the Congress believes that is a way to go, then we certainly
wouldn't oppose it.
Mr. SHAYS. The one thing I think we can agree on, and then I
will finish, is that for us to say that American citizens can't buy
certain weapons but it is all right for us to export to another country and have those citizens buy, that is somewhat ludicrous.
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Mr. BAKER. I think that as a matter of logic, it is, yes. Of course,
it depends on who they are being shipped to in Colombia.
Mr. SHAYS. Well, I think they should only be shipped to two
sources. They should be shipped to the government for military use
or to law enforcement agencies. That is my general opinion.
Do any of you gentlemen want to make a point before I give up
my time?
Mr. STEPHENS. I have heard a lot about the law abiding views of
citizens in America, and everything that I have seen reported from
the polls and the national press and from the government polls on
this issue of banning assault weapons and establishing reasonable
controls over handguns, the American public supports those measures.
The American public is afraid. They are faced daily with accounts of people being killed with these weapons. They are faced
daily with the possibility of going to work and facing these weapons. The police officers are faced daily with these weapons. And the
American public supports reasonable regulations on firearms and
certainly bans on assault weapons.
Mr. SHAYS. I think I have almost gone over my time.
Mr. MCGUIRE. Just a fmal comment. Of course, Phil Orsini, from
the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, is the appropriate
person to speak to it. But so that we are not either misled or misinformed, the idea that only 158 firearms from the United States
were seized in Colombia is not correct. That was simply of the
sample that were traced, which was about 500 were traced, about
158 of that sample came from the United States. But the number
of firearms seized in Colombia, it is my understanding, far exceeded that.
Mr. SHAYS. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HUGHES. Just for the record, even beyond the sample which
was traced, it is important that we understand that, as I understand it, the ATF has indicated that there are thousands of weapons that are in question in Colombia, but we have just taken a
sample.
What is significant, however, is, of the sample that we took, a
substantial number of those weapons are American made weapons.
It would be hard to say with any degree of certainty what percentage of the universe of weapons that are in Colombia or South
America is American made. But we can surmise that it might be a
substantial number.
There have been tremendous changes in South America since
Mr. Johnson was there in Colombia 8 years ago. The advent, the
proliferation, of assault type weapons has been astronomical, particularly in the last 5 or 6 years.
I just have a couple of other questions. I am a little confused
about the question of export of weapons, Mr. Baker.
The administration has, as you know, enforced the sporting purposes test, which has been a part of the law since 1968.
Mr. BAKER. As to imports.
Mr. HUGHES. Yes, on imports. I know that you have great problems with that.
Mr. BAKER. Yes.
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Mr. HUGHES. The NRA opposed it. Let me ask you, is there something inconsistent about banning the importation of such weapons
and not banning the exportation of those same weapons? If, in fact,
we have problems with the weapons and feel that they have no
sporting value and therefore have banned their import, is it logical
to say that we are not also going to ban domestic manufacture of
those weapons?
Mr. BAKER. The domestic manufacture? First of all, I don't agree
that the imports should have been banned. That is a question you
should direct to the administration. We are going to oppose it both
ways.
Mr. HUGHES. I know what the administration says. But I am
saying, is it illogical to say that we don't think that there is anything-Mr. BAKER. I think it is illogical, yes, sir.
Mr. HUGHES. That is what I wanted you to say. Would it not
follow that it would be illogical not to carry that through for exports?
Mr. BAKER. I think that probably would be illogical, too, based on
pure logic, as opposed to reasonable. I don't know.
Mr. HUGHES. I understand. We are just talking about logic.
Mr. BAKER. That is based on the pretext that there is a problem
to start with.
Mr. HUGHES. I would like to get back to the waiting period that
Mr. McGuire raised and about which the gentlelady from New
York asked some questions. Do I take it that your concern about,
and your opposition to, the 7 day waiting period is one, of course, of
philosophy, but is also based on inconvenience to the gun applicant?
Mr. BAKER. No; they don't work. They are more likely to identify
somebody as a felon that is not one, just as likely to identify somebody as a felon that is not one.
Based on Justice Department studies, the criminal history databases in this country are in such a poor state of repair-Mr. HUGHES. Well, I agree that our database is not very accurate. rfhere Clre a number of areas where we get false positives, and
a very high percentage of them.
:Mr. BAKER. Up to 50 percent.
Mr. HUGHES. Yes. So, your testimony is accurate. But let me ask
you, you support an instantaneous-Mr. BAKER. The concept of it, yes, sir.
Mr. HUGHES. Let me just finish. You support an instantaneous
transfer. How does that correct the problem? That would only seem
to compound the problem.
At least if we have an opportunity to run a record check, particularly in small communities where chiefs of police and those running record checks often know the individuals, the families, and
they know the unstable persons, quite often, they have an opportunity to-Mr. BAKER. You may very well be right, Mr. Chairman. I think
that there are two threshold problems that we are going to have to
deal with, whether it is a 7-day waiting period, instantaneous or 15
or 30 days.
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I think, as I talked to the Congresswoman, until we get a handle
on the problem of false identification and crjminal history databases, I don't think any of those systems,'i' .~. going to work very
well.
Mr. HUGHES. Any other questions?
Mr. GUARINI. Yes.
Mr. HUGHES. Mr. Guarini.
Mr. GUARINI. I just want to clear up one point, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Baker, is there anything inconsistent with what you have
said before about selling arms or bearing arms as an American citizen, as opposed to a Colombian citizen? If we can sell arms to an
American citizen, why shouldn't we have the same free rights in a
free society, in a democracy, to insist on those same kind of rights
of a Colombian citizen?
Mr. BAKER. Colombia is a sovereign nation, Congressman.
Mr. GUARINI. 1 know. But we are talking about philosophy.
Mr. BAKER. I am not a philosopher.
Mr. GUARINI. Wait a minute. You are testifying and I am just
asking you, is this an inconsistency. If bearing arms makes a free
nation strong and freer, and if this is the essence of a democracy,
and we are talking about our Bill of Rights which we have as free
people, why shouldn't we insist on those same rights for the Colombian people and therefore sell them all the arms that they want?
Mr. BAKER. Congressman, everybody in Colombia except the law
abiding people have arms. That is the realistic state of affairs in
Colombia. I think that the Colombian Government-Mr. GUARINI. But we are talking about an ideological concept.
Mr. BAKER. The Colombian Government ought to be able to
decide for itself what it wants for its citizens. I am not an expert on
Colombia. I am not an expert on philosophy.
Mr. GUARINI. But human rights and rights of society and rights
of free men and a free country-Mr. BAKER. I believe that they ought to be able to.
Mr. GUARINI. Should be about the same in one democracy as another. You defend the rights for people to have assault weapons in
the United States. Why not also be consistent and also defend
those rights in this poor country that is under siege in South
America?
Mr. BAKER. I think that is up to the individual law abiding citizens of the country of Colombia.
Mr. GUARINI. Then it is not a matter of constitutional rights
from an ideological concept?
Mr. BAKER. I am sorry?
Mr. GUARINI. It is not a matter of constitutional rights, then, you
are talking about.
Mr. BAKER. In Colombia?
Mr. GUARINI. When you are talking about the right to bear arms.
Mr. BAKER. Oh, it is very definitely in this country. I don't even
know what type of constitution, if any, the country of Colombia
has, whether they have a bill of rights, what other personal liberties their individual citizens are guaranteed. I am simply not an
expert on that.
Mr. HUGHES. Would the gentleman yield to me?
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Mr. GUARINI. I just want to submit that it is inconsistent and illogical.
Mr. HUGHES. I think the gentleman did concede that there is no
constitutional right to purchase a firearm in this country for
export. That is not a constitutional right.
Mr. BAKER. No. I think that there is a constitutional right to purchase a firearm here. I don't think that there is any constitutional
right to export per se.
Mr. HUGHES. I thought that you had conceded there is no constitutional right to purchase for export.
Mr. BAKER. Well, it is a matter of semantics. I think that there is
a constitutional right, Congressman Hughes.
Mr. HUGHES. Well, of course, you and I could argue all day about
the second amendment.
Mr. BAKER. We have.
Mr. HUGHES. As you know, I don't buy your arguments on the
second amendment.
Mr. BAKER. I understand that.
Mr. HUGHES. But that is something else again.
Well, thank you very much. You have been very helpful to us
and we have gone over a lot of ground today. We thank you for
your time.
Mr. HUGHES. The third panel consists of, once again, David Westrate, the Assistant Administrator for Operations, Drug Enforcement Administration; Robert Myers, Director of the Program
Office, Bureau on International Narcotics Matters, Department of
State; Samuel H. Banks, the Assistant Commissioner for Inspection
and Control, U.S, Customs Service; John R. Hess, President, National Association of Chemical Distributors; and Gene Browning of
the Chemical Manufacturers Association.
I wonder if you will come forward.
While they are assuming their seats, I am going to ask unanimous consent to admit the statement of Robert E. Johnson for the
record. Is there any objection?
[No response.]
Mr. HUGHES. Hearing none, so ordered.
[Statement of Mr. Johnson appears on p. 127.]
Mr. HUGHES. Why don't we begin with you, Mr. Westrate. As you
know, we are running very late. We have read your statements
and, without objection, all your statements will be made a part of
the record. We hope you can summarize them for us.
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TESTIMOI'li"Y OF DAVID WESTRATE, ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR
FOR OPERATIONS, DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION, AC·
COMPANIED BY ROBERT MYERS, DIRECTOR, PROGRAM
OFFICE, BUREAU ON INTERNATIONAL NARCOTICS MATTERS,
DEPARTMENT OF STATE AND SAMUEL H. BANKS, ASSISTANT
COMMISSIONER FOR INSPECTION AND CONTROL, U.S. CUS·
TOMS SERVICE; GENE BROWNING, CHEMICAL MANUFACTUR·
ERS ASSOCIATION; AND JOHN R. HESS, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF CHEMICAL DISTRIBUTORS
TESTIMONY OF DAVID WESTRATE

Mr. WESTRATE. I have just a few short pages here that I would
like to read.
Although it is impossible to determine the exact percentage of
United States made chemicals that are used in the manufacture of
cocaine, trade records and intelligence reports indicate that the
United States is by far the largest exporter of chemicals to Latin
America and that Europe has steadily increased its essential chemical exports over the past several years.
The United Nations reported that in 1986 Latin America had received 80 percent of its methyl ethyl ketone, known as MEK, and
90 percent of its acetone from the United States. In 1987, the top
three cocaine producing countries ranked second, fourth and seventh in essential chemical imports from the United States.
It should be noted that the essential chemicals used in the manufacture of cocaine have a number of legitimate uses as well.
First, potassium permanganate is used as a water purifier and as
a bleaching agent for wood and fibers.
Second, ether and its substitutes, acetone, toluene and MEK are
used in a number of legitimate industries, such as petrochemicals,
plastics, rubber, munitions, pharmaceutical, and chemical industries.
To date, there have been no known official assessments by the
governments of Bolivia, Colombia or Peru as to their legitimate
need and consumption of essential chemicals.
Figures derived from seizure reports of the Colombian National
Police indicate that from January 1 to September 18, 1989, chemical seizures included more than 620,000 gallons of ether, almost
850,000 gallons of acetone, nearly 120,000 gallons of sulfuric acid,
500,000 gallons of MEK, and more than 165,000 kilos of potassium
permanganate.
On August 9, the Colombian National Police also seized five
major cocaine hydrochloride laboratories, 1,200 kilos of cocaine hydrochloride, and 500,000 gallons of precursor chemicals in the Magdelena Medio area.
One entire laboratory, including a filter system that extended 30
feet into the air, was under camouflage. Six 22,000 gallon tanks
were hidden under a road. This laboratory could not have been located by plane or helicopter.
A 40 bed dormitory and tractortrailer tankers were also found at
the site.
The huge volume of chemicals could have been used to produce
an additional 125 tons of cocaine hydrochloride, and the elaborate
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recycling processing equipment found at the site conceivably could
have quadrupled that amount, or close to 500 metric tons.
Critical to our efforts to stem the flow of precursor chemicals to
cocaine producing countries is the recently enacted Chemical Diversion and Trafficking Act of 1988.
The preparatory actions necessary for the implementation of the
act are now complete.
The reporting and recording requirements of the act for domestic
transactions went into effeet on August 31, 1989, and the requirements for notification to DmA for all imports and exports of listed
chemicals became effective yesterday, as you noted earlier.
All U.S. importers and exporters of listed chemicals were required. to submit the names of their foreign suppliers and customers for these products to DEA by August 31, so that we would be
able to determine if the foreign firms were legitimate.
In view of the large number of firms in Latin America which had
to be verified, investigators have been sent on temporary assignments to this region to work with our local field offices.
In other areas of the world, the verification is being conducted by
the DEA office with responsibility for the country in which the
firm is located.
DEA has had considerable dialogue with the U.S. chemical industry and industry trade associations since publication of the proposed regulations in February 1989. The final regulations contain a
number of revisions that were made as a result of comments received from the chemical industry.
I would like to add to your earlier comments about the cooperation that we have received from the chemical industry in negotiating these regulations.
Since the publication of the final regulations on August 1, 1989,
DEA has held conferences with representatives of the chemical industry in Houston, New York and Chicago in order to discuss the
impact of the law and to respond to questions regarding its implementation.
A total of over 325 individuals, representing both large and small
chemical companies, attended, and their response to both the law
and the implementing regulations has been very positive.
The industry recognizes that this law will change the way that
they normally do business, but at the same time they recognize the
need for the legislation. I want to commend them for their attitude.
While there has been no indication that the U.S. chemical industry feels that the new regUlations will unfairly impact on American business interests, a number of individuals have expressed the
opinion that the governments of other chemical producing countries must be persuaded to publish similar legislation or the traffickers will merely go elsewhere to purchase their chemicals and
their illicit activities will not be impeded.
Aware of this fact, DEA, in conjunction with the Department of
State, is involved in a series of diplomatic initiatives with countries
significantly involved in commerce with chemicals.
The goals of these initiatives are to familiarize these countries
with the provisions of the act, to solicit their cooperation in its enforcement, and to encourage the enactment of similar laws and the
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ratification of a new convention against illicit traffic in narcotic
drugs and psychotropic substances.
This convention contains an article which deals specifically with
preventing the diversion of essential and precursor chemicals.
We are very encouraged with the level of interest in chemical
control which we have found in those countries which we have visited so far.
Major international organizations, such as the Division on Narcotic Drugs and the European Cnmmunity, have been strongly supportive of chemical control measures.
Mr. Chairman, although this has been a very quick summary
statement, I would be happy to answer any questions.
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you, Mr. Westrate.
Welcome, Mr. Myers. Do you have a statement for the record?
Mr. MYERS. No, sir, I don't.
Mr. HUGHES. We are delighted to have you with us. I understand
you are here to respond to questions.
Mr. MYERS. That is correct.
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you, Mr. Myers.
Mr. Banks, welcome.
Mr. BANKS. Thank you, sir. I have no statement.
Mr. HUGHES. You are here to respond to questions, are you?
Mr. BANKS. Yes, sir.
Mr. HUGHES. We are also pleased to have representatives of the
industry with us. I want to tell you again that I thought you got a
bum rap recently with some of the media attention that the chemical industry received. We found the industry to be very responsible,
good corporate citizens, working with us to develop the Chemical
Diversion and Trafficking Act, and we appreciate your contributions.
Mr. Browning, why don't we begin with you. Welcome. We have
your statement. Please summarize.
TESTIMONY OF GENE BROWNING

Mr. BROWNING. I will be happy to summarize.
Mr. HUGHES. Also, I might tell you that we don't want to get into
too much detail about the regulations and any problems with them
because it is my intent to have an oversight hearing on the issue.
You might touch upon it, but we can get into the problem in that
context.
Mr. BROWNING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will try to make my
statement as brief as possible.
My name is Gene Browning, and I am the Manager of the Prod·,
uct Regulatory Compliance Operations for the Silicone Products Division of General Electric Plastics. Today I am speaking on behalf
of the Chemical Manufacturers Association.
My company and the other member companies of CMA are opposed to the misuse of our products for their use in making illicit
drugs.
The U.S. chemical industry has a long history of cooperation
with the Drug Enforcement Administration. Going back to the
1960's and 1970's, chemical companies have voluntarily reported
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suspicious purchases to DEA arid actively cooperated in DEA investigations of diversion.
As this cooperation has shown, companies can playa significant
role in helping stem the production of illicit drugs.
In summarizing our written statement, I would like to cover several aspects of the diversion problem.
First, I would like to briefly highlight a CMA analysis of government trade data that examines exports to Andean countries.
CMA has perform-ad an analysis of trade data from the U.S. Department of Commerce on exports of some of the essential chemicals to Andean countries. This analysis shows that overseas diversion is relatively small compared with all exports, and that international control efforts will be needed to control illegal drug
making.
This analysis gives a more useful picture of U.S. exports than the
figures previously reported. For example, DEA reported a fivefold
increase since 1986 of exports to Colombia of 2-Butanone, more
commonly known as methyl ethyl ketone or MEK.
However, Department of Commerce trade data show that United
States MEK exports to Colombia were 12.8 million pounds in 1988,
more than a million pounds less than in 1986.
DEA also reports the seizure of over 13.5 million pounds of potassium permanganate in 1988. United States trade data do not jndicate exports of this magnitude.
Furthermore, the sole U.S. producer of potassium permanganate
has told CMA that less than 60)000 pounds of potassium manganate were exported to Andean countries in 1988. As a matter of
fact, less than 20,000 pounds went to Colombia.
Thus, for potassium permanganate, DEA's seizures must capture
material from outside the United States.
The chemical industry is committed to managing our responsibilities, but these data show that an international effort is required.
Throughout the regulatory process and continuing with DEA's
ongoing implementation process, CMA has maintained its cooperative approach with DEA.
CMA's second major area of concern is that DEA's interpretation
of the CDTA imposes requirements that do not help prevent diversion, yet create a significant burden on legitimate business. We
would like to cite several areas of concern about this implementation process.
The chemical industry has questions about the implementa~ion
of the CDTA, especially receipt records. CMA believes this to be an
unnecessary and burdensome record-keeping requirement which
clearly is not intended under the CDTA.
Next, on proof of identity, in CMA's opinion DEA has made considerable progress in clarifying the CDTA's proof of identity requirements. DEA, however, should find a way to acknowledge the
longstanding commercial relationships that exist between customers in its proof of identity requirements.
Our third concern deals with import-export transactions with
regular customers. The CDTA specifically waives the 15 day waiting period for regular customers.
However, DEA allowed insufficient time for the establishment of
regular customer lists and is now penalizing those companies who
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are in compliance with the law by sUbmitting their regular customer lists and is contradicting the import-export provisions established in the CDTA.
Finally, the issue of free on board, free alongside and export notices. CMA believes it is a paperwork burden that is unnecessary
an.d contrary to congressional intent.
In commercial chemical contracts, delivery of material is often
stated as FOB or F AS. In the usual FOB or F AS contract, the
buyer takes ownership and possession when the material is transferred to the carrier. Therefore, the seller is not the exporter and
should not be held liable for completion of the DEA export notification forms.
Next we would like to offer several suggestions for effective implementation of the Chemical Diversion and Trafficking Act.
DEA has taken useful steps to promote the full implementation
of the CDTA in the regulated community.
The CMA proposes that the following additional actions are in
order:
More practical guidance is needed to fully engage the chemical
industry in the use of CDTA to control diversion.
DEA should begin a fuller dialogue with the chemical industry to
develop an interpretive guidance needed for effective implementation of the CDTA. A very useful way to accomplish this guidance is
to develop questions and answers with CDTA.
The interpretation process could be made more transparent and
effective if DEA were to adopt a specific waiver and exemption request process.
CMA and its member companies are firmly committed to the
concept of product stewardship. The CMA is confident that no
CMA member company knowingly sells chemicals for illegal drug
end uses.
In conclusion, the Chemical Diversion and Trafficking Act is now
at an important stage, the implementation of the regulations by
the industry and enforcement of the act by DEA.
At this critical juncture, DEA needs to give practical guidance to
the regulated community. CMA wants to help develop such guidance and believes that this process will forge an even stronger
partnership of the DEA and the chemical industry.
That concludes my remarks and I would be delighted to answer
any questions from the panel.
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you very much, Mr. Browning.
Mr. Hess, welcome. We hope you can summarize your statement,
Mr. Hess.
TESTIMONY OF JOHN R. HESS

Mr. HESS. Thank you, Chairman Hughes. Good afternoon.
My name is John R. Hess. I am chairman of John R. Hess and
Company, Inc., a chemical distributorship in Providence, RI, and I
appear here today in that role and also as president of the National Association of Chemical Distributors.
Industrial chemical distributors sell and distribute the products
defined as essential chemicals under the Chemical Diversion and
Trafficking Act. Their legitimate uses are numerous, paint, textile
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coatings, water purification, detergents, medicines, cosmetics, and a
host of others.
We all use these products every day and the transactions necessary to fIll the manufacturing requirements number in the hundreds of thousands per year. The essential chemicals are commodities, and I can't emphasize that point strongly enough. They move
in large volume, at a very low profit margin. They are not production controlled pharmaceutical intermediates.
The task faced by the chemical industry, the Congress and the
DEA is how to do everything possible to keep these essential
chemicals from being diverted to illicit use, without disrupting legitimate commerce unnecessarily.
How distributors function is described in my written statement.
Briefly" we provide commodity chemicals to numerous small and
mid-size businesses, providing that function for the chemical manufacturer. These legitimate enterprises rely on our personalized
service to supply quality goods when and where they are needed.
The United States, embodied in the chemical distributor, has a
reservoir of available information, as well as a mobilized force to
monitor the distribution of essential chemicals already in place.
That effective force must be tapped by encouraging voluntary industry assistance. Please do not discourage such activity by unreasonable regulation.
Legislatively, the act is complete. But the implementation is still
in its early stages. The act is a good law and we are proud to have
worked with you, Congressman Hughes, and your colleagues on the
Subcommittee on Crime during its development.
The act is premised on the continued vigorous support which the
chemical industry has demonstrated of its own volition in the past.
NACD and the Chemical Manufacturers Association have been
working with DEA to ensure that industry is clear on how certain
provisions in the act are being interpreted. Some of these provisions and their interpretations are of particular concern.
We share those concerns mentioned by CMA, such as receipt
record-keeping requirements, ultimate accountability for commodities sold fob or fas, and proof of identity.
Two areas of particular concern to us are the question of regular
customer and import prenotification. Enforcement interprets this
rule to mean that current customers do not exist until they are
registered with DEA, despite the fact that a bushless relationship
may have been in effect for decades.
With regard to export sales, a sales history in a specific regulated commodity is required for a regular customer status.
This means that a legitimate export customer with regular customer status for one essential commodity chemical. must wait 15
days and be granted regular status again before he can purchase a
different essential chemical.
Providing a new service to an existing customer is not servicing
an entirely new customer. 'l'his places U.S. distributors at a severe
competitive disadvantage when trying to service legitimate foreign
need.
It also effectively prevents distributors from expanding their
businesses by responding to market conditions and providing new
product lines to established customers.
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In addition, when a product is imported, it becomes part of the
domestic product pool and is subject to tracking from seller to
seller.
By requiring prenotification, U.S. distributors are denied the opportunity to take advantage of the foreign spot markets. This is a
severe disadvantage in a market where service is key and prompt
action is a condition of sale.
Chemicals are the raw materials for the manufacture of innumerable products. Excessive regulation will artificially inflate commodity chemical costs by ereating new overhead requirements for
compliance.
Similar price increases could be expected in other manufacturing
sectors as raw material costs rise.
Our members want to cooperate, but we need to know how to
comply. We wish to understand the regulations and for the regulators to understand us. This is critical to an efficient and effective
program.
We make no pretentions about approving regulations, but we
would appreciate the opportunity to comment before they become
final and explain their potential effects on our industry.
With appropriate regulation, we can supply these commodities to
legitimate users and remain alert to any diversion attempt.
Making access to these materials unrealistically difficult, by regulation or any other means, could and would change more than
just the chemical industry.
The National Association of Chemical Distributors is ready and
willing to work with DEA in the continued development of a meaningful program which will provide useful information without unnecessarily burdening industry.
Thank you, gentlemen, for listening. I will be happy to answer
any questions.
[The statement of Mr. Hess appears on p. 163.]
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you, Mr. Hess.
I'd rather not explore at this time in any great detail, any differences that might exist concerning the regulations and whether
they are being properly interpreted or whether the regulators are
being heavy handed relative to regular customers or concerns
about the 15 day notice requirement. We have already begun a
process of attempting to address the concerns, and we will continue
that process. This is not the forum, where we can resolve that.
We will utilize the process we used in attempting to pass the legislation. We'll try to get the parties together and see if there aren't
some areas where we can reach some accommodation and understanding.
I presume that will be satisfactory, will it not, Mr. Westrate? I
see we have the czar of diversion here, Gene Haislip.
Mr. WESTRATE. Yes. We have worked closely, I think, with the
industry to get to the point we are at. I think that these gentlemen
w01Jld appreciate, on behalf of their colleagues, that we have to
start somewhere here.
DEA has a history of many decades of r~gulating the pharmaceutical industry and I am particularly proud of the agency's ability to
satisfy our needs as a regulator and their needs in terms of legitimate business.
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Mr. HUGHES. Suffice it to say, Gene Haislip is a real professional,
and a credit to the DEA. I am sure we can work on trying to solve
the problems and have an effective piece of legislation. I know we
can have regulations that are balanced, that don't overreach and
don't require unnecessary things. I think we can reach some accommodation on this issue.
Let me just move on, if I could.
I think that Mr. Browning's testimony is right on target. It is an
international problem. We could argue about what percentage of
the chemicals that we are finding in South America, for instance,
come from America. Whatever it is, it is too much.
My own sense is that the amount has increased over the years.
When I was in Peru and Bolivia just back in February, we found a
large quantity there of chemicals, most of which came from the
United States. So, it is a problem.
What are we doing to get other countries involved in this problem? How much of an effort are we making to get other countries
to do their part in developing very similar initiatives and committing the resources to attempt to look at shipments as they come
into countries?
Mr. WESTRATE. First of all, let me say that I think the most important thing we can do to stimulate international action is to
ensure that we have our own house in order in the United States. I
think the discussion we just heard about weapons is sort of a similar thing. I think we are well along in that regard.
At the same time, we agree 100 percent that we should not penalize American business interests in this and we have got to work
on the international front.
Mr. HUGHES. Are we committing DEA agents in source and transit countries to work on our own legislation?
Mr. WESTRA'rE. Yes, indeed. We have had most recently DEA personnel, both diversion and special agents, TDY in nine different
countries. 1 think more important than that even is the diplomatic
efforts that have been undertaken by Mel Levitski and Mr. Myers
at INM to pursue with DEA in various source countries, to stimulate some firm action there.
Mr. HUGHES. Mr. Myers, is that a priority for us in our International Narcotics Department at State?
Mr. MYERS. It is, indeed, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HUGHES. That is, attempting to get other countries to
commit resources, and to develop legislatkn similar to ours, so
they can do the same tracking?
Mr. MYERS. Very much so. It is very much a lead item in the
strategy as it was drafted by Mr. Bennett's office.
You mentioned Mr. Haislip. We went together to Europe on a
trip about 1 month or 6 weeks ago, talking to foreign government
representatives, chemical industry representatives, and international organization representatives about this very issue.
Mr. HUGHES. What is Customs rmding? Are you finding mucn of
the diversion? Are you picking up at our ports chemicals which
have been diverted from their legitimate destinations?
Mr. BANKS. Well, that is very difficult to say at this point, primarily because this act is brand new. In fact, the Customs portion
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of it really hasn't even gone into effect at this point, won't go into
effect until about November 15, when some action can be taken.
I have got to say that we have been working with DEA on a reg~
ular basis to try to identify potential shipments. But we really
haven't had the legal authority to block those shipments prior to
this act.
Mr. HUGHES. Have you found illegal shipments?
Mr. BANKS. We have found probably over 1,000 shipments that at
least caused us some degree of concern. We referred information on
those shipments to DEA to research further, with some mixed results.
Understand, the only thing that we had in the past were very
generic shipping documents on which to try to base this targeting
process. This new act provir.les a lot more specificity.
Mr. HUGHES. So, basically, you are now just in the process of developing your strategy to deal with that?
Mr. BANKS. We are fairly well along in terms of developing a
strategy. We are linking in an automated manner to make sure
that we can expedite this process and that we don't, you know,
cause a hindrance or a delay to the domestic industry.
Mr. HUGHES. Thank you.
The gentleman from Pennsylvanil:l.
Mr. COUGHLIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We thank each of you
for being here very much, indeed, and also for your patience. It has
been a long series of hearings. So, we appreciate the fact that you
are here and you have waited as long as you have.
To some extent, this part of the hearing is a little bit premature,
because, of course, the law is just going into effect now, many parts
of it, and it is hard to evaluate where we are until that shakes
itself down some.
My only question would be, I guess, to both the representatives
of the industry here and to the government representatives.
What we are trying to do is identify shipments that would
appear to be outside of the normal course of business. And I take it
from both sides, both standpoints, those are not impossible to identify and you feel that you would have some feel for when an order
came that was likely to be diverted or likely to go to an unusual
source, that that is something that you can work together to find.
Is that the feeling of those representing the industry?
Mr. HESS. Speaking for the chemical distributor, I would say yes,
that we would. That type of thing would stand out and can be very
carefully monitored just from existing sales records and the way
that a chemical distributing company works.
They are regionalized and with salesmen calling repetitively in
an area. They know the territories.
Strange orders stand out and would be checked, obviously, for
credit first off, and then from that point.
We make no cash sales. We are very careful to identify. I say we,
I think I am talking about most or the majority, 99 percent of the
chemical distribution community.
Mr. COUGHLIN. How about from the manufacturers' standpoint?
Mr. BROWNING. Yes, I agree with the comments of Mr. Hess. It is
not impossible for us to look for unusual shipments, unusual meth-
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ods of payment, unusual delivery locations, and to report those
kinds of things to the DEA for further action.
Mr. COUGHLIN. I suppose if we have done that, why at least we
would have an enormous start on getting some handle on the problem of precursors being shipped to illegitimate areas.
Mr. BROWNING. Watching for those types of transactions is not
without precedent. The Commerce Department imposes those same
sorts of things on those of us in the chemical industry who are specifically regulated by the Commerce Department for export controls, and we have to look for suspicious exports for things that are
on the Commf.'rce Department list. So, there is precedent there.
Mr. COUGHLIN. Let me ask from the DEA standpoint and then
from the Customs standpoint, as well.
Mr. WESTRATE. I think, sir, that the first year in particular is
going to be like a sorting out process. We are learning. Both sides, I
think, are learning details.
We are looking to sort through this barrel and find the bad apple
that is really the source of these chemicals, and I would point out,
too, for domestic laboratories. Not all of this activity has to do with
exported chemicals.
I am convinced that within the next 6 months to 1 year we are
going to be able to set up a pretty smooth running activity in relation to established, legitimate, continuing customers with the industry, which will allow us then really to focus on the types of
cases that the Chairman mentioned in his opening statement, such
as the case in Dallas where we ended up seizing the entire company.
I think we can make real good progress in the next few months
to get this working efficiently.
Mr. BANKS. From the Customs perspective, Mr. Congressman, I
would say that we are really looking forward to the additional information and the cooperation of the chemical industry in this
process. We think with this additional information, we are going to
be able to really refme the targeting process and be able to apply
our resources much more effectively.
So, we are looking forward to this next year in getting this process underway.
Mr. COUGHLIN. I guess I would suggest that I suspect, at least, as
in so many other things that we do in government, that if we
really take the really egregious and obvious cases off the top and
we can get those behind us, we will find that the recordkeeping
and all the rest of the things may be less necessary because the obvious ones are the ones that are contributing most of the problem.
Does that make sense?
Mr. WESTRATE. Yes. We would certainly expect to look at these
regulations continuously, to see how we can reduce the burden. At
the same time, we feel at least initially we have responsibilities as
the law enforcement arm taking a look at this to not simply coopt
any areas where we think we want to take a look and satisfy ourselves that there is no problem.
So, we are trying to be as accommodating as we can and yet exercise the amount of regulation and control that is going to be required to see what we have here.
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Mr. COUGHLIN. I can remember, and I guess my only brief warning would be, I remember when Superfund was enacted in another
committee of which I am active, I suggested that we should perhaps concentrate on the ten most egregious toxic waste sites,
rather than trying to catalog every waste site in the country and
fritter away our resources on doing that. I think a similar situation
is here.
Mr. HUGHES. We are under 5 minutes.
Mr. COUGHLIN. If we observe the most egregious cases, why, and
not fritter away our assets on monitoring everything, that will be
probably most productive.
I thank the Chairman very much.
Mr. HUGHES. I thank the gentleman.
Thank you very much for your testimony on this important piece
of legislation. As I indicated at the outset, it is probably one of the
most dramatic new tools provided to further law enforcement. We
need your help, since we want to make it effective, not too burdensome, but effective. With your help, we will do that.
Again, thank you very much. We appreciate your contributions.
Once fully implemented, I think the law is going to be a dynamic
tool.
That concludes the testimony. I want to thank the staff for doing
a very good job of putting the hearing today. That concludes the
testimony.
The hearing is concluded and the select committee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 2:22 p.m., the committee adjourned, subject to
the call of the chair.]
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GOOD MORNING AND WELCOME TO THE HEARING OF THE SELECT
COMMITTEE ON NARCOTICS ABUSE AND CONTROL ON THE ISSUE OF liAS SAULT
WEAPONS, PRECURSOR CHEMICALS AND DRUG CONTROL IN THE ANDES. "" I
AM PARTICULARLY PLEASED TO BE CHAIRING THIS HEARING BECAUSE OF
THE PRESSING NATURE OF THE TOPIC BEING ADDRESSED.

OUR

DISTINGUISHED CHAIRMAN, CHARLIE RANGEL, IS UNFORTUNATELY INVOLVED
IN A CONFERENCE ON THE BUDGET.

WHILE HE !IOPES HE MAY BE ABLE TO

BREAl< AWAY AND JOIN US, IN CASE HE CANNOT DO SO, HE WANTED ME TO
EXPRESS HIS THANKS TO ALL THE WITNESSES HERE TODAY.
WE AR"l} ALL TOO AWARE OF THE ESCALATING BATTLE ---- AND
TRAGIC RESULTS --- OCCURRING IN THE ANDEAN NATIONS WHEN
CHEMICALS, CRITICJU, TO CREATING ILLEGAL DRUGS, EL1la POWERFUL
WEAPONS MERGE IN THE POSSESSION OF DRUG TRAFFICKERS.
MUCH OF THE IMPETUS FOR TODAY' S HEARING WAS THE RECENT VISIT
OF COLOMBIAN PRESIDENT VIRGILIO BARCO TO THIS COUNTRY.

DURI~'G

A

MEETING WITH THE HOUSE LEADERSHIP, PRESIDENT BARCO STRESSED THAT
COLOMBIA'S ANTI-DRUG ACTIVITIES ARE SERIOUSLY UNDERMINED BY THE
FLOW OF AMERICAN WEAPONS AND PRECURSOR AND ESSENTIAL CHEMICALS
INTO HIS COUNTRY.
THIS

DEV~TATIHG

HE URGENTLY REQUESTED OUR HELP IN CURTAILING
SITUATION.
(75)
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I

UNDERST~~D

THE FRUSTRATION THAT PRESIDENT BARCO EXPRESSED.

WE ARE FREQUENTLY TOLD THAT IT IS THE AMERICAN DEMAND FOR ILLEGAL
DRUGS WHICH NOURISHES THE DRUG ENTERPRISES FLOURISHING IN THE
SOURCE COUNTRIES. THAT CONCERN, HOWEVER, HAS BEEN HEARD FAR MORE
FREQUENTLY THAN THE MESSAGE CONVEYED BY PRESIDENT BARCO.

IT IS

IMPORTANT FOR US TO REALIZE THAT COLOMBIA'S BATTLE AGAINST THE
DRUG TRArFICKERS IS EXACERBATED NOT SOLELY BY THE DEMAND rOR
ILLEGAL "ltUGS.

IN AN EVEN MORE IMMEDIATE AND VISIBLE WAY, UNITED

STATES CHEMICALS FLOW INTO THE JUNGLE LABS IN COLOMBIA AND OTHER
ANDEAN NATIONS.

UNITED STATES-MADE GUNS PROTECT THE DRUG

CARTELS.
PRESIDEN~

BARCO IS NOT ALONE IN HIS CONCERN THAT THESE

CHEMICALS CRITICAL FOR DRUG PRODUCTION, AND WEAPONS USED FOR
PROTECTING DRUG ENTERPRISES, ARE INFILTRATING HIS COUNTRY.

IT

WAS FRECISELY THIS KIND OF CONCERN WHICH MOTIVATED THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CRIME, WHICH I CHAIR, TO WRITE THE "CHEMICAL
DIVERSION AND TRAFFICKING ACT," WHICH WAS ENACTED AS PART OF THE
1988 ANTI-DRUG ACT.
AS IT'S DESIGNED, THE "CHEMICAL DIVERSION AND TRAFFICKING
ACT" CONTAINS STRICT RECORD KEEPING PROVISIONS FOR CHEMICAL
MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS WHO ARE ALSO REQUIRED TO REPORT TO
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL ANY TRANSACTION INVOLVING AN EXTRAORDINARY
QUANTITY OF ANY OF THE CHEMICALS IDENTIFIED IN THE ACT.

THESE

ARE JUST TWO OF THE PROCEDURES DESIGNED FOR CURTAILING THE
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ABILITY OF ILLEGAL DRUG MANUFACTURERS TO OBTAIN THE CHEMICALS
NEEDED FOR THEIR OPERATIONS.
ALTHOUGH THE ACT'S REGULATIONS ONLY WENT INTO EFFECT IN LATE
AUGUST --- WITH THE REPORTING REQUIREMENTS GOING INTO EFFECT JUST
YESTERDAY --- I AM VERY ENCOURAGED ABOUT THE PROSPECTS FOR ITS
EFFECTIVENESS AS A TOOL IN FIGHTING THE DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN
DRUG PROBLEMS.
THE LEGISLATION HAS ALREADY BEGUN TO SHOW POSITIVE RESULTS.
ON AUGUST 30TH, TWO DALLAS-BASED OWNERS OF "ROGUE" CHEMICAL
COMPANIES WERE INDICTED FOR ALLEGEDLY SELLING PRECURSOR CHEMICALS
TO PEOPLE WHOM 'l"'rIEY KNEW, OR SHOULD HAVE KNOWN, WERE GOING TO USE
THE CHEMICALS FOR MANUFACTURING "SPEED".

NOT ONLY WERE THE

OWNERS INDICTED, BUT THE COMPANIES' INVENTORIES --- VALUED AT
OVER $100,000 FOR EACH COMPANY --- WERE SEIZED, ALONG WITH
A TOTAL OF $30,000.00 IN CASH FROM THE COMPANIES.
I AM GRATIFIED THAT THE ACT IS ALREADY PROVING SO USEFUL
AND BELIEVE THAT THIS BODES WELL FOR ITS FUTURE SUCCESS IN
STEMMING THE FLOW OF THESE CHEMICALS OUT OF THIS COUNTRY AND INTO
THE WRONG HlINDS.

LET ME ALSO ADD THAT I AM HAPPY '1'0 LEARN THAT

THE LEGITIMATE CHEMICAL

MAh~FACTURERS

ARE DEVELOPING THEIR

COMPLIANCE PROGRAMS IN ORDER TO FULFILL THEIR OBLIGATIONS UNDER
THIS ACT --- THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ACT WAS, I MIGHT NOTE,
ENHANCED BY THE TRULY OPEN AND PRODUCTIVE DISCUSSIONS AMONG THE
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY, THE DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTPATION, AND MY
SUBCOMMITTEE.

WE WILL RECEIVE TESTIMONY THIS MORNING FROM BOTH
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THOSE GROUPS CONCERN!NG THEIR EXPERIENCES IN IMPLEMENTING THIS
ACT.
CHEMICAL DIVERSION IS, I AM AFRAID, ONLY PART OF THE
PROBLEM.

THIS HEARING ALSO DEALS WITH THE GRIM LINK BETWEEN

CHEMICALS, WEAPONS, AND DRUGS.
DRUG TRAFFICKERS VICIOUSLY PROTECT THEIR DRUG INVESTMENTS
AND OPERATIONS USING THE MOST POWERFUL WEAPONS THEY
HANDS ON.

CAl~

GET THEIR

TRAGICALLY MANY OF THE WEAPONS BEING SEIZED IN

COLOMBIA BY THE NATIONAL POLICE AND THE MILITARY IN THEIR
NARCOTICS EFFORTS ARE FROM THIS COUNTRY.
FOR EXAMPLE, 155 WEAPONS HAVE BEEN SEIZED IN COLOMBIA,
INCLUDING MANY POWERFUL

ASS~ULT

WEAPONS. OF THE 155 WEAPONS, 135

WERE AMERICAN MADE, INCLUDING 10 RUGER MINI-14 AND 63 COLT AR15.
THE DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY'S BUREAU OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND
FIREARMS WAS ABLE TO TRACE THE SOURCES OF SOME OF THESE AMERICAN
WEAPONS.

WHAT THEY FOUND WAS THAT 7 STATES FROM COAST TO COAST

WERE THE SOURCES OF 52 OF TUE WEAPONS.
THE HORRORS INFLICTED ON INNOCENT CITIZENS AND LAW
ENFORCEMENT AND JUDICIAL OFFICERS IN COLOMBIA IS SIMPLY
INTOLERABLE.

THE TRAGEDY INILICTED BY Tlm DRUG TRAFFICKERS IS

ONLY COMPOUNDED WHEN THEY REALIZE THAT IT IS AMERICAN MADE OR
DISTRIBUTED WEAPONS THAT ARE BEING USED IN THIS CARNAGE.
I FULLY UNDERSTAND PRESIDENT BARCO'S OUTRAGE AND HIS REQUEST
FOR OUR HELP, AND WE HUST DO SOMETHING ABOUT THIS.
THE CAAIR RECOGNIZES THE RANKING REpUBLICAN / MR. COUGHLIN /
FOR ANY STATEMENT HE MIGHT WANT '1'0 MAKE.
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Thank you for this opportunity to testify before
YOUI':

committee concerning the illegal trafficking of

firearms from the United states to foreign

cou~ltries.

The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms has been fully
involved for many years in efforts to curtail such illegal
trafficking through its International Traffic in Arms
(ITAR) program.

The ITAR Program is a 90ntinuing endeavor by ATF to combat
the illegal movement of firearms, explosives, and
ammunition in international traffic.

These firearms,

explosives, and ammunition are smuggled from the
United states and used throughout the world to commit acts
of international terrorism and to subvert restrictions
imposed by other countries on their citizens, as well as
being a commodity in organized crime and narcotics-related
activities.

The ITAR program is an aggressive commitment

and effort to neutralize the illegal movement of firearms,
explosives, and ammunition out of the United States.

Though ATF has traced firearms for countries throughout
the world, its investigative efforts have been centered on
countries in the Caribbean, Latin America, and the Pacific
rim.
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Caribbean

With the advent of the "Jamaican posse" crime phenomenon,
ATF became aware not only of the criminal acquisition and
use of firearms by members of the Jamaican posses in the
United states but of the trafficking of firearms to Jamaica.

Though ATF has long been aware of this trafficking, it has
been difficult to establish a productive rapport with
Jamaican law enforcement officials to obtain adequate
information for generating investigative leads.

To remedy this, ATF has established a Headquarters
operations officer position responsible f'Jr liaison 1,1ith
Jamaican officials and the exchange of information.

Of. the traces completed for the Jamaican Constabulary, the
Colt ARl5 and the Smith

&

Wesson re·volver have been shown

to be the weapons of preference.

Florida has been the

source State for approximately 50 percent of the firearms.

Mexico has accounted for the largest number of firearms
traced for foreign governments in the past 18 months.
has received 291 trace r.equests and has successfully

ATF
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traced 211 firearms.

California was the source State for

110 firearms, with Texas accounting for 35.

Illinois

accounted for 13, Arizona for 8, and Florida for 6.

The

remaining 27 firearms were purchased in 21 separate
States.

The weapons of preference have been the Ruger Mini-14 and
the

AK~

47.

Adequate information is still difficult to obtain from
Mexican officials despite several high-level initiatives
to remedy the problem. .

Colombia

The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATF) recently
detailed two Apecial agents to Bogota, Colombia, for 30 days.
The purpose of the detail was to assess the extent to which
American firearms are being used in crimes, of violence in
Colombia and to instruct the Colombian police and military
officials on the proper procedure for requesting traces of
recovered weapons.

The agents made contact with numerous

Colombian officials directly involved with firearms and
explosives seizures and made inquiries with various u.S.
entities in Colombia.

~""
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The agents obtained a list of 155 firearms seized in Colombia by
the Colombian National Police and the military, primarily during
narcotics enforcement activities.

These 155 firearms represent

only a small portion of the total number of firearms

~eized.

The following is a statistical analysis of the firearms and trace
data.:

Of the 155 firearms, traces were initiated on 90 firearms.
The remaining firearms were deemed untraceable because of
obviously incorrect or obliterated serial numbers.

STYR .223 cal
3
STYR 9mm
1
IMI .223 cal
1
IMI 9mm
4
EA .223 cal
1
BSA 9mm
1
Colt ARl5
- 63
Colt revolvers
2
Colt pistols
5
AKS 47
3
Ruger Mini-14
- 10
Interdynamics 9mm - 12
Star 9mm
1
Bushmaster 5.56
4
Thompson
1

Intratec 9mm
1
MAC (SWO/RPB/COBRAY)
- 15
Sig 9mm
1
Smith & Wesson revolver - 15
Smith & Wesson pistol
1
SGW .223 cal
2
Fabriqt~e Nationale 7.62 1
e,,,!!.: model 94
1
;'lan Wesson revolver
1
Winchester 30-06 cal
1
1
Remington 30-06 cal
Remingtom .221 pistol
1
Plainfield M-l carbine
1
Poland State Factories
1

135 of the firearms were of American pr.oduction, and 20 were
of foreign production.
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One trace is not yet completed, 27 firearms were
not traceable due to bad serial numbers or bad dealer
records, and 2 firearms were determined to be stolen.

Five Smith & Wesson revolvers were traced to the Government
of Colombia.

Year Purchased
The following are the number of traced firearms purchased per
year.
1971
1975
1976
1978
1979

-

2
1
1
3
3

1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

- 2
- 11
- 6
- 5
- 2
- 10
- 2
- 1
- 3

Source State
The following are source states of traced firearms:
Florida
- 36
California - 6
Illinois
2
Georgia
2
Louisiana
3

west Virginia - 1
Wisconsin
- 2

One firearm was shipped directly to Ecuador, and two firearms
were shipped to Panama.
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Because the weapons traced constitute only a small proportion of
the firearms seized in Colombia, the patterns described above
may not be a true representation of the overall firearms
pattern.

All trace data will be furnished to ATF field offices for
investigation with the antic.ipation that investigative leads
will be developed and criminal cases perfected on individuals
involved in

trafficki~g

firearms to Colombia.

During the past 18 months, ATF has received 292 trace requests
from Colombia, including those firearms described earlier.
total of 224-firearms were successfully traced.

A

Of these, 10

firearms were determined to have been exported to the Panama
Canal Zone, 1 to Canada, 2 to Ecuador, and 1 to Thailand.
Eleven firearms were determined to be military surplus, and ·21
firearms were shipped to the Government of Colombia.

Of the remaining 178 firearms, Florida was the primary
source State, accounting for 127 firearms.
accounted for 18 firearms.
purchased in 18 States.

II

California

The remaining 33 firearms were
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The Colt ARlS was overwhelmingly the weapon of choice,
accounting for 108 of the 292 firearms.

The SWD/lngram/RPB-type

firearm accounted for 32, the IMI UZI accounted for 16, the
Ruger Mini-l4 accounted for 27, and the Smith & Wesson revolver
accounted for 27.

As stated earlier, ATF recently detailed two special agents to
Bogota, Colombia, for 30 days.

The purpose of the detail wms to

assess the extent to which American firearms are being used in
crimes of violence in Colombia and to instruct Colombian police
and military officials on the proper procedure for requesting
traces of recovered weapons.

Based on our analysis of information gathered during this
assignment, we believe that a great many firearms are being
exported illegally from the United States to Colombia and that
these firearms are ending uP.in the narcotics trafficking trade
and terrorist activities.

To effectively impact on this illicit activity, it is of prime
importance to have accurate and up-to-date intelligence.

To

obtain this, ATF must maintain close liaison with Colombian law
enforcement authorities and with
Colombia.

u.s.

agencies operating in
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To accomplish these worthwhile goals, ATF is in the process of
establishing a permanent presence in Colombia with the
assignment of two special agents.

The agents will initially be assigned administratively to the
Drug Enforcement Administration office at the u.s. Embassy in
Bogota.

In addition to gathering intelligence on firearms trafficking
activities, the agents will be responsible for providing
firearms and explosives technological assistance and training to
Colombian law enforcement officials.

Philippines

ATF has received 134 firearms trace requests from
Philippine law enforcement officials.
traced 130 of the firearms.

Of these, ATF

Forty-five of the firearms

were traced directly to the Philippine Government.

Of the

remaining 85 firearms, California was determined to be the
source state of 73 of the firearms.
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Recent investigations have disclosed a dramatic upsurge in
firearms being trafficked to the Philippines.

One ongoing

investigation has disclosed the trafficking of approximately 800
firearms by 1 group of individuals.

Trafficking to the Philippines appears to differ from
trafficking to other countries because a relatively small
number of individuals are responsible for a large number
of firearms being trafficked.

Of the 134 firearms in the data base, 62 are Colt
.45-caliber pistols, the weapon of preference.

The following reflect the number of ITAR defendants and
cases for each of the past 4 fiscal years.

Defendants
Cases

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

252
18:3

277

251
175

402
167

205
83

203
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We believe that the weapons traced constitute only a small
portion of the total firearms seized.

Therefore, the

patterns described may not be a true representation of the
overall firearms patterns.

In addition, the data base

from which these statistics were drawn was

crea~ed

as an

investigative tool to "aid in the generation of
investigative leads; it was not designed to capture solely
statistical data.
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Chairman Rangel and Members of the House Select Committee on
Narcotics Abuse and Cuntrol:

appreciate this opportunity to

appear before you today to discuss the domestic

avai~ability

of

assault weapons among international drug traffickers, and the
flow of precursor chemicals from this country to nations of the
Andean Region, as welT as initiatives of the Drug Enforcement
Administration in addressing these problems.

The Drug Enforcement Administration works closely with the
Bureau oGAlcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (BATF) on narcotics
investiga~ions

involving the use of assault weapons.

BATF is the

federal agency responsible for reducing the criminal misuse of
firearms and explosives.

Although BATF has no direct statutory

jurisdiction over narcotics violations, they take full advantage
of their unique opportunity to suppress narcotic related crimes
through the enforcement of federal firearms laws.
Numerous DEA investigations involving drug traffickers based
in Latin America have surfaced allegations that automatic weapons
are exchanged for drugs.

The most prevalent weapons mentioned

are the AK-47 assault rifle, 9MM pistols,and shotguns.

A review of these allegations also indicates that most of the
weapons reportedly were purchased in the United States before
being smuggled to Latin America.

These reports also show that

weapons were usually purchased by

thi~d

parties with no criminal

records, or by persons using false identities.

Further, the
1.
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weapons were usually purchased from several gun shops in the same
geographical vicinity in order not to arouse suspicion.
weapons were smuggled in quantities of 15 or

le~s

The

from the United

States to Mexico by vehicles using concealed compartments and
were then, in most cases, either used by Mexican traffickers or
transshipped to Colombia.
A special report prepared by the El Paso Intelligence Center
(EPIC) during July 1989 details several related weapons seizures
in Mexico that reflect the kinds of weapons that are in demand
as well as how these arms are being smuggled into South America.
Significantly, EPIC reports that the seizures represent one of
the few documented cases in which drugs were used to pay for the
weapons.

The seizures also confirmed that the Medellin Cartel

was operating in Mexico on a large scale and that this cartel was
smuggling weapons and ammunition through Mexico.
On January 29, 1988, for example, 95 AKS (Chinese version of
the AK-47) assault rifles, three American-made versions of the
AK-47, and five AR-15 ·rifles were seized in Agua Priesta, Mexico.

On February 4, 1988, 83 AKS assault rifles were seized and
several Mexican drug traffickers were arrested in Hermosillo,
Mexico.

On February 18, 1988, 180 AKS assault rifles were seized
along with one ton of marijuana and one ton of marijuana seeds in
2.
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Durango, Mexico.

BATF traced four serial numbers from the Hermosillo seizure
and discovered that the weapons were bought from a gun shop in
Downey, California.

BATF also traced lBD serial numbers from the

Durango seizure and discovered that 164 were tentatively
identified as having been purchased by two individuals from a gun
shop in Compton, California, which is located near Downey.

BATF found that five of the weapons seized in Hermosillo were
bought from a gun shop in Santa Ana, California, in the same
general area as the two other gun shops mentioned earlier.
Further, five AR-15's were identified as having been purchased
from a gun shop in Anaheim, California.

The BATF investigation has identified 21 purchasers and
tentatively identified 14 additional suspects.

Of these

individuals, four had criminal records, 13 were documented in the
Treasury Enforcement Communications System, and five were
documented
System.

i~

the Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs Information

Eighteen of the suspects are believed to be residing in

the United States illegally.

BATF believes that there may have

been complicity on the part of the gun shops, including
mismanagement of federally required paperwork.

There are numerous other reports indicating that automatic
weapons are destined for drug traffickers in Latin America,
3.
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especially Colombia.

For example, on February 18, 1988, a DEAl

Riverside, California Resident Office informant reported on an
arms and drug smuggling operation in Culican, Mexico.

•

to the

~nformant,

According

the proceeds from the sale of cocaine supplied

by the Ochoa organization of Colombia were used to purchase
weapons in the United States.

The weapons Were then smuggled to

Culican where they were transshipped to Medellin, Colombia for
the Ochoas.

In the latter part of 1988, OEA received information from the
FBI that a shipment of Soviet-Bloc weapons was en route to

.

Colombia for the Ochoa organization.

The BO tons of Soviet

military assault weapons reportedly were yurchased either with
the profits

fro~

for Europe or

b~

a 2,000 kilogram shipment of cocaine destined
the direct exchange of weapons for the cocaine.

On January 5, 1989, Jamaican authorities seized 10 tons of
Portuguese-made assault weapons.

DEA's analysis of this seizure

indicates that the weapons were destined for the Medellin Cartel,
not the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia as first reported.

On August 24, 1989, a DEA/Hermosillo Resident Office
informant provided information regarding a Mexican based polydrug trafficking organization and its ability to obtain militarytype weapons.

One of the individuals in the organization

reportedly had several connections to employees of a weapons
manufacturing firm in San Diego.

The violator also reportedly
4.
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obtained stolen weapons from American servicemen identified as
young Hispanics.

The trafficking organization is reportedly able

to obtain M-16 assault rifles, grenades, bazookas, and grenade
launchers.

Operation Alliance also has resulted in the development of
intelligence on weapons smuggling as well as the seizure of
weapons destined for latin America.
~ccurred

One of the largest seizures

on August 8, when an undercover investigation into the

illegal exportation of assault weapons resulted in the arrest of
two Mexicans and two U.S. citizens in San Diego charged with
violations of federal firearms laws.

The undercover agents,

posing as drug traffickers, negotiated for the purchase of 100
weapons and ammunition to be sent to Mexico.

Seizures from this

investigation included 191 AK-47 assault rifles and over 60,000
rounds of ammunition.

To deter the criminal misuse of semiautomatic

firearm~

in

this country, President Bush proposed several measures in the
Comprehensive Violent Crime Control Act of 1989, introduced as
H.R. 2709.

For example, assault weapons typically can be

equipped with an ammunition clip or feeding device capable of
holding large quantities of ammunition.

This device allows the

firing of a large number of rounds in a very short time and
therefore can transform an ordinary rifle into what many people
speak of as an "assault weapon."

Accordingly, Title III of the

President's bill would make it illegal to possess or transfer an
5.
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ammunition clip or feeding device capable of holding more than
fifteen rounds of ammunition.

There would be an exception for

such devices already lawfully possessed, but subsequent transfers
would have to be registered with the BATF.

The bill also doubles the mandatory penalty from five to ten
years imprisonment for using a semiautomatic firearm in the
commission of a violent crime or drug felony, and provides for a
mandatory penalty of at least two years imprisonment for the
theft of a firearm.

DEA believes that the enactment of this bill

is of great importance in successfully combatting the violence
associated with drug trafficking in general, and the criminal use
of assault weapons in particular.

I would now like to address the second topic of concern
before this committee today -- the flow of essential chemicals
from this country and other industrialized nations to the Andean
Region.

Although it is impossible to determine the exact percentage
of United States-made chemicals that are used in the manufacture
of cocaine, trade records and intelligence reports indicate that
the United States is by far the largest exporter of chemicals to
Latin America and that Europe has steadily increased its
essential chemical exports over the last several years.

The United Nations reported that in 1986, Latin America
6.
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had received 80 percent of its methyl ethyl ketone (MEK) and 90
percent of its acetone from the United States.

In 1987, the top

three cocaine producing countries ranked second, fourth, and
seventh in essential chemical imports from the United States.

It should be noted that essential chemicals used in the

manufacture of cocaine have a number of legitimate uses as well.
First, potassium permanganate is used as a water pu:·j7ier and as
a bleaching agent for wood and fibers.

Second, ether and its

substitutes (acetone, toluene, MEK) are used in a number of
legitimate industries, such as the petrochemical, plastics,
rubbp.r, muritiuns, pharmaceutical, and chemical industries.

To date, there have been no known official assessments by the
governments of Bolivia, Colombia, or Peru as to their legitimate
need and consumption of essential chemicals.

Figures derived from seizure reports of the Colombian
National Police (CNP) indicate that from January 1 to September
18, 1989, chemical seizures included more than 620,000 gallons of

ether, almost 850,000 gallons of acetone, nearly 120,000 gallons
of sulfuric acid, one-half million gallons of MEK and more than
165,000 ki10s of potassium permanganate.

On August 9, the CNP also

seiz~d

five major cocaine HCI

laboratories, 1,200 kilograms of cocaine HCI, and one-half
million gallons of precursor chemicals in the Magdelena Media
7.
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area. One entire laboratory, including a filter system that
extended 30 feet into the air, was under camouflage.
22,OOO-gallon tanks were hidden under a road.

Six

This laboratory

could not have been located by plane or helicopter.

A 40-bed

dormitory and tractor-trailer tanker also were found at the site.
The huge volume of chemicals could have been used to produce an
additional 125 tons of cocaine Hel, and the elaborate recycling
process equipment found at the site conceivably could have
quadrupled that amount.

Critical to our efforts to stem the flow of precursor
chemicals to cocaine producing countries is the recently-enacted
Chemical Diversion and Trafficking Act of 1988.

The preparatory

actions necessary for the implementation of the Act are now
complete.

The reporting and recording requirements of the Act

for domestic transactions went into effect on August 31, 1989,
and the requirement for notification cO DEA for all imports and
exports of listed chemicals became effective yesterday.

All U.S. importers and exporters of listed chemicals were
required to submit the names of their foreign suppliers and
customers for these products to DEA by August 31 so that we would
be able to determine if the foreign firms were legitimate.

In

view of the large number of firms in Latin America which had to
be verified, investigators have been sent on temporary assignment
to this region to work with our local field offices.

In other

areas of the world, the verification is being conducted by the
8.
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DEA office with responsibility for the country in which the firm
is located.

DEA has had considerable dialogue with the U.S. chemical
industry and industry trade associatiYns since publication of the
proposed regulations in February 1989.

The final regulations

contain a number of revisions that were made as a result of
comments received from the chemical industry.

Since the publication of the final regulations on August 1,
1989, DEA has held conferences with representatives of the
chemical industry in Houston, New York, and Chicago in order to
discuss the impact of the law and to respond to questions
regarding its implementation.

A total of over 325 individuals

representing both large and small chemical companies attended,
and their response to both the law and the implementing
regulations has been very positive.

The industry recognizes that

this law will change the way that they normally do business, but
at the same time, they rec09nize the need for the legislation.

While there has been no indication that the U.S. chemical
industry feels that the new legislation will unfairly impact on
American business interests, a number of individuals have
expressed the opinion tllat the governments of other chemical
producing countries must be persuaded to promulgate similar
legislation or the traffickers will merely go elsewhere to
purchase their chemicals and their illicit activities will not be
9.
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impeded.

Aware of

thi~

fact, DEA, in conjunction with the Department

of State, is involved in a series of diplomatic

in;~iatives

with

countries significantly involved in commerce with chemicals.

The

goals of these initiatives are to familiarize these countries
with the provisions of the Act, to solicit their cooperation in
its enforcement, and to encourage the enactment of similar laws
and the ratification of the new Convention against Illicit
Traffic in'Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances.

-

This

convention contains an article which deals specifically with
preventing the diversion of essential and precursor chemicals.
In addition, DEA is coordinating a conference of source, transit,
and user countries to be held next spring on the chemical issue.

We are very encouraged with the level of interest in chemical
control which we have found in those countries which have been
visited so far.

Major international organizations such as the

Division on Narcotic Drugs and the European Community have been
strongly supporti ve of chemical control measures.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my testimony.

I will be pleased

to answer any questions you may have.

10.
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TESTIMONY
MR. CHAIRMAN, I AM PLEASED TO BE APPEARING BEFORE YOU AND YOUR
COMMITTEE TODAY TO DISCUSS THE ROLE OF THE UNITED STATES CUSTOMS
SERVICE IN THE ENFORCEMENT OF EXPORT CONTROLS AS THEY PERTAIN TO
'''MtlNITIONS EXPORTS TO COLOMBIA AND OTHER LATIN AMERICA NARCOTIC SOURCE
COUNTRIES.
IN RESPONSE TO OUR INVESTIGATIVE AND ENFORCEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES
IN THE AREA OF EXPORT ENFORCEMENT, IN 19B1 CUSTOMS INITIATED OUR
OPERATION EXODUS PROGRAM WHICH IS DESIGNED TO CURTAIL THE ILLEGAL
MOVEMENT OF MUNITIONS AND HIGH TECHNOLOGY TO CONTROLLED
DESTINATIONS.

SINCE ITS INCEPTION, OPERATION EXODUS HAS EVOLVED

FROM A BASIC REACTIVE OPERATION TO A HIGHLY STRUCTURED, COMPLEX,
INVESTIGATIVE JURISDICTION.
INTJ:.:~r'''IONAL

WE HAVE IMPLEMENTED A NATIONAL AND

STRATEGY WHICH ATTA"CKS THE PROBLEM WITH A THREE

PRONGED APPROACH:

INTERDICTION, INVESTIGATIONS, AND

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION.

OPERATION EXODUS INVESTIGATIVE

RESULTS HAVE ELEVATED THE U.S. CUSTOMS SERVICE TO AN UNPRECEDENTED
LEVEL OF NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL ENFORCEMENT PROMINENCE IN THE
AREA OF EXPORT ENFORCEMENT.
IN CURTAILING ILLEGAL EXPORTS, THE CUSTOMS SERVICE PLAYS AN
ESSENTIAL ROLE IN THE ENFORCEMENT OF BOTH THE ARMS EXPORT CONTROL ACT,
WHICH REGULATES THE EXPORT OF MUNITIONS ITEMS, AS WELL AS THE
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE'S EXPORT ADMINISTRATION ACT WHICH
REGULATES THE EXPORTATION OF "DUAL USE" OR NON"MUNITIONS ITEMS.
THE CUSTOMS SERVICE IS ALSO RESPONSIBLE FOR INVESTIGATING AND
ENFORCING THE CURRENT U.S. SANCTIONS AND EMBARGOES AGAINST
NICARAGUA, SOUTH AFRICA, NORTH KOREA, VIETNAM, CAMBODIA, CUBA,
LIBYA, AND PANAMA.

I
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IN ORDER TO MEET OUR EXPORT ENFORCEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES, WE
CURRENTLY HAVE 104 INSPECTORS, 300 AGENTS AND AN

IN~EPENDENT

INTELLIGENCE BRANCH ASSIGNED FULL·TIME TO OPERATION EXODUS.

IN

"'ADDITION', WE HAVE 5,000 OTHER INSPECTORS AND MORE THAN '2,500
ADDITIONAL' SPECIAL AGENTS ASSIGNED TO OTHER DUTIES WHO CAN BE
CALLED UPON AS THE NEED AND CIRCUMSTANCES ARISE.
WE ALSO HAVE 19 ESTABLISHED OVERSEAS OFFICES IN 15 FOREIGN
COUNTRIES.

EACH OF THOSE OFFICES IS STAFFED WITH EXPERIENCED

INVESTIGATORS WHO WORK WITH OUR COUNTERPARTS TO OBTAIN THE
NECESSARY INFORMATION ON POTENTIAL VIOLATIONS.

WE HAVE

ESTABLISHED SPECIALIZED EXPORT ENFORCEMENT TRAINING PROGRAMS FOR
OUR INSPECTORS AND SPECIAL AGENTS IN THIS FIELD.

WE HAVE ALSO

INCLUDED INTRODUCTORY EXPORT ENFqRCEMENT TRAINING COURSES INTO
ALL OF OUR GENERAL TRAINING PROGRAMS FOR INSPECTORS, SPECIAL
AGENTS, AND SUPERVISORS.

SINCE 1981 THESE EFFORTS HAVE RESULTED

IN OVER 1,226 ARRESTS AND 8,400 SEIZURES VALUED AT OVER
$616,000,000.
THE EXODUS PROGRAM ENCOMPASSES ALL POTENTIAL EXPORT VIOLATIONS.
WE HAVE NOT DEDICATED SPECIFIC RESOURCES TO ANY ONE ASPECT OF
EXPORT CONTROL, INCLUDING

MUNITIO~S

EXPORTS TO NARCOTICS SOURCE

COUNTRIES, BUT INSTEAD, WE ATTACK THE PROBLEM AS A WHOLE.

WE

CHOOSE TO DO THIS BECAUSE THE METHODS AND DIVERSION ROUTES USED
ARE NOT UNIQUE TO ANY PARTICULAR TYPE OF MERCHANDISE BEING
ILLEGALLY EXPORTED,. AND THE SKILLS AND EXPERTISE THAT OUR
EMPLOYEES HAVE DEVELOPED TRANSCEND ALL TYPES OF VIOLATIONS.

FOR

THIS REASON, SOME OF MY COMMENTS TODAY MAY NOT BE SPECIFICALLY
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RELATED TO MUNITIONS EXPORTS TO NARCOTICS SOURCE COUNTRIES, BUT
CONCERN THE ENTIRE EXPORT ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM.

HOWEVER, I ASSURE

. ./lOU THAT ALL OF OUR EFFORTS, IN BOTH THE INSPECTION AND
. INVESTIGATIVE' 'AREAS, ARE 'AIMED AT'DISCOVERING AND PREVENTING AS
MANY ILLEGALLY EXPORTED SHIPMENTS OF MUNITIONS ITEMS TO NARCOTIC
SOURCE COUNTRIES AS POSSIBLE AND

~RINGING

THOSE RESPONSIBLE

FOR SUCH ACTIONS TO JUSTICE.
IN FURTHERANCE OF INTERAGENCY RELATIONS, OUR OPERATION EXODUS
COMMAND CENTER IN WASHINGTON, D.C., PERFORMS A COMMUNICATION AND
COORDINATION FUNCTION IN SUPPORT OF THE REGULATORY AND
ENFORCEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES OF VARIOUS U.S. CUSTOMS SERVICE
COMPONENTS INVOLVED IN EXPORT CONTROL.

THE COMMAND CENTER

PERSONNEL ASSIST OUR FIELD ELEMENTS ON QUESTIONS OF EXPORT
REGULATIONS AND EXPORT LICENSE DETERMINATIONS FOR SPECIFIC
COMMODITIES.
THE COMMAND CENTER COMMUNICATES WITH LICENSING AUTHORITIES IN THE
DEPARTMENTS OF STATE AND COMMERCE THROUGH CUSTOMS OFFICERS
ASSIGNED FULL-TIME TO LIAISON POSITIONS WITH THE OFFICE OF
MUNITIONS CONTROL (STATE) AND THE BUREAU OF EXPORT ADMINISTRATION
(COMMERCE).

THE COMMAND CENTER ALSO HAS DIRECT LIAISON CONTACTS

WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, AND THE DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY'S
OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTR0L ON
INTERPRETATION OF THEIR REGULATIONS.

LIC~NSING

MATTERS AND

INDUSTRY SOURCES, THE

INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY, OTHER ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES, AND VARIOUS
OTHER DATA BASES ARE ALSO AT THEIR DISPOSAL.

ADDITIONALLY, WE
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HAVE ESTABLISHED PROJECT

GE~IINI,

WHICH IS OUR PUBLIC AWARENESS

PROGRAM DESIGNED TO INFORM INDUSTRY OF EXPORT CONTROLS AND TO
SOLICIT THEIR COOPERATION IN OUR ENDEAVORS.
IN OUR C01~INUING EFFORT TO LOCATE EXPORT VIOLATORS, CUSTOMS
HEADQUARTERS IN WASHINGTON MAINTAINS A LIST OF THE 10 PERSONS
MOST WANTED FOR VIOLATING FEDERAL LAWS AGAINST THE ILLEGAL EXPORT
OF ARMS AND CRITICAL TECHNOLOGY.

THE LIST IS UP-DATED

PERIODICALLY AND FORWARDED TO FIELD OFFICES OF THE CUSTOMS
SERVICE AND OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES WITH A REQUEST THAT ANY
INFORMATION ON THE SUBJECTS' LOCATIONS AND ACTIVITIES BE
FORWARDED IMMEDIATELY TO HEADQUARTERS.

OUR EFFORTS HAVE RESULTED

IN THE ARREST AllD EXTRADICTION OF SEVERAL EXODUS FUGITIVES.
OUR STRATEGIC INVESTIGATIONS DIVISION ALSO SUPPORTS LIAISON
OFFICERS AT THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE AND THE FBI.

IN ADDITION,

OUR IN'rELLIGENCE DIVISION PARTICIPATES WITH ALL INTERAGENCY
INTELLIGENCE COMMITTEES REGARDING EXPORT CONTROLS.
FOR THE MOS'r PART, CUSTOMS' FOREIGN ATTACHES ENJOY PRODUCTIVE
WORKING RELATIONSHIPS WITH THEIR MANY COUNTERPARTS AND OTHER
ENFORCEMENT-ORIENTED ORGANIZATIONS IN THE COUNTRIES IN WHICH THEY
SERVE.
THOSE COUNTRIES HAVE GENERALLY PROVIDED THE UTMOST COOPERATION IN
OUR INVESTIGATIONS AND EXPRESSED WILLINGNESS TO ASSIST IN ANY
MANNER.

THIS REFLECTS ON THE PROFESSIONAL LIAISON PROGRAMS

ESTABLISHED BY OUR INDIVIDUAL ATTACHE OFFICES AND THE MUTUAL
RESPECT THAT WE HAVE SHOWN OUR

CC~NTERPARTS

IN RETURN.
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THE CONSTANT EXCHANGE OF INTELLIGENCE AND INVESTIGATIVE
INFORMATION IS LIMITED ONLY BY EACH COUNTRY'S OWN LAWS AND
REGULATIONS.

WE HAVE ESTABLISHED CUSTOMS-TO-CUSTOMS MUTUAL

ASSISTANCE AGREEMENTS WITH 12 FOREIGN CUSTOMS SERVICES, AND, 'ARE
IN THE PROCESS OF ESTABLISHING 11 ADDITIONAL MEMORANDUMS OF
UNDERSTANDING.

IN ADDITION, AS MEMBERS OF THE INTERNATIONAL

CUSTOMS COOPERATION COUNCIL, WHICH CONSISTS OF APPROXIMATELY 104
FOREIGN COUNTRIES, WE HAVE A NATURAL AVENUE FOR THE EXCHANGE OF
INVESTIGATIVE INFORMATION AND COOPERATION.
SPECIFICALLY REGARDING MUNITIONS EXPORT INVESTIGATIONS, THE ARMS
EXPORT CONTROL ACT, AS CODIFIED IN TITLE 22 UNITED STATES CODE
SECTION 2778, AUTHORIZES THE PRESIDEN'l' TO CONTROL THE EXPORTATION
OF MUNITIONS ITEMS.

THE PRESIDENT 'IN TURN, HAS DELEGATED THE

RESPONSIBILITY TO PROMULGATE REGULATIONS RELATING TO MUNITIONS
EXPORTS TO THE SECRETARY OF STATE, WHO HAS DELEGATED THE
ENFORCEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES TO THE CUSTOMS SERVICE.

THE

REGULATIONS, COMMONLY REFERRED TO AS THE INTERNATIONAL TRAFFIC IN
ARMS REGULATIONS, OR ITAR, ARE CODIF:ED IN TITLE 22 OF THE CODE
OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS, SECTIONS 121 THROUGH 130.

ESSENTIALLY,

THE REGULATIONS IDENTIFY WHICH COMMODITIES ARE CONSIDERED TO BE
LICENSED ARTICLES, AND THE PROCEDURES THAT ARE TO BE FOLLOWED IN
ORDER TO LEGALLY MANUFACTURE AND EXPORT THOSE ITEMS.
THE PREVENTION OF EXPORTS OF MUNITIONS TO ILLICIT
END-USERS IS A COOPERATIVE EFFORT REQUIRING THE INVOLVEMENT BY
ALL THOSE CONCERNED.

THE EXPORT CONTROLS CURRENTLY IN PLACE

PROVIDE RESTRICTIONS HONORED BY THE LAW-ABIDING FIRMS, BUT DO NOT
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DETER THE WITTING VIOLATOR WHO SEES A HANDSOME PROFIT IF HIS
GAMBLE IS SUCCESSFUL.

AS RECENTLY PUBLICIZED BY THE .NEWS MEDIA,

THE U.S. CUSTOMS SERVICE HAS MAJOR ONGOING INVESTIGATIONS WHICH
HAVE REACHED INTERNATI9NAL PROPORTIONS INVOLVING THE.EXPORTATION

.

OF MUNITIONS TO NARCOTICS SOURCE COUNTRIES.

I WOULD LIKE TO

BRIEFLY DISCUSS A FEW OF THESE INVESTIGATIONS TO ILLUSTRATE THE
DIVERSITY AND COMPLEXITIES INVOLVED, AS WELL AS OUR
INVES'.UGATIVE METHODOLOGY.

DAVID CANDIOTTI AND CARLOS ENRIQUE GIL
THE UNITED STATES CUSTOMS SERVICE INITIATED AN INVESTIGATION IN
MARCH OF 1988, INTO THE CLANDESTINE MUNITIONS EXPORT ACTIVITIES OF
DAVID CANDIOTTI AND CARLOS

ENRIQU~·GIL.

THE INVESTIGATION WHICH WAS CONDUCTED IN WEST PALM BEACH,
FLORIDA LED TO THE ARREST OF CANDIOTTI AND GIL WHO WERE
NEGOTIATING WITH UNDERCOVER OPERATIVES FROM THE U.S. CUSTOMS
SERVICE AND THE BUREAU OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO, AND FIREARMS TO
PURCHASE FOR EXPORT TO COLOMBIA 100 POUNDS OF C-4 EXPLOSIVES,
TWENTY-FIVE (25) MAC-11 MACHINE GUNS, TWENTY (20) AR-15 RIFLES,
AND FIVE (5) FULLY AUTOMATIC M-60 MACHINE GUNS.

DURING

THE INVESTIGATION, AGENTS ALSO UNCOVERED A "SHOPPING LIST" WHICH
INDICATED THAT CANDIOTTI AND GIL WERE ATTEMPTING TO ACQUIRE LAW
ROCKETS, M-79 GRENADE LAUNCHERS AND M-203 GRENADE LAUNCHERS.

THE

AGENTS IDENTIFIED TWO (2) PREVIOUS SHIPMENTS OF MUNITIONS ITEMS
INCLUDING TWENTY-FIVE (25) POUNDS OF TOVEX PLASTIC EXPLOSIVES,
THIRTY (30) AR-15 CALIBER RIFLES, FIVE (5) .50 CALIBER RIFLES,
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TWENTY-FIVE (25) SILENCERS FOR MAC-ll MACHINE PISTOLS, TWO (2)
.308 SNIPER RIFLES AND NIGHT VISION EQUIPMENT.

ALL OF THESE

ITEMS WERE CLANDESTINELY EXPORTED FROM THE UNITED STATES BY WAY

OF·~~~·

.PRIVATE AIRCRAFT, AND PELIVERED TO AN INDIVIDUAL ALLEGED TO BE
ASSOCIATED WITH THE CALI CARTEL.

DURING THE UNDERCOVER NEGOTIATIONS, CANDIOTTI AND GIL ALLEGED
THAT THE MUNITIONS EXPORTS WERE TO BE USED BY CARTEL FACTIONS FOR
PROTECTION, POLITICAL ASSASSINATIONS AND THE ASSASSINATION OF
PABLO ESCOBAR OF THE MEDELLIN CARTEL.
IN ADDIT-ION TO THE ARREST OF CANDIOTTI AND GIL, WHO REMAIN
INCARCERATED PENDING TRIAL, THE AGENTS SEIZED $109,000 IN U.S.
CURRENCY, ONE (1) AIRCRAFT AND ON.E" (1) VEHICLE.
ENRIQUE GOBEA-RABAGO, ET AL

THE UNITED STATES CUSTOMS SERVICE INITIATED AN INVESTIGATION IN
APRIL OF 1989, INTO THE EXPORT ACTIVITIES OF ENRIQUE GOBEA-RABAGO
AND OTHERS.

THE INVESTIGATION ULTIMATELY LED TO THE ARREST OF

ENRIQUE GOBEA-RABAGO, JOSE LUIS RODRIGUEZ, MARIO
LOPEZ-GUTTIERRES, AND ADAM DANIEL HAHN WHO IS A LICENSED FIREARMS
DEALER DOING BUSINESS AS GUNS AND STUFF IN CALIFORNIA.

THE

INVESTIGATION ALSO RESULTED IN THE SEIZURE OF 191 CHINESE
MANUFACTURED AKS WEAPONS, 78,000 ROUNDS OF AMMUNITION, AND
SEVERAL HANDGUNS IN TWO SEPARATE-BUT-RELATED ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS
IN SAN DIEGO AND IRVINE, CALIFORNIA.

EVIDENCE DEVELOPED IN THE

INVESTIGATION INDICATES THAT THE WEAPONS AND AMMUNITION WERE
ACQUIRED FOR ILLEGAL EXPORT TO MEXICO.

PRELIMINARY INVPoSTIGATION
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INDICATES THAT THESE WEAPONS WERE LEGALLY IMPORTED INTO THE U.S.
PRIOR TO THE RECENTLY IMPOSED IMPORT RESTRICTIONS Olf .Al(-TYPE
SEM!-AUTOMATIC RIFLES.

..\:'(: ...

THIS INVESTIGATION WAS 'INITIATED BY THE CUSTOMS SERVICE AND WAS
PURSUED BY CUSTOMS AND THE DRUG ENfORCEMENT ADMINISTRATrON UNDER
THE AUSPICES OF OPERATION ALLIANCE, AN INTERAGENCY EFFORT TO
CONTROL DRUG TRAFFICKING ALONG THE SOUTHERN BORDER.

ADDITIONAL

INVESTIGATION IS BEING CONDUCTED BY THE OPERATION ALLIANCE GROUP,
AND THE BUREAU OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO, AND FIREARMS.
JOSE CHECCHINI

ON APRIL 29, 1988, CUSTOMS INSPECTORS AT THE LOS ANGELES
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT EXAMINED AN-EXPORT SHIPMENT DESTINED FOR
CALI, COLOMBIA ABOARD AVIANCA AIRLINES.

THE EXAMINATION REVEALED

SIXTEEN (16) HAND GRENADES; FOUR (4) COLT AR-1S RIFLES THAT HAD
BEEN CONVERTED TO FULLY AUTOMATIC; SIX (6) BULLET PROOF VESTS;
AND ONE PAIR OF NIGHT VISION GOGGLES, ALL CONCEALED IN A LARGE
AIR CONDITIONING UNIT.
INVESTIGATION BY CUSTOMS AGENTS REVEALED THAT A NUMBER OF THE
ARTICLES WERE PURCHASED BY JOSE CHECCHINI.

FURTHER INVESTIGATION

DISCLOSED THAT CHECCHINI HAD CONCEALED THE MUNITIONS ITEMS IN THE
AIR CONDITIONING UNIT.

THE INVESTIGATION ALSO CONNECTED THIS

ATTEMPTED EXPORT TO A PREVIOUS SEIZURE IN DECEMBER OF 1987, WHEN
CUSTOMS'S AGENTS DISCOVERED TEN (10) AR-1S'S CONCEALED IN A
SHIPMENT OF STUFFED TEDDY BEARS DESTINED TO

C~LI,

COLOMBIA.
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CUSTOMS AGENTS OBTAINED A WARRANT FOR THE ARREST OF CHECCHINI AND
ON AUGUST 2, 1989, CHANNEL 7 (ABC) BROADCAST A STORY. ON "LA'S
MOST DANGEROUS".

THE SUBJECT OF THE STORY WAS U.S. CUSTOMS· ...;'·

-FUGITIVE, JOSE CHECCHI.NI. 'THE FOLr;OWING DAY,:"CHECCHINI
TELEPHONED U.S. CUSTOMS AGENTS FROM ITALY AND ATTEMPTED TO
NEGOTIATE HIS SURRENDER WITHOUT REVEALING RIS EXACT WHEREABOUTS.
WHILE NEGOTIATIONS BETWEEN CHECCHINI AND U.S. CUSTOMS AGENTS IN
ITALY AND THE U.S. CONTINUED, THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
AIDED THE U.S. CUSTOMS SERVICE IN OBTAINING A PROVISIONAL ARREST
WARRANT FOR CHECCHINI.
ON SEPTEMBER 11, 1989, CUSTOMS .AGENTS WORKING IN CONCERT WITH LA
GUARDIA DI FINANZA, ITALIAN CUSTOMS AND ?INANCIAL POLICE, LOCATED
CHECCHINI AND PLACED RIM UNDER
WARRANT.

~REST

BASED ON THE PROVISIONAL

CHECCHINI'S EXTRADICTION TO THE UNITED STATES IS

PENDING.
ALEJANDRO MALAGON, ET AI.
ON APRIL 12, 1988, AGENTS FROM THE UNITED STATES CUSTOMS SERVICE
SUCCESSFULLY TERMINATED A TEN (10) MONTH UNDERCOVER INVESTIGATION
INTO THE CLANDESTINE EXPORT ACTIVITIES OF ALEJANDRO MALAGON, HECTOR
REGALADO AND BARBARA VALDES.

THE

~HREE

SUBJECTS WERE TAKEN INTO

CUSTODY WHEN THEY PURCHASED AND ATTEMPTED TO EXPORT FROM CORPUS
CHRISTI, TEXAS TO EL SALVADOR, MUNITIONS ITEMS CONSISTING OF TEN
(10) LAW ROCKETS, ONE (1) CASE OF HAND GRENADES, FOUR (4) MAC-IO
AUTOMATIC WEAPONS, ONE (1) AR-1S SEMI-AUTOMATIC RIFLE, ONE (1) CASE OF
AMMUNITION, FIVE (S) M-79 GRENADE LAUNCHERS, AND ONE (1) PISTOL.
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WI~H

CONSPIRACt TO SMUGGLE

350 KILOS OF COCAINE FROM COLOMBIA TO THE UNITED STATES VIA
PRIVATE; AIRCRAFT.

THE SMUGGLING ENTERPRISE WAS ALSO PLANNING

WEEKLY LOADS OF 1,000 ?OUNDS OF MARIJUANA INTO SOUTH TEXAS.
RICARDO ANDRES PETERS SON BERNAL

t.

IN SEPTEMBER OF 1989, AN INTENSIFIED OUTBOUND INSPECTION
PROGRAM DESIGNED TO INTERCEPT AND SEIZE ILLEGAL EXPORTATIONS TO
SOUTH AND CENTRAL AMERICA, WAS INITIATED IN MIAMI.
RESULTED IN THE ARREST

~F

THE OPERATION

RICARDO ANDRES PETERSSON-BERNAL FOR

VIOLATION ;:'C ,'liE ARMS EXPORT CONTROL ACT AFTER HE BOARDED AN
AVIANCA AIRL1':.e FLIGHT DESTINED TO BOGOTA, COLOMBIA.
A SEARCH OF PERTERSSON'S

CHECKED~AGGAGE

REVEALED TWO

SEMI-AUTOMATIC RIFLES AND ONE 9MM HANDGUN HIDDEN BENEATH A FALSE
BOTTOM OF A CARDBOA.RD BOX.
THE DISCOVERY OF

O~E

FURTHER SEARCH OF THE BAGGAGE LED TO

(1) M-18 SMOKE GRENADE, 1,000 ROUNDS OF .223

CALIBER AMMUNITION, AND ONE (1) 12 GAUGE SHOTGUN.
PETERSSON IS A FIRST LIEUTENANT IN TIre COLOMBIAN MILITARY WHO WAS
RETURNING TO COLOMBIA AFTER RECEIVING TRAINING AT FORT BENNING,
GEORGIA, AS PART OF AN EXCHANGE PR?GRAM WITH THE U.S. ARMY.
THE INVESTIGATIONS THAT I HAVE DESCRIBED ARE EXCELLENT EXAMPLES
OF TIre COMPLEXITY AND SENSITIVITY INVOLVED IN PURSUING
INTERNATIONAL ARMS VIOLATIONS.

Th~

INVESTIGATIONS ALSO

DEMONSTRATE THE IMPORTANCE OF OUR THREE PRONGED APPROACH TO
EXPORT ENFORCEMENT:

INTERDICTION, INVESTIGATIONS, AND

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION.
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THE CUSTOMS SERVICE Hl.S LONG RECOGNIZED THAT MUNITIONS ITEMS
ARE "TOOLS OF THE TRADE" IN THE NARCOTICS BUSINESS, AND THE
CASES THAT I HAVE PRESENTED HERE TODAY

DEMON~TRATE

ADDITION TO FIREARMS, SUCH ITEMS AS BULLET

THAT, IN

P~OOF·VESTS,

NIGHT

VISION EQUIPMENT, LAW ROCKETS, HAND GRENADES, AND PLASTIC
EXPLOSIVES ARE ALSO IN HIGH DEMAND BY NARCOTICS ORGANIZATIONS.

IN SUPPORT OF THE GOVERNMENT OF COLOMBIA IN

~HEIR

CURRENT CRISIS

WHICH WAS PRECIPITATED BY THE COURAGEOUS REACTION OF COLOMBIAN
OFFICIALS AGASINT NARCO-TERRORISM OF

OVERWHE~MING

PROPORTIONS,

THE ACTING COMMISSIONER OF CUSTOMS HAS PLACED AN INCREASED
EMPHASIS ON OUR EXODUS ENFORCEMENT EFFORTS.
WITHIN CUSTOMS, WE HAVE FORMED A COLOMBIAN COORDINATING COMMITTEE
OR CCG WHICH SERVES AS A CLEARINGHOUSE FOR ALL INFORMATION
RELATING TO THE CURRENT CRISIS IN COLOMBIA.

ONCE RECEIVED,

INFORMATION IS ANALYSED AND FORWARDED TO THE APPROPRIATE CUSTOMS
DICIPLINE FOR ACTION.
WE HAVE ALSO PLACED EMPHASIS ON OUTBOUND SEARCHES OF AIRPLANES,
VESSELS, CARGO, PERSONS, AND BAGGAGE DESTINED TO NARCOTICS SOURCE
COUNTRIES.

IN AN EFFORT TO INFLICT DAMAGE

O~

DRUG TRAFFICKERS

AND THEIR ORGANIZATIONS EFFORTS ARE BEING MADE TO MAKE MAXIMUM USE
OF X-RAY UNITS AND OTHER TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT.
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THESE ENFORCEMENT EFFORTS ARE DESIGNED TO DISRUPT THE PIPELINES
THROUGH WHICH THE CARTELS RECEIVE THE PROCEEDS FROM THE SALE OF
DRUGS, THE CHEMICAL PRECURSORS NEEDED TO MANUFACTURE DRUGS, AND
THE MUNITIONS ITEMS USED TO WAGE A WAR OF TERRORISM ON THE PEOPLE
OF COLOMBIA.

IN SUPPORT OF THE WAR ON DRUGS, THE CUSTOMS SERVICE, AT ALL
LEVELS, WILL CONTINUE TO MAN THE FRONT TO STEM THE FLOW OF
ILLEGAL EXPORTS TO NARCOTICS TRAFFICKERS.

THANK YOU
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OPENING STATEMENT BY
THE HONORABLE

M~CHAEL

G. OXLEY

SELECT COMMITTEE ON NARCOTICS ABUSE AND CONTR
NOVEMBER 1, 1989
Thank you Mr. Chairman.

I want commend you for calling this

important hearing.
The flow of precursor chemicals to narcotics-producing
countries clearly makes the job of local law enforcement more
difficult.

This job is difficult enough without illegal U.S.

exports exacerbating it.

so, I am pleased that the Drug Enforcement

Agency has issued final regulations to monitor and regulate the flow
of precursor" and essential chemicals.

This is a good and important

step, and I would be interested to have an evaluation of these
regulations in a few months.
Also Mr. Chairman, I am very interested in our discussion today
of the so-called assault weapon issue.

We are all too familiar with

the violent cases which brought this issue to the fore.

Let us make

no mistake about it, semi-automatic assault weapons are dangerous
and are, unfortunately, quite popular with the criminal element.
We do need to address ways to stop the flow of these weapons to
Colombia and other drug-torn nations.

And we also need to examine

ways to reduce the numbel:" of crimes committed domestically with
assault weapons.

For the latter, I have introduced H.R. 3322, the

Assault Weapon Crime Act of 1989.
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At present, a violent criminal or drug trafficker caught with a
~

offense.

can be sentenced to 30

year~n

prison for a first

For a second offense, the criminal is sentenced to life in

---....My bill would extend these same pen~to

prison without parole.

criminals using se~i-automatic assault weapons in a violent or drug
trafficking crime.
Mr. Chairman, my bill may not totally

eJ~r;o~~~r~~s&QV

.of assault weapons to the Andean natiQRS, but it will send a very

important message to the criminal element who use these firearms in
drug related crimes.

The message is simple:

If you commit a drug

trafficking crime while using a semi-automatic assault weapon, you
are going to go to jail for a long time -- 30 years.

And if you do

it again, you are going to jail for good.

-----------------

I would ask my colleagues to examine the Assault Weapon crime
Act and to consider cosponsoring this legislation and I look foward
to today's hearing.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee: thank you for inviting me to speak with you
about law enforcement's concerns with the proliferation of assault weapons in this country.
What I have to say may not be new, but it bears repeat.ing, for to date no adequate action
has been taken to fully address the dangers that face police and those they are sworn to
protect when they encounter the deadly mix of drugs and guns.
I am here today on behalf of the members of the Police Executive Research Forum
(PERF), law enforcement chief executives who are dedicated to improving the delivery of
police service and promoting professionalism within the field. PERF members represent
some of the largest jurisdictions in the nation; collectively our membership serves more
than 30% of the eountry's population. Accordingly, PERF members deal on a day-to-day
basis with some of the worst drug problems facing our urban centers. Their regular
encounters with the corrosive effects of drug abuse have become more dangerous, because
drug traffiekers and abusers have turned to semiautomatic assault guns as their weapons of
choice. These weapons are purchased, often without a waiting period, and used against
police (jfficers making drug arrests, against other drug traffickers in turfbatties, and against
innocent bystanders caught in the cross fire of drug addicts whose "high" turns to violent
madness.
When PERF members were surveyed on the proposed regulation of assault weapons, 96%
indicated that they would support measures designed to curb the unrestricted flow of these
weapons. When the Administration's ban on specific assault weapons was made public,
members sent letters of thanks to President Bush and William Bennett, the director of the
Office of National Drug Control Policy. For example, then New York City Police
Commissioner and PERF member Ben Ward co=ended the President and Mr. Bennett
for taking a stand against the importation of semiautomatic assault weapons, the first step in
making the streets a safer place. His letter stated, "As the Chief Executive of the nation's
largest police force, I am well aware of the danger posed by these weapons. In New York
City, 226 assault weapons were seized during 1988 alone .... These weapons serve no
legitimate hunting purpose and no law-abiding sportsmen will suffer by the unavailf\bility of
such weapons as the AK-47." This letter was just one of the many written by our members
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that went on to urge the Administration to extend the importation ban to domestic
manufacture of assault weapons as well. Until all semiautomatic assault weapons are
banned, police will be caught in the bloody drug battles being waged by drug dealers against
anyone that gets in the way of "good business."
How should police respond to the increased firepower being used by drug traffickers?
Some relu(:tantly have provided their officer~ with 9mm semiautomatic weapons. But a
domestic arms race with drug dealers and abusers is not the answer. What law enforcement
needs, and what we a.k for today, is your assistance in curtailing the criminal use of assault
weapons. While there are endless incidents that could be related to the Committee, some
of which are included below, one only needs to review the day's news to hear of another
drug bust where assault weapous were seized or used. Just last month, i>l a joint effort
between the city of Baltimore and Baltimore County, Maryland, 15 search and seizures
were effected in which seven people were arrested for drug trafficking in cocaine, crack
cocaine, and heroin. Not surprisingly, among the cache of weapons was a MAC 10. These
are the inc:idents that don't make the paper - incidents in which police get lucky and the
semiautomatic assault weapons have be~n seized before the owners turn them on police or
innocent victims.
Semiautomatic assault weapons have no legitimate private use. It's that simple. Many
PERF members are competitive shooters, sportsmen, and collectors, yet they recognize
that the types of weapons under consideration today are not the kind that the legitimate
hunter or shooter would use. They ure designed and used for one purpose only - to
efficiently killpeopie. How many Louisville-type tragedies !loes it take to show that these
weapons are used by the deranged, by drug-induced madmen, and by drug traffickers, with
the dealer cons!de~g assault weapons as much a tool of the trade as his beeper? The
examples that follow are not isolated incidents; they are representative of the overwhelming
number of encounters the police face on a daily basis.
In March of this year, Eugene Frank Thompson, a $30-a-day cocaine user, went on a

rampage in Arapahoe County, Colorado armed with a MAC-ll semiautomatic pistol. At

2
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about 4:00 a.m. the Jefferson County Sheriff's Department received a 911 call reporting a
burglary; ilie next voice the operator heard was that of Thompson ordering the woman to
leave the house. When police arrived, the resident, Beverly Swartz, was gone and her car
was missing from the garage. Her body was discovered later at the home of her husband's
parent,s. Shortly after 6:00 a.m., Jefferson County responded to a second call from a male
caller stating that he, his daughter, and wife had been shot. Janice Irene Swartz, Beverly's
mother-in-law was found slain at her home.
At 7:55 a.m. the sheriffs department received a report of a house robbery. On arrival, the
police learn~d that the resident had been selrually assaulted. Witnesses reported a suspect
matching the description of Thompson provided by witnesses at the homicide scene. Next,
police learned of a single vehicle accident involving a car that fit the description of Beverly
Swartz's VQlvo. Thompson was seen running from the accident towards an adjacent
residential area. With the help of lo'cal radio and T.V. stations, police sent helicopters and
officers to set up a saturation search.
At 2:00 that afternoon/ two Ar~pahoe County Sheriffs Department deputies were fired on
during their search of a residence. Sheriffs Deputy Arthur "Corky" Hilton was hit first.
Arapahoe County Deputy Daniel Thomas then was injured by the flying glass at the scene
and later released from the hospit~ where he received treatment. But the bloody incident

was not over. Thompson's next victim was the 18-year old man he had taken hostage in the
residence. Thompson shot the hostage four times with the MAC-11 before turning the gun
on himself. Thompson died of his injuries shortly after being admitted to the hospital. He
was 20 years old.
In December of 1988, officers from the Dallas Police Department were making a buy-bust

drug transaction. Officer Lawrence Cadena was undercover and was supported by Sergeant
C.D. McCoy, Officer Pam Nofzinger and Officer Michael Keating. During the transaction
one of the suspects shot officer Cadena several times with a TEC • 9 semiautomatic.
Sergeant McCoy and Officer Stout ran to assist Cadena. The suspect raised the weapon
again, this time targeting Sergeant McCoy. McCoy was able to shoot the suspect :in time to
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secure his own safety.
A second suspect got into .officer Cadena's car in an apparent attempt to rob the wounded
officer. The second suspect was also shot after he motioned for a gun . .officer Cadena was
transported to a local hospital where he was pronounced dead. Since the December killing,
the Dallas Police Department has served 67 narcotics warrants which resulted in the seizure
of semiautomatic and automatic assault weapons found in the possession of drug dealers.

It is hard to forget the tragedy experienced by another PERF member department, that
suffered by the San Diego County Sheriff's .office. Although the incident I am about tf'
describe is only one in a too-often repeated scenario involving assault weapons used by
drug abusers, it should serve to illustrate the dangers faced by law enforcement each day.
The sheriff's department received a report that a methamphetamine abuser was shooting
through the walls of his apartment into an adjoining residence because he "didn't like
Mexicans." Police arrested Gary Taschner and confiscated an arsenal of weapons that
included a machine gun and an AK-47 assault rifle . .on his release from jail, Taschner made
an acquisition. He stopped at a local gun dealer and paid cash for another AK-47 and
ammunition.
Taschner again began shooting through his walls, this time injuring a small baby in a crib.
The police returned, thinking they must have missed a handgun in their earlier search.
After failing to negotiate his surrender, the SWAT team was called upon. After six hours of
negotiations and the use of tear gas, the Entry Team, wearing helmets and body armor,
attempted to gain access to Taschner. They were met with semiautomatic gun fire. Taschner
had built himself a "nest" from which to spray bullets at oncoming officers. His objective
was met. He wounded two df:puties. Lonny Gene Brewer, a member of the elite SWAT
team bled to death with a severed aorta; he left a wife of one month who was also a sheriff's
deputy with the department. Taschner rushed from the apartment, clad in camouflage
clothing that matched attire worn by the SWAT team, all the time spraying bullets from his
new AK-47. He tried to kill two other SWAT deputies that he encountered, but the AK-47
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he had been shooting from his hip misfired and he was shot to death by the deputies. This is
how semiautomatic assault weapons are used; not for hunting and not for sporting
purposes, but for murder.
Since that incident the San Diego County Sheriff's Department has continued to be plagued
by the use of semiautomatic assault weapons in drug-related cases. The department has
seized 35 assault weapons since just the beginning of 1989. These seizures were made
consequent to narcotics arrests, and may be due in part to the paranoia commonly exhibited
by methamphetamine abusers.
What appear to be routine traffic stops can escalate into violent encounters when drugs are
involved. Less than a month ago, on Sunday, October 8, 1989, a Tucson, Arizona Police
Officer Marc Mardocco was working radar when a vehicle was observed speeding. Officer
Mardocco pursued the vehicle until it came to an abrupt halt at the top of the exit ramp.
The driver and passenger left the car and opened fire on the officer with semiautomatic
weapons. The officer backed his car away and the suspects reentered their car and
proceeded onto the highway. The officer continued his pursuit and relayed the information
via radio. During the pursuit, the driver and passenger fired numerous rounds at the patrol
car. The chase stopped at a residential street where the suspects fled, still armed. The
suspects broke into a neighborhood home by shattering a rear sliding door. The occupant
was taken hostage and forced to drive the suspects out of the area. Luckily, the kidnapped
victim was released unharmed and contacted the police.
The suspect's car, which was recovered, contained 300 pounds of marijuana, with a local
street value of $210,000. The car had numerous bullet holes from the interior out and the
back window was &bot out by the suspects. Officer Mardocco did not fire any rounds during
this event. The police vehicle was struck twice, with one high speed round (AR-15 or
AK-47) entering the front grill and exiting the left fender, and one round (probably 9mm)
hitting the left steering arm.
The suspects and the vehicle have been linked to a drug related double homicide that is
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believed to have occurred shortly before Officer Mardocco made contact with the suspects.
Weapons seized include anAR-lS, AK-47 and UZI.
PERF members are well aware of the debate surrounding the definition of these weapons.
There are others present today that can better speak to the legislative construction and
technical problems involved. But as police practitioners, we fail to understand how the
definitional problem can remain an obstacle to passage of effective legislation. The drug
dealers seem to know which guns are assault weapons. Colt, a leading manufacturer, had no
difficulty recognizing which weapons are used by criminals instead of legitimate sportsmen.
And the Administration quite capably identified a class of weapons that have no "legitimate
sporting purpose." It is just co=on sense that weapons failing to meet the importation
standard, because they are not suited for sporting use, are not legitimized solely because
they are the product of domestic manufacture.
While it may be too early to understand what affect the California ban and other state
efforts are having on the proliferation of assault weapons, past experience tells law
enforcement that no measure will be truly effective until there is a national, uniform law.
Crossing state lines to buy assault weapons will surely not deter the gangs and drug dealers
that police face on the street.
On behalf of the members of the Police Executive Research Forum I would like to applaud
the continuing efforts of this committee to search out the truth about assault weapons. We
thank you fC'r the opportunity to present our views and appreciate your concern for the
safety of law enforcement and those they protect.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of this distinguished Committee, thank you for the
to testify today. I want to commend you for your leadership in combatting the
drug and drug-related violence that is plaguing our nation. Hardly a day goes by without
seeing gruesome newspaper and television accounts of firearm violence stemming from the
trafficking and abuse of illegal drugs. I congratulate this committee for holding this hearing
which will shed additional light on the relationship between drugs and guns.
opportuni~

I believe we all agree that drugs are a cancer eating at the very fabric of America.
Drugs have become a multi-billion dollar industry which is now taking on a corporate
mantle. Law enforcement reports that drug dealers are now setting up franchises outside
major cities. With the drugs comes the firepower of assault weapons -- to protect turf and
escape arrest.
I recently retired from the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms after 26 years
of service, most recently as Associate Director for Law Enforcement. I am pleased to be
here in my role as Law Enforcement Advisor for Handgun Control, Inc., a national citizens
organization seeking to keep handguns out of the wrong bands.
While Handgun Control, Inc. has traditionally been involved in efforts to prevent
handgun violence, the organization has taken an active role in working to stem the violence
associated with semi-automatic assault weapons. The dramatic increase in the numbers
and criminal use of these deadly weapons in the last three years has caused g.-ave concern
among law enforcement. These weapons threaten the public safety, and like fully automatic
machine guns, have no place in civilian arsenals.
Assault weapons are a major FGblew both here at home and abroad. A recent study
by Cox Newspapers using data from the Bureall of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms found
that a semi-automatic assault weapon is 20 times more likely to be used in the commission
of a crime than a conventional firearm. The study also found that although semi-automatic
assault weapons comprise only a small percentage-0.5%-of the 200 million firearms in
circulation, they show up in almost 30% of crimes involviIlg gun trafficking, organized crime
(including drug cartels), and terrorism.
A recent example of this occurred in New Jersey, when a state trooper was gunned
down on the Turnpike by three crack dealers armed with a MAC 11, after he pulled them
over for a routine traffic violation.
The United States has become the major assault weapon supplier to drug cartels in
Central and South American nations. The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms has
reported that "foreign countries such as Mexico, Colombia and Jamaica give us a clear
indication that significant numbers of assault or paranillitary type rifles are smuggled out
of the United States and used in crimes in foreign countries." According to ATF, of the 569
foreign firearm seizures reported to the Bureau in 1988, 540, or 95%, were assault-type
rifles. I don't have to tell Members of this Committee of Colombian President Barco's
repeated requests to our leaders to stem the flow of these drug guns.
2
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These weapons are now the favorites of narcoterrorists because of their enormous
firepower. When in the hands of violent criminals, their impact is devastating.
Semi-automatic assault weapons were designed for military, not sporting purposes.
Distinctions can be made between semi-automatic assault weapons and semi-automatic
weapons used for sport. The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms has successfully
made those distinctions when they barred the importation of 43 types of semi-automatic
assault weapons. In fact, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms issued a report
which outlines specific criteria used to determine which semi-automatic firearms to bar from
importation. I believe we should apply the same criteria that ATF used for imported
assault rifles to domestic assault rifles.
Handgun Control, Inc. strongly supports the use of objective criteria to serve as the
basis for designating semi-automatic assault weapons. ATF has applied specific criteria for
imported assault rifles. And similar criteria are contained in H.R. 1190, introduced by
Representative Pete Stark (D-CA). Because of the Stark bill's reliance on objective criteria,
we : we actively worked for its passage. We have previously testified before Congress as
to the value of using such criteria to determine the sporting use of these weapons, and we
are pleased that ATF has since appropriately utilized such criteria. The criteria ATF used
to determine which semi-automatic rifles to bar from import are as follows:
Ability to accept a detachable magazine.
Folding or telescoping stocks. A firearm with a folding stock sacrifices
accuracy for advantages such as concealability and mobility in close combat.
Pistol grip that protrudes conspicuously beneath the action of the weapon.
A pistol grip facilitates firing from the hip, allowing the shooter to spray-fire
the weapon. A pistol grip also helps stabilize a firearm during rapid fire.
Ability to accept a bayonet. A bayonet enables soldiers to fight in close
quarters with a knife attached to their rifles.
Flash suppressor. A flash suppressor serves no useful sporting purpose. It
allows the shooter to remain concealed when shooting at night, certainly an
advantage in combat but unnecessary for hunting or sporting purposes. In
addition, the flash suppressor is useful in preventing barrel climb during rapid
fire, helping the shooter maintain control of the firearm.
Bipods. Provides stability and support for the weapon when firing multiple
rounds in rapid succession.
Grenade launcher. Allows the firearm to launch grenades.
Night Sights. These are not sporting features since it is not generally lawful
to hunt at night.

3
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Other criteria ATF considered include whether the firearm is a semiautomatic
version of a machine gun, and whether the rifle is chambered to accept a centerfire
cartridge case having a length of 2.25 inches or less.
The Stark bill also includes consideration of barrel length. A barrel length less than
22 inches sacrifices accuracy and range for mobility in close combat. Coupled with a
folding stock, a: shorter barrel facilitates concealability.
"

H.R. 1190 also includes objective criteria for designating assault pistols. For
example, the Secretary of the TreasUI)' would be required to corisider the following:
Whether the pistol is capable of accepting a silencer.
Whether the pistol is equipped with a barrel shroud. A barrel shroud is
designed to cool the barrel so that the firearm can shoot many rounds in
rapid succession without overheating. It also allows the shooter to grasp the
barrel area without incurring serious burns, during rapid fire.
Whether the ammunition magazine extends outside of the pistol grip. This
is more characteristic of an assault weapon than a sporting handgun.
We commend the Administration's action on imported assault rifles and shotguns
like the Street Sweeper. We are concerned that previously developed sporting criteria,
which has been in place for many years, has allowed and continues to allow the import of
the concealable UZI and other assault pistols. We urge Congress to correct this loophole.
The Administration has acted courageously in stopping the importation of assault
rifles and shotguns. It is now up to the Congress to get imported assault pistols and
domestic assault weapons off our nation's streets. We urge your support for H.R. 1190,
and hope that Congress will act quickly to outlaw these weapons of war.
Thank you for the opportunity to testify today.

4
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STATEMENT OF HAROLD E. JOHNSON
SELECT COMMITTEE ON NARCOTICS
ABUSE AND CONTROL
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
NOVEMBER 1, 1989

My name is Harold E. Johnson, and I am a consultant on small
arms residing in Vienna, Virginia.

I am author of the books

Small Arms Identification and Operation Guide--Free World and
Small Arms Identification and Operation Guide--Eurasian Communist
Countries, both published by the Defense Intelligence Agency.
After serving as an ordnance officer and instructor in the U.S.
Marine Corps for the years 1944-1965, I was employed by the U.S.
Army Foreign Science and Technology Center as an Intelligence
Analyst in 1965 through 1982. *

I was the Senior Analyst for

Infantry Weapons, and among my duties were the identification and
tracking of small arms as they flowed from the Communist Bloc to
Third World nations and Insurgent/Terrorist groups.

I continue

to keep abrea3t of developments in the field.
In 1981, the then President of Colombia requested assistance

* In the 1960s and early 1970s, I acted as an expert
witness and consultant for the predecessor to the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, U.S. Department of the Treasury.
Upon passage of the Gun Control Act of 1968, I was appointed to
the Firearms Evaluation Panel which assisted Treasury in
determining the criteria for importation of firearms as being
particularly suitable for or readily adaptable to sporting purposes.
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in identifying a large quantity of weapons that had been seized
from the M19 terrorist organization.

I was sent to Bogota to

examine these arms, which included m/961 full-automatic rifles,
60-mm mortars, 2.36-inch anti-tank rockets and launchers, hand
grenades, small arms ammunition and explosives.

All had one

thing in common, despite the fact that the original manufacturers
and recipients were diverse--U.S., France, and Portugal--and that
was the common thread of final Portuguese ownership.

The

approximate quantities and some of the weapons I examined are as
follows:
Weapon

Quantity

m/961 full automatic rifles (Portuguese)
Submachineguns (Portuguese)
M9A1 rocket launchers (United states)
Hand grenades (Portuguese)
Morters
7.62 NATO ammunition (Portuguese)
All the m/961

300-400
40-50
6

500-750
6

undetermined

automatic rifles were manufactured in

Portuguese arsenals and, in common with this particular type of
rifle, were dated as to the month and year of manufacture.

An

analysis of the dates disclosed that all were manufactured prior
to the Portuguese leaving Angola.

The M9A1 rocket launchers and

rockets were made in the United states and transferred to France,
which in turn transferred them to Portugal.
It was obvious that, due to the hasty departure of the
Portuguese from

Ang~la,

these arms were abandoned there.

The

obvious further conclusion was that these arms had either been
given by the Cubans, who were participants in the Angolan civil
war, to M19 or that the Cubans, in Angola, had acted as factors
2
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in selling this material to M19.

It should be noted that M19 was

an extremely wealthy terrorist organization due to its
series of bank robberies.

su~cessful

There being no death penalty in

Colombia, terrorist actions are not deterred by potential for
capital punishment.
The above weapons were discovered and seized quite by
accident.

The suspicions of a young soldier were aroused when

the truck in which they were concealed under coconuts was
leaving Bogota,

and he knew that no one would be

coconuts out of the city and into the country.
alerted his superior,
truck.

~nd

shipping

The soldier

a firefight resulted in capture of the

There is no way to know

~lhat

tremendous supplies of

Communist supplied arms have not been discovered.
This is "an eXflmple of how anti-government groups obtain
current weaporis.
same manner.

The drug cartels can now obtain them in the

Indeed, the m/961 type automatic rifles (also known

as Portuguese G3s) are being used py drug traffickers in Colombia
today.

See Edward C. Ezell, Small Arms Today (1988), page 110.

Although there were no AR-47 or ARM assault rifles in the
1981

seizure

which

I

examined,

such

rifles

have been

increasingly appearing on the scene in Colombia.

The AR-47

assault rifle has been made obsolete by the ARM assault rifle.
Communist bloc countries have millions of surplus AK-47 assault
rifles available for transfer to interested purchasers.

The

more advanced AKM assault rifle has also been appearing on the
Colombian scene.
3
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Intelligence analysts rely partially on pictures and films
from the media to determine specific types of weapons available
to and used by terrorists and other groups throughout the world.
As an example, I recently identified an AKM assault rifle seized
in Colombia as of Romanian manufacture, due to its distinctive
forend pistol grip. Such AKMs would have gotten to Colombia by
way of Cuba.
I

have generally identified many of the weapons currently

shown in the media as being in the hands of the drug cartels.
Their weapon of choice is the Communist Bloc produced fully
automatic military ARM assault rifle followed by the U.S.produced military fully automatic M16 rifle.

There is a

prohibition against importation of the fully automatic AKM into
the U.S., so these could not have come from here.
M16 is a

The military

weapon whose manufacture and sales are tightly

controlled by the U.S.

Government.

It is obvious that the

military AKMs have been supplied by those countries in the area
that use them:
satellites.

Cuba,

Nicaragua and other Communist bloc

The M16s are from stocks that have been captured

frOlll friendly forces supplied by the United States.
abandoned large quantities of M16s in Vietnam.

The U.S.

I understand that

the price of a military, full-automatic AKM or M16 is about $100
in Central America or South America.

Some of these weapons

probably have been sold by corrupt officials.
There have been uninformed ruminations that the drug cartels
obtain their weapons from United states commercial sources.
4
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is hard to believe.

While. pistols and revolvers from the United

states have historically been the handguns of choice in South
and Central America because of their high quality and
reliability, U.s. long arms have not enjoyed such popularity.
Because of the controls imposed upon U.s. weapons, none can
I

be exported without a license from the Munitions Control Board,
U.s. state Department.

Between the paper trail of arms imported

into or produced in the United States since 1968 by the Bureau of
Alcohol,

Tobac~o

and Firearms and the Munitions Control Board, it

should be easy to determine the origin and transfer history of
any U.S. gun and to take appropriate legal action towards those
who violate U.s. laws.

Should it be deemed necessary, the

Munitions Control Board can refuse to issue export licenses to
allow guns to be sent to the drug cartel
done in the case of South Africa).

countri~s

(as is now

This would stop the flow of

U.s. guns, and with the price difference between the expensive
U.s. guns and the much cheaper locally supplied military guns,
the flow of U.S. arms would be quickly curtailed.
Finally, it should be noted that firearms generally
available for purchase by civilians in the United states are
greatly inferior for use as offensive weapons to the full
automatic military weapons easily available to drug traffickers
in Colombia.

In the 1960s

?

l early 1970s, I was a consultant

and expert witness to the firearms
Treasury Department.

enfor~ement

branch of the U.S.

In this capacity, I examined semiautomatic

rifles to insure that they were not easy to convert to full
automatic.
5
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In 1968, I was appointed to the Firearms Evaluation Panel
which assisted Treasury in formulating the

criteria for

importation of firearms as suitable or adaptable to sporting
purposes.

We approved as meeting the sporting criteria several

semiautomatic rifles with a military appearance, but which were
designed to be difficult to convert to full automatic and which
were used for target competition and hunting.
Alcohol,

Tobacco

and

Firearms

followed

The Bureau of
the

Panel's

recommendations and approved such rifles for importation as
sporting firearms.
In sum, Colombia's drug traffickers have a ready source of
inexpensive, full automatic, military tirearms from Communist
sources and from corrurt government officials.

Such criminals

have little use for expensive semiautomatic rifles and other
firearms designed for target shooting and other sporting purposes
which are available in the United States.

Accordingly,

U.S.

policy should be directed toward curtailing the flow of weapons
from Cuba and similar sources,

and discouraging official

corruption within the Colombian police and military.

6
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TESTIMONY OF JAMES JAY RAKER
DIRECTOR
FEDERAL AFFAIRS

NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION
INSTITUTE FOR LEGISLATIVE ACTION

ON
COLOMBIAN NARCOTICS TRAFFICKERS AND
THE ACQUISITION OF FIR EARNS

BEFORE THE
SELECT COMMITTEE ON NARCOTICS
ABUSE AND CONTROL

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

November 1, 1989
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The NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA is a non-profit
organization founded in 1871 and supported by the membership fees
of almost three million public-spirited citizens. 1

Like almost

all of America's seventy million firearms owners, the NRA
membership supports strong law enforcement efforts against
violent criminals who misuse firearms.

These millions of law-

abiding gun owners are adversely affected by proposals to limit
their constitutional rights which invariably have no effect on
criminals.
Today, Colombia is experiencing armed violence by political
insurgents and drug traffickers.

Unfortunately, that country has

1 The purposes and objectivelJ of the Association are:
1.
To protect and defend the Constitution of the United
States, especially with reference to the inalienable right of the
individual American citizen guaranteed by such Constitution to
acquire, possess, transport, carry, transfer ownership of, and
enjoy the right to use arms, in order that the people may always
be in a position to exercise their legitimate individual rights
of self-preservation and defense of family, person, and property,
as well as to serve effectively in the appropriate militia for
the common defense of the Republic and the individual liberty of
its citizens;
2.
To promote the public safety, law and order and the
national defense;
3.
To train members of law enforcement agencies, the armed
forces, the militia, and people of good repute in marksmanship
and in the safe handling and efficient use of small arms;
4. To foster and promote the shooting sports, including the
advancement of amateur competitions in marksmanship at the local,
state, regional, national, and international levels;
5.
To promote hunter safety, and to promote and defend
hunting as a shooting sport and as a viable and necessary method
of f03tering the propagation, growth, conservation, and wise use
of our renewable wildlife resources.
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been wracked by violence for the last forty years.

Opponents of

the Second Amendment to the U.S. Constitution are using
Colombia's misfortunes to advocate the disarming of law-abiding
citizens of the United States.
Specifically, Colombian violence is being used to advocate
prohibitions on the manufacture, importation, and even possession
of firearms in the United States, and requirements of police
approval and waiting periods for purchase of firearms by lawabiding citizens in the United States.
About a War on Guns?"

l~ashington

!h,9.., Mary McGrory, "How

Post, Sept. 17, 1989, C1.

Yet

violation of the Second Amendment rights of U.S. citizens would
have absolutely no effect on violence in Colombia.
The National Rifle Association of America represents lawabiding citizens of the United States, not firearms exporters.
Accordingly,

NRA has no objection to a prohibition on the

exportation of firearms to Colombia.

If it believes that the

military, police and citizens of Colombia are so corrupt that
exportation of arms to that country should be prohibited, then
the U. S.

Department of State is free to impose such a

prohibition.

This would have little or no effect, however,

because small arms may be imported from countries other than the
United States.
Literally tons of machineguns and other arms, undoubtedly
obtained from covert or military sources, have recently been
seized in Colombia.

The Washington Post reported on Sept. 14,
2
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1989 at A34:
The military announced it had discovered the most
powerful arsenal of modern weapons to date, along with a
radio communications network.
In a video shown by the 13th Brigade on national
television, the military said it had recently seized more
than two tons of weapons and ammunition belonging to Jose
Rodriguez Gacha, known as "the Mexican," including AK-47 and
Galil assault rifles, Uzi submachine guns and 9mm pistols
and hand grenades.
The weapons and communications installations, including
sophisticated equipment to monitor police communications,
were found on three ranches outside Rodriguez Gacha IS
stronghold of Pacho.
The arms were buried in underground
tunnels and wrapped in plastic near a safe house, the
military said.
The military called the find "a great blow" against
Rodriguez Gacha, believed to be one of the two principal
leaders of the Medellin cocaine cartel.
It is easy to understand why the small arms seized were AK47 assault rifles, Uzi submachineguns, and Galil fully automatic
rifles.

AK-47 assault rifles manufactured in Communist countries

are widely available from leftist insurgents throughout Central
and South America, including Colombia itself.

Uzi submachineguns

are imported from Israel by the Colombian government for use by
the Colombian police.
from

Israel

military.

is

The Galil fully automatic rifle imported

the official service arm of the Colombian

The Uzis and Galils were stolen or purchased by the

drug traffickers from official Colombian military and police
sources.

The following indicates the major sources of firearms

to Colombia:

3
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MAJOR SOURCES OF FIREARMS TO COLOMBIA
Source: Edward C. Ezell, Small
Stackpole Books, 1988) pages 110-11:
~

Arm~

Today (Harrishing, Pa.:

Source

Quantity

Galil automatic rifle

Israeli Military Industries

10,000 +

Uzi submachine

Israeli Military Inuustries

Unknown

MAC-10 submachinegulls

U.S. State Dept. liC'enced sale
for the National Police

395 (1977)

U.S. Military Assistance
Program (MAP) and U.S.
Foreign Military Sales (FMS)

7,500
(pre 1968)

.30 M1, M2 carbines

HK G3 automatic rifle

H&K, Germany.

30,000
(early 1970s)

"Portuguese-made
G3s, from Angola via Cuba, are
being used by drug traffickers."

Unknown

FAL automatic rifle

"Origin unknown; some have arrived
in country via drug traffickers." Unknown

M14 automatic rifle

U.S. FMS

.30 M1 rifle

U.S. MAP/FMS

.38 Smith & Weason
revolver I~odel 10
Kits

.32 cal. kits

4,000 (1974)
2,478 (1980)

U.S. State Dept. licensed sales:
for National Police

19,000
(pre-mid
1960s)
20,000
(1985 )

for assembly in Colombia

15,000
(current
per annum)

for National Police

4,900
(1977-78)

for Ministry of Defense

1,500
(1979 )

for Ministry of Defense

1,500
(1979)

4
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.38 Ruger revolver

u.s. state Dept. licensed sales

5,000
(currf\nt
per annum)

.45 M1911 A1 pistol

u.s. MAP/FMS

2,920
(pre-1966)

In addition to the above, Dr. Ezell further documents the
flow of

fully automatic machineguns from various Communist

suppliers to Colombian and other Latin American insurgents.
"Cuba purchased in excess of 35,000 FALs from FN, 1958-59.
have been recovered from antigovernment forces
Colombia and EI Salvador."

(118. )

Some

in Chile,

The U.S. abandoned almost

one million M16 automatic rifles in Vietnam and Cambodia in 1975.
"During the past decade, the current government of Vietnam has
been supplying some of these arms to allied countries and to the
revolutionary and terrorist organizations in other countries,
such as Chile, Colombia, EI Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, and
Uruguay. • ••

It is obvious that these weapons will continue to

be seen around the world for the next several decades."

(444.)

Nicaragua has large quantities of M-16 automatic rifles left over
from the Somoza regime as well as obtained from Vietnam.
Again,

(282. )

thousands ot M16s have been captured from, and lost to,

antigovernment forces in EI Salvador.

(140. )

Cuba obtains AK-

47 and AKM assault rifles from the Soviets and the Warsaw Pact
countries.

(117. )

All of the above are sources of arms to

Colombian insurgents and drug traffickers.
Insurgents or drug traffickers would have no
5
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obtain expensive sporting designs from the United states.

A

black market, full automatic AK-47, Uzi, or Galil in Colombia
could be obtained free or for perhaps $100.00.

Before the recent

import ban in the United states, the suggested retail for the
semiautomatic AK-47 type rifle was between $595.00 and $675.00;
for the Uzi carbine, $698.00; and for the Galil semiautomatic
rifle,

$940.00.

Gun Digest 1989.

Retail purchase entails

completion of Form 4473 and identification requirements.
the rifles would have to be exported.

Then

Moreover, these rifles are

semiautomatics designed not to be convertible to full automatic
according to the specifications of the Bureau of

~lcohol,

Tobacco

and Firearms, and are thus far inferior for use as weapons to the
inexpensive black market guns already in Colombia.
AK-47 assault rifles (machineguns) have been made

~idely

available in Central and South America from sources in Cuba,
Nicaragua,

and various Communist countries.

The guerrilla

movements in EI Salvador and Colombia itself are ready sources of
AK-47s.

Colombia's guerrillas have obtained quantities of AK-47s

from Cuba, which used them in the Angolan civil war.

Some of

these AK-47s were manufactured in Romania.
The magnitude o,f arms smuggling in Colombia is exemplified
by the seizure of 1,000 rifles, 250 light machine guns, and 10
mortars being shipped to that country from Portugal.

According

to the Colombian government, forged documents said the arms were
intended for the Colombian army, but the arms were actually
6
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destined for use by the pro-Moscow Revolutionary Armed Forces of
Colombia (FARC).

(Reuter Library Report, Jan. 11, 1989.)

Firearms exports must be approved by the Department of State
pursuant to 22 C.P.R. Section 120.1 et seq.

A license from the

Office of Munitions Control must be obtained prior to the export.
Section 123.1.

It is the policy of the United States to deny

export licenses to Communist countries such as Cuba, the Soviet
Union and Vietnam, to South 1l.frica, and "wherever an export would
not otherwise be in furtherance of world peace and the security
and foreign policy of the United states."

Section 126.1.

If the

exportation of firearms from the United States to Colombia is
contrary to U.S. interests, then the State Department should deny
such licenses.
A license is not required for export of firearms for
carrying out any foreign assistance, cooperative or sales program
authorized by law and subject to
other means.

Section 126.4.

c~ntrol

by the President or by

If U.S. assistance programs result

in arms being transferred from corrupt Colombian military and
police sources to drug traffickers, then the United States should
not be supplying such arms to the Colombian government.
The Colombian government is unable to maintain any semblance
of law and order in many parts of the country.

Guerrilla

movements and drug traffickers have for decades been able to
smuggle into the country and to buy from corrupt mIlitary and
police personnel tens of thousands of fully automatic
7
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machineguns.

These guerrillas and traffickers have little need

of expensive sporting rifles such as the Colt AR-15 and the
semiautomatic versions of the AK-47 from the United states which
are made to specifications approved by the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms so as not to be easily convertible to full
automatic.
The Colombian police are so riddled with corruption that
2,500 police officers were recently fired for their ties to drug
lords.

Despite tons of automatic arms available in Colombia and

in the central and South American market,
government

has

called attention

to

a

the Colombian

small

trickle of

semiautomatic firearms coming from the United States as a cause
of its problems.

The article "Colombia Urges U. S. to Curb Flow

of Semi-Automatic Guns," Washington Post, Sept. 8, 1989, A1, 18
states:
The Colombian governm~nt has appealed to the Bush
administration for help in curbing an escalating £low of
semi-automatic rifles, handguns and other weapons from U.S.
gun dealers to Colombian drug traffickers • • • •
National drug policy director William J. Bennett said
yesterday that his office "immediately called" the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATF) and asked for an
investigation into the arms shipments after he was told
about them by Colombian Justice Minister Monica de Greiff
and her aides in a meeting here Aug. ]0.
But Bennett, testifying before the senate Judiciary
Committee about President Bush's new anti-drug proposal,
emphatically ruled out £urther action by the Bush
administration against the domestic manufacture of semiautomatic assault rifles similar to the ban on imports
imposed in July • • • •
Bennett retorted

that
8

there

are

"very serious
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constitutional problems" with a ban on assault weapons and
the administration does not want to "interfere with the
legitimate rights of gun owners and collectors and hunters.

"
Jack Killorin, chief of ATF public affairs, said the
Colombian government has provided the agency with
information about 172 rifles, handguns and shotguns seized
from the cartels and leftist insurgents during an 18 month
period ending Aug. 1.
ATF was able to trace 87--or more than half--of the
weapons as having come from the United states • • • •
John Walters, Bennett's chief of staff, said
"preliminary information" he received from ATF indicates
that most of the U.s. weapons the agency had been able to
trace were "sold legiti~ately" by u.s. dealers tc South
American clients and then were diverted into the hands of
the cartel.
Thus, out of literally tons of arms seized--most of

\~hich

are AK-47 machineguns smuggled from Cuba and other Communist
countries, and Galils and Uzis stolen from or sold by members of
the Colombian military and police--only 87 firearms came from
U.S. dealers, and they were sol.d legitimately.
A Freedom of Information Act request for BATF records on
the above traces reveals that many of the above firearms were
sold directly to the Colombian government.

For exam9le, 23 of

the firearms were Smith & Wesson Model 10 .38 cal. revolvers-hardly "assault rifles"--and almost all of these were sold
directly by Smith & Wesson to Colombia, undoubtedly for police
use.

The Model 10 is a standard police service revolver in

Colombia.
In addition,

11

cal. submachineguns.

of the firearms seized were Thompson .45
Thompsons have not been manufactured since
9
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World War II.

These guns were almost without doubt sold to the

Colombian government, and could have been in that country for
fifty years.

other items of apparent American military surplus

include several Ithaca and Remington World War II production
Model 1911 .45 cal. pistols.
other firearms

included a Remington XP-100 single shot

pistol, Remington Model 70 bolt action hunting rifle, and other
sporting arms.
Not one semiautomatic AK-47 type rifle is on the BATF trace
list.

Drug traffickers would have little use of a sporting

version,

semiautomatic only rifle made

to

the

exacting

requirements of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, and
costing perhaps $595.00 to $675.00 when purchased in the united
States.

(Since the import ban, these rifles sell at $1,000.00 to

$1,500.00).

Full automatic AK-47 assault rifles are already

easily available in Colombia through Communists or other
underground sources either free or for as little as $100.00.
The BATF trace list includes a Colt M-16--compliments of the
U.S. military--and less than five dozen Colt AR-15 rifles.
Before Colt suspended sales of the AR-15 in 1989, its suggested
retail (HEAR Model) was $869.95.
There are also a few Uzi,

Asking price is now $2,000.00.

Ingram, and Interdynamic pistols.

Each and everyone of these models have been closely scrutinized
and approved by BATF so as not to be easily convertible to full
automatic.

The list likewise includes a few Ruger Mini 14
10
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rifles.

These rifles are popular items used by private security

forces in Colombia.

They were legally exported from the United

states, and may have been stolen from their legitimate Colombian
owners.
In sum, a paltry 87 firearms seized over a period of a year
and a half were tzaced to American manufacturers.

These firearms

were apparently legally sold in the United states and legally
exported to the Colombian government itself or to private
security or other authorized persons in Colombia.

The diversion

of this extremely small quantity of revolvers and semiautomatic
firearms is insignificant compared to the tons of fully automatic
firearms obtained by Colombian insurgents and criminals from
corrupt Colombian government officials and military-police
sources or from Communist and black market sources.
The Colombian government has chosen not to share with BATF
any information concerning the enormous quantities of military
firearms seized.

The Freedom of Information Act request from

which the above data was obtained also sought:

"Records

concerning M-16s, AK-47s, or other military firearms which have
been seized by the Colombian government, or which may be
possessed by or available to Colombian narcotics traffickers or
terrorists from sources in Central or South America or
el sewhere. "

BATF could produce no records on the subj ect and

could onll' suggest, by letter dated sept. 22, 1989, that "you
should address your request to the Government of Colombia."
11
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The violence in Colombia hardly began with the drug
"The background of violence and civil war makes

traffickers.

Colombia unique among Latin American countries."

There were

135,000 deaths from the period in Colombia lasting 1949-1958
known as "la violencia"
Movements,"~,!:in

(the Violence).

America 224

(1971).

R. Gott, Guerrilla
"The bulk of the

assassinations and atrocities committed during the period of the

"

violencia were the work of Liberals or Conservatives.
at 231.

Id.

The Communist insurgencies since the 1960s sprang from

this tradition.

~

id. at 241-304.

The Communists who have controlled large parts of the
countryside for decades have never had any problem obtaining
small arms.

In a well executed operation a decade ago, the M-19

leftist guerrilla group tunnelled into an army arsenal and stole
4,883 weapons.

See "Voices from a Bogota Jail," Washington Post,

June 7, 1981, D5 i

"Arrests Raise Torture Issue in Colombia,"

Washington' Post, Jan. 12, 1979, A31.
Communist sources outside Colombia,

including both poor

socialist states desperate for hard currency as well as various
movements and groups, account for most M-16 and AK-47 automatic
rifles in the hands of insurgents and drug traffickers.

The U.S •

../

abandoned one million M-16s in Vietnam, which has admitted to
providing some M-16s to Communist guerrillas in EI Salvador.
Brogan and A. Zarca, Deadly Business 182-83 (1983).

P.

Nicaragua--

either the Sandinistas or the contras--could also be a ready
12
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source for M-16s.

Plenty of M-16s are available on the

international market.
The easy flow of large quantities of arms between
ant.agonists in Latin America is further exemplified in the
following recent report of weapons being sent clandestinely from
Nicaragua to El Salvador's guerilla organization, FMLN.

The

incident was reported in "Honduras Says it Seized Arms Bound for
Salvadoran Rebels," Washington Post, Oct. 20, 1989, A35:
A preliminary search of the truck found 307 rocketpropelled grenades and an undetermined number of launchers;
74 automatic rifles, including AK-47s and M16s with an
undetermined amount of ammunition; explosive detonators,
radios and urban guerrilla training manuals with "FMLN"
stamped on them, the sources said • • • •
Salvadoran and U.S. officials frequently have charged
that the Sandinista government of Nicaragua supplies
Salvadoran guerrillas with arms and ammunition, but efforts
prove the charges conclusively have been disputed.
Over the years a number of arms shipments allegedly
for the FMLN have been captured in Honduras. A large
weapons shipment was seized in Comayagua, Honduras, in 1981.
Another was discovered in late 1985 when a car packed with
arms and ammunition had an accident on the Pan American
Highway in Honduras, spilling the contents.
bou~d

The most recent seizure carne last summer, when about 60
AK-47s were discovered in a cache in a rural community
about 50 miles north of Tegucigalpa. While the armed forces
charged that the shipment came from Nicaragua and was bound
for the FMLN, there was speculation it was destined for
Honduras guerrillas.
The above was only one seizure out of many shipments which
made it to their destinations.

An indication of the large

quantities of arms available from Cuban sources is set forth in
the following inventory of arms found by U.S. forces in Grenada
13
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in 1983, from Sylvia and O'Donnell, Guns of Grenada 40 (1984):
Soviet AK-47 Assault Rifle
Czech Model 52 Rifle
KS Rifle (Communist Bloc)
Soviet Mosin Nagant Rifle
Soviet M-1945 Submachine Gun
Mortars and Machine Guns (crew served)
Hand Grenades

1,626
1,120
4,074
2,432
180
99
1,824

The fully automatic AK-47 assault rifle is perhaps the most
widely available firearm in human history.

As explained by

Edward C. Ezell, The AK47 story 11-12 (1986):
The AK47 assault rifle, and its many variants, has
become the most widely distributed and best known military
shoulder weapon of the post-World War II era. Some people
might argue that the United States Army's M16 rifle
deserves that title. But it is the Kalashnikov that is seen
nightly on the evening television news from Beirut, the
Iranian desert, the jungles of El Salvador, or the mountains
of Afghanistan. • • •
An estimated thirty million to fifty million
Kalashnikov-type rifles and light machineguns have been
manufactured since the introduction of this design in 1947.
At least a dozen countries have manufactured or are
manufacturing versions of this weapon. At least fifty-five
nations and an untallied number of guerrilla and terrorist
organizations use these guns daily.
Some of the largest producers of AK-47 assault rifles are
poor states in desperate need of hard currency which actively
supply the international arms market.

Dr. Ezell provides the

following details:
In addition to the Soviet Union, the People's Republic
of China, the German Democratic Republic (East Germany),
Poland, Romania, Bulgaria, North Korea, Hungary, and
Yugoslavia have manufactured the AK47.
The People's
Republic of China, the German Democratic Republic, Poland,
Romania, Nortt Korea, Hungary, Yugoslavia, and Egypt have
also manufactured the AKM-type assault rifle. (181)
There are no known accurate estimates of the number of
14
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Kalashnikov-type weapons produced to date by the Chinese.
With a regular army establishment of more than three million
people and reserve forces numbering between five and seven
million, it prcbably would not be unreasonable to project a
production total somewhere between ten and twenty million.
This estimate seems especially reasonable in view of the
Chinese material support of North Vietnam in the 1960s and
1970s, and subsequent sales and gifts of such weapons. The
People's Republic of China is currently very active in the
international marketplace with export sales of their light
infantry weapons being carried out by the China North
Industries Corporation (NORINCO). (186)
Ther~ are no reported estimates of the number of East
German Kalashnikov-type weapons manufa~tured to date, but a
reasonable guess would be between 1.5 and 2.0 million. the
Germans have made substantial export sales of these weapons.
(186 )

The Polish small arms factories have also manufactured
the ARM for domestic and export consumption.
• An
estimated 1.5 to 2.0 million Polish Kalashnikovs have been
manufactured to date. (189)
During the past decade the Romanians and their
neighbors the Bulgarians have been very active in the
international arms market.
The Kalashnikov assault rifles
have. been among their most popular products, and it is
estimated that between them the arms factories of the two
nations have made one million of these weapons. (190)
It is difficult to estimate the number of Kalashnikov
weapons produced by the Yugoslavian arms factory Zavodi
Crvena Zastava, but it is probably in the half-a-million to
one million range.
Many of these weapons have been
exported. (193)
It has been estimated that the [North] Korean small
arms factories identified by the numbers 61 and 65 combined
have been producing Kalashnikov weapons at an annual rate of
about 150,000 units.
It is not clear just how many years
this rate has been in effect; if it has been in effect for
the past twenty years that would mean that the Koreans have
manufactured in excess of three million guns. This may be
the reason for the recent proliferation of North Korean
assault rifles in the international arms trade. (195).
With thirty to fifty million full automatic AK-47 assault
rifles manufactured in the world today, it is ludicrous to focus
15
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on a minute number of semiautomatic rifles designed for target
shooting which are available in the United states.

"Assault

rifles" refer to selective fire weapons which shoot fully
automatically, and are thereby machineguns.

By contrast, the

term excludes semiautomatic rifles, which fire only one shot per
trigger pull.
machineguns.

Assault rifles such as the M-16 and AK-47 are
However, the AR-15 and the AK-47 type semiautomatic

rifles are not assault rifles or machineguns.

This terminology

:ts made clear in Haro,ld E. Johnson, Small Arms Identification
and Operations Guide--Eurasian communist Countries (Department
of Defense

Intelli9~nce

Document, Foreign Science and Technology

Center, 1980) as follows:
Assault rifles are short, compact, selective-fire
weapons that fire a cartridge intermediate in power between
submachinegun and rifle cartridges.
Assault rifles have
mild recoil characteristics and, because of this, are
capable of delivering effective full automatic fire at
ranges up to 300 meters.
The Soviet designed Kalashnikov AK-47 assault rifle, a
gas-operated, selective fire, box magazine-fed weapon, was
the major infantry arm for most Eurasian Communist
Countries.
In 1981, the U.S. Army Foreign Science and Technology Center
sent Mr. Johnson, author of the above, to Colombia to identify
the origins of some 300 to 400 fully automatic m/961 G3 rifles,
40 to 50 submachineguns, and about 750 hand grenades

which

Colombian authorities had seized from M-19 leftist guerrillas.
Mr. Johnson determined from the markings and overall design that
these machineguns and grenades were manufactured in Portugal.
16
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The Portuguese colonialists had used and abandoned them in Angola
when they were defeated by nationalist insurgerrts.

The ordnance

was then obtained by the Cubans, who were involved in the Angolan
civil war.

Obviously, these machineguns and grenades were taken

by the Cubans from Angola and given to insurgents in

Colo~bia.

None of the above firearms and events are remotely connected
with the semiautomatic sporting rifles
commercial market in the United states.

available on the

These rifles are not

"assault rifles," and while cosmetically similar, have been
designed according to BATF's exacting standards so that they are
not easy to covert to full automatic.

In

~963,

BATF determined

that the colt AR-15 Sporter is not a machinegun.
passage of the Gun Control Act of 1968, which
sporting criteria for firearm imports

From the

imposed the

(18 U.S.C.

Sec.

(d)(3)), until 1989, BATF approved semiautomatic AK-47,
and

similar

rifles

to be

sporting rifles

925

HK 91,

suitable for

importation.
Colombia itself is a primary example of why gun control laws
do not work.

These laws apply only to law-abiding citizens.

One

can legally purchase firearms only with permission of the police.
Many in the police and military are in league with corrupt
politicians and drug traffickers.
ex~ept

Everyone in Colombia is armed

the law-abiding citizens who cannot afford the police

bribes or do not have the right connections.
suspended.

Civil liberties are

Ironically, the Colombian government now is asking
17
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the United states more stringently to restrict acquisition of
firearms by U.s. citizens, as if a tiny trickle of such arms to
Colombia has any effect.
Leftist insurgency and drug wars in Colombia are in step
wi th that country's earlier history in the period known as la
violencia.

Tons of machineguns are readily available to

Colombians from Communist sources and from corrupt military and
police personnel.

If it determines that it would serve the

national interest, the U.S. State Department could prohibit any
exportation of firearms to Colombia.

However, violation of the

Second Amendment rights of the target shooters and other lawabiding citizens of the United States by banning semiautomatic
rifles in our country would not reduce violence in Colombia in
the slightest respect.

18
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Appendix to Testimony of James Jay Baker

THE RELATIVE LACK OF CRIMINAL MISUSE OF
SEMIAUTOMATIC RIFLES WITHIN THE UNITED STATES
This hearing primarily concerns the sources of supply of
small

arms

traffickers.

to Colombian antigovernment

forces

and drug

As noted, the major sources are purchases or theft

from the Colombian military and police,
Communist countries and movements.

and transfer from

However, questions have been

raised whether semiautomatic, military style rifles are
disproportionatley misused by drug traffickers and other
criminals in the United States

itself.

As the following

demonstrates, such rifles are the least likely type of firearms
to be misused criminally.
ATF RECORDS REVEAL THAT SEMIAUTOMATIC RIFLES
ARE RARELY TRACED IN RELATION TO CRIMIt,AL MISUSE
Records of firearms

traces conducted by the Bureau of

Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms contain little or no information of
use in connecting specific firearms with specific types of crime.
Such records generated in recent months are particularly
unreliable in this respect, because BATF has been conducting
massive numbers of "forward traces" of semiautomatic firearms to
determine ownership, and not due to any criminal misuse.

In

fact, ATF itself, rather than local police, requests the majority
of traces, and the leading reason given for the majority of
traces is "miscellaneous" and pot some specific crime.
19
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The following analysis is based on ATF records disclosed
under the Freedom of Information Act.

The request was for the

same records disclosed to the Cox newspapers resulting in
publication of its article on "assault type guns."

ATF stated

about that study:
In providing Cox Newspapers aocess to ATF's trace
requests, we provided only normally disclosable information
limited to the type of weapon, manufacturer, model, magazine
capacity, serial number and type of crime.
We do not
necessarily agree with the conclusions of Cox Newspapers and
need to express that all firearms trace requests submitted
by law enforcement agencies are not crime guns and that the
42,000 traces examined are but a small percentage of all
firearms recovered by law enforcement during the period.
According to the Cox article, the firearms traced by ATF
most frequently are handguns.
they are:
cal.

the

Rav~n

revolver;

Jennings

In order of the number traced,

.25 cal. pistol; Smith & Wesson Model 60 .38

Smith & Wesson Model 36

.38 cal.

revolver;

.22 cal. rimfire pistol; and the TEC-9 9mm pistol.

Total traces by type of firearm are as follows:
Firearm
Revolver
Pistol
Shotgun
Rifle
"Assault weapon"
"All others"
Derringer

No. traced
13,983
12,424
5,493
5,305
4,249
738
581
42,818

33%
29%
13%
12%
10%
2%
1%

The Cox article states that it reviewed traces of 42,758
firearms covering the period Jan. 1, 1988 through March 27, 1989.
Atlanta

Journal Constitution,

May

21,

1989,

Al

et

seq.

Throughout, the article alleges that the firearms were traced "to
20
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crimes," when in fact no crime was specified for the majority of
traces.
The Cox article used the term "assault weapon" or "assault
gun," apparently because the data so totally fails to suggest any
disproportionate use of "assault rifles," and to distort the
statistics by including certain pistols and shotguns.
ATF records disclosed under the Freedom of Information Act
include listings of specific firearms traces, showing the
requesting agency and the reason for the trace.
reveals that

"miscellaneous~--rather

The raw data

than a specific crime--is

the most frequent reason for the trace; that ATF rather than
local law enforcement is the most frequent requester; and that
most "miscellaneous" traces are initiated by ATF.

The reason

appears to be that ATF has been "forward tracing" large numbers
of semiautomatic firearms just to determine who purchased them
and not in relation to any crime.

Numerous licensed importers,

manufacturers, and dealers have revealed to NRA that ATF
inspectors have inspected and copied all records on purchasers of
semiautomatic firearms allegedly to develop an "end user
profile."

Whether this program is a fishing expedition or a

quasi-registration system, the "miscellaneous" traces are not
suggestive of criminal misuse.
ATF has confirmed the existence of its "forward tracing"
program, but refuses to disclose records about the program under
the Freedom of Information Act.
21
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inspection rights to ATF data to NRA as it accorded to Cox
newspapers based on the following:

"Your request to review the

same material examined by personnel from the Atlanta Journal is
denied.

Personnel from the Atlanta Journal had access to ATF

forms because they were acting on behalf of ATF at the time of

"

their review.

This contradicts ATF's statement above that

"we provided only normally disclosable information" to Cox.
A group of

~TF

records which exhibits the Cox-ATF mutual

influence or agreement consists of listings of traces of "bad
guns"--selected semiautomatic pistols, rifles, and shotguns of
incomparable designs and tremendously different sporting uses,
but with the common feature that Senator Metzenbaum do;s not like
them.

These are the "assault guns" discussed in the Cox article

which were traced during 1988 and the first quarter of 1989.
The leading firearms traced were not rifles at all, but
were respectively the M10/M11 pistol (773 traced) and the TEC-9
pistol (767 traced).

By contrast, there were only 689 traces of

the "AR-15/M-16"--which would include both AR-15 target rifles
sold at sporting goods stores, and M-16 machineguns stolen from
the U.S. military.
There was not a single trace of the Steyr AUG, one of the
rifles banned from importation based on the allegation that
"assault rifles" were being disproportionately misused in crime.
Further, ATF records give no comparison data with ordinary
revolvers, pistols, rifles, and shotguns, either in terms of
22
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quantities produced or number of traces.
Most revealing is the reasons for the traces.

For all of

the "bad guns" combined--handguns and long guns together--the
following are the trace categories:
Reason for trace
Miscellaneous
Property related
Gun Control Act
Narcotics
Homicide
Assaults
Robbery
Arson
Sex crimes
Total

Number traced
2,137
663
525

1,078
348
176
60
8
3

4,916

Percentage of traces
43%
13%
11%
22%

7%
4%
1%
0.2%

0.1 %

As is clear, 43% of the traces were for "miscellaneous"
reasons.

These could have included "forward traces" just to

check on purchasers, without any suggestion of wrongdoing, as
well as lost, found, and abandoned guns.

For instance, local

police may wish to determine the owner of a found or unclaimed
firearm.
"Property related" traces, 13% of the total, would include
stolen firearms which have been recovered.

Local police may be

seeking the rightful owners in order to establish proof of
burglary and similar crimes as well as to return the property.
"Gun Control Act" traces, amounting to 11% of the total,
would include every suspected technical violation under the Act.
A hobbyist who sold one too many collector's items at a gun show,
a licensee

~hose

entire inventory is seized because of a

recordkeeping violation, or a person who gave a firearm to a
23
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relative who lived in a
innocuous reasons which

state are only some of the

~i~ferent

wou~~

prompt traces under the Gun Control

Act.
"Narcotics" related traces (22% of the total traces) are
difficult to interpret.

Situations involving such traces could

be everything from a, first time offender in possession of a small
amount of marijuana for personal use who happened to have a
firearm in a horne where he was arrested, to a major crack or
heroin trafficker who is a grave danger to society.

Even so, the

dangerous trafficker is far more likely to prefer a pistol or
revolver of the same type that the police use, than such sporting
rifles such as an AR-15 or a 11ini 14.
The "Homicide" category demonstrates the lack of value of
the trace data.

Rifles of all kinds are used in only 4% of all

homicides, and military-style semiautomatic rifles have been
linked to at most 1%,of homicides.

Of the 348 "bad guns" traced

in connection with homicides,

the ATF summary fails

to

distinguish rifles from pistols, or to give comparison data with
pistols and revolvers of' all kinds.
The firearms traced in the Robbery, Arson, and Sex Crimes
categories are practically negligible, especially when compared
with the numbers of pistols and revolvers of the types used by
police.
To the extent the Cox/ATF data reveal anything regarding
military-style semi-automatic rifles, it is that they are rarely
24
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involved in police traces of crime guns.

Using data prepared by

Smithsonian Institution's Edward C. Ezell regarding the number of
various makes and models owned by Americans, police have
requested traces on fewer than one-tenth of one percent of such
rifles now owned.

For example, during the 15-month period, only

105 of 126,000 AK-type semi-automatic rifles were traced in
relation to the investigation of violent crimes--just nine onehundredths of one percent, or roughly one of every 2,000 AK-type
semi-automatics owned by Americans.
In sum, contrary to the Cox article, very little can be
concluded from ATF tracing data, except that ATF itself conducts
most traces for "miscellaneou$" reasons, such as checking on
ordinary citizens who enjoy target shooting with semiautomatic
firearms.

The overwhelming majority of traces are conducted for

reasons unrelated to violent crime, and the overwhelming majority
of firearms used in crime are not traced.
ACTUAL CRIME DATA DEMONSTRATES THAT
SEMIAUTOMATIC RIFLES ARE RARELY USED IN CRIME
The Cox study found that about 10% of the guns traced were
"assault weapons" based on the definition used by the Bush
Administration for the import ban and the list in the Metzenbaum
bill for domestic firearms, with the number rather higher (a) in
Los Angeles and south Florida, and (b) for "narcotics" and
"organized crime" traces.
The study reported a 46% increase in crime use for these
guns between 1987 and 1988, and that the increase was continuing
25
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into 1989.,

If true, that criminal misuse is rising far slower

than availability,

for ATF affidavits suggest that the

importation of such rifles increased 900% in the last two years,
traces less than doubled.

I~hile

ATF is asked to trace only a fraction of the guns used in
crime.

ATF traced about 35,000 guns, although there were over

ten times that many gun-related crimes reported.

Clearance rates

are not that low, and in fact violent crimes represent only a
minority of bases for guns traced.

Cox thus found less than 500

so-called "assault weapons" traced in connection with violent
crimes, only one tenth of one percent of about 360,000 gunrelated violent crimes.
Even if most traces were for real crimes, there are so few
traces that nothing can be learned from looking at the guns
traced.

There are about 180,000 gun-related aggravated assaults

reported to police annually, half of which were cleared by
arrests, but only 1842 assault-related firearms were traced in
the 15 month period.

Thus, there was a gun traced for only one

percent of aggravated assaults.

No one can claim the ability to

project involvement of a particular type of firearm in crime
based on 1% reporting.

Moreover, the 1% is an exaggeration,

since it would involve all guns seized from someone arrested for
an assault for which traces were requested, not necessarily just
the firearm used in the assault.
Cox claims that only 500,000 such g1.",i'lS are privately owned,
26
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based on defining imports as "assault weapons" if on the list of
guns temporarily banned from importation and domestic.if named in
the Metzenbaum bill.

But ATF has estimated 2-3 million, and

Edward C. Ezell of the Smithsonian Institution estimates about 34 million.

If Los Angeles' tendency to trace military lookalikes

is typical of law enforcement nationally, and if Los Angeles has
19% lookalikes compared to 10% nationally,
lookalikes account for about

then military

1/2% of "crime guns. n

If the

ATF/Ezell figures are roughly accurate, then military-style semlautos also account for about 1 1/2% of firearms owned by
Americans and are not disproportionately used in crime.
It is significant that Los Angeles was the place where Cox
found the highest involvement in trace guns to be the so-called
"assault weapons," since Los Angeles is also the place where the
police looked into guns seized to get a percentage rather than
just to guns traced.

So-called "assault weapons" account for 3%

of crime guns, according to the Los Angeles police, so their
accounting for 19% of the guns traced simply demonstrates that
poLl.ce are more apt to trace so-called "assault weapons."
Testimony of Detective Jimmy L. Trahin, Firearms/Ballistics Unit,
to Subcommittee on Constitution, Senate Judiciary Committee, May
5, 1989.

Trahin noted over 4,000 crime guns in Los Angeles,

while Cox noted only 2,740 guns traced in the entire state of
Californi~.

Clearly, the Cox percentage is based primarily on

the fact that so-called "assault guns" are more apt to be traced
27
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than any others--and by a sUbstantial margin.
Angeles' 3% leads to 18% of

t~aced

Indeed, if Los

guns, then it is possible that

the national finding of roughly 10% of trace guns suggests
nati'onally only about 1 1/2% of crime guns.
The data suggest rifle use in crime is diminishing.
Florida,

for example,

between 1987 and 1988,

In

rifle use in

homicide fell from 3.9% of homicides to 2.6%, according to the
Florida Department of Law Enforcement.

In Washington, D.C.,

where drug trafficking was blamed for a 67% increase in the
homicide rate between 1987 and 1988, only
rifle of any kind.

on~

homicide involved a

In Chicago, 1988 saw more murderers using

baseball bats than rifles.
The Columbus Police Department has reported on the

firearrn~

seized during a period of roughly one year (April 29, 1988, to
April 21, 1989) during "crack" raids.

The 179 firearms seized--

which did not include a single semiautomatic centerfire rifle-were in the following proportions:
Revolvers
Semiautomatic pistols
Shotguns - long barreled, not semiauto
Shotguns - sawed off
Shotguns - semiauto
Rifles - .22 caliber, not semi auto
Rifles - .22 caliber semiauto
Rifles - center fire, not semiauto

51%
30%
9%
4%
1%
2%
0.6%
0.6%

Clearly, rifles of all kinds are the least desirable weapon
of criminals, and semiautomatic centerfire rifles are misused far
less than ordinary .22 caliber rimfire rifles.
Nationally, according to FBI reports, firearms of all kinds
28
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accounted for just 4% of the homicides in 1987 and 1988.

This

represents a drop from the early 19805, when over 1000 rifle
related homicides annually were reported to the FBI.

In the

years 1986-88, fewer than 800 rifle-related homicides each year
were repcrted to the FBI.

The rifle-related homicide rate has

dropped 30% during the 19805, despite dramatic increases in the
number of 50-called "assault rifles."
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STA1EMENT OF JOHN R. HESS
CHA!RMAN, JOHN R. HESS AND SONS
AND
PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CHEMICAL DISTRIBUTORS
BEFORE THE
SELECT COMMIT1EE ON NARCOTICS ABUSE AND CONTROL
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
NOVEMBER 1, 1989

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I am pleased to have
been invited here today to express the views of the chemical distributors
on the matters being examined by the Select Committee.
My name is John R. Hess. I am Chairman of John R. Hess and
Company, Inc., a chemical distributorship located in Providence, Rhode
Island. I appear here today in that role, and also as President of the
National Association of Chemicals Distributors (NACO).
We all know that none of us are immune to or isolated from the drug
problem in our country. As recently as last month, while attending my
high school re-union, a former classmate told me that her son had died of
a cocaine overdose. He was a successful businessman, and no one had
known of his involvement with drugs. I would venture that everyone here,
particularly those charged with enforcement, knows someone who has
been a victim of drugs,
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I wish to state clearly that we in the chemical industry, who take title
to the chemicals sold, and who operate distribution facilities, want to
assist the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) in their efforts as an
ally, not as an adversary.

"Precursor" and "Essential" Chemicals
Two terms have been used in association with drugs and chemicals,
and clarification of their meanings is necessary. I am referring to the
terms "precursor" and "essential" chemical. The Chemical Diversion and
Trafficking Act defines a precursor as a chemical which is an agent in the
synthesis of the final product -- in this case, an illicit drug. Precursors
jl

become a part of and are necessary for the synthesis of the final product.
An essential chemical, on the other hand j is defined under the Act as a
solvent, diluent or catalyst in the production of the end product. They are
j

used in the manufacture as the vehicle in which the reaction takes plac€.
Industrial chemical distributors sell and distribute the products
defined as essential chemicals under the Act. The eight essential
chemicals are: acetone, potassium permanganate, hydriotic acid, acetic
anhydride, methyl ethyl ketone, ethyl ether, toluene, and benzyl chloride.
These commodities are regular items c; international commerce, and have
been sold through chemical distributors for many, many years to
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innumerable industries, long before the current drug problem existed. The
essential chemicals are commodities - and I can not emphasize that point
too strongly - which move in large volume at a very low profit margin,
they are not production-controlled pharmaceutical intermediates.
The task faced by the chemical industry, the Congress, and the DEA
is how to do everything possible to keep these essential i.:hemicals from
being diverted to illicit use without disrupting legitimate commerce
unnecessarily. The legitimate

use~

of these products are numerous:

paints and varnishes, coatings for fabrics like Scotchguard, water
purification, detergents, medicines, cosmetics such as nail polish remover
and perfumes, fiberglass, computer electronics, and food products like
saccharin -- just to name a few. We all use thel:e products every day, and
the transactions necessary to fill the manufacturing requirements number
in the hundreds of thousands per year.

How a Distributorship Works
It is apparent to us, who are regional chemical. distributors supplying
essentials to legitimate businesses in our respective territories, that a first
step to control is to evaluate present distribution methods against the
regulations and judge their effectiveness. Tl,e 270-odd distributors who
are members of NACD have facilities inapproxirnately 350 cities in the
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48 contiguous states. They all purchase and take under their control the
chemicals which they distribute.
Distributors provide commodity chemicals to the numerous small
and mid-sized businesses who are unable to deal directly with chemical
manufacturers. These legitimate enterprises rely on our personalized
service to supply quality goods when they are needed.
We, in turn, rely on the principles of product stewardship to maintain
our business relationships. Environmental regulation, product liability, and

-

insurance costs have driven our increasing concern about who uses our
products and how they are handled. The potential for illicit diversion adds
a compelling reason for increased vigilance by responsible distributors in
the area of product

st~wardship.

The chemical distributor is a marketer to specific industries. Our
sales are achieved by direct solicitation by our sales forces to specific
targeted accounts. These sales forces make personal calls in assigned
regions to solicit business for the sale of commodity chemicals as
industrial raw materials. These calls are repetitive. The salesperson
knows the end use of the product sold, and the distributorfowner has a
procedure to establish the creditworthiness of the potential customer. The
distributor also has a record of the purchase order, the shipping paper,
and the delivery point. A request to deliver outside the distributor's
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"normal" delivery area would be recognized, and questioned as a matter
of policy.
Further, because of the sales force, any new or peculiar order would
immediately raise questions, whether the request is for an essential
chemical or something as simple as distilled water.

How the Distributors Can Help
The United States, embodied in the distributors, has a reservoir of
available information, as well as a mobilized force to monitor the
distribution of essential chemicals already in place. This information is
available and will be supplied. Suspicious orders are already required to
be reported to the appropriate agency. This is much more workable and
productive than going back to square one to establish the right of
purchase for a long-standing customer, as must now be done in n",e case
of an export shipment.
Expanding on product stewardship by regularly checking quantities
received from a supplier as compared to a shipping paper or invoice, and
internal reviews of commodity chemical inventories and sales will add a
new dimension to our existing efforts to eliminate diversion. These
practices must also be followed by purchasers of these commodities to
be assured no diversion exists. It is incumbent on anyone who buys and
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maintains an inventory of essential chemicals that any unreasonable
shortage be properly reported. With this type of cooperation and
monitoring, external and internal diversion should be quickly reported.

Current Regulations
Legislatively, the Act is complete, but implementation is still in its
early stages. The Act is a good law, and we are proud to have worked
with Congressman Hughes, and his colleagues in the Subcommittee on
Crime, during its development. But, no single law will end the sale illegal
drugs. Laws set national tone and policy, but only the nationwide
involvement of individuals and companies - acting as the eyes and ears
of enforcement -- will red LIce the diversion of legitimate products for illicit
use. That effective force must be tapped by encouraging voluntary
industry assistance. Please do not discourage such activity by
unreasonable regulation.
The Act is to be applauded for not extending into the huge retail
market. No agency can possibly monitor and control such a large sector
of the economy. It also does not assume to remove every possible
source of products with illicit usefulness.
The Act is adequate as much as any act can be. It is premised on
the continued, vigorous support which the chemical industry has
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demonstrated of its own volition in the past. As the chemical industry has
understood from the beginning, the intent is to draw industry and
enforcement together without disrupting the former, while providing the
latter with adequate information.

Areas of Concern to the Chemical Distributors
NACO and the Chemical Manufacturers Association (CMA) have
been working with DEA to ensure that industry is clear on how certain
provisions in the Act are being interpreted. Some of these provisions and
their interpretations are of particular concern.
At present, DEA does not accept the highly competitive and global
nature of the commodity chemical industry. This, obviously, creates
problems. An understanding of the commodity chemical distribution
industry is critical to workable and effective regulation.
One provision of concern is the record keeping requirement. This
mandates the maintenance of separate records regarding both sales and
receipts. The concept of recordkeeping for receipts is entirflly new. It
was not addressed in either the proposed or final rules, but only came to
light during conversations with the agency. The information faquired by
this provision has been compiled, and is in existing business records.
Thus application of this requirement to both sales and receipts serves only
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to double the already overwhelming regulatory workload. The sheer
volume of required documentation will bog down enforcement efforts so
that finding diversion activity in the mass of mandated files would be like
finding a needle in a haystack.
Another concern is the assessment of accountability. Enforcement
has stated that a vendor who makes a sale FOB, a common practice in
the distribution industry, is responsible and liable for export notification
should the customer - who has both ownership and possession of the
material -- decide to export it. This ratcheting back along the distribution
path, and holding the distributor responsible for actions by his customers
does not encourage cooperative efforts.
A third example deals with the question of "regular customer."
Enforcement interprets this rule to mean that current customers do not
exist until they are registered with DEA, despite the fact that a business
relationship may have been in existence for decades.
With regard to export sales, the definition of a regular customer
becomes even more rigid: a sales history in a specific regulated
commodity is required for "regular" status. Thus, "regular customer"
status is determined on a product-by-product basis. This means, that a
legitimate export customer with "regular" status for one essential
commodity chemical must wait 15 days -- and be grant:::d "regular" status
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again - before he can purchase a different essential chemical. Providing
a "new" service t() an existing customer, Is not servicing an entirely new
customer. This places U.S. distributors at a severe competitive
disadvantage when tryin!;,l to service legitimate foreign need. It also
effectively prevents distributors from expanding their businesses by
responding to market conditions and providing new product lines to
established customers.
In addition, when a product is Imported it becomes part of the
domestic product pool, and as such is subject to tracking from seller to
seller. By requiring pre-notification, U.S. distributors are denied the
opportunity to take advantage of the foreign spot markets. This is a
severe disadvantage in a market where service is key, and prompt action
is a condition of sale.
The regulation also requires sellers to "obtain proof of identity," such
as a driver's license or other documentation. This merely adds to the
already extensive record keeping requirement. More importantly, this
interpretation differs from the statutory language which requires sellers ''to
identify" (P.L.100-690, §310(a)(3)) the other party to the transaction. We
hope to see a return to the statutory language on this point.
Finally, the essential chemicals are the products of choice, not
requisites to illicit drug manufacture. Even if the availability of these
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commodoties to the illicit market is removed entirely, drug producers can
turn to other products -- even substances as simple as gasoline and other
keytones.

Fairness of Regulations to Industry
Given this situation, NACO does not find the regulations entirely fail'
to the chemical distributors. There are areas where our dialogue with
enforcement has produced significant results. But, certain sections, like
those articulated earlier, remain cumbersome. OEA is requiring massive
amounts of information -- more than they need, can use, or was intended
in the law.
NACO's members are small to medium-sized companies. Correct
initial implementation is vital. Frequent re-interpretations create incredible
difficulties in implementation, and render the distributors less able to do
business and less able to assist against diversion. This is fair to neither
business nor enforcement.

Conclusion
Chemicals are the raw materials for the manufacture of innumerable
products. Their deliberate misuse, however, has produced tragic
consequences which require regulation. Enforcement is now responsible
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for regulating the chemical industry, which produces a large percentage of
the gross national product, and in turn supplies nearly every other U.S.
industry.
Excessive regulation will artificially inflate commodity chemical costs
by creating new overhead requirements for I?ompliance. Similar price
increases could be expected in other manufacturing sectors as raw
material costs rise. Static regulation of this dynamic process is extremely
difficult and a dangerous economic gamble.
But the new dynamic must be defined: our members want to
cooperate, but we need to know how to comply. We wish to understand
the regulations, and for the regulators to understand us. This is critical to
an efficient and effective program. We make no pretentions about
approving regulations, but would appreciate the opportunity to comment
before they become final, and explain their potential effects on the
industry.
With appropriate regulation, we can supply these commodities to
legitimate users and remain alert to any diversion attempt. Making access
to these materials unrealistically difficult - by regulation or any other
means -- would change more than just the chemical industry.
The National Association of Chemical Distributors stands ready and
willing to work with DEA in the continued development of a meaningful
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program which will provide useful information without unnecessarily
burdening industry.
Thank you for your attention, gentlemen. I would be happy to try
and answer any questions the Committee may have.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Chemical Manufacturers Association (CMA) is pleased to respond
to the House Select Committee on Narcotics Abuse and Control's
invitation to testify on the diversion of legitimate chemical shipment~
to illicit drug production. The U.S. chemical industry has an
important role in helping reduce the potenti.al for such diversion, and
the industry is committod to effective implementation of the Chemical
Diversion and Trafficking Act of 1988 (CDTA).
CMA is a non-profit trade association whose member companies
represent 90 percent of the production capacity for basic industrial
chemicals in the United States. CMA member companies are involved in
the export and import of cheMical products, some of which aI'e regulated
under the CDTA. Consequently, the chemical industry is very interested
in regulatory efforts which impact on legitimate business activities.
The Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) has reported
considerable data on the trade flows of precu:rsor and essen1;ial
chemicals from the United States to Latin America, particularly to the
Andean countries. CHA has also conducted an analysis of the trade
data, with a particular view toward unprecedented increases or
decreases in the trade. CHA's analysis examines the allegations that
U.S. manufacturers are responsible for a majority of the chemicals
diverted to illegal drug production. The &la1ysis shows that a
comparison of export volumes, rather than percentage increasos,
provides a more accurate picture of the flew of chemicals to the Andean
countries.
eMA is also concer~ed with DEA's ongoing implementation of the
CDTA. In general, CHA is encouraged by the Administration's
willingness to discuss particular implementation problems and seek
acceptable solutions.
CMA is concerned, however, that legitimate
businesses may nevertheless suffer an undue burden as the CDTA is
applied to ;their activities, without any significant benefit in
preventing diversions. Specific CMA concerns include:

II

I
i

o

The requirement to maintain receipt records, especially as it
is applied to certain domestic t'ransactions not otherwise
regulated.

o

DEA's proof of identity requirements.

o

Verification of regular customer status.

o

Application of the export notice requirements to Free on
Board (F.O.B.) and Free Alongside (F.A.5.) transactions.

o

The need for appropriate guidance from DEA to the regulated
community.

o

The lack of a clear interpretation, waiver and exemption
process.
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INTRODUCTION

The Chemical Manufacturers Association (CMA) is pleased to respond
to the Committee's invitation to testify regarding diversions of
legitimate chemical

shipment~

to illegal drug manufacturing.

CMA is

convinced that the U.S. chemical industry can playa significant role
in helping stem the production of illicit drugs, and welcomes this
opportunity to comment on the effectiveness of the Chemical Diversion
and Trafficking Act (CDTA) of 1988 (P.L. No. 100-690) in achieving that
goal.
CMA is a non-profit trade association whose member companies
represent 90 percent of the productive capacity for basic industrial
chem:f.cals in the United States.

CMA and its members were actively

involved in the Cong?essional debate leading to passage of the CDTA,
and are committed to full implementation of the Act.
C~IA

is concerned about the implementation of the CDTA.

Although

the Act has only been in effect since March, 1989, and some
requirements were effective only two daya ago, CMA generally supports
the

Dru~

CMA

su~gests,

Enforcement Administration's (DEA) implementation efforts.
however, that certain prOVisions of the Act require

clarification to ensure the CDTA effectively provides the means to
interdict the diversion of commodity chemical shipments.
Our testimony today also responds to the Committee's specific
concerna about the trade flow of precursor and essential chemicdls to
illegal drug production, particularly to the Andean Countries.

CMA has
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recently analyzed the trade flow of seven of the CDTA "essential"
chemicals from the United States to South America.

Our review of that

data may shed some light on the magnitude of the problem of diversion
to illicit drug manufacturing.

II.

Chemical Diversion and Trafficking Act
CMA and its member companies consulted with both Congress and the

DEA frequently during consideration of the CDTA.

Our effort grew from

the long history of voluntary cooperation between CMA member companies
and DEA in investigating potential diversions of chemical shipments to
illicit drug production.

CMA strongly supported the Act as a necessary

tool in addressing the national problems arising from the abuse of
drugs.
The CDTA reqUires peIsons who distribute, import, or export listed
precursor or essential chemicals (and tableting and encapsulating
machines), to identify their customers, maintain retrievable records,
report suspicious orders, and provide advance notice to DEA of imports
and exports of these chemicals.

The Attorney General has been granted

the authority to adopt implementing regulations, and to suspend imports
and exports if he datermines that a shipment may be diverted to illegal
drug manufacturing.
record-keeping

The eDTA was enacted November 18, 1989, and its

requiremen~.s

went into effect March 18, 1989.

DEA proposed regulations governing the eDTA proof of identity,
record-keeping and reporting provisions on February 8, 1989.
~.

6144.

S4 Fed.

The final regulations were published on August 1, 19C3,

with the records and report sections (21 eFR Part 131(1) efhctive
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August 31, 1989.

The regulations on import and exports of the listed

chemicals became effective October 31, 1989.
CMA and its members submitted extensive comments on the proposed
regulations.

Throughout the regulatory process, and continuing with

DEA's ongoing implementation process, CMA has maintained its
cooperative approach with DEA.

Representatives of CMA and other

associations have met frequently with DEA to attempt to rEsolve
particular problem areas and interpretation questions.

CMA appreciates

DEA's willingness to discuss the effective implementation of the CDTA.
We are pleased to note that considerable progress has been made in
reaching mutually agreeable solutions in some specific areas.
CMA remains concerned that DEA's ongoing implementation has
imposed requirements that do not prevent diversion yet create a
significant burden on legitimate businesses.

We are aware that

business decisions in some CMA member companies are being driven not by
the purposes and goals of the CDTA, but by the burden imposed by the
regulations.

DEA's policy of making case-by-case determinations on

particular questions has also hampered complete implementation of the
Act.
As an example, companies which receive listed chemicals in
domestic transactions and use them in the manufacture of other
materials are not considered "regulated persons" under the CDTA.

A

similarly situated company that also imports a listed chemical is a
"regulated person," however, and is then required to maintain receipt
records for both the import transactions and the domestic receipts,
over and above the required import notice.

As another example, some

process catalysts are encapsulated, and the purchase of encapsulating
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machin9s will make
~ li~ted

th~

company a CDTA regulated persDn.

chemical by that person would require the

Receipt of

mainten~.nce

of

receipt records, even for those chemicals obtained in purely domestic
transactions.

Tne difference will increase the production costs of

producers subject to the record-keeping requirement, so much so that
legitimate commerce in a listed chemical is affected.

CMA is convinced

that Congress intended no such.effect in enacting the CDTA.
Some of CHA's specific concerns, which are reflected below, arise
out of uncertainties in the interpretation of the CDTA.

The fact that

a House-Senate Conference Report on the CDTA was never published
further hampers interpretation of the Act.

Congress may wish to

express its views on implementation and consider appropriate
clarifications of the CDTA.
A.

Receipt Records

The CDTA defines "regulated person" as one who "manufactures,
distributes, imports, or exports a listed chemica1."
802(38).

21 U.S.C. §

"Regulated transactlol!s" under the CDTA include, with certain

stated exceptions, "a distribution, receipt, sale, in,portation or
exportation of a threshold amount, including a cumulative threshold
amount for mUltiple transactions ... of a listed chemical."
802(39).

Id., §

According to DEA's current interpretation, a company's status

as a "regulated person" is not specific to particular transactions in
listed chemicals, but once attained requires compliance with the CDTA
record-keeping, import and export notice requirements.

Conversely, the

determination that a transaction is regulated under the CDTA is
chemicnl specific, depending on whether the threshold limits have been
met.
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The effect of DEA's interpretation is to extend the receipt
records requirement to transactions and situations unlikely to
contribute ,to effective interdiction of illegal diversions.

For

example, companies which receive listed chemicals only in domestic
transactions are not required to keep receipt records; control over
such shipments is achieved through records maintained by manufacturers
and distributors.

If a company imports a single listed chemical,

however, it is required to keep receipt records for all transactions in
all listed chemicals, even those previously unregulated as domestic
receipts.
CMA is encouraged by recent indications that DEA will consider
normal business records sufficient to meet the receipt requirement.

In

addition, DEA has indicated that it will consider case-by-case waivers
where the imports are made infrequently, which if adopted should help
reduce the number of companies subject to the receipt record
requirement.
CMA believes that Congressional clarification of the receipts
record is warranted.

The paper trail necessary to allow effective DEA

enforcement of the Act is not appreciably augmented by a requirement
that receipt records be maintained for all listed chemicals simply
because a single chemical is imported.
B.

Proof of Identity

In CHA's opinion, DEA has made considerable progress in clarifying
the CDTA's proof of identity requirements.

The CDTA grants the

Attorney General the authority to determine what constitutes
proof-of-identity in particular regulated transactions.
830(a)(3).

21 U.S.C. §
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DEA's regulations distinguish proof of identity in transactions
involving new and existing customers.

New customers not involved in

individual or cash purchases must have their identity established by
the supplier, by maintaining on file the customer's or agent's
signature, electronic password, or other identification.

Once

established, the regulations permit annual updates of the material on
file.

See 21 CFR § 1310.07(e)_
In applying the regulations, the distinction betw.een new and

existing customers has become superfluous.
any and all customers to be treated as

ne~

DEA essentially requires
customers, even those with

whom a long-standing business relationship exists.
CMA believes that such relationships -- built on years of mutual
dealing, goodwill, and commercial reasonableness -- should satisfy
DEA's proof of identity requirement.

We understand that DEA has

well-founded enforcement reasons for requiring assurance that
customers or agents are in fact who they purport to be.

CMA suggests

that additional recognition of established business relationships may
help ease the regulatory burden imposed on the chemical industry.
C.

Verification of Regular Customer Status

At CMA's urging, Congress included a provision in the CDTA
intended to expedite "regular customer" determinations for purposes of
the waiver of the IS-day export notice requirement.
9S1(b)(6); 21 C.F.R. § 1313.24.

See 21 U.S.C. §

Under the prOVision, exporters could

submit their foreign customer list5 by August 31, 1989, and unless
otherwise notified as to individual customers, exports to those
customers did not require IS-day advance notice to DEA.

The 60-day

review period provided an alternative to individual IS-day advance

I

I
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notices for qualifying foreign customers as "regular."

On shipments

where the IS-day notice is waived, such notice must be received by DEA
no later than the day of shipment.

DEA has no authority to "approve"

regular customers under this provision of the CDTA.

The Administration

may only disqualify certain foreign customers from waiver of the IS-day
advance notice requirement.
CMA is aware, however, that some companies who took advantage of
the 60-day review opportunity are effectively being penalized by DEA's
failure to complete the reviews.

DEA has notified these. companies that

pending completion of the reviews, "regular customer" status cannot be
8ssumed for

~

must be given.

of the customers on the lists, and that IS-day notice
The blanket notifications contain no indication of the

time period. in which DEA's reviews might be completed.
The chemical companies who took advantage of the 60-day review
period did so for well-founded business reasons.

Some have established

elaborate computer tracking systems whlCh rely in part on a customer's
status as "regular" under the regulations.

The statutory language of

the CDTA requires DEA to notify companies of individuals not eligible
for "regula~ customer" status, and cannot use a blanket notice to delay
making determinations under the 60-day review process.

DEA has had the

lists since August 31, 1989, and it is difficult to imagine how the
Administration's review process will Le expedited by forcing a IS-day
review for specific shipments.
D.

Free on Board/Free Alongside Transactions

In commercial chemical contracts, delivery of the material is
often stated to be Free on Board (F.O.B.) seller's plant, or Free
Alongside (F.A.S.) a named

v~~sel.

See Uniform Commercial Code §
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2-319.

F.O.B. and F.A.S. are common contract terms, which are used in

both domestic and export transactions.

The codification of the terms

F.O.B. and F.A.S. was intended to negate a line of decisions that
suggested they were "merely price terms."
1.

Id., Offi.cial Comment \1

In the typical situation, where d€livery is F.O.B. seller's plant,

the seller bears the expense and risk of putting the goods into the
possession of the carrier.
own vehicle.

In.some cases, the carrier is the buyer's

Generally, the buyer bears the risk of loss of the

product once it is in the carrier's possession.

Parties to a contract

are free, of course, to craft different delivery terms which meet their
particular needs, but in the usual F.O.B./F.A.S. contract, the buyer
effectively gains possession when the material is transferred to the
carrier.
For domestic F.O.B. or F.A.S. transactions which may be
subsequently exported by the buyer, DEA

consider~

the seller to be

the exporter subject to the export notice requirements of the CDTA.
This means that the seller in a F.O.B. or F.A.S. transaction, who has
no control over the ultimate carriage . ld delivery of the chemical, is
required to file a DEA'Form 486 15 days befor·e the export.

DEA's

requirement assumes that the F.O.B./F.A.S. seller is aware that the
material will be subsequently exported.
U.S. purchasing agents, for

e~ample,

Some foreign buyers may have

which may limit the amount of

information available to the seller.
CM! strongly recommends that DEA reassess the application of the
export notice requirement to F.O.B. or F.A.S. sellers.

The export

notice requirement might be better applied if the party responsible for
filing the necessh,y customs documents is also required to file a Form
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486.

In the majority of F.O.B./F.A.S. cases, that party will in fact

be the actual exporter -- the foreign buyer or his agent.
E.

Identification of Listed Chemicals

In the preamble to the final DEA regulations, the Administration
rejected use of the commonly used chemical numbering systems as an aid
in identifying listed chemicals.
I, 1989).

54 Fed.

~.

31657, 31658 (August

For the precursor chemicals identified in the CDTA, the

record-keeping and reporting requirements also apply to salts and
optical isomers of the chemicals.

Literall! hundreds of chemicals may

therefore be subject to regulation as illegal drug precursors.
CHA suggests that use of a numbering system such as the Chemical
Abst!act Service numbers will greatly assist companies in complying
with the CDTA.

Although it is true that the CAS system was not

specifically designed to meet the needs of the CDTA, it nevertheless
represents a system in common usage throughout the chemical industry.
F.

Guidance

DEA has taken a number of steps to promote full implementation of
the CDTA in the regulated community.

The Administration has held a

series of' three regional seminars to introduce the Act and the
regulatory requirements.

DEA continues to afford affected companies

the opportunity to seek specific interpretations of the Act.
CHA believes that the Administration can take additional steps to
guide the chemical industry in the application of the CDTA.
copy of a Chemical Handler's Hanual to be published by DEA

A draft
~as

made

available to CHA in August, just as the manual was sent to the
printer.

The draft Hanual reviews the statutory and regulatory

requirements of the CDTA, and contains little in the way of practical
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guidance for the industry.

\{e are not aware of DEA's schedule for

final publication of the Manual.
Additionally, CMA submitted a set of questions to DEA on September
1, 1989 (Attachment 5).

We intend to disseminate the DEA response to

those questions as guidance for our member companies.

We had hoped to

have the responses available before the effective date of the
import-export notice requirement, but to date CMA has had no written
response from DEA.
CMA and its member companies have had considerable experience in
statutory/regulatory implementation efforts.

With many agencies, CMA

has found a question and answer format useful in opening a dialogue
with the regulating agency, and as a means of focusing our mutual
interests in full implementation.

In short, CMA looks forward to

continuing its cooperative relationship with DEA, and in making
available appropriate guidance materials to our member companies.
G.

Lack of a Clear Interpretation. Waiver and Exemption Process

DEA has adopted a policy of interpreting the CDTA, and granting
waivers and exemptions from the CDTA requirements, on a case-by-case
basis.

The Administration arguably has the statutory authority to

adopt such a process.

To date, companies desiring a DEA

interpretation, or a waiver of the CDTA requirements, submit individual
requests.

DEA typically responds to such requests by letter, with the

interpretation applicable only to the requestor.

The CDTA regulations

do not provide for a specific request process, and DEA is not required
to make public the interpretations granted to individual companies.
CMA is concerned that such a process may result in inconsistent
application of the CDT!.

Regulated companies may face different
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compliance burdens, depending on

wh~ther

exemption was specifically requested.

an interpretation, waiver or

CMA suggests that the

interpretation process could be made more transparent and effective if
DEA adopts a specific waiver and exemption request process.

Regular

publication of DEA's interpretations, and of the reasons leading to
individual waivers or exemptions, should materially assist the
regulated community in compliaqce with the CDTA.

III. Flow of

Pre~ursor

and Essential Chemicals

CMA and its member companies are firmly committed to the concept
of product stewardship.

CMA is confident that no eMA member company

knowingly sells chemicals for illegal drug end-uses.

Our industry's

record of cooperation with Congress and the DEA in formulating and
implementing the CDTA is strong testimony to that commitment.

Other

trade associations in the chemicals and allied products business, such
as the National Association of Chemical Distributors, have also been
strong supporters of the CDTA.
Evidence that legitimate chemical shipments have been diverted to
illicit drug manufacturing is available, however.

A study conducted by

the Central Intelligence Agency in 1988 indicated that increased
imports of precursor and

~ssential

chemicals were inconsistent with

increases in legitimate chemical production.

Repo::ts of some

diversions from legitimate trade have highlighted those concerns.

DEA

has also analyzed possible diversions of chemicals, and at first glance
their data suggest a systematic problem with illegal diversions.
Data reported by DEA does not provide a complete picture of the
flow of precursor and essential chemicals from the United States,
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particularly to South America.

DEA's analysis may in fact overstate

the potential for divarsion, at least inaofar as U.S.-origin chemicals
are concerned.

Although trade flow data on the chemicals subject to

diversion are readily available, we have yet to see an accurate
estimate of the amount actually diverted to illicit drug production.

A

comparison of export volumes over time may be more useful than analysis
of percentage increases in chemical shipments.
DEA reports that in 1986, 59,568 metric tons (131.1 million
pounds) of essential
Latin America.

chemical~

were exported from the United States to

The Administration also states that it "is likely that

a large part of these chemicals ... were used in the clandestine
production of cocaine."
August, 1989).

DEA, Chemical Handler's Hanual 3 (Draft,

DEA indicates that U.S. exports of methyl ethyl ketone

(HEK) to Colombia have increased more than 500 percent in the last two
years, and that Peru and Colombia combined for 88.7 percent of U.S.
potassium permanganate exports.

Id. DEA reports seizures of some

6,160,000 kilograms (kg) of potassium permanganate, 16, ·~50 kg of
acetone, and 6,250 kg of ethyl ether in 1988.

Id.

Although it is

not clear whether these seizures reflect only those made outside the
United States, the context in which the data is reported suggests these
figures represent Latin American seizures of U.S.-origin chemicals.
Using data developed by the U.S. Department of Commerce, CHA has
analyzed the trade flows and value of U.S. exports of eight chemicals
to seven Latin American countries.

Seven

~f

the chemicals are listed

as regulated, "essential" chemicals under the CDTA.

Data on one

chemical, methylamine, was reviewed due to its possible future listing
as a CDTA chemical by DEA.

Data for one listed chemical, benzyl
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chloride, was not available.
Mexic~,

With the possible exception of exports to

the data should be fairly representative of total U.S. exports

of the chemicals to South America.

A summary of our analyses is

attached to this testimony (Attachments 1 and 2).
U.S. exports of the eight chemicals totaled 68.9 million pounds in
1988, or IS percent of total exports of the chemicals by volume.

The

shipments were valued at $28.4.million in 1988, or 13 percent of the
value of U,S. world exporta in these chemicals.
The United States is the major supplier of the chemicals to South
America, largely for geographic and economic reasons.

The 1988 figures

represent a significant decline in exports over the previous three
years.

The decline can be attributed primarily to increased local

productic;>n of these chemicals and the availability of fungible
substi.tutes.
CMA's analysis provides an interesting back-drop to the potential
for diversion of these chemicals.
the eight c.hemicals reviewed.

MEK is the highest volume export of

Colombia and Venezuela are the two

largest recipients of U.S.-origin MEK, with 12.8 and 8.69 million
pounds respectively in 1988.
exports to South America.
negligible.

Acetone and toluene are also significant

Exports of the remaining five chemicals are

Colombia and Venezuela received nearly 65 percent of the

essential chemicals shipped to the seven countries; Brazil received 18
percent of these exports.

Peru and Bolivia imported the least of the

seven countries analyzed.
Contrary to the SaO-percent increase in exports of MEK to Colombia
reported by DEA, CMA's analysis of the data shows that exports have
remained faIrly stable since 1986.

27-179 - 90 - 7

(See Attachment 3).

Colombia
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imported 13.9 million pounds of U.S.-origin MEK in 1986, 11.5 million
pounds in 1987, and 12.8 million pounds in 1988.
peaked in 1987.

U.S. exports of MEK

1988 saw a 43-percent decline in total U.S. MEK

exports to the world, to 57 million pounds.
Although Peru and Colombia may be the largest; recipJents of U.S.
potassium permanganate, there is only one U.S. manUfllc.tnrer of the
chemical.

Total 1988 potassium permanganate exports to Colombia were

19.845 pounds, with Brazil the recipient of 37,485 })ollnds.

The

companies which receive U.S. potassium pl'Tmanganate have had
long-established business relationships with the U. S. supplier.
Exports of all potassium compounds (including permanganate) to the
seven Latin American countries that CMA reviewed were 1.21 million
pounds.
DEA suggests

th8~

6.161 million kg (12.5 million pounds) of

potassium permanganate were seized in 1988.

Assuming ORA IS figllf<l,\

only relate to foreign sei7.ures of permanganate, the U.S. industry
cannot be the sale source of the chemical.

CMA's flnalisi,; also

indicates that little ethyl ether was exporteci to thl' ",won countries
(3,OUO pounds to Colombia in 1988), and that U.S. exports of that
chemical wor.ldwide totaled only 460,000 pounds.

The highly flammable

nature of e1;hyl ether and its rl'latively simpl€', proclnr.tiol1 process make
large volume exports uneconomical Bnd unnecessary.

DEA's focus on

percentabe increases in exports tends to overemphAsl7.e the importance
of volumes that in some cases total less than a thousand pounds.
CMA has also compUed some genera: information regarding precursor
and essential chemical end-uses.

I•
,

See Attachment 4.

Althongh we have

not assessed the volume of legitimate uses in Latin AmeTica, the
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~urrent

export levels of essential chemicals appear largely consistent

with legitimate end-uses.
that smaller volumes of

Overall, the trade data tend to indicate
U.S.-origin essential chemicals are being

shipped to Colombia, and therefore are not generally a source of the
problem within

'~!lat

country.

CMA has analyzed this data to provide a more accurate picture of
potential chemical diversions.

CMA and its member companies recogniZe

that a problem with diversions exists.
to prompt two fundamental inqUiries:

Our review is simply intended
how much does the U.S. chemical

industry actually contribute in terms of diverted chemicals, and,
whether given that contribution, does the Chemical Diversion and
Trafficking Act constitute an effective control measure?

IV.

Conclusion
The U.S. chemical industry is committed to doing its part in

helping eliminate illicit drugs at their source.
coope~ative

CHA views this

effort as an additional tool in addressing the national

drug abuse problem.
CMA has identified a number of specific concerns in the
implementation of the CDTA.

We are confident that DEA and CMA will

continue to cooperate to resolve these problems.

For its part, CMA

looks forward to a continuing, open dialogue with both DEA and the
Congress on diversion issues.
DEA's data on the contribution of the U.S. chemical industry to
illegal drug manufacturing has been somewhat overstated.

Indeed, CHA's

analysis of trade data suggests that U.S. essential chGmical exports to
Latin America are largely consistent with legitimate end uses.

Attachment 1
1988 United States Dollar Exports by Country
(in mi 11iono)

Panama

Brazil

Chile

$0.3
0.0
0.2
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
nla
0.0

$0.0
0.0
1.7
1.9
0.0
0.4
0.3
nla
0.9

$0.2
0.0
0.3
1.1
0.0
0.3
0.1
n/a
0.0

$0.0
0.0
1.0
5.7
0.0
0.1
0.3
nla
0.2

$0.8

$5.3

$2.0

$7.4

Peru

Bolivia

World

$2.9
0.0
1.7
4.3
0.0
0.1
0.4
nla
1.7

$1.0
0.0
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.2
0,0
nla
0.0

$0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.3
0.0
n/s
0.0

$61.2
$0.6
$44.0
$27.3
$0.0
$39.9
$10.4
nla
$32.9

$11.1

$1.4

$0.3

$216.3

Columbia Venezuela

Chemical
Toluene

Ethyl Ether
Acetone
Methyl Ethyl Ketone
Acetic Anhydride
Potassium Compounds

Methylamine
Benzyl Chloride
Hydriodic Acid
Total

Total for Seven Countries
Percent of Seven Countries to World

$28.4
13.1%

1988 Uni ted States Quantity Exports by Country
(in millions of pounds)

Chile

Columbia

Panama

Brazil

1.73
0.00
0.62
0.08
0.00
0.00
0.00
nla
0.07

0.02
0.00
7.85
4.12
0.00
0.33
0.24
n/s
0.39

2.12
0.00
1.82
2.47
0.00
0.26
0.12
nla
0.02.

0.00
0.00
4.67
12.80
0.00
0.10
0.69
nla
0.21

2.49

12.95

6.81

18.49

Peru

Bolivia

World

5.30
0.00
8.89
8.69
0.00
0.04
0.32
n/a
2.83

1.10
0.00
0.09
0.33
0.00
0.04
0.00
n/a
0.02

0.02
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.44
0.00
nla
0.00

75.97
0.46
220.98
56.93
0.00
26.18
17.24
n/a
64.96

26.07

1.58

0.48

462.70

Venezuela

Chemical
Toluene

Ethyl Ether
Acetone

Methyl Ethyl Ketone
Acetic Anhydride
Potassium Compounds

Methylamine
Benzyl Chloride
Hydriodic Acid
Total

Total for Seven Countries
Percent of Seven Countries to World

I
I
)l

I

Compiled 10/20/89

68.9
14.9%
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1988 United States Dollar Exports by Country
Percent to World Total

Panama

Brazil

Chile

Columbia

Venezuela

Peru

80livia

Chemical

.

".

Toluene
Ethyl Ether
Acetone
Methyl Ethyl Ketone
Acetic Anhydride
Potassium Compounds
Methylamine
Benzyl Chloride
Hydriodic Acid

0.5%
0.0%
0.4%
1.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
nla
0.1%

0.1%
0.0%
3.9%
7.1%
0.0%
0.9%
3.3%
nla
2.9%

0.4%
0.0%
0.8%
4.0%
0.0%'
0.7%
0.6:1:
nla
0.1%

0.0%
1.5%
2.3%
21.0%
0.0%
0.3%
3.2%
nla
0.6%

4.8%
0.0%
4.0%
15.6%
0.0%
0.2%
3.7%
nla
5.1%

1.7%
0.8%
0.1%
0.6%
0.0%
0.4%
0.0%
nla
0.0%·

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
O.D%
0.0%

o.n:

0.0%
nla
0.0%

1988 United States Quantity EXJ;!~rts by Country
Percent to World Total

Panama

Brazil

2.3%
0.0%
0.31:
(l.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
nla
0.1%

0.0%
0.0%
3.6%
7.2%
0.0%
1.3%
1.4%
nla
0.6%

Chile

Columbia

Venezuela

Peru

80livia

7.0%
0.4%
4.0%
15.3%
0.0%
0.2%
1.8%
nla
4.4%

1.4%
0.2%
0.0%
0.6%
0.0%
0.2%
0.0%
nla
0.0%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
1.7%
0.0%
nla
0.0%

Chemical
Toluene
Ethyl Ether
Acetone
Methyl Ethyl Ketone
Acetic Anhydride
Potassium Compounde
Methylamine
Benzyl Chlorid"
Hydriodic Acid

Compiled 10/20/89

2.8%
0.0%
0.8%
4.3%
0.0%
1.0%
0.7%
nla
0.0%

0.0%
0.6%
2.1%
22.5%
0.0%
0.4%
4.0%
nla
0.3%
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Ex Darts 01 Precursor Cheli cal QU;lnti ti es
.
(all nutbers In Ii \lionsl
United States Exports - To thE World

Pet
Toluene
1984
1985
1986
19B7
1988

Ch~

4B.5
2B.2 -30.41
26.8 -5.81
134.8 m.at
76.. -43.61

Ethyl
Ether

Pet
Ch~

3.7
1.2 -67.61
1.7 41.71
1.6 -64.71
1.5 -16.71

Pet
Acetone

Ch~

83.7
BB.l
5.31
84.1 -4.51
259.7 m.81
221.1 -14.91

"ethyl
Ethyl
Ketone

Pet Acetic
Pet
Pct
Chg Anhydride Chg "ethylaaine Chg

62.8
77.5 25.11
95.8 22.61
111.8
6.lt
57. B -43.51

34.8
11.3 -67.51
U
Ul
Ul
8.1
1.B1
U

Potassiul
Per.an~an.te

nIl.
nli
nIl.
5.7
17.2 2Bl.B1

Pet Hydriodic Pet
Chg
Acili
Chg

nla
nIl.

46.9

nIl.
55.B
26.2 -52.41

43.4
49.9
48.1
67..

-7.5%
14.7t
-3.41
39.3%

1j
l
~

co

11>0-

1

1
~

United Shte; Exports - To Colulbil

Toluene
1984
1985
1986
1987
1999

Pet
Chg

USB
UBB
B.BS3
8.m -188.1%
U82

Ethyl
Ethlr

1
.,
Pet
Chg

UBi
8.829 288U1
USI -96.61

n.882 IIa.n

un

SUI

Aceiane

Pet
Chg

3.9
3.3 -15.41
3.5
6.11
3.4 -2.91
4.7 38.21

"ethyl
Ethvl
Keta~;
7.8
7.5

1

Pet
Pet Acetic
Pet Potassiul Pet Hydriadic Pct
Chg Anhydride Chg Keihylallne Ch~ Perungmh Chg
Acid
Ch~

-3.Bl
13.9 85.31
11.5 -17.31
12.9 11.31

B.324
un -96.71
I.m Ul

un

8.m

UI
1.61

nIl.
nla
nIl.

nIl.

nla
nli
B.495
8.694

U94
41.21

8.m

28.2%

•• 143
8.115
1.836
8.874
8.212

I1
'I

-99.51
14Ml
105.61
186.51

I

1

j

I
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LegitiMate Uses for Precursor and Essential Chemicals
Regulated by the Chemical Diversion and Trafficking Act
Listed Precursur Chemicals
Chemical

Legitimate Uses

Anthranilic acid and its salts

Dyes, drugs, perfumes and
pharmaceuticals.

Benzyl cyanide

Organic synthesis.

Ephedrine, its salts, optical
isomers, and salts of optical
isomers

Medicine.

Ergonovine and its salts

None.

Erogotamine and its salts

None.

N-Acetylanthranilic acid and its

Chemical. salts

Norpseudoephedrine, its salts,
optical isomers, and salts of
optical isomers

Medicine.

Phenylacetic acid and its salts

Perfume, medicine, manufacture
of penicillin, fungicide, plant
hormones, flavoring, laboratory
reagent.

Phenylpropanolamine, its salts,
optical isomers, and salts of
optical isomers

Medicine.

Piperidine and its salts

Solvent and intermediate,
curing agent for rubber and
epoxy resins, catalyst for
condensation reactions, oils
and fuels, complexing agent.

Pseudoephedrine, its salts,
optical isomers, and salts of
optical isomers

Medicine.

3,4-Methylenedioxyphenyl-2-propanone
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Listed Essential Chemicals
Import and Export Distribution

I

Acetic anhydride

Cellulose acetate fibers and
platics, vinyl acetate,
pharmaceuticals, dyes,
perfumes, exploxives, etc.,
aspirin, esterfying agent for
food starch.

Acetone

Chemicals, paint, varnish and
lacquer solvent, cellulose
acetate, solvent for potassium
iodide andpermanganate,
delusterant for cellulose
acetate fiber, specification
testing of vulcanized rubber
products.

Benzyl chloride

intermediates, benzyl
compmmds, sythetic tannins,
perfumery pharmaceuticals,
manufacture of photographic
developer, gasoline gwn
inhibitors, penicillin
precursors, quaternary ammollium
compounds.

Ethyl ether

Manufacture of ethylene and
other chemical synthesis,
industrial solvent, analytical
chemistry, anesthetic,
perfumery, extractant.

Hydriodic, acid

Perparation of iodine salts,
organic preparations,
analytical reagent,
disinfectant, pharmaceuticals.

Potassium permanganate

Oxidizer, diSinfectant,
deodorizer, bleach, dye,
tanning, radioactive
decontamination nf skin,
reagent in arralytical
chemistry, medicine,
~anufacture of organic
chemicals, air and water
purification.

Dy~s,

2
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2-Butanone
(methyl ethyl ketone)

Solvent. in nitrocellulose
coatings and vinyl films,
"Glyptlll" resins, paint
removers, cements and
adhesives, organic synthesis,
manUfacture of smokeless
powder, cleani.ng fluids,
printing catalyst carrier, lube
oil dewaxing, acrylic coatings.

Toluene

Aviation gasoLine and
high-o"taine blending stock;
benzene, phenol, and
caproiactarn, solvent for paints
and coatings, gums, resins most
oils, rubber, vinyl,
organosols; diluent and thinner
in nitrocellulose lacquers;
adhesive solvent; chemicals;
source of toluenediisocyanates;
explosives; toluene sulfonates;
scintillation counter.

Source: The Condensed Chemical Dictionary, Ninth Edition. Gessner G.
Hawley (editor). Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, New York,
1977.

3
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CHEMICAL MANUI'ACTURER5 ASSOCIATION

September I, 1989

Robert A. Roland
PleSldenl

Hr. John C. Lawn
Administrator
Drug Enforcement Administration
Washington, D.C. 20537
Dear Hr. Lawn:
I wanted to take the opportunity to propose a specific follow up to our
meeting. The Chemical Manufacturers Association (CMA) believes that
the next step in our effort with the Drug Enforcement Administration is
to work on implementing the final regulations under the Chemical
Diversion and Trafficking Act (CDT!) (54 Fed. Reg. 31657, August 1,
1989). Although DE! has adopted several positive amendments in the
final regulation, important aspects muat still be resolved in order to
have an effective regulatory program for preventing diversion. DEA and
CM! should jointly address these concerns, and recent meetings between
our staffs have produced a general agreement that guidance from DE! is
necessary.
In rev-iewing the final regulations, CHA has noted three types of
concerns wi.th certain requiremllnts. Fir!lt, sOIDe of the requirements
are unclear, and companies are not certain about what steps to take for
compliance. Second, other requirements are clear but would be
unnecessary in preventing diversion and are probably unintentional.
Third, there are other requirementa that, regardless of clarity, are
not authorized by the Act. We suggest that where these reqUirements
are useful in preventing diVersion, they should be incorpo~atftd into a
voluntary progra..
To begin resolvin: que.tiona about the final rule, I have enclosed a set of
questions on specific .ections of the rule. We hope that these questions
are a useful start ~ a CMA-DE! progra. for diversion control through
effective laple.entation of the eDT!. CHA will distribute DEA's responses
to our _e_b4rship.
Simple, clearly explained guidance for the relUlated industry is
particularly important. CM! would like to help develop such guidance.
DE! must make clear what is required to ca.ply with the law, and in
doing so will greatly improve the information provided to DEA under the
Act. Effectiva interdiction of chemical diversions depends on
industry's ability to comply fully with the eDTA.

2501 M51,eeI. NW WiIsIItng1on. DC 20037 m·887·1106 Tele. 8ge117 ICMA WSH)
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Hr. John C. Lawn
September 1, 1989
Page 2

It would be good to have CHA and DEA stAff sit down together Rnrl
discuss the enclosed questions. Plpnse contact Garrity RRk~r
(R87-1338) to Ret up a meeting.

s~
Robert A. Roland
President
Enclosure
cc:

R.
J.
T.
G.

Buxzeo (DEA)
Cook (NACO)
Gitchel (DEA)
Haislip (DEA)

I
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QUESTIONS ON THE
DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION'S
FINAL RULE IMPLEMENTING THE
CHEMICAL DIVERSION AND TRAFFICKING ACT
54 Fed. Reg. 31657 (August I, 1989)
Q~estions raised by the Chemical Manufacturers Association on
DEA's final rule, "Records, Reports, Imports and Exports o£ Precursor
and Essential Chemicals, Tableting Machines and Encapsulating Machines".

1.

Sec. 1310.01(£)(1)(i) excludes "domestic lawful
distributions" from the definition of the term "regulated
transaction" if the distribution tlccurs "... in the usual
course of business between agents or employees of a single
regulated person." The definition further states that this
is limited to "individuals under the direct management and.
control of the regulated person ••• " Using these definitions,
is it a regulated transaction when a compally transfers a
listed chemical to or from a warehouse or storage terminal?
Are warehouses or storsge terminals not under the direct
management and control of the regulated person to be
differentiated from those that are?

2.

Sec. 1310.06(a)(S) requires a seller to keep records of "the
type of identification used by the purchaser and any unique
number on that identification." The eDTA (P.L. No. 100-690),
however, does not contain such a requirement. What purpose
will this recordkeeping requirement serve in preventing the
diversion of listed chemicals?

3.

Sec. 1310.07(a) requires a purchaser to "present documents
which would verify th" identity" of the purchaser "at the
time the order is placed." Does this requirement to document
identity preclude telephone orders? Can telephone orders
made with an appropriate password constitute a permiSSible
transaction?

4.

Sec. l310."!l7(b) requires a seller to "verify the existence
and apparent vaUdity of a business entity." Do the usual
credit and business checka conducted by a seller meet this
raquireaant?

S.

What proc~ss will DEI. usa in notifying regulated persons that
their rocorda will be subject to inspection? What documents
can a ruulatad person demand and inspect prior to such
an inspection?

6.

See. 1310.05 requires regulated persons to report unusual or
excessive 10s88s. Some of the listed chemicals are shipped
in bulk, and differences between the amount shipped and
received are not uncommon. Will DEI. establish a nat.'.oilal
policy on acceptable losses, including ranges?
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Is it DEA's intent in Sec. 1310.07 to re~uire that
signatures be kept on file for existing customers, which then
must be updated annually?

8.

By its terms, Sec. 1310.07 contains a number of ambiguities.
Please clarify DEA's intent regarding proof of identity,
particularly regarding new and existing customers, and
electronic transactions.

9.

CM! is aware that DEA f.ield offices are conducting surveys of
potentially regulated persons. What steps can regulated
persons with multiple sites take to assure consistent
responses?

10.

The CDTA requires DEA to consult industry in establishing the
threshold limits for listed chemicals. What process did DEA
employ in consulting industry on the current threshold
values? How will the process be continued or amended for
additions to the list of essential or precursor chemicals?

11.

Do'ell DEA recommend any additional steps, such as annotation
of records, for customer identities verified by phone or
other means?

12.

Sec. 1313.02(j) defines the term "established busineSll
relationship with a foreign customer," and includes a list of
information to be reported for the IS-day advance notice
waiver. For customers with no fixed street address, will the
mailing address or destination for delivery purposes suffice?

13.

Sec. 1313.02(j) further requires reporting of the duration of
the business ralationship, the frequency and number of
transactions during the preceding 12-month period, and the
quantity of chemicals involved in regulated transactions.

14.

I
l

A.

Is DEI. conditionina "relUlar customer" statull on the
provillion of lIuch information?

B.

Sec. 1313 does not go into effect until October 30,
1989. Therefore, there will b. no "regulated
transactionll" until that time. Does DEI. desire
reporting of quantities for transactions prior to the
effective date and if so, over what period of time?

C.

How will DEI. assellll lelitimate changell in customer needs
which change listQd ch~ical use patterns? What type of
information ~~~s DEI. expect in such instancell?

Secs. l3l3.l2(a) and 1313.21(a) require notice tn DEA "not
later than 15 days before the transaction is to take place."
Secs. 1313(b) and 1313.21(b) IItate the DEA mullt receive a
Form 486 not later than 15 days prior to the import or
export. Does DEI. want the import notice 15 days before the
transaction or before the ~ctu8l shipment?
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15.

Section 1313.15(a) calls for the reporting of regular
suppliers by August 31, and then review by DEA for two months
ending on October 30, 1989. Sec. 1313.1s(c) states that
foreign suppliers identified on Form 486 after October 30
(and after a IS-day wait) will qualify as regular suppliers.
Are imports of listed chemicals between August 31 and October
30, 1989 to be reported?

16.

In SQc. 1313.02(8), chemical export is defined to mean
"transferring ownership or control, or the sending or taking
of listed chemicals out of the United States ... " In Sec.
1313.02(b), chemical exporter is defined as the person who
"as the principal party in interest in the export
transaction, has tne power and responsibility for determining
and controlling the sending ••• out of the United States."
When an export broker is used to handle a shipment and does
not actually take title (ownership) of the listed chemicals,
which party ia responsible for filing the required notice as
the "chemical exporter"? Are freight forwarders and customs
brokers generally subject to the Act?

17.

Sec. 1313.21(d) bans "knowingly or intentionally" exporting a
listed chemical in violation of importing country laws, and
when the regulated person haa "reasonable cause to
believe •.• " the shipment may be diverted. How will exporters
be certain what importing country lawa are in existence?

18.

The CDTA provides DEA the authority to suspend certain
shipments. What criteria will DEA apply in determining what
shipments to suspend? To what extent will suspensions depend
on information under the control of persons in foreign
countries?

19.

DEA has the authority to notify a regulated person of a
change in a "regular custOlller's" status. What criteria will
DE! apply in making these determinations?

20.

Do the regulations apply to export shipments between a U.S.
company and its foreign parant or subsidiary?

II

21.

Huat "regular customer" status be obtained for each chemical
shipped to a giVeD purchaser, or will regular customer status
apply to all shipments of listed chemicals to a purchaser?

22.

In the preaable to the CDTA regulations DEA states that it
rejected use of CAS (Chemical Abstract Service) numbers as a
means of assurin, identification of listed chemicals. Is DEA
prepared to adopt some system other than the nomanclature
contained in the regulationa to promote compliance with the
Act?

23.

Many chemical exporters file Shipper Export Declarations
electronically with U.S. Customs. Will it be possible to
file Form 486 in a similar manner in order to reduce the
paperwork burden on the regulated community?

24.

Some data, such as telephone members, are not routinely
available from the other party in a transaction. How will
DEA handle reports and records which do not contain this
information?
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM A. DAVIS
PRESIDENT, VALLEY SOLVENT COMPANY, INC.
FOR THE
SELECT COMMITTEE ON NARCOTICS ABUSE AND CONTROL
u.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
NOVEMBER 1, 1989

My name is William A. Davis. I am President of Valley Solvent Company, Inc., a
wholesale chemical distributor in Combes, Texas, near the Mexican border. Our company
was established in 1952, and currently employs approximately 50 people. We distribute
commodity chemicals and solvents to commercial, government, and industrial users. We
distribute hundreds of chemicals, including the essential chemicals now regulated by the
Chemical Diversion and Trafficking Act of 1988 (CDTA).
A significant segment of our business is distributing chemicals to customers in
Mexico. An important part of this export market is the maquiladora, or twin plant industries.
The maqUiladoras are primarily U.S. firms with plants on both sides of the border. Their
purpose in locating here is to utilize the Mexican labor force in labor-intensive assembly
operations. Currently there are over 1,600 maquiladora plants along the border. These
plants provide thousands of jobs on both sides of the border, and utilize large quantities of
raw materials from U.S. firms like ours. In addition to supplying maquiladora industries, we
export to Mexican distributors and manufacturing firms.
We are confident that the essential chemicals we sell are used in legitimate industrial
applications. We know this because of the contacts we build with our customers prior to a
sale. We maintain regular personal contact with our customers, and conduct thorough
investigations of their buying histories and creditworthiness as a matter of course.
Although we agree fully with the concept of the CDTA, there are several provisions
which are unnecessary, burdensome, and fail to achieve the desired results. These
provisions place U.S. firms, such as ours, at a decisive disadvantage in the world market.
The provisions which affect Valley Solvents most are those regarding import and export
activities.
The Act defines a 'regular' customer for export purposes as one who has a sales
history in a specific regulated chemicai. This interpretation is too rigid because 'regular'
status is unavailable until an order is placed for a regulated chemical for which that customer
is not registered, and a 15-day waiting period has elapsed. This delay, in an industry where
responsiveness and service are the foundation of business, will surely cause lost sales to
foreign competitors, who are not regulated by DEA and can provide a faster response time.
The Ac( (equires a 15-day pre-notification for imported chemicals as well. Since
import purchases become a pan of the domestic product pool, and arp. thus subject to
regulation upon re-sale, and since pre·notification is not required for domestic transactions,
this provision serves no useful purpose. It instead effectively denies U.S. distributors the
opportunity to participate in foreign spot markets when there are sudden shifts in price or
supply. Again, this places us in an uncompetitive situation and results in lost business
opportunities.
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There are other troUblesome provisions, such as requiring sell"'rs to obtain a
'slgnature on file' for Individuals ''''ho place orders. Since most orders are placed by
telephone, checking signatures is impossible. This provision only creates additional
paperwork, while providing no additional safeguard to the Act..
Because of provisions like these, we are concerned about our ability to compete in
the export market, especially since that is a significant portion of our business.
The Act will not effectively control the flow of essential chemicals te Central America.
It will only conlrolthe flow of chemicals produced and distributed by U.S. companies to
legitimate export markets.
We are willing to, and desire to aid DEA in their efforts to win the war on drugs -. we
sh<lre their goals. However, we have serious concerns over the regulations that have
rendered us uncompetitive in legitimate commerce, and yet have little effect on the
movement of illegitimate transactions.

I
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
BUREAU OF ALCOHOL. TOBACCO ANO FIREARMS
WASHINGTON. 0 C. ,0226

JUL 0 S 1989

MEMORANDUM TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

Director
Associate Director (Compliance Operations)
Report and Recommendation on the
Importability of Certain Semiautomatic
Rifles

The working group has completed its evaluation of the
semiautomatic rifles whose importation was suspended
pending a delermination as to whether these weapons are, as
required by 18 U.S.C. § 925(d)(3), of a type "generally
recognized as particularly suitable for or readily
adaptable to sporting purposes."
Attached for your review and approval is the report and
recommendation on the importability of these rifles.

~,e&U
Daniel R. Black

Attachment

APpro~cJr 1d/~1
Disapprove: ___________________
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REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION OF THE ATF WORKI~G GROUP
ON THE IMPORTABILITY OF CERTAIN
SEMIAUTOMATIC RIFLES

SUSPENSION OF ASSAULT-TYPE RIFLE IMPORTATIONS
On March 14, 1989, ATF announced that it was suspending,
effective immediately, the importation of several makes of
assault-type rifles, pending a decision as to whether these
weapons meet the statutory test that they are of a type
generally recognized as particularly suitable for or
readily adaptable to sporting purposes. The announcement
stated that ATF would not approve, until further notice,
the impQrtation of AKS-type weapons, Uzi carbines,
FN/FAL-type weapons, FN~FNC-type weapons and Steyr Aug
semiautomatic weapons. On April 5, 1989, the suspension
was expanded to include all similar assault-type rifles.
For purposes of this suspension, assault-type rifles were
rifles which generally met the following criteria:
a.

military appearance

b.

large magazine capacity

c.

semiautomatic

v~rsion

of a machinegun

Based on ~hese criteria, ATF suspended action on pending
applications and suspended outstanding permits covering
certain firearms listed in Attachment 1. These included
both centerfire and .22 rimfire caliber firearms. At that
time, ATF indicated that the reexamination of these weapons
would take approximately 90 days.
This ATF working group was established to conduct the
reevaluation of the importability of these semiautomatic
rifles. This report represents the findings and
recommendations of the working group.
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BACKGROUND
Section 92s(d)(3) of Title 18, United States Code, as
amended, provides in pertinent part that:
The Secretary shall authorize a firearm . . . to
be imported or brought into the United States
if the firearm . . .
(3) is of a type that does not fall within
the definition of a firearm as defined in
section 5845(a) of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954 and is generally recognized as
particularly suitable for or readily
adaptable to sporting purposes, excluding
surplus military firearms . . .
This provision was originally enacted by Title IV of the
Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, and was
also contained in Title I of the Gun Control Act of 1968,
which amended Title IV later that year. According to the
Senate Report on Title IV, this provision was intended to
·curb the flow of surplus military weapons and other
firea~ms being brought into the United St&tes which are not
particularly suitable for target shooting or hunting."
S. Rep. No. 1097, 90th Congo 2d Sess. 80, 1968 U.S. Code
Congo and Admin. News 2112, 2167.
Moreover, there is legislative history which indicates that
,Congress int~nded the standard to allow the importation of
traditional sporting rifles, while excluding military-type
rifles. The Senate Report on the Gun Control Act observed
that the importation standards • . . . are designed and
intended to provide for the importation of quality made,
sporting firearms, including . . . rifles such as those
manufactured and impozted by Browning and other such
manufacturers and importers of firearms." S. Rep. No.
1501, 90th Congo 2d Sess. 38 (1968). Significantly, the
rifles being imported by Browning at that time were
semiautomatic and manually operated traditional sporting
rifles of high quality.1
An e~planation of the effect of this section by one of the
sponsors of the bill specifically stated that military
firearms would not meet the ·sporting purposes· test for
importation. The mere fact that a military firearm may be
used in a sporting event does not make it importable as a
sporting firearm. 2
There is a reference in the Senate Report on Title IV which
notes that the importation prohibition " . • . would not
interfere with the bringing in of currently produced
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firearms, such as rifles . . . of recognized quality which
are used for hunting and for recreational purposes, or for
personal protection." S. Rep. No. 1097, 90th Congo 2d
Sess. 80, 1968 U.S, Code Congo and Admin. News 2112, 2167.
However, this language is not inconsistent with the
expressed purpose of restricting importation to firearms
particularly suitable for target shooting or hunting since
firearms particularly suitable for those purposes can
obviously be used for other purposes such as recreational
shooting and personal protection.
The determination of a weapon's suitability for sporting
purposes "rest(s] directly with the Secretary of the
Treasury," 114 Congo Rec. 27465 (1968) (Statement of Sen.
Murphy). While the legislative history suggests that the
term "sporting purposes" refers to the traditional sports
of target shooting, trap and skeet shooting, and hunting,
the statute itself provides no criteria beyond the
.
"generally recognized" language of section 925(d)(3). S.
Rep. No. 1097, 90th Congo 2d Sess. 80, 1968 U.S. Code Congo
and Admin, News 2167. The Senate Report on the Gun Control
Act stated:
The difficulty of defining weapons characteristics to meet this target (of eliminating
importation of weapons used in crime] without
discriminating against sporting quality
firearms, was a major reason why the Secretary
of the Treasury has been given fairly broad
discretion in defining and administering the
import prohibition.
S. Rep. No. 1501, 90th Congo 2d Sess. 38 (1968).
Following enactment of the Gun Control Act in 1968, the
Secretary established a Firearms Evaluation Panel to
pro~iJe guidelines for implementation of the "sporting
purposes· test of section 925(d)(3). This panel was
composed of representatives from the military, law
enforcement, and the firearms industry. The panel focused
its attention on handguns and recommended the adoption of
factoring criteria to evaluate the various types of
handguns. These factoring criteria are based upon such
considerations as overall length of the firearm, caliber,
s~fety features, and frame construction.
An evaluation
sheet (ATF Form 4590) was developed thereafter by ATF and
put into use for evaluating handguns pursuant to section
925(d) (3). Attachment 2.
The 1968 Firearms Evaluation Panel did not propose criteria
for evaluating rifles and shotguns under section
925(d)(3). Other than surplus military firearms which
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Congress addressed separately, longguns being imported
prior to 1968 were generally conventional rifles and
. shotguns specifically intended for sporting purposes.
Thus, in 1968, there was no cause to develop criteria for
evaluating the sporting purposes of rifles and shotguns.
Until recently, all rifles and shotguns were approved for
importation so long as they were not otherwise excluded by
section 925(d)(3). Only rifles and shotguns covered by the
National Firearms Act (NFA) , 26 U.S.C. § 5845(a) (for
example, machineguns and short-barreled rifles and
short-barreled shotguns), and surplus military rifles and
shotguns had been denied importation.
The Firearms Evaluation Panel did briefly comment on
whether a model BM59 Beretta, 7.62mm NATO Caliber Sporter
Version Rifle was suitable for sporting purposes. Minutes
of the Firearms Advisory Panel, December 10, 1968.
Attachment 3. It was the consensus of the Panel that thfs
rifle did have a particular use in target shooting and
hunting. Accordingly, it was recommended that importation
of the Beretta BM59, together with the SIG-AMT 7.62mm NATO
Caliber Sporting Rifle and the Cetme 7.62mm NATO Caliber
Sporting Rifle, be authorized for importation. (The
Beretta BM59 and the Cetme, the predecessor to the HK9l,
are two of the rifles whose importation has been
suspended. The SIG-AMT is no longer being produced.)
However, the Panel recommended that importation of these
weapons should include the restriction that they not
possess combination flash suppressors/grenade launchers.
The working group found the Panel's consideration of these
rifles to be superficial and unpersuasive. The vast
majority of the work of the 1968 Panel was devoted to
handguns and the establishment of the factoring criteria
for the importation of handguns. Indeed, we found
compelling evidence that these rifles are not generally
recognized as particularly suitable for sporting purposes.
The first time that ATF looked beyond the restrictions on
NFA and surplus military rifles and shotguns and undertook
a meaningful analysis under the ·sporting purposes· test
was in 1984. At that time, ATF was faced with a new breed
of imported shotgun. It was clear that the historical
assumption that all shotguns were sporting was no longer
viable. Specifically, ATF was asked to determine whether
the Striker-12 shotgun was suitable for sporting purposes.
This shotgun is a military/law enforcement weapon initially
designed and manufactured in South Africa for riot
control. When the importer was asked to provide evidence
of sporting purposes for the weapon, ATF was provided
information that the weapon was suitable for police/combat
style competitions. ATF determined that this type of
competition did not constitute ·sporting purposes· under
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the statute, and that this shotgun was not suitable for
traditional sporting purposes, such as hunting, and trap
and skeet shooting. Accordingly, importation was denied.
Attachment 4.
Thereafter, in 1986, the Gilbert Equipment Company
requested that the USAS-12 shotgun be classified as a
sporting firearm under section 925(d)(3). After
examination and testing of the weapon, ATF found that it
was a semiautomatic version of a selective fire
military-type assault shotgun. In this case, ATF
determined that, due to its weight, size, bulk, designed
magazine capacity, configuration, and other factors, the
USAS-12 was not particularly suitable for or readily
adaptable to sporting purposes. Again, ATF refused to
recognize police/combat competitions as a sporting purpose
under section 925(d)(3). The shotgun was reviewed on the
basis of its suitability for traditional shotgun sports
hunting, and trap and skeet shooting and its importation
was denied. Attachment 5. This decision was upheld by the
United States District Court in Gilbert Equipment Company,
Inc. v. Higgins, 709 F. Supp. 1071 (S.D. Ala. 1989). The
case is currently on appeal to the Eleventh Circuit.

of

These two cases involving shotguns represent ATF's first
thorough examination of the suitability of certain
combat-type weapons for sporting purposes. In these cases
ATF adopted an interpretation of sporting as being limited
to certain traditional sports and not simply any lawful
activity in which the weapons might be employed.
ANALYSIS
A. Defining the type of weapon under review.
As noted above, section 925(d)(3) expressly provides that
the Secretary shall authorize the importation of a firearm
that is of a ~ that is generally recognized as
particularly suitable for spqrting purposes. The
legislative history also makes it clear that the Secretary
shall scrutinize types of firearms in exercising his
authority under section 925(d). Specifically, in its
explanation of section 925(d)(3), the Senate Report on the
Gun Control Act stated:
This sUbsection gives the Secret~ry authority to
permit the importation of ammunition and certain
~ of firearms--(l) those imported for
scientific or research purposes or for use in
competition or training under chapter 401 of
title 10 of the United States Code; (2) an
unserviceable firearm other than a machinegun;
(3) those firearms not coming within the purview
of the National Fireatms Act (26 U.S.C. 5801, ~
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and suitable for 'sporting purposes (in the
case of surplus military weapons this type is
limited to ~hotguns and rifles) and those taken
out of the United States. (Emphasis added.)
s.esr....)

S. Rep. No. 1S01, 90th Congo 2d Sess. 38 (1968).
In light of the statutory mandate that types of firearms be
scrutinized, the working group first attempted to determine
whether the semiautomatic rifles suspended from importation
fall within a type of firearm.
The working group determined that the semiautomatic rifles
in question are generally semiautomatic versions of true
selective fire mi1\tary assault rif1es. 3 As a class or
type of firearm they are often referred to as "assault
rifles,· "assault-type rifles," "military style rifles," or
"paramilitary rifles."4 Since we are only concerned witH
semiautomatic rifles, it is somewhat of a misnomer to refer
to these weapons as "assault rifles." True assault rifles
are selective fire weapons that will fire in a fully
automatic mode. S For the purposes of this paper, it was
necessary to settle on one term that best describes the
weapons under consideration, and we will refer to these
weapons as 'semiautomatic assault rifles." They represent
a distinctive type of rifle distinguished by certain
general characteristics which are common to the modern
military assault rifle. The modern military assault rifle,
such as the U.S. M16, German G3, Belgian FN/FAL, and Soviet
AK47, is a weapon designed for killing or disabling the
enemy and, as described below, has characteristics designed
to accomplish this purpose.
We found that the modern military assault rifle contains a
variety of physical features and characteristics designed
for military applications which distinguishes it from
traditional sporting rifles. 6 These military features and
characteristics (other than selective fire) are carried
over to the ~emiautomatic versions of the original military
rifle. These features and characteristics are as follows:
1.

Military Configuration.
a. Ability to accept a detachable magazine. Virtually
all modern military firearms are designed to accept
large, detachable magazines. 7 This provides the
soldier with a fairly large ammunition supply and the
ability to rapidly reload. Thus, large capacity
magazines are indicative of military firearms. While
detachable magazines are not limited to military
firearms, most traditional semiautomatic sporting
firearms, designed to accommodate a detachable
magazine, have a relatively small magazine capacity.
In addition, some States have a limit on the magazine
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capacity allowed for hunting, usually 8 rounds or
less. 8 That a firearm is designed and sold with a
large capacity magazine, ~, 20-30 rounds, is a
factor to be considered in determining whether a
firearm is a semiautomatic assault rifle.

t.

Folding/telescoping stocks. Many military firearms
incorporate folding or telescoping stocks. 9 The main
advantage of this item is portability, especially for
airborne troops. These stocks allow the firearm to be
fired from the folded position, yet it cannot be fired
nearly as accurately as with an open stock. With
respect to possible sporting uses of this feature, the
folding stock makes it easier to carry the firearm when
hiking or backpacking. However, its predominant
advantage is for military purposes, and it is normally
not found on the traditional sporting rifle.
c. Pistol grips. The vast majority of military
firearms employ a well-defined pistol grip that
protrudes conspicuously beneath the action of the
weapon. lO In most cases, the "straight line design" of
the military weapon dictates a grip of this type so
that the shooter can hold and fire the weapon.
Further, a pistol grip can be an aid in one-handed
firing of the weapon in a combat situation. Further,
such grips were designed to assist in controlling
machineguns during automatic fire. On tbe other hand,
the vast majority of sporting firearms employ a more
traditional pistol grip built into the wrist of the
stock of the firearm since one-handed shooting is not
usually employed in hunting or competitive target
competitions.
d. Ability to accept a bayonet. A bayonet has
distinct military purposes. ll First, it has a
psychological affect on the enemy. Second, it enables
soldiers to fight in close quarters with a knife
attached to their rifles. We know of no traditional
sporting application for a bayonet.
e. Flash suppressor. A flash suppressor generally
serves one or two functions. First, in military
firearms it disperses the muzzle flash when the firearm
is fired to help conceal the shooter's position,
especially at night. A second purpose of some flash
suppressors is to assist in controlling the 'muzzle
climb" of the rifle, particularly when fired fully
automatic. 12 From the standpoint of a traditional
sporting firearm, there is no particular benefit in
suppressing muzzle flash •. Those flash suppressors
which also serve to dampen "muzzle climb" have a
limited benefit in sporting uses by allowing the
shooter to reacquire the target for a second shot.

27-179 - 90 - 8
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However, the barrel of a sporting rifle can be modified
by "magna-porting" to achieve the same result. There
are also muzzle attachments for sporting firearms to
assist in the reduction of muzzle climb. In the case
of military-style weapons that have flash suppressors
incorporated in their design, the mere removal of the
flash suppressor may have an adverse impact on the
accuracy of the firearm.
f. Bipods. The majority of military firearms have
bipods as an integral part of the firearm or contain
specific mounting points to which bipods may be
attached. l3 The military utility of the bipod is
primarily to provide stability and support for the
weapon when fired from the prone position, especially
when fired fully automatic. Bipods are available
accessory items for sporting rifles and are used
primarily in long-range shooting to enhance stability.
However, traditional sporting rifles do not come
equipped with bipods, nor are they specifically
designed to accommodate them. Instead, bipods for
sporting firearms are generally designed to attach to a
detachable "sling swivel m~unt· or simply clamp onto
the firearm.
g. Grenade l&uncher. Grenade launchers are
incorporated in the majority of military firearms as a
device to facilitate the launching of explosive
grenades. l4 Such launchers a~e generally of two
types. The first type is a flash suppressor designed
to function as a grenade launcher. The second type
attaches to the barrel of the rifle either by screws or
clamps. We are not aware of any particular sporting
use for grenade launchers.
h. Night sights. Many military firearms are equipped
with luminous sights to facilitate sight alignment and
target acquisition in poor light or darkness. IS Their
uses are generally for military and law enforcement
purposes and are not usually found on sporting firearms
since it is generally illegal to hunt at night.
2. Whether the weapon is a semiautomatic version of a
machinegun.
The vast majority of modern military firearms are
selective fire, ~, they can shoot either fully
automatic or semiautomatic. Since machineguns are
prohibited from importation (except for law
enforcement use) the manufacturers of such weapons
have developed semiautomatic versions of these
firearms. 16
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whether the rifle is chambered to accept a centerfire
case having a length of 2.25 inches or less.

c~rtridge

Modern military assault rifles and submachineguns
are generally chambered to accept a centerfire
cartridge case of 2.25 inches or less. 17 On the
other hand, while many traditional sporting rifles
will fire a cartridge of 2.25 inches or less, such
firearms usually do not have the other military
features outlined in Items la-h.
These features and characteristics are not usually found on
traditional sporting firearms. 1S This is not to say that a
particular rifle having one or more of the listed features
should necessarily be classified as a semiautomatic assault
rifle. Indeed, many traditional sporting firearms are
semiautomatic or have detachable magazines. Thus, the
criteria must be viewed in total to determine whether the
overall configuration places the rifle fairly within the
semiautomatic assault rifle category.
Using these criteria, we determined that, on balance, all
of the firearms on t~e original suspension list ar.e
properly included in the semiautomatic assault rifle
category, with the exception of the .22 rimfire caliber
rifles and the Valmet Hunter. While the .22 rimfire
caliber rifles bear a striking resemblance to the true
assault rifle, these rifles employ, by and large,
conventional .22 rimfire caliber semiautomatic
mechanisms. 19 Moreover, they are not semiautomatic
versions of a machinegun and contain only a few of the
other relevant characteristics. Further, the working group
determined that, in general, .22 caliber rifles are
generally recognized as suitable for small game hunting.
The valmet Hunter. while based on the operating mechanism
of the AK47 assault rifle, has been substantially changed
so that it is now akin to a traditional sporting rifle and
does not properly fall within the semiautomatic assault
rifle category. More speCifically, its receiver has been
modified and its pistol grips, bayonet, und flash
suppressor have been removed. The trigger mechanism has
been moved to the rear of the modified receiver to
facilitate its use with a traditional sporting stock.
Ai50, its military-style sights have been r~placed with
traditional sporting-style sights. See Attac~~ent 6.
B.

Scope of ·Sporting Purposes,·

The second step of our process was to determine the scope
of ·sporting purposes· as used in the statute. This is a
critical aspect of the process. The broadest interoretation could take in virtually any lawful activity or
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competition which any person or groups of persons might
undertake. Under this interpretation, any rifle could meet
the ·sporting purposes· test. A narrower interpretation
which focuses on the traditional sports of hunting and
organized marksmanship competition would result in a more
selective importation process. 20
To determine the proper interpretation, we consulted the
statute itself, its legislative history, applicable case
law, the work of the original Firearms Evaluation Panel,
and prior interpretations by ATF. In terms of the statute
itself, the structure of the importation provisions would
suggest a somewhat narrow interpretation. In this regard,
firearms are prohibited from importation (section 922(~»
with certain specific exceptions (section 925(d)(3». A
broad interpretation which permits virtually any firearm to
be imported because someone may wish to use it in some
lawful shooting activity would render the statute
meaningless.
As discussed earlier, the legislative history suggests a
narrow meaning and indicates that the term ·sporting
purposes· refers to the traditional spor~s of target
shooting, skeet and trap shooting, and hunting. Moreover,
the history discussed earlier strongly suggests that
Congress intended the provision to allo~ the importation of
traditional sporting type rifles while excluding military
type rifles. There is nothing in its history to indicate
that it was intended to recognize every conceivable type of
activity or competition which might ~mploy a firearm. To
the contrary, the history indicates tbat mere use in some
competition would not make the rifle a sporting rifle.
Finally, the 1968 Firearms Evaluation Panel specifically
addressed at least one informal shooting activity and
determined that it was not a legitimate sporting purpose
under the statute. The panel addressed what is commonly
referred to as ·plinking· (shooting at randomly selected
targets such as bottles and cans). It was the Panel's view
that ·while many persons participated in this type of
activity and much ammunition was expended in such
endeavors, it was primarily a pastime and could not be
considered a sport for the purposes of importation. .
See Attachment 3.
Based on the above, the working group determined that the
term ·sporting purpose" should properly be given a narrow
reading. It was determined that while hunting has been a
recognized rifle sport for centuries, and competitive
target shooting is a recognized rifle sport, the so-called
activity of plinking is not a recognized sport. Moreover,
we believe that reference to sporting purposes was intended
also to stand in contrast to military and law enforcement
applications. Consequently, the working group does not
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believe that police/combat-type competitions s~ould be
treated 3$ sporting activities. This position is supported
by the court's decision in Gilbert Equipment Company. Inc ..
~.}-.rul, 799 F. ~upp: 1071 (5.0: Ala. 1989) and is
consistent wlth prlor lnterpretatlons of ATF as noted on
pages 4 and 5 in discussing the Striker-12 shotgun and
USAS-l2 shotgun.
C.

Suitability.

rhe final step in our review involved an evaluation of
whether semiautomatic assault ritles are a type of rifle
aenerally recognized as partig;Jlarly suitable for or
I?ddily adaptable to the ~r,$ditional sporting applications
discussed above.
The criminal mis~$e of semiautomatic assault rifles is a
matter of sig~ificant public concern and was an importan~
factor in ~he decision to suspend their importation.
9cyert~eless, the working group did not consider criminal
misuse as a factor in its analysis of the importability of
this type of rifle. Instead, the working group confined
its analysis to the question of whether' this type of rifle
meets the test provided in section 925(d)(3).
Rather than criminal misuse, our comprehensive examination
of this issue focuse~ on the legal analysis and technical
assessment of these firearms discussed earlier. In
addition, the working group used the information gathered
under Items 1-7 outlined in the next section in determining
whether this type of firearm is generally recognized as
p3rtic~larly suitable for sporting purposes.
These items
take into account technical and marketing data, expert
opinions, the recommended uses of the firearms, and data on
the actual uses for which the weapons are employed in this
country.
In evaluating these firearms, we believe that all rifles
which are fairly typed as semiautomatic assault rifles
should be treated the same. Therefore, the fact that there
may be some evidence that a particular rifle of this type
is used or recommended for sporting purposes should not
control its importability.21 Rather, all findings as to
suitability of these rifles as a whole should govern each
rifle within this type.
This is consistent with the approach taken with respect to
handguns since 1968. Although ~ertain handguns may be used
or recommended for sporting purposes, they may fall within
the type of easily concealable handguns barred from
importation by the administrative factoring criteria used
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by ATF to determine the importability of handguns.
Furthermore, a pistol specifically designed for target
shooting, but lacking a safety as required by the factoring
criteria, would be a type of handgun prohibite9 from
importation as not particularly suitable for sporting
purposes for this reason. Finally, just as ATF allows
handguns to be modified so as to meet the factoring
criteria, a semiautomatic assault rifle could be modified
into a sporting configuration and be importable, as was
done in the case of the Valmet Hunter referred to earlier.
O.

Evaluation of Information from Outside Sources

As part of our comprehensive analysiS as to whether
semiautomatic assault rifles meet the statutory criteria
for importation, the following sources of information were
also considered:
1.

How has the weapon been advertised, marketed and
categorized by the manufacturer and/or importer?

2.

How has the use of the rifle eeen described by firearms
technical writers?

3.

What is the rifle's reported use by' importers?

4..

Do hunting guides recommend the rifle?

5.

Do editors of hunting

6.

Is the rifle used in target shooting competitions?

7.

Do State game commissions allow the use of the rifle to
hunt?

m~gazines

recommend the rifle?

Items 1-6 focus upon how the rifles are marketed,
advertised, and recommended for use. Item 7 addresses the
legal restrictions pertaining to the use of the weapons for
sporting purposes.
The working group reviewed the advertising and marketing
literature concerning each of the weapons (Item 1) and
reviewed evaluations of the firear~s by technical writers
(Item 2). In addition, the working group solicited
information from the importers of the weapons and other
knowledgeable sources (Items 3-6).
Questionnaires were drafted and sent out to licensed
hunting guides, State game and fish commissions, local
hunting associations, competitive shooting groups, and
hunting/shooting magazine editors to determine the extent
to which the weapons are used for sporting purposes or
recommended for such use. The working group believed that
the actual uses of the weapons for sporting purposes
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would be a factor to be considered in determining whether
this type of rifle meets the sporting purposes test.
The review of advertising and marketing literature
indicates that these rifles are not generally marketed for
hunting or competitive shooting. The review of the
technical evaluations revealed that these rifles are not
regarded as suitable for these sporting activities. 22
TO the extent that the technical evaluations made
recommendations with respect to the use of the rifles
suspended from importation, the majority recommended them
for law enforcement or military use or for activities such
as collecting, plinking, home and self-defense, and combat
target shooting. Only 5 of over 50 evaluations reviewed
contained recommendations for the use of these firearms for
hunting purposes.
The importers were asked to submit information con~erning
the sporting uses of the semiautomatic rifles they import.
Thirty-nine importers were asked to submit this information
and 19 responded. In general, their comments were
conclusory and stated that their weapons could be used for
sporting.purposes. A small number of importers, ~, Gun
south, Inc., and Heckler & Koch, Inc., provided more
specific data showing the sporting uses made of their
firearms by their customers.
Of 3 hunting associations to whom questionnaires were sent,
2 responded. They stated that they place no restrictions
on the use of semiautomatic rifles by their members, on the
minimum caliber of ammunition used to hunt large game, or
on the number of rounds allowed in semiautomatic rifle
magazines. However, over 1,800 hunting guides were sent
questionnaires and, of these, 706 responded. Over 73
percent of those responding indicated that their patrons
used either bolt or lever action rifles for hunting. Only
10 of the 706 guides indicated that their patrons had used
any of the rifles whose importation had been temporarily
suspended.
Cf the 20 hunting/shooting editors to whom questionnaires
were sent, 14 responded.
Nine of the fourteen editors
recommended semiautomatic rifles for use in hunting large
game, including 5 who recommended use of any of the rifles
subject to the temporary suspension. Eleven of the
fourteen editors recommended semiautomatic rifles for
target· competitions, including 7 who recommended
semiautomatic assault rifles for such use.
The recommendations of editors were contradictory. One
editor pointed out that what made the assault rifle
successful as a military weapon made the semiautomatic
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version totally' unfit for any ;ther use. On the other
hand, ~nother editor stated th~t semiautomatic rifles had
certain advantages over conventional sporting rifles
especially for the physically disabled and left-handed
shooters. While this may be true, there appears to be no
advantage to using a semiautomatic assault rifle as opposed
to a semiautomatic sporting rifle.
A total of 54 competitive shooting groups were sent a
questionnaire and 53 groups responded (some of the
responses were from unsolicited groups). Fifty of these
groupS indicated that they sponsor high power rifle
competition events. While none of the groups prohibited
the use of the semiautomatic assault rifles in their
competitions, none stated that any of the rifles covered by
the temporary suspension were used in a specific event.
Finally, the information gathered under Item 7 reveals that
most of these weapons could legally be used in most States
for most hunting purposes.
The working group reviewed all of the information gathered
under Items 1-6 and determined that while these weapons may
legally be used for sporting purposes in most States, the
evidence was compelling that, as a type of firearm, the
semiautomatic assault rifle is not generally recognized as
particularly suitable for sporting purposes. The working
group found persuasive the technical and expert evaluations
of these firearms which generally did not recommend them as
particularly suitable for sporting purposes. The group was
also impressed by the comments of the hunting guides which
showed that these rifles were not widely used for hunting
purposes. The comments of the hunting guides are
consistent with the opinion of the technical experts who
generally do not recommend the rifles for hunting purposes.
The opinions of the editors were fairly divided with
respect to the sporting uses of these rifles. The
importers generally recommended their own weapons for such
uses. The competitive shooting groups indicated that the
rifles could be used in certain shooting events. Thus,
while there was some evidence that these rifles could be
used for hunting and target shooting, there was no evidence
of any widespread use for such purposes. The mere fact
that they are not generally prohibited from use for
sporting purposes does not mean ~hat the rifles meet the
test for importation.

I
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CONCLUSIONS

working group has dealt with a complex issue, the
lutio n of which has required the group to take into
reSOunt interpretations of law, technical assessments of
a~c~arms and their physical characteristics, marketing
fl~a the assessment of data compiled from responses to
daestionnaires and, finally, Bureau expertise with respect
~~ firearms. We fully recognize that particular findings
as well as the results will be controversial.

rn 8

from the cross section of representation within ATF, we
have brought to bear our technical, legal, and administrative expertise to resolve the issues in what we believe
to be a fair manner, taking into consideration all points
of view. While some of the issues were difficult to
.
resolve, in the end we believe that the ultimate conclusion
is clear and compelling. These semiautomatic assault
rifles were designed and intended to be particularly
suitable for combat rather than sporting applications.
While these weapons can be used, and indeed may be used by
some, for hunting and target shooting, we believe it is
clear that they are not generally recognized as
particularly suitable for these purposes.
The purpose of section 925(d)(3) was to make a limited
exception to the general prohibition on the importation of
firearms, to preserve the sportsman's right to sporting
firearms. This decision will in no way preclude the
importation of true sporting firearms. It will only
prevent the importation of military-style firearms which,
although popular among some gun owners for collection,
self-defense, combat competitions, or plinking, simply
cannot be fairly characterized as sporting rifles.
Therefore, it is the finding of the working group that the
semiautomatic assault rifle is not a type of firearm
generally recognized as particularly suitable for or
readily adaptable to sporting purposes and that importation
of these rifles should not be authorized under 18 U.S.C.
§ 925(d)(3).
Based on our evaluation, we recommend that the firearms
listed on Attachment 7 not be authorized for importation.
For the reasons discussed in this report, we recommend that
the firearms listed on Attachment 8 be authorized for
importation. These are the .22 rimfire caliber rifles and
the Valmet Hunter which we do not believe are properly
included in the category of semiautomatic assault rifles.
Attachment 9 is a compilation of the responses from the
questionnaires. Attachment 10 combines the criteria for

I
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identifying semiautomatic assault rifles and the items
considered in assessing suitability. Attachments 11 and 12
contain the data compiled for each of the criteria listed
in Attachment 10. Finally, Attachment 13 contains the
source materials used in locating persons and organizations
whO were sent questionnaires.
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DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTAATION
FIREARMS SEIZURE REPORT

FY69-MAR.
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6
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2
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2
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United Statea Department of State
Wa,hl11pn, D.C. 20520

October 31, 1989

Select Committee on Narcotics Abuse and Control
Wednesday, November 1, 1989
10:00 a.m.
Exports of Assault Weapons
Section 38 of the Arms Export Act 122 U.S.C. S2778)
authorizes the President to control the export of defense
articles and defense services from the United States. This
authority has been delegated to the Secretary of State pursuant
to Executive Order 11958, as amended. It is exercised by the
Office of Munitions Control in the Bureau of PolitiCO-Military
Affairs of the Department of State in accordance with the
International Traff.ic in Arms Regulations (the ITAR) (22 C.F.R.
Parts 120-130).
,
Part.l2l of the ITAR consists of the U.S. Munitions List.
It enumerates the articles that are subject to the export
controls of the Department of State. Included in this list are
nonautomatic, 8emi~automatic and fully automatic firearms, to
caliber .50 inclusive, and insurqency-counterinaurqency type
firearms or other weaoons having a special military
application, reqardless of caliber, as well as components and
parts for such firearms.
The export of any item on the U.S. Munitions List requires
an export license or other approval from the Office of
MUnitions Control (with certain narrow eXceptions, such as
exports by U.S. Government aqencies of weapons for their own
use). The ITAR contains the detailed rules that qovern the
furnishin~ of export licenses.
For example, applications for
licenses to export defense articles must be accompanied by an
order from the forei~n customer statinq the specific end use
and end user of the articles to be exported. In many cases, an
import certificate issued by ~he recipient foreiqn qovernment
must also be provided. The ,~fice of MUnitions Control takes
into account Whether the enti use and end user of the articles
are acceptable. The bone fides of a transaction can often be
confirmed by our U.S. diplomatic missions abroad.

227
- 2 Licenses can be disapproved on various grounds. For
example, licenses may be denied if to do so is deemed to be in
furtherance of U.S. national security or foreign policy
(including our foreign ~olicy concerns reqardinQ narcotics).
Section 126.1 of the ITAR contains a list of proscribed.
countries (i.e., the countries which are subject to u.s. arms
embargoes). Section 126.7 of the ITAR enumerates the general
reasons for which licenses may be denied on a case by case .
basis.
Various weapons are subject to additional constraints. For
example, it has been the long established policy of the Office
of Munitions Control to approve exports of automatic firearms
only if the end user will be a foreign government.
It is also
the policy of the Office of MUnitions Control to deny all
requests for licenses to export silencers for firearms.
When appropriate, the Office of Munitions Control approves
special procedures to govern exports to particular COUntries.
For example, our Ambassador to Colombia contacted the Office of
Munitions Control in May of this year to discuss enhancing
export controls on defense articles destined for Colombia. The
Department of state ~~gqested that the Colombian Government
adopt the practice o~ some countries, such as Mexico, of
estsblishinq a standard import certificate that would be issued
by a single organization within the~r government (such as the
Ministry of Defense). The Office of MUnitions Control does not
Qrant an export license in such cases unless such a certificate
is fUrnished. This practice has assisted the licensing process
by ensuring that the foreign government concerned has taken
appropriate steps to ensure that the end use and end user are
leqitimate. If the GOVernment of Colombia agrees, we will
establish such a procedure with respect to Colombia.
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The Most Common Assault Gun Crimes
There are an estimated 200 million privately owned guns In the
Unlled Stales. and an 8sllmatad 1 million olthom (ono·half of 1
porcont) ar8 assault guns. But those guns lurn up In disproporUonale
numbers In a varlelY of crimes. For example. 01 7.443 weapons
traced 10 narcotics crimes. 12.4% were assaun. guns,
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Assault Guns Muscling In
On Front Lines of Crime
'0
W
By Jim Sieworland Andrew Alexander
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WASHINGTON - An assauU gun IS 20 times more
likely be used in cnme than a conventional firearm.
arcordmg to a study by The Atlanta Joumal-Conslilu·
lIOn Washington Bureau.
While assault guns account for 1 million - or 0.5
percent - or the 200 million privately owned (ireanns
III the United Stales, the), were used in one of every 10
crtmes that resulted in a fireanns traer las1 year. the
study shows.
The findings appear to document for tt'e lirstlime
what police across the nation ha...e asserted for months
- thal a minute number of semiautomatic guns patterned aner military firearms are the favored weapon
of a growing number of criminals. especially violenceprone drug gangs who infest larg('r U.s. ciU~s
nle stud), further found lhallwo-Ihirds of the as·
S41ull guns traced to crime are produced d.,mestically
and Will not be afTed.ed by President Rush's decision to
ban the importation or 49 foreign-made assault guns.
Thr- Import ban is a key('lemenlm the administratlon's
crlllu.... lightillg prot!r'olm OlfllluUnrt-d 13)1 Mand3Y
.. tf)"ou"re going to do anyth,"g to assault weapons I
think you have to do a lillie bit more than Mr. Bush has

FIREPOWER
Assaub Guns in America

done. and this study

dt.'m~nstrat~

that VCI=':' clearly."

said Sen. Dennis Dc('oncim Io-Anz.Lsponsor of 011(" of

two Senate bilts that would lm~ new restncuons on
ass3ultguns.
A spokesman for the White House.. howC\·cr. said
the findings were not at odds with Mr Bush's plan but
in (ad "undersrore the importance or the prcsldcnl"s
proposals."
Despi~ their small numbers. assaul! guns showro
up in nearly 30 pert'cnl or all firearms traced to orga·
Oiled c-rime. gun trafficking and crimes committed. ~
terrorists in the United Slates in 1988 and the first
quartrr or 1989. lhr- study found
And "r UtI" thuuSOIndli of J:un models: suld III th,'
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Assault Guns Move to Front Lines of Crime
Unittd Stllts,jUst (oorthem -Ill mtmbtn oftht tOo
railed aS5.1ul! 2Un famll)' - arrOl.lntL'd (or 12.-1 pcrt't''11

nr Ih(' 1I;1l1on', dnlj(·rrlalrd rrlm,'. Ihl" ~Iud,.

dlS('ovcrf'd.

IlonTClhrt4~~~~~nr:r~:e r;:sf::~:~I~I~ It~'ftd~~:

III Burrau of Alrohol. TGb.ero ;;wt Flrtarms lATF'J
from poh('(l drpar1mcnlS around th~ .... lIan The (omll
rO\'C'1t'd Ihl' pcnod (ram Jan. 1. 1988. to Mart'h %7, 1989
With Iht· blll'1.'a1fs lIpproV'..t Thr Atlanla Journill·
('onsiliulion W:uhlnllion Burr'u ~nlcrtr! d.la (rom
carh of the trare J't'QurslS Inlo fOmpulrn Thrdata Inl"ludrd 11'11' Innllinn ."d n:.lurt" 01'11'1" ('"ml:', Ihl" nlanu·
filrlul'('f of Ihl' Run Involved. Ih(' weapon modrl. the
mllg'lllnr raparll)". and (he wcapon scn;d number
nnte ('oll.lcd. Ihe In(orm:l!lon provldrd ill drlallrd.
,1:I1,,-by'sLltr ph'lutt'

nr the use of firearms 'n ('Omr ATF Lat"" Fund.", Do O~n Compola' AlUllyN'

Ihal had n('\rrix'ronoix'l'na,·.. lIable.
..orht'sr dl'lIdl~' 51l111111t"S are h;udiy news to tht' nO!
lIan ~ pelhc.- unkl'r1. \\ho lire rortfd to drill ... ,ttl tht'
film .."" rVl'r) d;l)." 1111d Srn lIoward M MdlCl)blum
IU·c)hIOI -RlLllhl~ chllllni t'~ldt'n('t' should bl'rnoulh
to ron~lnc(' Ihr n'~t or U) thai auault guns mUll be
banol'd nn~"
Robt'r1 J Rarnrs. a rormer sCOIor rt'dtral Eireunl,
cnrol'remenl omct't. s:ud. "What thiS stretms at mt' IS
Ihal('rlOunalsha\"r,llont'rromusInRdt'rt'nmtWo"ilpon).
like small h.ndl!uns. to ofTtnmt' wt'lpons. ThiS Pf'f'StnlS a 10t.lI)' dLlT"n'nt PI('tUrt ror tht' poh('tmen ~r
Amrrl('a Th"lr h~('~ art' rlruly In mu(,h grrillrr
danlltr'

For purpo~s of tilt studl. awull .cuM were denntd as tho~ sPttinc.11y ldenuned by the Bush IIId~
mlnlsltation's temporary Import ban on torticn·manu.
ratlured semiautomatle wupon., II well II the
domesUrall)' produetd semlaulOmUia kletsUntd In
Senate Bill 386. Inltodumi b7 Nr. WthenNurn. The
two lists totaled M Individual weapOn models.
AIAOrtl: the' SludJ's nthrr rhief' nndinp:
_The uSC' nr ISSlu)1 "c.ponl In tnme ros.e ~
th.n 78 ~fTenlln IB! ovt!r 19!J7. FIl\.lrn ror the nnt
IhtH months or IIIS.how the Iftnd Loward usauit
PM continues 10 fJ'OW,
_Jusl. 10 lJSIulll\ln modell IC'eOUnted ror SO pertent or the cnmes lmolri", a. .uh rura. One of ~t)'
nve o(thost ..
weapon known II • TEC·il.1'1Ie cun,
made by. Miami t'Ompall1, was .lrtu.11y unknown two

u.

The I\In trat't ronns mlewtd ror Ihls arUele were

Two problellls ha~e hilfTlpcl'Cd i!.dvocates or rtvlScd

jun I..,

The (inl IS Iht' dlmculty or dcnnln. lSuult fUns.
StrnlaulomaU(' assault runs havt Ihe: same Iypt "re·

I

r~~~ }O~I~'U ge:~;e~: ~~:~~.I. ~t~ :Jr:, ;'~~v~~n~ ~~;~~~n~:J :~h~C~r ~~ ::'n:'r~11;t.

SUle and rederal poliee depJftments rrom all SO slltn;

~T~oa~~Ir::rth!U~:~!~1)' ~::~~~f:~!?td~~

alent')' ft'sponslble ror enroftini us. (ireanns f'e1ula.
tlons. U.s Landover tenter aea as a c:lC!.nl'llhol/~ to aid
police by lntln,the owntrshlporrunJ used IntnmeS.
The ATF uSfi! to have the tapabllity to do eompuler
analYSIS or I1In Irate Inrormauon. bullilost rundlfll ror
IIJ own computer s)'Slem in 196.$ and has since protesstd all requests by hand
''The prlo"tles on Inoney ttallled and. unror1ulUt~
Iy. other thlnp eame first," spokesman Rtehud Peder·
un laid
The AUanla Jou,mt:.consll" Ur,;1 WuhlnDon Burrau $Oucht A('t'tSS ~.\ the ronn~ r.c February and or·
(ered tocomputenze .fIed.La, 'i~ ATF a,rred.
Summaries or dar .. (rom lJI.e rorms are "nonn.lI)'
diS('louble Inronn.ti4n that we nttdtd 1011 would have
b«n ,lad to ~Iease. Lui did nllt have the manpower or
rundlnr; to dn SII. Atr Prd('~~ said
Thl" tr.. rc rt'qu,,,,'" IlI1li1e'llt 1.;.ndC)Yer do /lut n'pn"
~'lIt iltlthl' ,'rlllll') ,·0I1.1L1lh'Ci With lirrarms In illlY 'Uv·
rll yt".. r bt'(".us;r lIuly .! pen Ion l1'Sull 1ft ;I tnln' .,..
quesL PoII('e dtp;.,tmel\U wry on bow rrrquenlly ihey
askrorttacCs, ..ccordInIM'!homas W. Gemty.thcrenItt's dlterlor
The requests do. howe'ler, represent a "slCluncanl
eron settlon" o( nrearm-relaled trlme, Mr Gemty
said. ~h IS the ani)' na(lol.al daLa bue or Its kind 1ft the
nallon," he said
M

tnhed _ as mllny poP'llitr hUntln( and sponina: w~apnot ~~rltd ror mlnnlnn.
Mosl rumnt bills .Ikmp' to dear that hurdle by
namin, thl.! weapons to be nstriet.ed. They would lene
It 10 the ATF and a board or advisen to mile the alpull'lun list as nm be. WIU, t1)IlCnUIONII approval.
Their strond problem deals with Ihe artual number
or asuull iUns owned by Am!:'ncans and how m.ny r{
thue wupom h~ve betn involved In enme - Yll)'lna
esllmatcs hne confused Ihe debate.
In Irshmony be(nrr a Hou,,' .~ubrnmtDltt"r hut
nmnth. AT ...• A~litlC' lhn't'tor Uaml'llol. lIilnnt'l1 eMI·
In.ted tb .. , Amrnr.M uwn b..... wt.'tn;l 11111111111 and 311'111·
hon ~mlautonl'U(' nl'l";sml~ thitt ('ould b\' tlilJ.\C'd as
usauilluns.
Antr a mlew o( ATF records. howt'\'er, "ieM)'
spokesm.n Tom Hln Slid (he numbtr II eloser to I
mllholl. Mr HIli Uld the estlm.te wu baud on the artual number or Importtd weapons listed In the pres"
dent's ban, combined ~Ith estimates or domesllcally
produced weapol'lS.
I
The number o( amult gun.s trared laJl year sur·
\ pn)ed ommls betaUloe theft' "re so rew nr Ihem In tbe
: icnenillunpopulation.
Ninety pet«nt or as.saulleun cnme ran be aUnbut·
ed lU lUst 511 nne models. three plSl.Ols styled with su~
ma('hlne-aun looks, and one shOllUn model. L~e luh'n,
made SPAS 12.
Amon, all types or weapons. tht' top five rnmlna)
OUI

I

I

yea~t~j.ml. where druc PfIIS art ~poetlilly V10lent "'tO~~ ~~:n:a~~~i~~I!~ l~ct~BII~:IJ::!:: c~~~ ~~! gun~ w~
.nd (Un laws a~ lax, lUlult .cua unre rose to nearty
por1lnl S('(IIOII documcnted 1.3 million ('rimes reporttwiC'e th! naUol'll1 aVt!rate. In Lot Anrelts. the I'requen, \ !d against IndiViduals. or Ihost. 361.(0) Involved a nrery 0( assault run use In erim! was abo .~I twle,e the
arm The silme ye:.lr, Ih~ ATF reeeivf:'d 35,100 weapons
naUonal ,veralt, In that CII1•• 2lklay walli ... penod It
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HANDGUN CONTROL
ONE MILUCN SllIOHG ••• wor1cIng to
keep handguns out of the wrong hands.

ASSAULT WEAPON
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

What is an assault weapon?
It is an automatic or semi-automatic rifle, pistol or shotgun designed to be spray-fired in
combat. Such weapons include the AK-47, Uzi, AR-15, MAC-10 and TEC-9.
What is the difference between an automatic and

II

semi-automatic weapon?

An automatic weapon (machine gun) will continue to fire as long as the trigger is depressed
(or until the ammunition magazine is emptied). A semi-automatic weapon will fire one
round and instantly load the next round with each pull of the trigger. This means that a
semi-automatic fires a little more slowly than an automatic, but not much more slowly.
When San Jose police test-fired an Uzi, a 30-round magazine was emptied in slightly less
than two seconds on full automatic while the same magazine was emptied in just five
seconds on semi-automatic.

Is a slide·action gun considered semi·automatic?
No. Slide-action, bolt-action, lever-action, and of course, single shot firearms are not semiautomatics because they require an additional manual operation before the trigger can be
pulled again. In addition, revolvers are not considered semi-automatic weapons.
What type of gun was used by Patrick Purdy?
On January 17, Patrkk Purdy killed 5 small children, wounded 29 others and one teacher
at the Cleveland Elementary School in Stockton, California, using a semi-automatic version
of the AK-47 assault rifle imported from the People's Republic of China. That weapon was
equipped with a 75-round "drum" magazine. Purdy shot 106 rounds in less than 2 minutes.
How are assault weapons treated under current federal law?
In 1934, Congress voted to require that· all fully-automatic weapons be registered.
Transferees must undergo thorough FBI criminal record checks and a $200 transfer tax is
imposed. In 1986, Congress outlawed the manufacture and importation of new automatic
weapons for sale to civilians. However, under federal law, semi-automatic assault weapons
can be purchased instantly.

Handgun Controllne., 1225 Eye Street, NW, Suite 1100, Washington. DC 20005
703 Man\et Street. SUltll 1511, San Ftanaseo. CA 94103 •
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How are assault weapons treated under current state law?
Most states have no restrictions at all on semi-automatic assault weapons. In all but 5
states, semi-automatic assault ~ and ~ can be purchased cash-and-carry by simply
providing identification and signing an unverified statement that the purchaser is not a
convicted felon, minor, illegal alien, or drug addict and has never been adjudicated mentally
incompetent. Oniy 23 states have some kind of waiting !Jeriod or background check for
hM.Qgy.n purchases, which also apply to assault pistols. One reporter found it took less time
(5 minutes) to buy an Uzi than to buy a quart of milk.
Will all semi-automatics be banned if assault weapons are restricted?
No. Despite NRA claims that legislation is aimed at banning all semi-automatic weapons,
the truth is that only semi-automatic assault weapons, not semi-automatic hunting rifles such
as the Browning and Remington, will be affected by such legislation. In addition, most of
the legislation proposed on the federal and state levels exempt .22 caliber rimfire rifles and
permit current lawful owners of assault weapons to keep their guns.
How is it possible to distinguish semi-automatic hunting rifles from semi-automatic assault
weapons?
Sporting rifles and assault weapons are two distinct classes of firearms. While semiautomatic hunting rifles are designed to be fired from the shoulder and depend upon the
accuracy of a precisely aimed projectile, semi-automatic assault weapons are designed to
maximize lethal effects through a rapid rate of fire. Assault weapons are designed to be
spray-fired from the hip, and because of their design, a shooter can maintain control of the
weapon even while firing many rounds in rapid succession.
Because assault weapons were designed for military purposes, assault weapons are equipped
with "combat hardware," such as silencers, folding stocks and bayonets, which are not found
on traditional sporting guns. While opponents of legislation restricting semi-automatic
assault weapons argue tbat such weapons oniy "look scary," there is a good reason why these
features on assault weapons should frighten the public. Assault weapons are commonly
equipped with some or all of the following combat hardware:
Large-capacity ammunition magazine, enabling the shooter to continuously fire
dozens of rounds without reloading. Standard hunting rifles are equipped with 3 or
4-shot magazines.
Folding stock on a rifle or shotgun, which sacrifices accuracy for advantages such as
concealability and mobility in close combat.
Barrel length less than 22 inches on a rifle or shotgun, which sacrifices accuracy and
range for mobility in close combat. Coupled with a folding stock, a shorter barrel
facilitates concealability.
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Pistol grip on a rifle or shotgun, which facilitates firing from the hip, allowing the
shooter to spray-fire the weapon. A pistol grip also helps stabilize the firearm
during rapid fire.
Barrel shroud which is designed to cool the barrel so the firearm can shoot many
rounds in rapid succession without overheating. It also allows the shooter to grasp
the barrel area, without incurring serious burns, during rapid fire.
Threaded barrel designed to accommodate a flash suppressor, which serves no useful
sporting purpose. The flash suppressor allows the shooter to remain concealed when
shooting at night, an advantage in combat but unnecessary for hunting or sporting
purposes. In addition, the flash suppressor is useful in preventing barrel climb during
rapid fire, helping the shooter maintain control of the firearm.
Threaded barrel designed to accommodate a silencer, which is useful to assassins but
has no purpose for sportsmen.
Ammunition magazine on a pistol, outside of the pistol grip, which is more
characteristic of an assault weapon than· a sporting handgun.
Barrel mount designed to accommodate a bayonet, which obviously
sporting purpose.

sef'-'~
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How many semi-automatic assault weapons are there in the U.S.?
According to the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (BATF), there are between 2
and 3 million semi-automatic assault weapons currently in circulation. At least 167,849
were imported into the United States in 1986-87. While there is no publicly available data,
it is estimated that most semi-automatic assault weapons are manufactured in the United
States.
What action did the Bush Administration recently take to limit the importation of assault
weapons?
Under the 1968 Gun Control Act, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (BATF)
is empowered to prevent the importation of guns which are not "particularly suitable for or
readily adaptable to sporting purposes." The BATF announced a temporary suspension of
import licenses for 29 types of semi-automatic assau!~ weapons. This means that requests
for the importation of ()16,OOO assault weapons are currently suspended while BATF studies
whether these weapons are primarily being used by drug gangs or are suitable for sporting
purposes.
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Can the BATF ban the domestic manufacture or sale of assault weapons?
Under current law, the BAlF has no authority to act against domestic semi-automatic
assault weapons. It will require the passage of new legislation for the BAIF to obtain that
authority.
What action did Colt Industries take?
In response to the Bush Administration's importation action, Colt Industries voluntarily
halted the sale of its domestically-produced AR-15 assault rifle, which is a semi-automatic
version of the military's M-16 rifle. In addition, another large manufacturer, Sturm, Ruger
& Company, halted the shipment of the folding-stock version of its Mini-14 rifle and
ammunition magazines in excess of 5 rounds.
What if only the importation of assault W-)apons is banned?
If we do not prohibit domestic production, American manufacturers will make assault
weapons in, even greater quantities and likely copy the designs of previously imported
assault weapons. After BAlF outlawed the importation of a South African riot-control
shotgun called the Striker-12 in 1986, American manufacturers subsequently marketed
copies of th~ Striker-12, boasting that it was barred from importation.
How much of a crime problem are semi-automatic assault weapons?
While there is no reporting requirement on assault weapon incidents, police acros. America
report that semi-automatic assault weapons have quickly become the "weapons of choice"
for drug traffickers, street gangs and paramilitary extremist groups. In Oakland, California,
law enforcement authorities report that in 1986 they confiscated only 56 assault weapons
from criminals. In 1987, they seized 113, and in 1988 police confiscated 214 assault
weapons. According to Oakland police, only 12 percent of the assault weapons seized in
1988 were obtained illegally; the others were bought legally over-the-counter.
The NRA argues that the real problem isn't assault weapons. It's courts that let criminals
go free. The NRA says mandatory sentences for criminals who use guns is the answer. What
do you think?
We have always supported tOllgh mandatory sentencing. However, that is only part of the
answer. We need preventive measures. The use of assault weapons in crime has been
growing at an alarming rate. Why should weapons that are designed solely for use in
combat be made freely available to criminals? Law-abiding citizens have no Jleed for
weapons of war.
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Won't criminals always be able to get assault weapons even if th~Y're banned?
Stopping the domestic manufacture and import of semi-automatic assault weapons would
dry up the pool of available weapons. The 1986 ban on new machine guns has already
begun to diminish the supply of fully automatic firearms. The Drug Enforcement
Administration (DEA) reports that in 1987-88 machine gun seizures declined while seizures
of all other weapons increased. Further, the BA1F reports that most of the semi-automatic
assault weapons used in crime are originally purchased over-the-counter. Right now, U.S.
gun stores are even supplying assault weapons to drug traffickers in other countries. Drug
sweeps in Mexico, the Philippines, Jamaica and South and Central America have turned up
weapons originally purchased in the U.S. According to one BA1F official, a drugs-forguns connection exists; as one BA1F agent said, "it's drugs in, guns out."
What do law enforcement officials think we should do about assault weapons?
A number of national law enforcement organizations support legislation to outlaw assault
weapons, including the National Sheriffs' Association, International Association of Chiefs
of Police, National Association of Police Organizations, and the Police Executive Research
Forum.
Will a ban on assault weapons affect the use of these weapons by the military or police?
No. The legislative proposals to ban assault weapons exempt law enforcement agencies and
the military.
What legislative action has been taken so far to restrict semi-automatic assault weapons?
Several bills have been introduced in Congress to ban the future manufacture and
importation of semi-automatic assault weapons, most notably S. 386 by Senator Howard
Metzenbaum (D-OH) and H.R. 1190 by Congressman Pete Stark (D-CA). These bills
would also limit the size of ammunition magazines. More than a dozen states are
considering similar legislation including New York, Florida, Illinois and Texas. Virginia
and Maryland passed laws requiring background checks for assault weapon purchasers, and
in California, both the Senate and Assembly have approved bills to ban assault weapons.
Several cities, incluQing Los Angeles and Cleveland have recently banned the possession of
assault weapons.
Do sportsmen need large-capacity ammunition magazines?
Large-capacity ammunition magazines are unnecessary for hunting or sporting purposes.
In fact, federal laws limit to three the number of rounds which can be used with a shotgun
for hunting migratory birds. Many states further restrict the number of rounds hunters may
use with their semi-automatics or shotguns. Such a listing is attached.
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AMMUNITION MAGAZINE SIZE LIMITS FOR HUNTING

Federallaw: No person shall take migratory game birds with a shotgun capable of holding more than
three sheUs (ODe in the chamber and two in the magazine) unless the magazine is plugged with a onepiece filler which is incapable of removal without disassembling the gun.
States with a,dditionallimits on magazine size while hunting game other than migratory game birds are
as iollows:
,

SIJn1&lIns

(not including one round in chamber)

AL
AI<

AZ
AR
CA
CO

er

DE
FL
GA
HI
ID
IL
IN
IA
KS
KY
LA
ME
MD
MA
MI
MN
MS
MO
~IT

NE
NV
NH
NJ
NM
NY
NC
NO
OH
OK
OR

PA
RI
SC
SD
1N
TX
UT

vr

VA
WA
WV
WI
WY

N/A
N/A
2 for all game
N/A
2 for all game
2 for small game
2 for deer
2 for all game
N/A
4 for deer/2 for all other game
N/A
N/A
2 for all game
N/A
N/A
N/A
2 for small game/IO for deer
2 for all game
5 for all game with semiautos
2 for all game except deer
N/A
5 for all game
N/A
N/A
2 for all game except deer
N/A
N/A
N/A
5 for all game
2 for all game
N/A
5 for all game
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
2 for small game
2 for all game
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
2 for all game
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Bi&li

(semiautomatic centerfire)

N/A
N/A
5 for all game
N
N/A
5 for big game
N/A
N/A
5 for all game
N/A
N/A
N/A
_ N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
10 for deer

N/I?>.

5 for all game
8 for deer
N/A
5 for all game
N/A
N/A
11 for deer
N/A
N/A
N/A
5 for all game
3 for all game
N/A
5 for all game
N/A
8 for big game
N/A
N/A
5 for all game
No hunting with semiautos
No hunting with rifles
N/A
5 for big game
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
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Combat Hardware Commonly Found
on Assault Weapons
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SHORT BIOGRAPHIES
OF POPULAR SEMIAUTOMATIC ASSAULT WEAPONS
(Retan prices art listed
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or January 1989. Since Ihal lime, prien havt skyrocketed due to short supply and hlRh dfmamL)

AVfOMAT KALASHNIKOV Developed in 1947 in the U.S.S.R.. the AK is named for its
designer, Mikhail T. Kalashnikov. It is currently manufactured in many communist
countries. The Kalashnikov-type is the most widely-used assault rifle in the world. It has
been the standard rifle of the Soviet military since the early 1950s and it has become the
weapon of all the Eastern Bloc countries and most communist countries. as well as
practically all communist-inspired guerrilla and nationalist movements. The original AK47 has been modernized many times and its progeny include the AKM, AK-74, and AKS.
It has been estimated that between twenty and fifty million of these rifles have been
produced. The semiautomatic versions recently so popular and available in the United
States were manufactured in communist China (Norinco and Poly Technologies) and
Yugoslavia (Mitchell) and were used by those governments to obtain hard currency for
foreign purchases. Those rifles come standard with a 30-shot magazine, but any size from
5 up to. 100 rounds is available. Retail: Approximately $350.
UZI In 1949, work was started on the Uzi by Lieutenant Uziel Gal of the Israeli Army.
It is currently manufactured in Israel and imported solely by Action Arms. The Uzi was
designed as a submachine gun, intended for use by all branches of the Israeli armed
services. It is also used by armed forces in many other countries including West Germany
and the Netherlands as well as the U.S. Secret Service. The semiautomatic Uzi comes
standard with a iO-shot magazine, but 25 and 32 round magazines are available. The
semiautomatic carbine version was first introduced to the V.S. market in 1980. The pistol
version was made available in 1984. Retail: Approximately $700 carbine. $575 pistol.
GALIL After the 1967 Arab-Israeli war, Israeli Military Industries started work on the
Galil rifle. It is currently manufactured in Israel and imported solely by Action Arms. The
Arabs had used AK-47s during the Six Day War .and the Israeli army decided to model its
new rifle after the AK to create a lighter and handier rifle than the FN-FAL which they
had previously used. The Galil fills the roles of a submachine gun, assault rifle and light
machine gun. It can also be used to shoot anti-tank and anti-personnel grenades. The
semiautomatic version was first sold in the U.S. in 1982 and it comes standard with a 25shot magazine. Retail: Approximately S800.
BERETTA AR·70 In early 1968, Pietro Beretta started an initial survey for a new assault
rifle, the AR-70, to supplement the highly-successful BM-59 series of military rifles. It is
currently manufactured in Italy. In designing the AR-70, Beretta studied several modern
5.56 mm infantry systems, including the AR-15. The AR-70 is used by armed forces in a
number of countries including Italy, Jordan and Malaysia. The semiautomatic version was
introduced in the U.S. in 1984. It comes standard with 8 and 30 shot magazines. Retail:
Approximately S800.
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AR.lS/CAR The AR·15 was developed by Eugene Stoner in 1956 to a U.S. Army
specification for Armalite, Inc. Production of this rifle was licensed to Colt Firearms in July
1959. It was manufactured in the United States until Colt announced a suspension in early
1989. The military version of the AR·IS, the M·16, replaced the M·14 in Vietnam and has
since served as the standard rifle of the U.S. armed forces. It is also used by many other
Several million fully automatic and several hundred thousand
nations' armies.
semiautomatic versions have been manufactured over the past 30 years. The CAR is a
carbine version of the AR·1S. The semiautomatic AR·1S came standard with the same 20·
shot magazine used in Vietnam, but with a removable plug which could be used to limit
capacity to S rounds. Retail: Approximately $750.
FN·FAL This rifle, by Fabrique Nationale (FN) of Belgium. first appeared in 19S0. It is
currently manufactured in many countries around the world, including the United States~
The FAL, which is also called the LAR for "light automatic rifle," has been adopted by the
armed forces of more than 90 countt"ies all over the world including Belgium, Canada,
Chile, Ecuador, Ireland, Libya, and Venezuela. The semiautomatic version comes standard
with a 20-shot magazine. Retail: Approximately $3,200 for a Fabrique Nationale model,
$900 for copies.
FNC The FNC is Fabrique Nationale's light carbine. It is manufactured in Belgium. The
FNC originated in the mid·70's, wa~ withdrawn by the manufacturer because of various
design problems, and reappeared in 1979. It is intended for use by infantry who are
operating without continuous logistical support, or who are in the jungle, mountainous or
other difficult country. The semiautomatic version was introduced in the U.S. in 1981 and
comes standard with a 30-shot magazine. Retail: Approximately $2,200.
MAC·I0/MAC·11 The MAC-lO submachine gun, a/k/a M-10, was developed in 1970 by
Gordon Ingram for the Military Armament Corporation (MAC). It is currently
manufactured in the U.S. and used by several armies including Chile and Yugoslavia. After
returning to the United States following World War II, Ingram designed a series of
submachine guns focusing on simplicity and reliability. The MAC·ll is of the same basic
design but differs slightly in weight and length. Both models are externally threaded at the
muzzle to take the MAC suppressor. MAC went out of business in 1978 and the rights to
the MAC-lO passed to a Stephensville, Texas company which took the Military Armaments
Corporation name. Rights to the MAC-n now belong to S.W.D., operated by Sylvia and
Wayne Daniels of Smyrna, Georgia who advertise their pistol, the Cobray/M-ll, as 'the gun
that made the 80's roar." The semiautomatic MAC-ll comes with a 32-shot -magazine.
Retail: Approximately $400.
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STEYR AUG Developed by the prestigious Steyr-Daimler-Puch company in conjunction
with the Austrian Army, the first production models were made in 1978. Since then the
rifle has been extensively adopted by armies in various parts of the world. It is currently
manufactured in Austria. AUG stands for Armee Universal Gewehr, which translates to
Universal Army Rifle. The AUG is a bullpup design, that is, its magazine is located behind
the trigger guard and its barrel and action are brought rearward into the buttstock. This
design compresses the rifle's overall length, while maintaining normal barrel length. The
intention behind this weapon is to have a light, handy gun with particular emphasis on use
in and from vehicles. It has been the weapon of the Austrian army for over 10 years. It
is also used by the armed forces of Malaysia. several Middle East countries, and select
armed forces and police groups in the U.S. and Great Britain. The semiautomatic version
was made available in the U.S. in 1983 and it comes standard with 30 or 40-shot magazines.
Retail: Approximately $1,300.
TEC-9 The prototype for the TEC-9 assault pistol was originally designed for the South
African government in one of their firearms research laboratories. It was refined in Sweden
and first produced by a Miami company called Interdynamics of America in 1981. The
original pistol, called the KG-9, fired from an open bolt, and because it was so easily
convertible to full-auto, the BATF reclassified it as a machine gun in 1982. In response,
the gun was redesigned to fire from a closed bolt and renamed the KG-99. Although the
name of the producer changed from Interdynamics to Intratec, U .SA in 1984 and then
Navigar, Inc. in 1988, and the gun's name changed from KG-9 to KG-99 and then TEC-9
in 1984, both the manufacturer and the weapon have remained pretty much the same. The
TEC-9's Owners Manual says it is "designed to deliver a high volume of firepower," and for
that reason it is the number one favorite of drug dealers. According to a Cox Newspaper
analysis of BATF firearm tracing data, one of every five assault weapons traced from a
crime is a TEC-9. It comes standard with a 36-shot magazine and 20-shot magazines are
also available. Retail: Approximately $225.
STRIKER 12 This shotgun was designed and developed in South Africa as a military and
police riot gun in 1983. It is currently manufactured in South Africa and the United States.
The Striker is fairly lightweight so it can be fired with one hand as a pistol, from the hip
with the aid of a front grip, or from the shoulder. With its revolving-cylinder magazine, it
can fire twelve 12-gauge shotgun shells in less than 3 seconds. When the South African
manufacturer tried to import the Striker, the BATF denied an import license. As a result,
a domestic manufacturer began production in 1986 and this shotgun now can be bought
from two competing companies as the "Striker 12" or the "Street Sweeper;" Retail:
Approximately $725.
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LOOSE CANNONS
Self-Inflicted Wounds at the National Rifle Association

PATRICK B. MCGUIGAN

A

fter several yeArs of political invulnerability. the
~ational Rifle Association (~RA) is on the defensive in
protecting the constitutional right onaw-abiding citizens
to keep and bear arms. Legislation to ban semiautomatic
weapons, including some orche favorite rifles ofhunrcrs
and sportsmen, is proliferating in states such as CaliCor·
nia that have historically opposed gun control. V.S.
Representative Fortney (Pete) Stark of California has
introduced nationallegislatiol1 that would impose a S200
tax on future purchases of certain semiautomatic
weapons and require FBI baCkground checks of these
purchasers. Senator Howard Metzenbaum of Ohio hi'.
proposed legislation that would require lengthy background checks of current owners. "Iedia coverage em·
phasizes gun control as a soludon to drug-related
\iolence-as iCmaking s:::miautomatics illegal would limit
weapons for dealers already trafficking in illegal substances.
Many of the ~RA'S CUlTent difficulties are the result
of self-inflicted wounds. During the past few Years, the
organization has refused ~o play coalition politics with
its natural allies in the conservative movement, includ·
ing, most especially. elements of organized law enforce·
ment. A go·it .. alone approach and a refusal to
compromise on less than critical issues is jeopardizing
the ~RA's effectiveness in winning political support on
those issues that it considers most important. Fortunate·
Iy. there are now indications that the NRA is beginning
to take the concerns of other potential coalition partners
more serio",ly. helping shift the gun<ontrol debate back
'0 where It really belongs: the apprehension and pu::ishment of those who misuse firearms.

Antagonizing the Police
At a press conference this ~rarch, ~RA president
Joseph Foss explained that there is no reason police
officers and the :-.l'RA. cannot cooperate on many issues.
.-\. decade ago, in fact. the average policeman considered
the ~RA an ally in the promotion of safe- and responsible
gun ownership. Today. policemen think of the !'IRA as
an enemv of law enforcement-to the detriment of the
conservative coalition, which ought to include both gun
owners and cops.
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In a battle lasting from 1981 to 1986. the !'IRA ini,ially
resisted legislation banning armor.piercing bullets. This
issue was of minor concern tor hunters or sportsmen,
but of serious concern for law enforcement officers.
Although the NRA eventually supported some restriction
on access to these bullets, it needlessly antagonized the
cops. The battle lines were drawn again last year, when
the !'IRA fought tooth and nail against a push by
policemen for a seven-day waiting period for gun pur·
chases. The police wcre probably ....Tong to push this on
the merits; waiting periods won 't reduce crime. Even so,
since a short waiting period doesn't prevent anyone from
owning guns, the NRA was foolish to oppose something
its natural allies on the beat consider so important.
Police officials bear part of the blame as well for the
fragmentation of the coalition. For example. my good
friend Dewey Stokes. national president of the Fraternal
Order of Police, endorsed Howard ~letzenbaum last year
merely because of his restrictive gun control position,
even though he has generally opposed legislation that
would enhance law en.l.orcement. But over the last
decade, the NR·\ seems to have picked too many un ..
necessary fights with the cops. A more effective strategy
would ha\'e been to make common cause with lawen ..
forcement on 3nti<rime issues in exchange for greater
police support for 'he right of law-abiding citizens to
bear arms.
Bennett Quick On the Draw
political talculations [00 often have been based
on temporary expediency rather than on the nurturing
of coalitions that could be more effecth'e over the longer
term. In California last fall. the :-iRA authorized a lale
mailing on behalf of a liberal Democrat. \\lllard Murr...
in his race against consen'ative RepUblican state as·
semblyman Paul Zehner, e\'en though Zeltner was .1
strong opponent of gun control. The district \\.1,
Democratic-leaning, and the :-iRA apparently though,
~rurray, whom it considered acceptable on gun issu~,.
~RA

PATRICK B. ~(CCL·IGA.~

is ,di/or of/he Frtt ConK"'s fOI"'·
dation's Famih.. Law and Democracy Report, His mirno,,"!
/ht Burl< balik, The ;>;inthJusuce. will b. published /hlS Jail
Policv R~\ 1("h
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advocacy programs like that run by the :-1orth
American Council on Adoptable Children's New

clear cutoff d.nes for fathers to assert their rights

York chapter to show minority-group members

and confidentiality safeguards for adoption docu-

how to deal ,,;th the adoption bureaucracy; :

stronger legal safeguards for adoption finality:

ments to ensure that adult contacts between birth..

greater flexibility in home study requirements, to

mothers and their children will remain suictly

make adoption more affordable;
a relaxation of taboos against adoptions by older
people, singles, and the handicapped, and more

\,oluntaryi and
a national campaign to find adoptive homes for
all 36,000 special-needs children.

"cultural sensitivity" to iower--ctass people who
would like to adopt:

"directive If counseling for young pregnant women
that in a non-coercive fashion gives them com..
plele information and makes dear that adoption
is an alternative that will let them give the gift elf
life ",ithoul ruining their ovm lives;
more maternity homes and support programs for
pregnant women:

LIBERALISM

The most important and difficult change of all is a
change of attitude toward adoption-that people will
come to see that, although emotionally hard on the
birthamother, it is the noble, right way for her to treat
the small human being she carries in her body but does
not have the reSOurces to raise right now. It is not
"abandonment"-it is the way society ought to care for
its members, assuring each a home.
Z

A classic work.
now available In paperl

Ancient and Modern

Leo Strauss
With a new Foreword by

Allan Bloom
"In a lime when Ihe very meaning of 'liberalism'
and 'liberal educaHon' has become a mailer of
doubl and conlroversy. Slrauss's Iheorellcal
reg rounding at liberalism In classical political
philosophy should be ot the greotesl significance
for thoughttuiliberais everywhere.-Thomes L. Pangle. University of Toronlo

CORNELL

..

Uberol democrallc thoughlln the twentieth
century Is composed of two strands: the classical
(preserved In the term "liberal education"), Which
emphasizes human excellence. and the modem,
which emphoslzes Individual freedom and social
equality. Though these two Intellectuol tendencies may complement each other, rhey Canand do-olso conflict with each other. In this
coliecHon at essays. onglnally published In 1968.
Strauss examines the ambiguous relationship
between these tendencies. ,eeklng to iIIumlnote
the democrotlc discourse of that time. His results
ore es pFirtinent, Insightful. and timely today as
they were twenty yearn ago.
An Agora Paperback EdHion
$8.95 paper
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would win. The NRA won the seat, but the tactic may
have backfired. Its endorsement of Murray made California GOP assemblymen much less eager to support the
NRA in the legislative battles over semiautomatics that
it lost this spring.
Also this spring, in retaliation for drug chief Bill
Bennett's quickoQnRtbMraw ban on semiautomatic imR
paris, the ~RA and other gun-owners· groups (ontributed significantly to the GOP's loss of the Indiana
congressional seat once held by Dan Quayle and its
near·loss of Dick Cheney's Wyoming seaL The NRA
withheld a key mailing for the Indiana Republican, Dan
Heath, and, then, having already made its point, sat oUt
the Wyoming election, even though it had no objections
to the Republican candidate Craig Thomas. (Gun
Owners of America actually endorsed the Democrat,
John Vinich.) This double punishment of the GOP
probably served a useful purpose-encouraging the
Bush administration to refocus iLS drug strategies more
on crime control than on yun control. BUl it also
weakened the parcy that has been most sympathetic (0
the NRA overall, and showed a spitefulness toward the
Bush administration, with which it probably should be
cooperating not fighting.
80 Percent!s Not Enough
The NRA also refused to cooperate with conservatives
during one of the most important fights of the last
decade: the Bark nomination. As one of the strategists
who sought to secure Bork's confirmation, I know we
badly needed the NRA's help and didn't get iL
\Vhen Richard Gardiner and Dave Connover, the
NRA staffer. whll used to attend the 721 Group (an
anti<rime/pro-judicial reform coaHtion that I chair),
told me early in the battle that their leadership would
not be supporting Bork, I researched the judge's record

Today, policemen think of the
NRA as an enemy of law
enforcement-to the
detrim~nt of the conservative
coalition, which ought to
include both gun owners and
cops.
on Second Amendment questions. I found decisions in
which Bark had ruled in favor of the rights of gun
owners. In fact, in one cas~Judge Bark ruled in favor of
the NRA itself, in ~ ~\i';~ J.!ul'lceming the use of a gun
stolen from, l:rP NM's nadonal headquarters in
Washin"~'rt J!lut, of course I did nOt find evidence of an
overlv. ;"'xd feading of the Second Amendment on the
~~Uri1mer
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The NRA sat out the Bork battle because it feared he
would modify the exclusionary rule.
part of the judge.
Dan Casey of the American Conservative Union (my
principal aUy in organizing support for Bark among
"outside" consen'athre groups) and I received mLtltiple
indications that the ~RA opposed Bork because of his
concerns about the excessive reach of the judicially
created exclusionary rule. It was feared that Bork would
be unwilling to suppress e\oidence gained during investigations and searches of, among others. the owners of
firearms stores. (~Iore recentl}', NRA. political director
Wayne LaPierre Jr. said that the Reagan White House
pleaded with the :-;RA not to come out early for Bark.)
On September S, 19S7, after Casey and I determined
(hat our own efforts to bring the NRA back into the
judicial reform co.lition had failed, my colleague Paul
Weyrich at Coalitions for America asked Senator James
McClure of Idaho, a favorite of the !':RA. to intervene.
~fcClure communicated with every member of the NRA
board of directors. which was slated [0 meet in
Washington during the Bark hearings. A major confrontation ensued, in which those who wanted the organiza·
tion to stay Out of the battle prevailed.
By contrast, both the ~ational Right to Work Committee and the National Right to Life Committee im·
mersed themselves in the pro-Bark fight, even though
they had reasons to believe Bark might be an "SO-percenter" and not a puriSt on their issues. But they under·
stood the importance of the Bark battle to the coalition
they are a part o~ and devoted substantial resources to
the confrontation.

ACLU-StyIe Absolutism
The Bork battle also brought out another source of
strain in the conservative coalition: the NRA·s insistence
on an absolutist interpretation of the Second Amend·
menL ~Iost consenoauves who are fighting ACLU absolutism on issues like pomographYt school discipline,
55
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parade permit is an infringement on free speech.
Ordinary citizens have no right to own machine guns,
or bazookas, or surf&.ce·to-air missiles-indeed the Na..
donal Riflerusociauon seems to have acquiesced in these
restrictions. Why, then, is requiring a purchaser of
firearms to undergo a baCkground check. or to waitseven
days to receive his weapon, Of to go without certain
bullets necessarily unconstitutional? By failing to admit
the possibility of regulations that do not limit the b....ic
right to bear arms. the NRA is cutting itself ofT from a
broader movement of judicial refonn.

Fraternal Order of Police president Dewey Stokes
endorsing Howard Metzenbawn-a sign or hostility
between the NRA and law enforcement.
and school prny~'r are troubled by assertions from the
NRA that any new ~egulation of citizen access to firearms
would violate a fundamental constitutional right.
Few conservatives would argue against a generous
reading of the right to keep and bear arms. But surely

The NRA is helping to shift
the gun-control debate back
where it belongs: the
apprehension and punishment
of those who misuse Hreanns.
the Second Amendment does not require that courts
strike down all regul;ltions on gun use or ownership. any

more than the First Amendment prevents reasonable
regulations of speech, Asjustice Oliver Wendell Holmes
said, there is no constitutional right to stand up in a
crowded theater and yell "Fire" when there are no flames.
Similarl)i, gun registration Seems no more an infringement on the right to bear arms than the need to get a
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Anti-Crime Coalltion
There are now indications that the NRA may be
moving away from its single--issue myopia, and even
taking the initiati\'e in supporting broader anti<rime
legislation that would protect the rights of law-abiding
gun owners. In a recent interview, Chuck Cunningham,
central state liaison for the NRA.'s Institute for Legislative
Action, said the NRA would be supporting efforts to
strengthen punishment of juveniles. expand prison
capacity, speed up trials, and reform sentencing procedures so as to reduce plea bargaining-all measures that
could keep criminals off the streets.
The NRA also supported a Virginia bill signed into
law this February requiring an "instant" criminal back..
ground check on purchasers of semiautomatic weapons
that hold more than 20 rounds of ammunition and
handguns with barrels less than five inches, Instantaneous checks of criminal records will soon be feasible,
thanks to data at the National Crime Information Center.
The technology, r.ot completely in place yet, is roughly
analogous to the credit and theflchecksconducted when
credit card users make purchases.
Similarly, in California, the NRA has endorsed a bill
by state assemblymen Tom McClintock and Richard
Moungoy to establish astatewide system to check mental
health and criminal records, and "prohibit possession,
purchase. or transfer of weapons to all felons, all drug
abusers convicted of violating health and safety codes,
anyone convicted of a violent misdemeanor, and all
people judged by a coun to be a danger to themselves
or others." Last year. the ~RA supported congressional
passage of the McCollum-Staggers amendment. calling
on the Justice Department to study possible implementation of a national electronic system for checking
criminal backgrounds,
America's Voters will give strong support to a political
coalition that can push through reform measures to keep
dangerous offenders ofT the streets. The NRA can play
a very important role in this coalition, and in so doing
channel gun control into its proper direction-keeping
weapons out of the hands of criminals by putting
:E
criminals behind bars,
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Colombia Asks U.S. to Curh Gun Flow

Colombia Urges U.S. to Curb
Flow of Semi-Automatic Guns

OUHS,rn.AI

Dmg Cartels Said to Be Hoarding Jffupons
lIy MichaellsiluM
.'~I
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The Colombian Rtlvernmenl has
appealed to Ihe Bush administration
for help in cmbing an escalating
(low of $I.'mi·aulomalic rines, hand·
guns and other weapons from U.s.
Bun dealers In Columbian drug Iraf·
fickers, administralion oUicials said
yesterday.
Law enforcement oUici"I, report
glowing evidence thaI aRents of the
carlels operating in the United
Stales have m;ule m.,jor new efforts
to purl'ha!le large caches of semi·
automatic wealluns-inctudiliK AR~
15 and Uzi as~ltdt RUlig-sinet' lhe
Aug. 18 as!\.1sslIIat inll tlf Colnlllb~'n
flresitlt'ntial c';u\llulah' 1.111:-1

tial;tll.

Carlu~

-rile word we're gelling back
from our informants is that Ihe car..
telll have made ill full court press 10
obtain assault weapons," said Keith
Prager, group supervisor of ()per·
ation Exodus, a Miami·based U.S.
Customs Service program designed
to slop the illegal flow of guns to
South America...It seems like every
day I'm opening up a new
investigation•••• Almost anything
that shoots is something they're
interested in"
Nalional drug policy direclor Wil·
liam J. Dennett said y..lerday Ihal
his omce "immediately called" Ihe
Bureau flf Alcohol, Tob.,cco and
Firearms (ATf) and askl'd for :m
investigation iuto the arms ship"
menls aller he was tuld about them

• Co/.mbian "rt.,id.-nl mrl'lo ul'/JOaiIion 10 hi. drug m",,"rn.

.:

"'Il' ,1/9

by CoIombianJustice Minister Mml-'
ica de GreiU nnd her aides in ..
meeting her. AUf. 30.
nut Bennett, lestifying berore
the Senate Judiciary COlllmiu~
about President Bush's new anli·
drug Ilroposat. eillphatkally rult.oct
out furlher actiull by the lJu~h i1l1·
ministr"tion ilKaill~1 the dOnlt'!illc
9.. GUNS, AlB, CoLl

manu(Kture 01 aemHulomaUc ,u.
saull rifles airnilar 10 the ban on 1m·
porls imposed In July. Aboullhree-fourths of the semi·automatic weapons in the. hands of u.s. citizens
were made in the Unit~ Slates.
ATF .. llinales.
The .. tional drug IInlegy lhal
BuAh unveit.d Tueoday nlghl does
not refer 10 the gun laue. Sen. Ed·
ward M. Kennedy 100M....) .... rply crltlcUtd lhe omluion during
yeslerday', hearing, ..ylng lhal
semi·automatic assault weapons
have become "eapot 0( choice or
• •• Ihugs and mobsters Od the
streets" and are now being ex~
ported and used to "gun down mem·
hen or Ihe C<JIombian judiciary."
Bul Bennell relorled lhat lhere
lue ·very serious con.~ti(utional
problems" with a b:in on a!Saule
weapons and the adminislration
does not want to "interfere with the
-legitimate rights of gun owners and
colle<:lors and hunlers:
The bsue has taken un new ur·
gency In recent daYI because o(
devekljHnent. in Colombb. law erllorcemenl .mclala ..id.

Jack Killorln. chid or ATF public
.rralrs, saki lhe Colombian govern·
ment has provided the agt!ncy with
inrorma.lion about 172 ril1es. handgUll!

and shotguns seized trom the

cartels and leftist insurgenlJ during
an]8 moolh period ending Aug.. I.
ATF was able to trace 87-oc
more than halr-ollhe weapons as
having come from the United
Slales, Including 59 lhal were sold
in Florida, six in California and 12
scattered among lhe remaining
stales. The remaining weapons
were dassifted as of "unknown- or..
igin.
During that soune period, Killorin
said, ATF has made cues in the
United States against individuals
seeking 10 illepUy ship 157 weapons to Colombia. This includes one
case earlier Ihi. year In which 37
AR·tS assault ilfles manufactured
in Indiana were concealed in pool
tables bound fur Colombia (rom Miami Intern.,liunal Airport. In an ear·
lif'r l':lSt". ATF w;u able to trace the
I(IIn5 used in the cartel-sponsored
"Uack on the Colombian Palace of
Justice in 1985 to the United
States.
Since Aug. I. lhe Colombians
have asked ATF to Irace an addi·

Ii"",,! 155 ..-ea"",," seized by the
Colombian armed force and mi1itary. Killorin Aid.
John Waller-. JlenneU's chid 0(
alaU, said ""pre1iminlry inrormalbahe received rrom ATF indicalel
lhal m051 or the u.s. weapons tho
agency had been able to lnee were
"sold legitimalely" by U.S. de.1en
10 South American clien .. and IheA
were diverted into the hands of tbe
cartel.
But Killorin and Prager Siid most
of the U.S. assault weapons were
illegally purchaoed by agent. or lhe
carlel, laking advanlage olla. i/un
control laws in Florida and otHer
atales. and then smuggled out of
the country.
In many cases, they said, the car~
lei agenla employ "llraw purchas·
ers" 10 buy large caches or gUllS
from legitimate de:llera-an especiaUy easy exercise airin- Florida.
like Virginia. has no waiting periods
on gun purchases.
"What we have is Oil constant 110'011
ur guns coming out of the countty
using the same trail thai drugs a,e
coming into the country." Killurln
said. "'The cocaine tralrackers ate
not going b.ick empty-bandt.'1I." t

~
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CONTROlLlNG
, iiiE MED;:;i.:'I~1
I CARTE!.
ilI.hI.dtlllntlr1tl,wl\"h
Il'IIot!I 60 to aa ptrc'nl
ollll.nUlft.loanllonU,S.
strnts,lImJIIIQ.dQ
tttnt mill. Of .lIom Is
.141dr,lIlttnlroltl.n.

on.

I
,

Cartels prefer submachine guns
?"' alii G~"Z

•

'''' ..... ~a.r.ut,
I••mu: arsenab IIf ilUlnmatl1!
1\1:<lpuns OInd nther sophl:iu~tcd
, IInns have made Cillambla! dNa
, turds formubble ..:ncmtcs In the tn·
h:ma.1I01Ul\ baltle ul(alnsl noln;:OIlCS
traffic:kml!, ",ccnnhna: 10 e!'CPcrts (n·
mllillf \\llh canel acunne5,

1

tr!:: :r~e~:pe:ri:'ISr':~~!;-O:;

• rcachl:uz the level of "prl\'aIC
urmles ... lltC'\"Y\·~chl!tnunsa!llhe
:\I~ellm and Calt (:lIndll- (utom'
hl::fs man paMrful drug Aroups -

operau~ mu~ Itke traditional O1'Jl3nIled cnme :iHldltoltes or \crmnsts
lhanIJSpnVaU~mllllaryrtUlclllnC5.
Acconllnll toone L'111n Amencan
0I1fOllr5 specm!Jsl who has taken pan
In operations aMams, druR tralfli:k·
~rs. Colombtan dNR barons have
t:lrlte nrsenals of semlliUlormliC n·

nes. machine I(uns and pistols at
Ihctrdlsposal,
The weapons are used 10 protect

=1~~~~n~':tI~nR~:J~~~R!~Z;
:Inarr.wnflhrcats, mc:ludmutefnst
\o!.ucmllas
ao\<emrnent troops.
The arms !\ave been emptQy'N In

and

the camp'l~n of nssasSlnaUons
:l1I'InSI RO\'emment Olnd public: fiaures seeklnlt lOUR her measures
3a.mst Calomhilin drulZ traffickers,
who b~' most estimates pro\'lde up to.
80 pereent of the coc:tunc that enters
the United States.
"The weapons they use are semi.
automatics, and such Iluns as the
3.tAC.\Oand Unlsubmaehme RUnsl
that are bouRh~ on th.; a~, ~riu!1

6J~~~I~e:S~:t:~:a~!rColomhilln authorities have

Stt
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arsenals contalnlng Chinesemade versions oC the AK47; U.5.·
rTIlIde M·16 and the Europull'In&de
(j.J semlDutomaUc niles. elCperts
,il!lZed

~~xpe;ts have described the
,\lAC·to as the "weapon of choice"
for Colombian assassins because me
unaU submachme gun tires powerful AS cabber amrnumIion It a nte
Ilf hundreds oC rounds per minute.
The Israeli'made Utt also is used
11,' bod}'suards or drug kingpinS and
1$ lin easl\y concealed \.\upon that
..:an !!pral' larRe \'Olumes of bullets.
expens sa~~

Also, ,.ccordlng to the Latin afflurs :5peclal1s1. the :\.ledeWn artel
has hired "soldiers of tortUne," tn·

cludmg former hraeU mercenaries.

who ha\~ provided the drug king"
pIns \\ilh sophisticated elea:roruc
st!Qlnty devu:cs. exploslYe3, WUP'"

ons SIlencers Ind !Sniper rifles wnh
nlght,vlewing ,alpes.
Br (Onlran, Illost of the Colom·
btan police force Is equipped with
eljiht·shot ~r·t carbines. World War
!I·era weapons.
Hundreds of Colombian pubUc
rlgure!l.lncludinIJ the BO'.'emment's
top law enforcement omelal. ha\'e
been gunned dO","11 In recent months
In druR·related killlnRs, Repons descnbtnR the deatM tnvanably use
the term "hall of bullets."
The rapid finnp of an ad~'anced
machine Run 15 clearly audible on
the \'Idr.otape footaHe showinR' the
murder nf Colombian preS'jdenttal
~andidale LoUIS Carlos Galan on r'ri4.la,'

Anomcy G~neral Dick Thorn·
hUrllh Said the a!.\as.'1malion of Mr.
(,.lIim had "an Llura ut terronsm."
nllher than of an on::amzcd cnme
hit.

While House National SecuritY
•\d vlser Brent scowcroft !laid Saturday that the Colombian gl)\'emment
IHIS !'acml( a se'.l!re problem oC druA
lurds wl1h i'm'ate armte5" operat·
~nlZ In the ..:nuntry.
Edw:tn,f Ezell. a wellpons ,petla).
IH wull the Smlthsoman InstltuUnn.
'Jld a shlplnad nf\\l!apons seized by
JilfMlClIn authontles an January
was belle\'ed destined for either the
~Icdclhn c.:!.nel or Colombian fluer·
nllas.
The shipment Inc:luded 1.000 sem·
laUtomallcG·J nnes -guns used by
'\ATO (nrces, 250 HK·21 machine

A bathroom lined in lIallan marble Is one of the IUlI:unes of a reSidence confiscated Irom accused Medellm Carte
leader Jose Aodngu8z Gatha a1IU -The Mell:ican: and patrOlled by army otticers yesterday.

gurulnd ten 60mm monan with 600
rounds of ammunition. he said. It
was the first of three planned arms
shipments,
"That's an mfantry banahon." ~tr.
Ezell said. "f think}llU can safely say
(the druR canelsl art! armed wl1h
the baSIC weapons comparable to the
armed (orces nf the countn' th~' go
up agatnst."
The acquISItion of mortars b~' Ihc
drull Qnelsls a Slim lhal the dealer!
wen!: prepannlZ to RO beyond the de·
Cense of their ctlczune·producuon
camps or the protection of canel
!eadershlp, he said.
"Th.:se orl{lInlzatlons are bener
armed limn what \\l! tulve tradition·
ally seen In or~umlzed·cnme t}'Pe of
Crperauons, . he said. ",\nd Ihen' ha\1!
the monc\· 10 match anl' ellcOilimons
thaI \\1! mlllhl propose or tmple'
ment"
For example. Ir the l'S. mllUnry
sends In more helicopters 10 aid the
Colombian pnltce or mlilt:lor'\' (orces.
the drull barons have enoullh money
to purehase Snnller anti·alrcraft
missiles. which arc s.ud to be avad·
able on Ihe Intemcnonafblack mar·

Ittt, he said,

The druR lords also have obuuned
lop-qualllY arms from corrupt mill·
tar\,ofl!cers In someo! the !.unnand
Cenl;al Amenc.:m countnes. Mr.
Ezell said.
Ian Gddard, a counterterronsm
expert In London. said Colombia's
..trull: lords arc ''Crr welh:qulppcd.
"The}' ha\1: e\'CI1'thmll from small
Olrms 10 helicnpters.· ~1r: (.;t:h!£lrd
s.ud,"1 WOUldn't be surpnsed Ifther
ha\'e a couple ot' tanks Stashed .:!.\\'a}~
They are an nnny In all but name;'
The Laun speCialist. howe\-er, said
the dru~ C.:I.nel5 are .'\1:11' Intan~l·
ble" entitles that are secreU\1! and
cnp<!t>le of mo'·lnll. I'iIpldlv from 10'
c;mon to IOC.:l.uon by helicopter Dr
amored automobile.
"The I.!artel III nOlhinlZ solid
There's no command post that ~'Ou
C.:I.n send troops 1Illalnst:' he said.
The ;\Iedclhn cartel. Colombia s
larlZest dru~ Jj:roup. has set up small
groups of pe.:!.sants m ,·anous 10CIl'
Itons around the country. The
groups, normal Iv no I.1rRer than 10
yerson!. have been ~nl!n money and
materl.:!.! lIems from thc drulZ

groups,
In return they, are equlppet.
machme RUM and are Qlled u~
l.!arry out assassmatlons and
\'Iolence Dgainst the carte!'s
cents, the :!pecUlUst said,
As assas51n con be hired '
IIItlea,5JO, he said, ~105t assa
Tlons ha\'C been carned Ol
a!tacker:! ndlnA motorc\,des
weps who comer' Irelr tolrl::t:
then shoot him.
BeSides the major ,jcus ~
about JOO small narcotics tra
ers operate In Colombia. the sr
1St Said. Each Ir,"Irll:ker ex
about an avarnlle of 100 pout'
cocame annually.
Some shiPments nf the ..fru
110wn mto the l'mted St,Hes b
croft, and other shlpment'>are
by shiP throullh third u;ur.
such as Japan. the ::.reclaltst
~le:c.lcan druR tlr~anmlflons
purch.:!.sc Colombllln .. ' ,.. .line
ship tt through the t.:i )Ie
herder. he said.
-James Mom$on ~ <lPltr.tnd
IhL,;,eporr.
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[ax laws, drug
trade make Florida
tops in gun exports
WEST PALM BEACH - Florida's lax gun la ..... s and far-reachmg
drug netv.'orks haw made It the
countl1"s largest pro"der of guns
to such places as Colombia, the
Philippine! and the Hahamas, federal a~ellts say.
. Since january, federal a~ents
-«ave confiscated 162 guns that
"'ere bought in Flonda and shipped
but of the country. Most ..... ere to
'pe used b)' drug operauon~ In Latin
j\menca. where most countnes
lIave banned handguns.
"It' 5 rlope in and guns out,"
1.!id Bruce Snyder, spvkesman for
Ole t! .5. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms in Miami. "U
lou're in the drug busines~. you've
got to have guns. A gun can get
yuu nlore co~e III Colombia than
l10llars can,"
A person without a felonr retore! ..... ho hulds a FloncU driver's
Ucen~ can buy a $625 ~mlaut()o
matlc gun :n Florida, convert it to
oUl ~utomauc weJjloJn and attach a
SIlencer.
II ~t person has the right
coMections, he can sell I! for more
(han four tJrnes its onguw price in
~un!ri,.s where handguns are tilegal. Foreign buyers consider it a
bargain, Snyder said.
Guns also are III high demand in
ether states with tougher iIIn
~W1_

. TIle bureau's most recent sei:ure came bst month when four
Brooklyn men ... ere caught with
106 handguns_ Snyder ~id the
men had already delivered 68 guns
to Brooklyn when authorities
found them "running around the
Tampa area buymg guns,"
Snyder said tbase guns probably were gomg to street-level drug
dealers ..'ho can't buy handguns in
their hOrm! state.
Only SIX Florida counties including Pinellas, Pasco and Citrus - have 48-hour "cooUngo(ltf"
periods for gun purchases. Although xun dealers are required to
'1'11 :Ullhnritl,.,; v.hpn

I

Itnm~nn_

bu:,s more than one gun In a 5c!'en-day pcrald. finding otners to
make IndlVldual purchases IS easy.
"Often, they'll pay a person a !lilY off the street" to :uy
guns, Snyder said,
Florida ranks ahead ~f Texas
- ..... her~ ~llns Jre smuggled te
MeXICO in connecuon with drug
trade there - in L'le nlL'T,ber (If
iUegal gun shipments, Snyder sakI.
~bre than 11,000 people art: 1,censed to sell guns in Floncla.
Bob Saad, o,,"ller oC the Sh')()tin' Shack II, RiVIera !leach, saui
'hat If it were not so hard to buv
gt.ns In othn states. crmlln.,r';
wouldn't cume to Floncla fcr weapons.
"I'm certainly weU aware that
too many guns are In Illegal
hands," Saad said. "just a.; there
ne too many cars m the bnds of
people who don'l know h'w to
dnve."
Don jones, o...·ner of Sportman's Allie In New Pon Richey,
s.;:d reputable dealers ca;l recog·
a .. stra ..... deal" when a Finnda
r~ldent wants to buy a gl!.' fcr an
out-of-stater and ""00'1 nuke the

'''e

=

~Ie,

"There's at least one oerson
comes in every da), and I
won't sell tn them," Jones saId.
Snyder said large gun shipments have been smualed out of
the state in scuba tanks, washing
machin~s .;nd clothes dryers.
Three years ago, agents brJke up
...·tIlt they dubbed the "Bananas to
Brooklyn" caper - 300 Florida
guns were hidden in the middle of a
shipment of bananas bound Cor
New York.
He said the most popular weapons are 9mm pistols that can fire
up to 16 shots before reloading.
Many police departments now ISsue those guns to their officers.
"We don't have any s"lurclay
night specials," Snyder sa.'<l. "Everybody eqwps themselves WIth
high-quality ftrearms."
- stan writ., Klren Ole<O con~t
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.Lax laws make Flonda a gun-buyer's dream
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THE··s
GUN . TATE-

Arms smuggled
abroad end up
helping drugs get
into the U.S.

w_ . . .

By WILUAM e. GIBSON
and KEN CUMMINS

bU~~~~~~. ;p~ti~dathea

,r:

power for a vicioUi circle of drup aDd
violence in the Caribbean Basm that
come! back to wound tbestate aDd natioD.
Ftreanns inve5t1laUons sbow lh.at
Uceased Sluth Florida gun dulen un·
knowingly supply arms to drug gangs.

FLORIDA
FIREARMS
Expons
in violence
• First of two pans.
iii florida is a gunbuyer's dream. 17A
D.arco-lemnists aDd political ass.u.

,!11m 10 Colombia. JmlI.Jca and other
drug·produciDg natiollS..

Taking advantage at bassle-free
gun Jaws in Florida and a few other
states. cnminaIs rout1oelr buy highcaliber weapons aDd smuggle them
abroad to intimld.tt.e foreign lovernments and sboot down drug--enloreemeal campaigns.

Tbe Vicious eirc:1e is completed
wben cocaine shipments, weO guard-

ed with Florida gun&. flow into the
United States. The drugs. lad more
guns pllrchased in South Florida. tbeo

lIo)or Incfdonbllnvolvlng weapon. fn>m tIM Unllad _ :
" - ' ~ 'DIIS:T_~ guwp.wdWadklSoulh

Florida -.nltld _Iho _oI.1udoo.
- . '1180: M-,6 _
obootdMlk:ol'!'''.lzod. Wore..,"""" 10
SoriNlne.
.
JomoIca, , _ : _
YIoI«loI wIt!....ut _
rNytd 110m Florida.

_10

BlmnquIJlo, CoIomblo: CcntInAJaI_ 01 ""-'5 ....... _
110m South
CoIot!<>Ion drug caneII.

smtiggJod

T.... '" UI_:CcntInAJaI_ot ~AKS-47r111eO.
$WI gr~YHH C":OCCHIUZlO

up in violeat crimes. I
"h's Uke Florida 11 the bub -it all ~e~t~Jda~=:teu;,~~~:
goes out from here. the guns to Jam.ai· Hoas for fa11iDi to halt the flow of
ca and the guru: to Nelr York;~ :.aid drugs. tbo5e same natloDi are fightiDl
Capt. AI Lambert! of the Broward

move to other states. where they tum SberiIf', OUke. "n.~y jUit &0 up 1-85.

SeE GUNS "SA
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Guns sold in state begin a vicious circle
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Texas export: bigh-caliber h~dguns for criminals
By _ I l l LaFranchl
S'al wfllet' at The Chtrslilln Science MonIlor

Au,tIn, 1U,!o1

In "lexas, it takes only $40 and a driver's lieense to
purchase a semhutomatir. handgun. With the legal purchase of a similar gun in New York City requiring a
waiting period and background check, a New York drug
dealer considers the smuggled "lexas weapon a bargain even at four times the original price.
As a result, guns purchased in "lexas are surfacing on
the streets of New York and other American cities - and
some foreign countries - where laws make such sought·
after weapons difficult to come by.
Federal officials say "lexas is now the second most
important "source state," after florida, for a booming
weapons trade. In recent cases hundreds of "lexas guns
have turned up in New York, with others surfacing in
Washington, Los Angeles, Jamaica, and the PhiUppines.
The state's relatively lax gun laws are part of tile
explanation, officials say. But an increase in drug traf·
flcking through fuas following stepped up anti-drug·
trade etrorts In florida may also have created new
interest in "lexas guns.
"Recentiy we're seeing more organizations rome
down here to gel their drugs," says Phillip Chojnacki,
A Tex8I gun dealer displays a Smith & Wealon 9 mm, 8emlautomatlc platol; will thl_ gun show up In New York?

QN_ Ttll;_QI;.E,.EN§lV_E

He was simply
setting record·

Please see OUNS next page
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-NOW warns Democrats on women's issues
B~

Donald L Rheam

~.!!!L~<;tuI51~~.!-~_'''
_ __

W. .hlngton

The women's movement has flrro a

People want to know who is
the train here, is it interest
or is there some core set of
.gDrincintes that AnUn2tL>s thn nArlv "

1
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specio.I agent in charge of the Houston office of the
federal Bureau of Alcohol, 'Ibbacco, and Fireanns

(ATF). "Perhaps while they're down here doing

that kind of business. it's just very convenient to
pick up the lIreanns they need at the same time."

Convenient, and profitable for gun smugglers,
who can realiu! a 3()()"tQ.400 percent profit by
driving, busing, or flying high-powered weapons
to eager markets.
In one case last year, a cache of 18 guns purclwed In DalJas was stopped at Los Angeles
International AIrport. ATF investigators believe
the semiautomatic handguns were destined for
the city's violent street gangs. ThIs year, federal
agents broke up an international heroin ring that
operated between New York and Hong Kong - and
which purchased much of Its firepower in 'Thxas.
In another recent case, three New York residents and a DaUas-area resident were charged
with smuggling 131 handguns from Thxas to a
Brooklyn drug ring. ATF Investigators believe
some ot the guns were used by juvenile lookouts
posted at New York heroin "shooting gaIleries."
The presence of Jamaican posses In DalJas also
"'Thxas has always been a source state (tor guns explains why guns bought In 'Thus have surfaced
turning up in New York1" says Bob Creighton, In Jamaica. Last year 65 Jamaicans were arrested
spedal agent in charge of the KIT bureau In New on drug-trafIIcldng charges, "and 'l:r of them were
YorIc. "But we're definitely seeing an Increa5e to either armed or had weapons close by," Garner
It It's bec:oming routine now tor us to work with notes. "We're fIndlng them armed wlth a much
better, mare powertuJ type of weapon," he add•.
our DaIJas and Houston olllces."
Guns purchased In Thxaa are "turning up ev- "They're staying away from the so-called Saturerywhere," Mr. Creighton says. "Wc're IIndIng day-nlght sped.Jls In favor of the hIg/HjualIty,
them with the drug organizations, youth gangs. hIgh-caliber semi automatic pistols."
muggers, and robbers. These are
Federal otDdals In CalIfornia
guns that are getting Into the
say they have not witnessed an
intiux of Thxas guns on the orner
hands ot criminals."
Thxaa law requires a gun pur- 'Often It's a woman
of what New York is experiencing.
chaser to show proof of legal age with a baby who
One explanation is that CalIforand residency. A federal "multiple agrees to buy [guna] nia's strict laws on handgun pursales" form must be ftlled out If
chases aI'll simply turning drug
more than one handgun is pur- for 0 price.'
traders to assault rifles and shotcIwIed. Gun smugglers easily dr- Agent Richard Gamer guns - often equipped with a pistol
cumvent that red flag. however,
grip - that are not covered by the
by ~ "straw purchasers"
law.
Into many gun shops to buy one gun at a time.
"You only have to be 18 to buy a rifle, and
"Often It's a woman, alone or with a baby, who there's no waiting period, 1IO that's what they're
agrees to do the buying tor a price," says R1clwd using to protA!Ct their operations here," says MIGamer; 00as KIT spedal agent In charge.
chael C. Hucl:aby, KIT spedal agent In charge in
Some 800 purchases of weapons In the Dallas los Angeles.
area over the past year have been linked fOTamaI.
Federal o1IIclals In CalIfornia and Thxas note
can crime gangs or ''posses,'' as they are known. that their states remain an Important source of
"Fbur or five years ago we had no Jamaican drug weapons for narmdcs tra1iIckers in MeJQco.
tramcldng problem in the Dallas-Fbrt Worth where gun laws are very strict. "What you have 15
area," says Mr. Gamer, "but now there are estl- a lot of bartering of drugs for guna," Dallas's
mated to be more than 600 posse members here." Garner says. "It's a very profitable exchange."

------------------
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THE DALLAS GUN CONNECTION
Lax laws in Texas
dilute gun control
in other states
By Scott Ard
OF THE TiV!S HERAlD STAFF

Djela.:::n Ukperaj and Demir 'Denny' De1 "aJ. both Yugoslavian nallon·
als. ".'" regular cusr.omers at the
Gun Ga::ery In Carrollton. SIX limes
In 198•• fcderal agents say. they paId
cash fo~ small·callber. semlautomatlc
pistols - more than 120 In all.
Some or the guns ended up In New
York C.:~·, where they were sold for
up to SI50 each. about three limes
the pu~chase price, federal agents
say. In ~Iarch, the men were accused
or vlola:;ng federal firearms laws fol·
lOWing a seven·month Invesllgallon
by the U.S. Bureau of Alcohol, To·
b",o,;o a..~d Firearms. Three olher pe<lpl<Ol, nor.e connected to the gun store.
also \\~~< Indicted.
ATI' agents are condUcting a growtnG nu:"ber of such mvesllgallons.
Becau~ of Texas' lax gun laws, sus·
peeled black Il'arketeers can eastly
buy ca::oads of guns, ship them to
states G~ countries WIth tougher stan·
dards ...~d sell them for handsome
profits.
From cheap handguns to eXpensive
semtau:omatlcs. several hundred
weapor:. purchased ir, Dallas and
elsewh~,. m Texas have shown up in
New York: Washington, D.C.; Kings·
ton. J=alca; the Phllippmes ar1i other plaC>05 In lhe last two years. ATF
agents ..y. More and more. agents
say. ~.·running is a sideline to drug
deahng - a way to boost profits and
protect :nvestments.
... As :.,e narcotics busmess conUn..
ues to i'!t more violent. the need for
flrearrr... will IneYease: satd James
Wooler_ an agent In the Dallas ATF
office. '~ow Dallas Ius been Idenu·
fled as • supplier."
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An IRtnt ",Jlh .be- Dallas ATF omce holds an f\f .. 16 .s he Stan-I. row of connJcat~ "eapons.

The ATF enlered the nse

:.~ L;rU~pe~nda~'::'So!~~

rr('o~t'rf!'d by New York
City pnlin'. Mme within t I days
ur UlI'if .mn·h;I"". Al't",nilng 10 a
{toderal amdavlt,
Usmg salt'S records. the ATF
learned that the we.1lpons wrre
bought at the Gun GaUrty and
,·,lfilltf'll,f Ihl· lilurf> 1'01,,1 Rn:wm
1,.·,Jt. whll It'lllllly "".111 II ..• KUII..

were

to the men, lold agtnt:l; he had
received " phone caU rrom o..-s.
kaJ, who said -some fflrnds rrom
New York had just nlme into
town and wanted to huy some
hand~ns." according 10 the affi,
davit.
A"" Ilgt'nls srl up !'lIrVl'llIan\'f'
al the Gun G:aUery. Un St·,.1 8.
Ukpe~. accompanlt"d by o.sk~.
went to the store and bouJ:hl Ove
Inex~nslvf! handguru. Ukj>f:raj
told an ag('nt p'l!iin~ as a ("1f'rk he
-J(nIllJl Hul IIr luwn U", .... 111

w.,.

"'·!'II.:lI'ki/:UHUIlI

.1.,

110 ".' .... •....d. t
tI ... , .....
nltn.1 ;111,lIy fur II pi ,.111 lind Ilh'l

:>''1 lI\ulIllL~ Iu ":'"
UI\.' wrap.,n v.lllir Authullhl"
mak~ a bac-kgwund chtC'k anI
review the' huy,·r',. rra.ooons [01
wanhng iL In Cahrornla•• buye.
mud wail two w~k1: while rr
c:ords are' dittkrd (0,. possibll
criminal history. TIlf!Se rrsltlt"
tlons are -why there is luch '"
(black) rrwke't ror fi~arms II
those. statH." Nelson saKi.
Jagger corK'edcs th~re is stil
opposilion to stronger ¥Un lav.
In T~xas and elscwhrtt'". U:n'l
Conover. a 'pokf'SmaJl With Ih.
N..Unnal Rin~ A!soelalion~ C'alls .
waitlnK pcoriod "h"Ji:rou~" Ani
says Texas gun laws arr .pprn
WIlIL :,," tUIlK liS

.... 1oIrt*Cn/0IIIa Tmn ....,.

felt. - plal~ wh{'re addicts gather
to IflJed th~ drug, Woolen SAId,

day in ordrr 10 take carf! or busi.
ness," thf! amdavit says. Thf'Y
thrn earned t~ eum to their

1986 Thundf!rbird.

Aner several nmnlhs o( exam·

ining sales rrcords and wale-hing
the df'[rndanls in Nf!w York and
J)lllla~, Ihe A17 obtatned a (roC'r,
at grand jury lodjctm~nt charg.
ing Ukper;y, DHklj. Maldonado
and two olhrrs wilh vIolations
(ederal Bun ItatuteS. Induding
Jlllrrha~dng au"' with (alse id.. n·

or

Iln ....UIlH

j

I Wl"Cn pun·ha..w 311d p'rS.~"1I1f

pri.lt'",
"1lle tools exist. What ~ tl
bf" bHrrd up IS the eonfur("1'
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ABA chief
wants end
to exports
By Debbie Howlett
USA TODAY

The American Bar A!ooc!atlon president Is urging Presldent Bush to "respond swittly
and a1!I.rmatively" to Colombia's plea !bat he curb the export at US-made semiautomatic weapons.
"The avallablllty at mlIIt$1j'

assault weapons Is a fundamental obstacle In the 1IgI1t
agaIJr.st drugs." ABA president
L Stanley Olauvin said IJl a let-

ter tiated Monday.

ABA spokesman Bruce
Nicholson admlts Colombia's
request olfers a new pitch Ir.
seeking a ban on the weapons,
Wblte House spokesman
MarIJn Fltzwater says Colombia's plea "certainly points out
a problem we'd like to find
some way to deal with...
More than 50 percent ot

weapoDS seized In Colombia In
the past 18 months were U.s.made, the Bureau at Alcobol.
Tobacco and FIreanns says.
Drug tratIIckers hire people
with dean records to buy guns
tor them. oJDdaIs say. Buyers

working several stores can
quickly build a taIr.sfze cacbe.

Elsewbere In the drug wars:
.. The Senate subcommittee
on investigations releases a 12montb study ot Colombian
drug cartels today. Tbe report
- detailing operations ot the
two major Colombian cartels
- condudlS with a call tor
greater coordlJlatlon by tedera1law enforcement 8g151des at
IntelUgence intonnatloo.

... Senate Appropriations
Committee CbB.Irm8n Robert
Byrd, D-W.Va., says be will In-

troduce legislation increasing

next year's antI-drug spending
by $3.9 billion, fundlng It with
0.6 percent cuts IJl domestic
and detense prognuns.
.. FBI DIrector WIllIam SesslODS says all 9,700 agents will
get semiautomatic 10mm
handguns to meet the threat ot
heavily armed drug dealers.
.. PresIdent Bush takes his

anU-drug me3Sllge Into the

schools todaY, with a broadcast

to be carrted on all three networks and on doseck:lrcult TV
at 12:15 p.m. (EDT).
~

In Colombia, cartels con-

tinued random violence IJl relallation tor the government's
crackdown, assassinAting the
tanner mayor at Medellin who

crusaded to oust

drug cartels

from the city, the cocaJne cantllr or Colombia.
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The Firepower of Drug Lords
ORLD WARS are not waged without
weaponry, and today's global drug wars
are no exception: the enemy is loaded.
Any serious defeat of the world's narco-terrorist
cartels mu-t include the severing of weapon
supply lines. That mission starts right here. in
the White House and Congress, with decisive
action to elimillate the marketing of semiautomatic assault-style weapons deemed to have
no serious, legitimate recreational uses. Presid~nt Bush began this process with a ban on
imports of certain weapons so designated by the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, the
organization that continue'J to play an expert lead
role in tracking the fU'e~.nns of the drug underworld and in enforcement under tough federal
firearms statutes. But this important mission will
be pointless if dom~tic versions of these same
weapons continue tr. be legally available.
You don't try to 'ight a war while you're a major
supplier of arms tJ the enemy. This is why every

W

major law enforcement organization in the country
supports a ban on domestic versions of these same
weapons that have no legitimate purposes.
The rights of gun owners are not at stake here.
It is not a matter of telling Americans that they
cannot have guns for their protection, for sporting purposes or for collections. More and more
gun owners, fU'earms experts and sportsmen are
concluding on their own that disti~ctions can be
made, that they and fellow Americans share the
concerns of their police and others who are on
the front lines and who seek support.
Gun owners in this country as a whole are not
mindless, trigger-happy zealots. But the largest
organizations purporting to speak for them still
fall to make vital distinctions based on public
safety, common sense and the patriotism that
rejects any abetting of a clear and dangerous
enemy. Congress has legislation to do something
about this, and the sooner Congress acts, the
better off their constituents will be.
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1tIe- S(}'1I. biPdfJ ~!ll 011
Southern CaTlfOrntl"!s swiftl>·

Bear do'Wil

To its credit, California has al· beings. Owners with valUd regis.
Jecoming a haven for gun ready banned the manufacture, tratlon papers could aitller keep
:unners and drug trafflckers. sale and unregistered possesSion' their guns or ~ell them. But all
The la test evidence is the of more than 25 types of semi· sales would be strictly regulated
seizure af nearly 200 ~erni·auto- automatic weapons. Tbe ban, to include a two·week back·
malic rit1e5 and 80,000 rounds of which will become eff::ctive next ground Investigation of prospec·
ammunition In San Diego and Ir· year. has also spurred cODgres· live buyers.
vine.
sloDal action to enact a nalion·
A companion proposal by Rep.
Federal authorities believe wide prohibition against these
:he $285,000 cache of AK·47s. a potent firearms.
Henry Waxman, D·caJlf., would
Chinese-made copy o{ the Rus.
The case for a federal law Is ban 11 kinds of seml-automatlcs.
sian rifle, was destined for sale convincing. There are approxl· It would also require purchasers
to drug dealers In Mexico. But mately S ml11l0n seml·automatlc of existing weapons to undergo
these weapons are beco~ng In- .'~eapQllS in thl5 country. The . rigorous background· checks, ob·
creasingly commonplace among Busb admlnlstra tioo's perma· taln approval from local law-en·
drug traffickers in San Diego as nent ban on' the importation of forcement agencies, pay $200
well.
43 types of semi-automatics Is transfer lees and register their
During the last eight months, virtually meaningless because guns with the U.S. Bureau of AI.
no fewer than 358 AK·47s have most purchased in this Qowitry cohol, Tobacco and Firearms.
been conUscated In the course of are American·made. In fact, the
narcotics raids throUghollt the partial prohibition amounts to
Both bills reflect a growing
city. This has prompted Police little more than trade protec. national consensus that the con·
Chief Bob Burgreen to Increase tionlsm for U.S. gun manufactur- stltutlonal rlgbt to bear anns
the firepower of officers who pa· ers.
does not include eem!·liutomat·
trol San Diego's toughest streets. 1, The Senate Judicilii-y Commit. les capable of firing more than
Slmllarly, federal Drug Enforce· tee Is cOl!!idering a bill by Sen. 30 rounds in a single clip. Can·
ment Administration agents are Howard Metzenbaum, D·Oblo, to gress should follow Californl~'5
~arrying Beml·automatio waapban the manufacture and sale of lead by banning these weapons
~ns to defend themselves against
25 types of assault weapons, and denying drug trafflckers
~eavily arl1)ed narcotics dealers.
which are designed to kill hum!n their weapon of choice.

~:/1!~~"Ibzt.~-'
arrection,: , ,.

A Wedn~day editorlallncorrectly
!tiled that 358 AX-'7 aem!.II1tomat-

Ie mault rlfi61 have been ael:ed In
San Dlbgo during the lui elpt
months. TIu! actll&l totAIl1s _ tII8lI
160.......
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Guns bought in state
sweep across nation
to trigger crime wave
FLORIDA
FIREARMS

By KEN CUMMINS
and WILLIAM E. GIBSON
WulMglon &.llNIJ

WASffiNGTON - Guns bought at a
Homestead ga50lloe staUOD hut year
quickly ended up In the bands 01 criml·
nals in New York CUy.
One 01 them. an Uzi mIoI... rb!ne,
semJ·automaUc pistol, wu used in tbe
attempted murder of a New York City
poUce o!f1cer. ADOt.her, G Browning to
mm pistol, was used in the drug-related
kUling of a QueeQ3 man.

Two HUDa:arian-made g·mm lancf..

=~':tf!~~t~~tmsaur'%r~et=u¥W~

MAC'Useml'automatic pl!tols, withsl-

~D:J:' O;~:C:~lal~~~

1::

aDd five South American drug dealers.
Another Browning 9-mm from the
Homestead baul was found aboard a
"war wagon," a van lull of armaments
and bulletproof vests that rolled
through New York. City streets as part
of a drug dealer',! security operaUoD.
New York. despite havtng one of the
toughest gun laws In the n~tIoD, sut·
(ered the havoc wrougbt by these weapons, but Florida proVided the gun-buy·
ing climate that miUJe the purchases
cbeap and easy.
"Florida bas always been a major
source of guns (or all of the UDlted
Stales beca~ of the ease with wblcb

ExJl<?rts
in vIOlence
• Second of two parts.
• Nation's capital is cnd
of the line for drugs. 7A

•

you can get we.a~ lbere." said LeaD
Kellner, former U.s. attorney lor the
Southern District of Florida.

~:'.!:~~~:~::~~~:~:

cal the state's gUD sh0p3 are a favorite
weaponry for drug gaogs and
~~~~~ 0ru~:,~g In major cities in
A major boon to f1.,rida's gun indus·
try bu been the emergence of the vig..
lent Jamaieao "poue" dru, gangs na.
tioDwlde. Federal law cnforcement
oCfldals say the posse5 (ann the largest
cocaine aDd crack ImuggUng networks
III thl! country and they bavo bee. rely·
Ing 00 Florida guns to enforce discipline
io theJr operations.
3OUl'Ce of
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Nation's capital is end of the line for drugs
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:State is key source of weapons used in U.S. crime
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HANDGUN CONTROL
ONE -.uoH STRONG ••• -tdnotto
bep ~outflll CfMwrnngfulndL

SEMI.AIITQMATICASSMII.IWf.APON I.EGlSIATlON (illig Cnnqwl
~1llIl

s.:m

smlllR 119
MQ\'N1JIANlGmRONS

lIJ!...lliIl
li:rdl!.II

IIJ!..!tll
Il!lI!lM!l

B.a1l1 the domcuic manufae<

~

Prohibin Ibc tr.aruftl or
posscuion o! scmi-automaCic
auault WCd(Mlns and p",rts.

Prohibits pOUc$~iun III
Ir~ns(cr of certain )Cmi.autom.alk WcJlguns and rin~
detetmioed 10 be uniuitable
roc lawlul rcerntiunal
purposes.

Any Uri carbine or p~oI;
hlgr.am MACIO or 11 pistol
or carbine; milit.ary.it)lc
scmi-automalic rinc known
as AVlomat Kabsbnikov;
sbolgwl o( type laown as II
Sircet Sweeper, &IIy paru
designed or inlcnded to
convert .I fill"lfln into a
weapon desI'"!d in bill; any
semi·automatic ccnlerJire
rilletbalacccplll.delacbabic
magu.ioe with apacity ol20
or mote: rounds.: any sb""gun
v.ilb band leu Ih.aa 19
inchcs aad II folding $lOt" or
magUine capaoty of morc
(ball 6 rounds; .ant firearm
witb a burd Ies$ Ihan 11
incbes Ib3t is It mOtJifiG1liOD
or semi·autonlalit cenlcrfire
rifle Ihat acccpts detachable
magmoe with capacity of 20
01 more rounds; 01 thai is

To be delermined by
Sccreta,y o( Trcuury.
Requires SeCteluy 10
establish ICYeo-membcr
Fireums Eniualiun P.II~d
rc.spoosible (or
recommcnding Jland.:Ulh 10
be used by SeuCCIll)' in
delcrmiomg 1uil.ability ul
semi-autorJUtic rifles ;,and
sbOlgullS (or lawful
tccrc.a!ioD.aIJlllrfJUSCl.

fRll.YI:illlIl

~AJJM

PURPOSE!

011,11' Ibe domellic
mallu(aclurc. ule, and
imrorlalioa of na semiautomatic au3ull wea~..l,
And or largc·npatilY
detachahle magaJIncs and
ammunition beta.

aaas tbc domestic
mallu(.atlutC. ulc, and
imparutian oC ~ semi·
lllltoolllie assauh weapons.

B~ns thc imporlalioll of
,cmi·aulomatie asnull
wcapollS .aDd blge·capuity
ammunition magmnes and
ammunition bells.

Avcom.al KabshDiko.... Uri;
M-IO or M.ll: TEC-9 aDd
TEC22; Ruger Mlai 14; AR·
15; Bercna AR i'O; FN-FAL
or FN·FNC; Stcyr AUO;
USAS IZ WOCgull; ihDlgwu
witb a revolving qlinder such
as SUed Sweeper aDdStriier
J2; Ueeklcr &. Koch HK
91AJ (.308 (.11.), HK !illA·Z
(.223 al.), 11K 94A-2 (9mm)
and 11K ~A-3 (9mm): Oalil
S.S6mm and 7.62mm;
SJningftcld Almory SAR-48
(.JOO till.) and varulic:IIIS:
SIG S50/l51 Amult Rifle in
.m cal.; COOray SWD 9mm
and variations; FA. MAS in
5.56mm (,223 call: Moubc:rg
Model SOO Dullpup 12
shotgun; Fcalbcr AT·,
ccnter(ire Kmi·~utonlalie in
9mm; V.alrnct M76 and M78
(.308, .223, 7.62 x 3%tm);

Norwco, Mitchell, and Poly
Teebnologics AVlomal
Katuhnikovs (aU modc!s);
Action An:ls IsracU Military
Industries Uri and Oilll;
Belclla AR 7D (SCm): Colt
AR~15
and CAR·IS;
F..briq,uc N.ationaic FN.FAL.
FN·l.AR, and FN·FNC;
MAC·JOand MAC·ll;SIC)T
AUG; IntulccTEC·9;Slrcct

Avcom.al Kaluhniiov; Uri;
M-JO 01 M·Il: TEC9 and
TEC-22; Rugcr Mini 14; ARtS; BCfClta AR 70; }>"N-FAL

SEMI~

AtrrOMATIC
FIREARMS

USfED

pcrnNQNJ stmmnrrn

Sweeper and Strikcr 12.

.and FN-FNC; Sicyr AUG:
Hedler &. Koch HK9I, 91
.and 94: UMS 12: shOlgun~
Stlcet Swecper and Striker
12 revolving cylindcr
sholguas; any other semi·
automatic fuc.um witb
mllgwne tapaaty over ~
lOumU (II.R. 1154);· any
other lhocgun with fI:lcd
m.apzine, cylinder or drum
c:apaot)'O\U 6 rounds.

rued

• S. 7ll bans importation o(
semi·automatic flfcuml ",itb
fllCd m.ag:lIlinc capacity
cscccdingl.Orounds.

lute, s.ale" .and importation of

kml-aulom.atic as.s.aull
wcapoos .aDd p.utl. Plobibiu
~ 1.lIge.tapacily ammuni·
liDO (ceiling device" Applies
same. rcshictlQos 10 ahting
scmi-aulol11.a11c assault
WU(lODS IIpplicd to .:bllchine
guns under currcnt bw.
... oy typc o( A\1omat
Kaluhoikov. Uli, Ingram M·
10 or M.n, Intralec TEC·9
or TEC-22, Ruger Mini-l4.
Colt AR-lS, Bcretta AR 70,
FN·FAL or FN-FNC, Stcyr
AUG, USAS 12 sh~8un,
sbolguns with a n:~lvillg
cytindu such 115 Strect
Sweeper arid Stri"er 12,
scmi·.aulom.atic weapons fcd
by ammuuitioo bch or feed
strip, lemi·aulomuic.
sholguns with m.ag.arinc:,
cylinder or drum tapaaty
O\'Cf 6 rounds. uy weapon
designated as a Kmiautomatic assault weapon by
the Scottat)' of the Treasury
wing uilcri.a lilted below.

Handgun Control Inc., 1225 Eye Street, NW. Suite 1100, Washington, DC 20005 • (202) 898-0792 •
703 Malkllt SUetll SUlto 1511, San FranCISCO. CA 94103 • (415) 546·1684. FAX (415) 546-0895
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SEMIAUTOMATIC
AREARMS
U~-reD

(ConI.)

TREATMENT OF
EXISTING
WEAPONS

AUTIIORITY
TO DESIGNATE
ADOmONAL

AREARMSAS
SEMI·
AUTOMATIC

ASSAULT
WEAPONS

l!.!!...!!i!
I!lllL!W!

JI.B....lJ2I!

:rows

mw,NQM Sllll\WnD

I·trmililawful~onind.

IraJUfer of ~mi·aulomllK:
auauh wcapoM L111ofu\ly
polSCUCd before effective
dale of Act, lubject 10
reliliciiora lUted below,
New auault WClpotli may be
IIIJed.lo fuearmllpecifted ia
Act only by Icgisblion.
SCCfellty of Treasury ma),
iuue emergency order
(Iubject 10 reKwion by
Congrcu) ~rring ~Ic of
new AUlult weapoa5 for up
10onc)'Clif.

1J.I!..J1U
:r!ll!l!ll:mLI

a semi-aulomalie w~pon
Ofigiall1ly r.bigned 10 aca:pl
nlag.ujne whh 11 capacity of
'2Oofmort:.IOuruh.

Mlrk 6 SIc.ding Ciubinc.
{9mm);Dragunov Sa/per rifle
(1.61 It 39mm); AP 9, 9mm
aUllul! p~ol; Thom(l!Oa
Ordaanre Mt (.4S ul);
Fr'lnchi SPAS 12 sholgun;
All ~btr mOOeb by the samc
manufacturer with samc
dClign whicb may hlvc ilighl
modilicaliulU and aD)' otbc.r
fircarm wilb a~iotl deugn
idcnlical 01 nearly Idtaltc.al
11I1."lul! WtaJXlnllpccific.d
in bill.

1
f

t>:I

Pcrmilllawful~ion and
IlaaW'e1 of Kmi·aulOmllie
waull wcapoa~ lawfully
pouciSC'd before effective
date of Act, subject 10
reMtittioll$ lliled hclow.

No compatablc provWoll.

The ScCfelary of Treuury
ala), Iceommend for approval
by Coagrcu additional
firc;almllc be de~snaled as
an.1uh wc:apata.

Thc Sccrelary of Treasury
lball ~ate a semi·
autOUlatic futlJm as an
IWIUll: wcapoa if Ibe rucarm
was primarily designed u
mililllJY Of law enftllctmeol
armamcot.
Rcquires
Secretary 10 periodicaUy
publish li!.t oC banned
impullcd weapons. Author·
Un Secrellry 10 wuc
emergency orden barring
imports Cor up 10 90 dlY'-

Permits lawfulpoueuiun and.
InataCer oC 5Cmi·aulomalie
l.W;ull wcaponl lawfull),
pas.scssed befolc cffective
dale or Act, lubject 10
rCliricl.iora l~lcd below.

ur

The SeClct4f)'
Trcasury
shall publilb allit oC fucataa
daigaaled Kmi·amomlltie
aUluh wcapora wil~in 60
dar- or enactment. AJdi·
lioDaI weapora may be Idd~d
10 lhl bued 00 following
criteria:
(I) Delign fQlurC1: Riflel
and ibOlguns "";Ih folding
or collapsiblcltod;, pi.$lol
grip facililaling firing
from non·lhoulder
posilinn. burd Icngth 2T
or leu; pistols with
ammunition magazines
DUls.ide thc p~DI grip.;

Poueuiun unla~ful
.rlc.reaactmcat.

J{I

11111'

ruJl; apply hi f'I~lIm
"lIIi·autom.uk iholgura
,iflel pc>UCJ,$Cd hefore

DOdo

or
Of

clfcCllvculc.

0')

11>-.

I
1
J~

No comparable (llOvWOn.
AU ftIe&fms wilhtn bill's
ddiniliocr. of u~uIt weapo::11
would be banned.

No comparable: (llU'ouilln
PrCiumab!y Ihe Secrelary of
Treuwy will make deler·
minalw,M OQ suitahility or
firearms COf lawful
fC'Cfulioaal

(lU1p.:nt:~ ~1Cd

oa pand recummcadatilllu.

l

j

li
J

I

fI!llliliIlll!
AUTIIORITYTO
DESIGNATE

ADDmONAL
FIREARMS AS

sau·

AtrrOMATIC
ASSAULT
WEAPONS

(Coni.)

li..li!!!

MCJ7J!NllAIIM

S IDOlS 118
m?£NQNI sURrnIlm l

MOYN1IIANlGIROONS

IJJ!...ll2!

I!.I!.W
Il!lI\&Ii

:rrdI!.!I

11.!!..8l:i
ll!I!RKllLLl

Ao)' weapOIl wilh
(breaded barrel 10
accomraodalC {lash
sUflPfeuor or silencer.
wilh ba)'Onct mnucl, or
with band ihroud;

(2) Whether
oflglruUy

weapon

deUgned

or

U!Cd Cor mililary or law
e.n(on:c:melll plll'JlOiC1;
(3) DegrC'e to ",Lich weaptln
is limilu in daiga 10 an)'
wapoo Iislcd in bill;

we.apo.1 was
DligiaaJJy daig.ued Cor
fllDy "ulomalic rue:

(4) Whether

(5) In cue or

I:-:l

(7)

01

1Iflc:/p~o~

whether manur"Clufcr
sdh or dislribules •
maguiae >Mth OIp.lOI)' of

11 rolllkh or more.
produced specifically (or
usc. ... h iucb • weapon:

(6) Whether a Idl is available
tOCOllvetl weapon IQ fully
automatle.
Rcquires Secretary or
Treasury 10 designale as
semi-aulomil,ic anluh
weapo~ b.aimiles of semi.
aUlom.tlli.: firc;ums
spccifitilly lisIcd in bill

I

1
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~

UM

MrrrlF.NllAtJM

f;iffi,NQNJ stJI!,\1IDW

FIREARMS
SPECIFICALLY

No rotIIp.af;abk pun-won.

No comfW~blc. PfO\i.!ion.

EXEMl"TED

smOiB US1
MO)llJlIANIG'8RONS
Any wapoo thai ,Joel col

w.c rw:d atIlnuUlitaoa; was
manufactured before 1899;
operates mlDl1.ltly by boll,
Icw:r, didc.01 slroil.u Iction;
u. a s.iogl.e·lhol weapon; is "
mulliplc buJd weapon; 15 a
Yo'C.1poa,otbcr 'haa albolgun,
ba\1Dg a rCYOhiag cylinder;
has a Ii.ed m.1guine upacil)'
of .5: rounds or leu (H.R.
nSoI>,- cannol employ
delllChab!c magazine 01 bel!
wilh more Ib.t.D .1 IOunch
(II.R. 1154):-- is modurc:d so
as 10 reDder it pcrmlllenlly
uMCn1tt..ablc or 10 make it
permanenlly a device. whicb
may not l(1propriately be
dct.ig!utcJ as. an aw.ult

JJ.R...lli!!
mI!!I

IJ.!!..EI!
I!.!l!!.!IM:!

Any 'inglc. ,hot weapon; Vly
wupoo which does aot Woe
ru.ed ammunition: wu in
production berore calendar
year 1899; mlly only be
o~nted manaally by boll,
dide IcvcrOC' iImiL.r action;
is a phlol or rine with an
ammunilion reeding aplal)'
of 10 or fcwcr rounds; U\CS
,imrllc ammunilioa &lid
employs 11 lubular magmnc:
uscs .22 nl. rimfire
ammunieiOn (alher (han
TEC.U1WC)_

Any ¥ol:apon that dOdo nut
~ rw:d atIllllWlitioa.; was
manuractwed before 1898;
may only be: opetatcl! by bolt
or Wdc kver Ictioa: has
mulliplc mrrels; Iw. a
revolving "UDder and i.s no(
u:mi·autolUltic; hu a rutd
m.1garine aparuy or 10
rounds Of lc.u;Uwrt mrrdcd
J,hutgun or shorl·b.urelcd
rine us.cd IOld,. at prop in
rllm or T.V. p.odlJdion: u~
.22 cat rimfllc ammunition;
any semi-automatic -...capon
chal usc:. cxdusi\lcly
Mmalicber ~ylc dips. AllY
semj·au(omalic We3pOQ
manuractured berore: 195-1.
ADY rirofire weapon Iboal
cmploys luhubr magazine.

Nu comp;arilhk pwvwlln.

No compatabl.e PfovWOn.

No compatIble phnbitm.

........

J1!l..lru

llll!J!Jl:CLLI

t>:I

c:r..
c:r..

S. 7]) - Ii.ed magazine
ar.acily of 10 rownh or len.
.. S. 73) _ canDO( empW),
delachilblc mlguim:: or
ammunition belt wilh
c.tp&cUy gre.aler than 10
rtlUDds..

AMMUNITION

FEEDING
DEVICES

ProhibilJ, future s.al~ of
dcl~th"ble magazines wilh iii
....racil)' in eucu or 20
rGiinth.

No romJWablc. ptovisiml.

83RS impor131ion of luge~
capacity magazines alld

Prohibits puucuion or
IransrCf of large capacity

ammunilion bells which bold
morc Ihan ~ rouads
(U.R.IlSo1).·

ammunition feeding devius
and parts with. capadly or

• 's.733 - Dans importation
or luge.capacity magazines
an,1 ammunition belLS, which
hold murc Ihan 10. rounlh.

mOtclhan lOruUIlds.
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mrnooNl

EXCEt'TIQNS

Relirictiorts do DOC .pply 10
VtUpocli inteackd for use. by
federal. "ate; or local

R~ridioP1 do not Ipply to
wt:.Iponi wended lor usc by
federal. sllle, Of local

luthority CJl federal" slate or

SO"Cf1UUeocapa~.Scaciary

sovemmelll

kal &QYallmea& a£CIky.

RcslrK:tions do 00( apply 10
weapons intcadcd for USC by
fedcrat. slak. or local
gtn"trnmw aaeney.

No companble p«MsioG.

No compar.. ble prO\'Wcm.

oCTrtuUry has. discretioA 10
"anI ucmpttoDS from Ad
for lUI: of Kmi·autom.tk.
auault welpons in firUJml
relurch. clhibition, or
motioa piawe at tele\Uioo

Sllm.nnDl!

aaeacY~

MQYNIlIANIGIHBON$
Impotl bu docs DOC lIPply 10

weapons imported under

llJ!..!!t.!

I!fl!&H
8aa on Ifulfer, paucuioo
dou GOlapply 10 lurrcndc:r
of auault weapon 10 fcd«al,
slate, or local Ilw

cnrorumc:.nt.

~

:rllIIllliJlLLI
Biinunttln~erUf JI'~lIn

doci DOl apply 10 lurrc:ndcr
ofscmi'IUlODIllic~gunor

rifle 10 fcdc:ral, lIale: Of loal
t.wc:nforc:emeal Of rClurnor
lIoka s.emi·lIwllm,&lic rilk,
llioigunlorigMCulOWll:!r

pfoduaion.

PROSCRIBED
INDIVIDUALS

Suu OIIiDUUUp of firearm by
perlODl coa\1ded of \'ioIcnl
mWtcmcaaOf invohipg usc of
• firearm or iavolvipg ilkgal

drugs..

PENALnES

Pcaaltkl for basic

flle&r.lli
~iooIoltbe.GUJlCDDlroi

Act of 1968 (18 Us.c. II
922.9'25) apply:
Fck>ay
lUbject 10 madmwn imprisoamtnl of 5 yean (or 10
yean forviotalida. cl machiac:

lUG IwWer/ poueuioa
prcwWoo. 18 USc. f
92110). a ranc of up to
S2lO,IDl ($.\OO,IlOO if ..

orpniutioll), or both.
Peoaltiu for wioblKu.s of
Nuional F"aremm Ad. of
1934 (l6 U.s.c. Ii .5S01·
~) aPPly: FclPPy subjed
IOmWmwn imprUonmau of
10~afiaco(upI0

Sl5O.tm

($500,00) if ..n

orgllnlulion), or botb.
Firt'lrml abo wbjed 10
IlIrfdlUte.

Adds 10 tbe. lUI of penonJ,
prolUbited from ltanlpor1iaJ
or recemaJ nreanns Of
ammuQidou ia Ustenlate or
fordga tommcra: 2ayoae
who 'iiobles IUOId·kccping
rCCluitcmClllS 01 bill

Penalties fot twie fuurml
viobtioas oflbc Gun Cootrol
Au of 1968 (18 US.c. II
921·92S) apply.
Pdoay
subject 10 maximum imprisonmCIIC of 5 yean (or 10
yursforrlolalioaoCmacbil)(;
gun truulcr/ ~
pn1\UUm. 18 US.c. I
922(o}), • fmc of up to
S2lO,IlOO ($.\OO,IlOO if ..
orgaWwioo).or both.

No eOtl1pMlbIe pnM1ion.

No

comJW"~le

i

ptlM1Um..

j

1
j

I:>:)

Pcn.alIiCl fot lwic rt:wms
riolal~oflbcGuaCoouol

Act of 1968 (18 US.c. If
921·9ZS) lIppZy:
Feloay
subject to madmum imptisonmem of 5 )Ufl (or 10
)'C&fSlorviotatioomculChio::
gun tfusferl pomuioa
provWOD, 13 U.s.c. ,
922lo}), • fillC of up to
S2S0.CXXl (S5OO,1XX) if an
org..aiwioo), or boIh.

ror

Pcnalties
"iobtians of
NltionaJ Fiteuml Act
1914 (26 U.s.c. II 5801·
.5872) apply: Felony Iubj"cd

or

10 manmum impriwnmc:al oi
10 )'CI:rs, a line 01 up to
ruo.OOl ($SOO,OOl ir
organiutioo), or both.

Penalties fur buic flrclrou
fioblkwooflbcGun Coolrol
Act or 1.~ (18 US.c. n
921·925\ apply.
Felony
~ect to muimum impr~
lOameat of 5 yean (or 10
)Uts rOl violation of mathiae

Pcnalties for b.uic Ii,c,uml
,M.llions oflbe Gun Coatrol
Ad of 1968 (18 US.c, If
922-92S) IPply;
Felony
subject to muimum impn~ntnent of.5)'Qrl (Of JO
)'COlts for \ioblioa nuthine

gua. tr;.uu.l.c:r/ poUCWoa
PfoWioa. 18 US,c' f
m{o}), .. fine or up to
S2lO,IlOO ($.\OO,IlOO if

gua. trilMfcrl ptmcuion
provWon, 18 US.c. I
mlo})•• rUle or up to
S2lO,IlOO (SlOO,OOl if

Olganizatioa),orbocb,

or~iutioa). or both

or
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S roOfR IlSi
MQngtlANtGmooNS

II.I!..«I.!
I!llB.MMI

lI.R..J.Il!l
=wi

lI!lWSlllli

U!\l

MIIT'lENBAUM

t#1NQM SJ1ItmI1JlE

rENALTIES
(Cool.)

"EAhatK:ed peuhklrLVwcol
flleum 1A eoanaicioa of
ccr1aUa rederal crima abo

Enhanced pau.lties ror ~of
fllcarm iD commiuioa of

Enhanced penalties (oruscol
rucarm in commiuioa of

CCr1alD rederal crimes also
apply.

a:rtain rederal aimts also

'pp1y.
DiU da.rifld 11m ~
\ioblioa.s of the record~
keeping P'OViioiolll .rc

subject 10 ~llIies or up 10
six monStu. in prbon. !.t,o:xJ
fine" or both. CrctlCS n:w
penalty ror viola!ioo or
provUion lwtiag uSe oC
tar&: mlg.nnc.s of 1 years
bptUoameGl, SIQ,.OOl fLDC,.
orbotb.

For~oC&II

a"aull welpoa In
CUIrImiuioa of (tt'.....,&l violent
crime or dt"B; lraffidiag
aime" bill uwca; new
mambtory eaham::cd pcuh)'
of 10)'e&fl imprisonmCDl,

Dill darifld Ihal knowing
violations oflhc record-

keeping prnviloioas arc
,ubjed 10 pen~ia oCup 10 6
montlu. in prison, SI,(XXl fmc.
or boI:h. For usc of an
a"aull weapon ill
rommiWoaofredcralmdcnl
crime or diu! Iraffdins:
aime, bin amCl acw
mandatnry enhana:oJ pcuky
of 10 yean imprisoament.

apply,
DiU chrities lullUC or Kmi·

autOO1alic auauh YlUpotI in
COllunlWoa rederal violent
crime or drua Irarrad.inS

"r

aime subjea 10 noe
cnhana:mtl1l £Coa.bics as
APply 10 machine guns (30
)'CII' imptUocunent ror flnt
offcMC. lue impriwnmcnl
without feiuse ror second
offense). Semi·aulomatic
auault Wf',;iponl subjea 10
same pcoa.kics currently

Creates eoUnccd aimUul
pelLlliics (lO)'CUI. muimum
lClpcUonmear. f/.Des. 01' tub)

applied 10 machine guns for

(or smuggling or importUtg a
fllcarm iuto lhe US, with Ihe
meD! Ie commit a drug
Iratrding or ;ioICCl crime.

imprOOrurn:DS).

lmpo:.es criminal penalties
(l·IO)'CIIsimprisonmenl and
ftneS) ror Ihdt of. flfC.lfDL
Provides ror mlDdllory
reyocation of federal
supervised release ror
pcrsons pouessing a firearm

ill violation and prior 10
expir.tion ollhc su~niscd
rdeasc-

l!.lW!l.l
IllI!l!IlJlW

Iran,rer or poneuioQ
yiola.lions (10 years
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ORGAl'lIZATIONS THAT HAVE ENDORSED
A BAN ON ASSAULT WEAPONS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A.F.S.C.M.E.
AFL-CIO, Public Employee Department
American Academv of Pediatrics
American Academy of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation
American Association of Retired Persons (AARP)
American Bar Association (ABA)
American Congress of Rehabilitation Medicine
American Federation of Teachers (AFT)
American Jewish Committee
American Jewish Congress
American Medical Student Association
American Public Health Association
Americans for Democratic Action (ADA)
Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith
B'nai B'rith Women
Church of the Brethren, Washington Office
Emergency Nurses Association
Fraternal Order of Police (FOP)
Gray Panthers
International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP)
International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union
Mennonite Central Committee, Washington Office
National Association of Counties (NACO)
National Association of Police Organizations (NAPO)
National Council of Jewish Women
National Council of Negro Women, Inc.
National Education Association (NEA)
National Organization of Black Law Enforcement Executives (NOBLE)
National Sheriffs' Association (NSA)
National Urban Coalition
Police Executive Reserch Forum (PERF)
Religious Action Center of Reform Judaism
The Episcopal Church, Washington Office
The U.S. Conference of Mavors
United Church of Christ, Office for Church in Society
(* =

Groups specifically endorsing S. 7-17)
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CENTER TO PREVENT HANDGUN VIOLENCE
MEMORANDUM

FROM:

Dennis A. Henigan, Esq.
Director
Legal Action Project

DATE:

July 1989

Re:

constitutionality of proposed assault weapon legislation

Is the Second Amendment a constitutional impediment to a
federal law which bans domestic manufacture of semi-automatic
assault weapons and regulates their domestic resale?
Short Answer
No.

The courts have consistently upheld reg1.1,lation of

possession and use of military-type weapons.
Analysis
The Second Amendment provides:
A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security

of a free State, the right of the people to keep and bear
Arms, shall not be infringed.
The Supreme Court's most recent decision on the Second Amendment

is

u.s. v. Miller, decided fifty years ago.

307 U.S. 174 (1939).

In that case, the defendant was indicted under the National
Firearms Act for transporting an unregistered sawed-off shotgun in
interstate

commerce.

1.l!....

at

175.

Declaring

the

Act

unconstitutional, the trial court dismissed the charge, but the
This Memorandum was prepared with the assistance of Robert J.
Morris, Esq. of the law firm of Foley & Lardner.
1225 Eye Sireel, NW. Sulle 1100. Washlnglon. DC 20005 • (202) 289-7319 • FAX
703 Market Street. SUite 1St t San franCIsco. CA 94103 • 14151546-9189

(2C~l

371·9615
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Supreme court reversed.

According to the Supreme Court, the

"obvious purpose" of the Second Amendment was to preserve the
effectiveness and assure the continuation of the state militia.
~

at 178.

Interpreting and applying the Amendment with that end

in view, the Court observed:
In the absence of any evidence tending
to show that possession or use of a "shotgun
having a barrel of less than eighteen inches
in length" at this time has some reasonable
relationship to the preservation or efficiency
of a well regulated militia, we cannot say that
the Second Amendment guarantees the right to keep
and bear such an instrument.
~

Accordingly, the supreme Court held that the trial court's

dismissal of the indictment against Miller on Second Amendment
grounds was improper.

~

at 83.

Significantly, "the court.did not hold

. that the Second

Amendment is an absolute prohibition against all regUlation of the
manufacture, transfer and possession of any instrument capable of
being used in military action."

Uni ted states v. lY'arin, 530 F. 2d

103,106 (6th Cir.l, cert. denied, 426 U.S. 948 (1976).

See

~

v. United states, 131 F.2d 916, 922 (1st cir. 1942), cert. denied
sub

~

Velazquez v. United States, 319 U.S. 770 (1943).

Rather,

instead of formulating a general rule for Second Amendment
decisions, Miller "merely dealt with the facts of that case."
Warin, 530 F.2d at 106.

Accord £s..§g§, 131 F.2d at 922.

After all,

the supreme Court clearly could not have intended to hold in Miller
that Congress may not regulate "any weapons except antiques 'such
as a flintlock musket or a matchlock harquebus. '"
at 106, quoting £s..§g§, 131 F.2d at 922.

warin, 530 F. 2d
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Thus, since Miller, the federal courts have decided Second
Amendment cases on their own fact&, regularly upholding laws
regulating possession and use of military-type weapons.

In Warin,

for example, the sixth Circuit unanimously upheld a statute which
regulated possession of submachine guns.

Even though the defendant

in warin was subject to enrollment in the Ohio militia, the Court
held that the Second Amendment did not confer upon him the right
to possess a submachine gun.

530 F.2d at 106.

In the Sixth

Circuit's view, "there is absolutely no evidence that a submachine
gun in the hands of an individual 'sedentary militia' member would
have any, much less a 'reasonable relationship to the preservation
or efficiency of a well regulated militia. '"
307 U.S. at 178.

IsL.. quoting !1ill.ru;:,

The Tenth Circuit has also upheld a federal

statute regulating possession of machine guns.
v. oakes, 564 F.2d 384 (loth Cir. 1977).

See United States

In that case, the Tenth

Circuit declared:
To apply the amendment so as to guarantee
appellant's right to keep an unregistered
firearm which has not been shown to have
any connection to the militia, merely
because he is technically a member of the
Kansas militia, would be unjustifiable in
terms of either logic or policy.

IsL.. at 387.
Despite their military character, privately-owned machine guns
are not

reasonabl~

state militia.

related to the preservation or efficiency of the

Accordingly, the courts have regularly sustained

federal regulations of such weapons.

There is no reason that the

courts shOUld treat military-style semi-automatic assault weapons
any differently.

Therefore, a federal statute which regulates

possession, use, and manufacture of such assault weapons will
clearly pass muster under contemporary Second Amendment doctrine.
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---- SCI.;-a h B ,-ad y
September 1, 1989
The Honorable Fortney H. Stark
1125 Longworth H.O.B.
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Attn: John Edgell
Dear Representative Stark:
As you know, I have been working hard in support of legislation (H.R. 1190) to ban the
importation and domestic manufacture (if semi-automatic assault weapons. I sim:erely appreciate
your efforts to get these deadly firearms off of our streets.
As the enclosed newspaper articles document, the Colombian drug cartels are purchasing
assault weapons in the U.S. which they are using to wage their war against Colombian public
officials. Over the last 18 months, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms has traced 158
guns at the request of the Colombian government. Of those traces, eighty five guns--or 54%-came from Florida, a State in which semi-automatic assault guns can be purchased over-thecounter without a waiting period or background check. In the last fiscal year, the U.S. Customs
Service seized over 33,000 weapons marked for illegal export, over 28,000 of them from the
southeastern region.

The Washington Times notes that the drug lords and their hired assassins favor assault
weapons such as the MAC 10 and the UZI because of their high rate of fire, conceal ability, and
large-capacity magazines. Experts acknowledge that the drug cartels are armed with sophisticated
weapons comparable to the armed forces of the country they are fighting against.
Your leadership in support of H.R. 1190 will help curb the flow of U.S. arms to international
drug organizations. It will also prevent the domestic drug violence which has become all too
prevalent in our nation's streets. Our own law enforcement officers are now the targets of these
violent drug traffickers. For example, on August 22, a New Jersey State Trooper was gunned down
by three crack dealers armed with a MAC 11 after he pulled them over for a routine traffic
violation.
President Bush's permanent import ban has closed our borders to foreign-made assault
weapons. It is important that Congress act to end the domestic manufacture of these drug guns.
We must stop supplying narcotic traffickers with assault weapons in their escalating drug war, both
at home and abroad.
I hope that you will urge your colleagues to get tough on these drug traffickers by voting for
H.R. 1190. Thank you for all of your help.
Sincerely,

Sarah Brady
Endosures

I
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CONTROLLING
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Cartels prefer submachine guns
'11"erale mute !lkc traditional orflanlIed !.:nme :il-ndlcates or terronsts
than as prt\'ale mlil1arv ma.t:hmes
1.at'llC dr .. enah oJ automata:
~apClns and tUher SOphisticated
arms have made Colombia', Jru~
lords formld']nle .:nemlcs tn the m
Icrntltlonai baIlie aRmns! nan."t:llli: .•
IrafTlckmt! a..:.:::ordtnJC to expe:ra ,..
mlitar with cant:! 3etl\ lUes
Rut StIme t!!(pertsdl!'putc: lh.::: pill'
tra~lIl or drug t:ancl fm.'powl'r .:h
rt:achtnp: the le\"cl of 'prnblc
armles"Thcy sa) suchgrnup..,uslhc
Ml!dcUtn and Call canels. - (Olllnlhun. most {lO'~''erful dru~ $troup:! -

\"nrdln$.! to ont: Latin :\merll;an
.irr.1n-.. ~pt.'Clahst ",ho h3s t<lke" part

.n .,per-41uons a~aln::.t Jrult tratTh:k
"r.. l'(liflml'lan

Jru~

baron:- hll\1!

:Jr/Zc .:Ir"l.mals uf semlautClmuuc n'
Ile,. m....htnc Kuns and PI:.to!:l at
'h~lrJI'Ipos.ll

l'h: ~'capun" arc used trJ prot!!ct
.. uc'lln~ production raClhlh.o:;. ShiP'
Pin!! rmllcStmd drult le':hJcrs a~alnsf
nn OIn'<n uflhrcllt5. lnc-lul.hn~ lerllst

Ihe campaign of assasstnallOns
.lA.unSI J(o\''emment and public rlR<

ures seeking IDURher measures
BRamSt .,:'o!omblan dru~ traffickers.

'.10M 0) most c:)t,males pro\ Ide \,II' 10
-Ir, ~rcenl 01 the . :tk..nne that enlers
Ii'll! l'mted Slal!!s,
-<Th!! We3p<lru IhC\. lac are semi
.3UlOmalll::S and !luch RUns 3S the
\t:\C IOand t t l subrna,hme I:unsl
~hat ilre txJu~hl oOlhl! anns nutrkel
In the L'nnt:d Slales:' said the spc.::l.1IISI. ~ho askt:d nOllO be namt:d
Cnlnmtuan .authontles ha\'c

l:uLrnlhts and IZm'Cmml!nl troops
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From pagt AJ

lImed arsenals I:antamlng ChUlese·
ma!.le \'et5lons of the AK-47, U.s.·
maJe :.1·16 and the European·made
G·J semIautomatic rines. experts

"',.£xperu

h~ve

described

th~

lIAC·I0 as the "weapon or chotcc"

for Colombian assassins be<:ause the
'mall submachine gun (ires ~r·
ful ~s eallber ammunition at I rarc

or hundreds or rounds per minute.

The Israeli·made Uti also is used

br bod)'suards or drua kingpins and

an easily concealed weapon that
can spray larlll: volumes
bullets.
IS

or

expert' sa)~
Also, nccordJng to the Latin at·

talrs speCialist. the

~ledeUin

canel

hu hired "soldiers or (ortune," in'
eluding (ornler Israeli mercensriell,
who have pro\"1ded the druR king·
pinS wuh sophisticated e1ectroruc
secunt)' de\'!ce', cxploSI\'es, wupoons Silencers and sniper rifles \\.'ltb
mghN'ltl4'lng scopes.
Br contrast. most o( the Colom·

blan police (orce Is eqUipped with
elght'shot ,,1·1 earbines. World War
n~ra weapons,
HundredS of Colombian public
fliture,. mc!'Jding the government's
top la"' enforcement offltllil. Ila~
been !!Iunned down In recent months
In drug·related killings. Repens de-st;nblng the deaths Ulvanably use
the term '"had of bullets."
The rapId firing of an ad\'anced
machine gun IS clearly audible on
:he \'Ideotnpe footage shO'NlIlg the
murder of Colombian preSidential
candIdate Louis Carlos Calan on Frida;,
,\tTorneY General Dlck TIlom·
burlj'h said the aSSCJssmatlon of Mr.
Caian had "an aura of terronsm,"
tather than of an organized cnme
hI!
WhHe House :-lanonal Security
Adnser Brenr Scowcrort said Satur·
day thai the Colombian government
was (aclnw a ~vere problem of drug
lords wnh "pnvate armies" operat·
mil In the country.
EdW3rd EzeU. a ~pons Spel:lIJ·
Il.t \\.1th the SmlthsoOlan InslirutJon.
"<lId a .shipload of ~apons setzed by
Jamaican authontles ll1 January
wa:'l behe\'ed desuned for either the
~Iedelhn canel or Colombian lJUer·
nilas.
Thes/"'pment ~jcluded l.000sem·
:nutomauc G·J nnes- guns used by
~ATO forces. 250 HK·21 machine

A bathroom lined In italian marble IS one of the luxunas of a reSidence confiscated from secund MedeJ!m Canel
leader Jose Aodnguez Gacha alias "The MexlCan.~ and patrotled by army officers yesterday,
guns and len 60mm mortars with 600

keto he said.
The drug lonb also have obtamed
rounds of ammunltJon, he saId. It
was Ihe first of thrl!:e planned arms
top-quallty arms from corrupt mlli·
taryofficers In some of the Lattn and
shipments.
Central Amentan countnes, ~tr.
"That's an mfantry banaUon," "(r.
£ZeUsllld. "I thmk~'Ou c:ansa(ely sa'l
£leU said
[the drug canelsJ are armed with
Ian Geldard. a COUnlerterronsm
expen In umdon. said Colombla·s
the basIC: ","upons comparable 10 the
drug lords are \'e'1' \\eU,equlpped.
armed forces of the country they go
"They ha\'e t't'et;ttllnA from small
upag8tnst,"
arms to helicopters." ),tr. Geldard
The acqUISition of monars by the
So'ud. ·'ll,l,'Ou!dn't be surposed If they
drug c:anels IS a 51 go that thedealers
ha\'e a couple of tanks stashed awaY:
'M:re prepanng 10 go be)'Ond the de·
They are an army In all but name."
fer~ of thetr cocaJne·producuon
The Lalln .spectallst, hO....'C\'er. said
camps or the protection of ea.nel
the drug canels are "\'erY Intangl'
leaderstup. he $IUd.
"These organizations are bener
ble" enunes that are secrem'e and
capable of moving rapidly from 10armed than what we have tradmon·
ally seen In orgalllzed,.cnme type of
canon to locaMn by helicopter or
armored aUlomoblle.
operations;' he said "And they ha\'C'
"The cartel IS nothing solid
Ihe money 10 march any esearanons
no command post Ihat ;"'OU
There's
that 1M: might propose or Imple·
can 'send troops agams,." he said.
menl."
The ~Iedelhn eaneL Colombia's
For example. Jf the t' 5 military
sends In more h~hcopters to aid the • (arRest drug group, has setup small
groups oC peasants tn \:arlous toea·
Colombian pollee or mliltary forces,
rlons ~r!}und the country The
the drug barons have enouRh ruoney
groups. normally no lar~er than 10
to purchase SUnRer anu'8Jrcraft
persons, ha\'e been gt\'en money and
mlsstles. wtuch are said to be avad'
materIal lIems from the drug
able on the tntcmatlonal black mar·

groups.
In rerum they, are eqUIPped ....,tl1
machme guns and are ca!led upon to
carry out assass/nahons and olher
vtolence agamsr the canel's opponents.the spec:alm said,
As assassin can be hIred for as
htde as 530, he said. :Iolost assas!tna"
uons have been earned OUI bv
3tTacket$ nding motorcycles or :n
Jeeps ..... ho comer their larRet ami
!hen shnot him,
BeSIde) the major drug eanels.
about. JOO small narcotics traffick·
ersoperate m Colombia, the special·
1St Solid, Each trafficker expon:s
about an avarage of 100 pounds of
cocaine annually.
Some shipments o( the drug are
nO"''tl mto the United States b\ 3lr
crart. and other shipments are madl
by shiP through third CoUn1r'C~
such as Japan. the speCialist )o:u.l
"Iexlcan drug orgaRizatlons .11",
purchase ColombIan cocamf' ~"J
shiP It through Ihe l:S ~I~',~.H'
border. he said.
_James .Hamson coninrj,o~r'; ,
rhlS report,
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One comment slaled Ihal DEA does
nol have the authorilY to disqualify a
regular cuSlomer. Scctlon 1018{cj{t) 01
Iha Act slales specifically that the
Attorney General "may disquallly any
regular customer" 8S specified In the
Act.
Two comments stated DEA had no
aUlhorily 10 Iimillh .. lS·d"y advance
nolice waiver for listed precursor
chendcals based on the Convention
Aga!nsllllicit Trafficking In Narcotic
DruJ::9 and Psychotropic Substances.

Section 1313.24(IJ ha. been dele led lrom
the final regula lions.
Transshipment and In-TraasU Shipment
of Precursors and Essential Ch~mJcals
AdvRnce Notice of Importation for
Transshlpmenl or Transler (! 1313.31)
Five comments were received
addressing thill section. Two comments
asked lor clarification 01 "regulal..d
person" 85 it relates to transshipments
that originate from foreign countries.
The party who caused the transshipment
Of transfer III responsible for
nollncation.
Two commenls discussed the need for
waiver requiremt!nla. Providing 8 waive
01 the reporting requlremenl. would
only encourage dlvenolun inlo the illicit
m.rkeL To prevent the Unll..d Slatel
from havinB it. borden lacllliate the
t:ansler 01 chemical. lor illicit
operatJons, the UnIted States needs the
time 10 delermlne the legitimacy of the
customer.
Suspension 01 shlpmenll (§ 1313041)
One comment requested clarincation
on how Ihl, authority will t. exercised.
The eOrIunent also pointed out that the
Act .Iale. the "legal and laclual basis"
lor ,u'penslon muat be provided by the
Adr.linil'trator. The Act speclfie2 the
requirements for the"suspensirn Qf I
shipmenl and Ihe wording olthe
regulation has been changed to parallel
the language of the Act.
Request for HuriaB (i 1313.5-1)
Two subsections ha"'e been added to
daflfy the procedures governing
hearings.
Miscellaneous
Two comments requested DEA to
Include in Ihe regula lions the penalties
pertaining to noncompllance with the
Act. Regulations are not the appropriate
lorum for listing penalties; they are
c1.arly .el lorlh In the ACI.
The Piperidine Report (DEA Fono
420). OMB approval 1117-0017. I.
ellmlnaled.
The Admlnlslralor 01 Ihe Drug
Enforcement Administration hereby
eel lilies Il,at this final rule Will have no

I
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Significant impact upon entities whose
deslgnaled by Ihe Adminlslralor in
!1310.02{a) IhaL In addllion 10
inlere.ts mU'1 be considered under the
ReBulatory Flexibility Ac~ 5 U.5.G. 001
legltlmale us.s. I. used in manulaclurlng
et seq. This rule Is not a major rule lor
a controlled substance In violation or
purposes 01 Executive Order (E.O.)
this title and I. critical 10 Ihe creation 01
12291 01 February 17. 1001. Pursuant to
8 controlled substance.
sections 3{c)(3) and 3{e)(2j{C) 01 &0.
. (d) The leno "lis led essential
12291 and .eclion 605J(b) 01 Pub. L. lOG- chemical" means a chemical spec.Hically
690. Ihls rule ha. b••n reviewed by the
designated by Ihe Adminislralor in
Ornce 01 Man'Bemenl and BUd8eL The
§ 1310.02Ib) thai. In addition 10
information collection requirements in
iesitimate uses. Is used as a solvent
Ihe propo.ed rule were approved by the
reagent. or catalyst in manufacturing a
Office of Management and Budget on
controlled eubstance in violation or this
February 3. 1989. Modifications 01 tho
title.
infonnation collection requirements, set
(e) The leno "regulated per.!on"
forth In thi. final rule. were appro,·ed on menns any individuaL corporation,
)uly 19. 1989.
partnership. association. or other legal
This action has been analyzed in
entity who manufactures. dlstribules.
accordance with the principles and
Imports. or exporta a listed chemicaL D
crIlerla contained in £.0.12612. and It
tableUng machine. or an encapsulating
ha. b<en delermlned Ihat the rule doe.
machine.
not have ,urnchmt federalism
(I) The lerm "regulated transacUon"
Implications to warrant the preparation
means:
of a Federalism Assessment.
(I) A dlstrlbulion. recelp~ .al ••
importation or exportation of a
u.t of Sub ects
Ihre.hold amounla. delenolned by the
21 CFR i'arl1310
Admlnlstralor whlcb includes a
Dreg enforcement administration.
cumulative threshold amount for
Drug traffic control. Reporting and
multiple transactions of a listed
recordkeeping requirements.
chemJcal. except that luch tenn doe:! nol
include:
21 CFR Part 1313
(i) A dome.tlc lawlul dlstribuUon In
Drug enforcement administration,
the usual COUf5e of busines! between
Drug traffic control. ExporlJ.lmporis.
agenll or employ... 01. single
Reporting requirements.
regulated person; in this context. agents
For reasona set out in the preamble.
Of ~mployee8 means indivIduals under
Chapler n. Title 21. Code 01 Federal
the direct management and control of
Regulation. I. amended a. follow ••
Ihe regula led person;
1. Part 1310 I. revis.d to read as
(iI) A delivery of a li.led chemical to
lollows:
or bj' a CllmmOn or contract carrier for
carriage In the lawful Dnd usual coutse
PART 131G-RECORDs AND REPORTS of the business of the common or
OF USTED CHEMICALS AND CERTAIN contract carrier. or to or by a
MACHINES
warehouseman for storage in the lawful
and usual COUlse of the business of the
s.e.
warehouseman. except that if the
1310.01 DefinlUons.
carriage or storage Is in cOMeclion with
1310.oz Sub'lanen cuvered.
1310.03 Peraonl required to keep reeordl
the distribution. importation. or
and file reports.
exportation of a listed chemical to a
1310.Q4 Maintenance Dr ~cords.
third person. Ws paragraph does not
1310.05 Report..
relieve a distributor. importer. or
1310.06 Content ofreeords and report•.
exporter
from comp1i8n~e with this part
1310.01 Proof of idenUty.
of Pari 1313 of this chapler.
Authority: Z1 U.s.c. _ 830, 811(b1.
(iii) Any caleBory 01 Iran,actlon
specified by regulation 01 the
! 1310.01 Dof\nlUOIlIo
Administration as excluded lrom this
As used In thi. par~ the lollowlng
lerms shall hava tha meaning. Ipeclfied: definition as unnecessary for
f:nrorcement of the Act:
(a) The lerm "AcI" means the
(iv) Any IransacUon In a listed
Controlled Sub.tancel Ac~ as omended
chemical List is contained in til drug that
(84 Sla~ 1242: 21 U.5.G. 801) and/or the
mar be marketed or dl.tributed lawfully
Controlled Substancealmport and
illlhc U:lited Stale! under the federnl
Export ACI. as amended (54 Sial. 1205;
Food. Drug. and Cosmetic Act: or
21 U.S.C.951).
(v} Any transaction fn a chemical
(b) The leno "1I.ted chemical" means
mixture.
any lisled preCUNior chemical or listed
(2) A dlllribulion.imporlaHon 0,
ESsential chemical.
(t) The leno "listed prccur.!or
exportation of iI lableting machine or
chemical" means a chemical speclfia&lly enc~psubttng machine except that 5Ui h
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lenn d:les not Include a domestic luwful
distribution 10 the usual coUrse of
bu!incss between agents .2nd employees
of a s[ngle rcgIJ131ed person: In this
conle~t,

agent! or employees menns
Individuals untler the direct
manaacmpo~ and control of the
regulated person.
(sl The term "chemIcal mixture"
means a combination of two Dr more

chemical substances, at least one of
~\'hrch Is not a listed precursor chemJcal
ur listed essential chemical. except that
such term dues not Include-!:oy

combination of a listed ptccursor
chemical or a listed essenUal chemical
with another chemical that is present
solely a. an impurity or which has been
created 10 evade the requirements of the
Ac~

(h) The term 'Iretrievablc" means thai
records required by Ihis sectlon are kept
by automatic data processing systems or
other electronic or mechanized
rp.cordkeeplng systems In such a maMer
that they can be readily retrieved and
separated out from all other records in a
reasonable time and/or records are kept
on which Ihe lis led chemicals. lobletlng.
machines. and encapsulating machines.
are asterisked, redUned. or in some
other manner visually Identifiable apart
from other Items appearing on the
recorda or the maintained separate from
all other recoro.,.
(i) The lerm "toblellng machine"
me$lns any manual. semi·automatIc. or
fully auiomallc equipmenl which may be
used for the compaction or molding oC
powdered or granular solids. or semIsolid material" to produce coherent soUd
lablets.
(j) The term "encapsulating machine"
means any manual, seml·automatic. or
fully aUlomalic equipmenl which may be.
used to fill shells or capsules wilh any
powdered. granular. sem£·solid. or liqufd
material.
(k) Any lerm nol defined In Ihis
seellon shall have the definition set
forth In secllon 102 and 1001 of Ihe Acl
(21 U.S.c. 802 and 951) and, 1301.02 of
this chapter.
§ 1310.02 Sub=lanceaCOvered.,

The following chemicals havp been
specifically aesignaled by Ihe
Adminislrator of the Drug Enforcement
Administration as the listed chemicals
subject to the prOVisions of Ihls pari and
Part 1313 of Ihi. chapter.
(a) Usted Precursor Chemicals:
(1) Anlhranilic acid and II. salls.
(l) Benzyl cyanide
(3) Ephedrine. Us sails, apI/cal isomers,
and salls of optical Isomers
(") Ergonovine and its salts
(5) Ergotamine and lis .ail.
{6} N.Acetylanthranilic acid god its salts
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(7) Norpseudoephedrine, iI. salls.
optical Isomers. Hnd salls of optical
i~omers

(8) Phenyleceilc acid and iI. salt.

(9) Phenylpropanolamine. II. Salls.

optical isomers. and salts of optical
Isomers
(101 Piperidine and lis sail.
(tt) Pseudoephedrine. lIS ,.lts. optical
isomers. Bnd salts of optical isomers
(12) 3,4·Melhylencdioxyphenyl·2propAnone
(b) Us led Essenllal Chemicals:
(IJ Acetic anhydride
(2) Acelone
(3) Benzyl chloride
(4) Elhyl elher
(5) Hydriodlc acid
(5) PotassIum permanganale
(7) 2·Bulanone (orMethyl Ethyl Ketone
orMEK)
(8) Toluene
Ie) The Adminislralor may add or
delete a subs lance a. a listed chemlcal
by pUblishing 0 final rule In the Faderal
Register follOWing a proposal which
shall be published 01 leasl 30 day. prior
to the final rule.
(d) Any person may pelltion Ihe
Administrator to have any substance
added or dele led from paragraphs (alar
(b) of this sectian.
(e) Any petilion under this seclion
shall can lain Ihe followinalnformallon:
(1) The name and address of Ihe
petitioner:
(2) The name of Ihe chemical to whiclr
Ihe petition pertain,:
(3) The name and address of the
manufaclurer(s) of Ihe chemtcal (if
known):
(4) A complete stalement of Ihe faCia
which Ihe pelitioner Lelleves jushfiea
the addition or deletion of the 5ub!llance
from paragraphs (a) or (b) of Ihis
section:
(5) The dale of the petition.
(fl The Administrator may require the-petitioner 10 submit such documents Or
written statements of Cact relevant to
the! petition a8 he deems necessary In
making a determination.
(8) Within a reasonable period of l/me
afler the receipt of Ih- ..... t1tJon..the
Adminlslra!or shall r iy the petilloner
of his decision and U :eason therefor.
The Administrator need not accepla
petition Jf any of the requirements
prescrib!:d in paragraph (e) of this.
saction or requested pursuant 10
paragraph (f) of Ihis section are lacking
Ol" are not clearly set forth as to be
readily understood. If the petitioner
desirp.s, he may amend and resubmit tbe.
petition 10 meet the requirements-or
paragraphs (e) and (f) oC this acclion.
(h) If a petillon la gronled or Ibe
Administrator. upon his own motion,.
proposes 10 add or delete. substances as

I
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listed chemicals a. ser forth In
paralltnph (c) of Ihi. seclion. he ,hall
issue nnd publish in Ihe Federal Rogl,ler
a proposullo add or delete a substance
as 3 1i~lcd chemical. The Administrator
shall permit any Inlerested persnn io file
wriclen commt!nl'i rcgardlnq the
propo,.1 wllhin 30 J.ys of Ihe dale of
puhlica1jorr of his order in the federal
Reg!>le,. The Adlninislraler will
conSider any communt8 flieu by
intert!sled persons and publish a 0081
rule in accordnoce with his decision In
the mailer.
.
§ 1310.03 Persons requlred to keep
records and file reports.

Each rpgulated person who engages In
a regulated transaction Involving a
listed chemical. a tableUng machine, or
an encapsulaling machine shall keep a
record or the transaction as specified by
§ 1310.04 and file reporls as specified by
§ 1310.05.
§' 1310.04 Matntenance or records.
(a) Every record required 10 be kept
subject 10 § 1310.03 for a IIsled precurs<Jr
chemical. B lableUng machine, or an
encapsulating machine shall be kepi by
the regulated person for four years aCte,..
the date of the transaction.
(b) Every record required to be kept
sublect 10 § 1310.03 for a 1i,Ied essenltnl
chemical shall be kept by Ihe regula led
person for two years aner the dale of
the Iransactlon.
(c) A record under this sectinn shall
be kept at the rogulaled pe<:lon's place
of business where the Irdnsaction
occurred, except that records may be
kept at a single, central location ofthe-regula led person if Ihe regulated person
has notified Ihe AdmlnlSlralion of the
intention 10 do so. Wr!ttert nollficatforr
must be submitted by registered or
certified mall. return receipt rcqu~sted.
10 Ihe Speclol Agenl in Charge of Ih.
ORA Ohlslonal Office for the area in
which the record!l are required to be
kepi.
(d) The recol'd. required 10 be kepi
under IMs section shall b'j readily
retrie\'able and a\fail~ble (or inspection
and copying by authorized employees or
the Administration under the provisions
of II U.S.C. 880.
(e) The regulated person with more
than one place of business where
records arc required to be kept shall
devise a systen, to detect any party
purchasing from several individual
locations of the regulated person
Ihereby seekina 10 avoid the applicalion
oC the cumulaUnt threshold or evading
the requirements of tbe Act.
(f) The quantitative Ihreshold or Ihe
CUTTlutative amount rormullfple
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transactions within 8 calendar month to
be ulllized In determining whether a

I
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receipt. sale. lmportation or exportation
Is a regulated transaction Is as follows:

I

Rules and Regulations
(I) Listed Precursor Chemicals:

..

m)~~~nil:8=~~ ~~-=--==--:====:====:~:~:"-=::::::. ~==-=:~:== ~Ok=~S'
1ltHogram.

(ill Ephedl'lne. ita 5th!, optical Isomers. and sans 01 oplieallsomerJ _ _ _ ..................... _. ___ ,._.. _ _ _ _ .., . _ ...... _,_...o(ill) EtQonovine and its saltJ
____ __." ....._'..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
(v) ErgotamiM'nd ItJ salts, _ _ _ _ .• _ _ _ •_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ........ _ _ ,._" .............._ .. _ _ _ .....
(vi) N·Acety!GnthraniliC add and Ita aatts .. _______ ..-...... __ ............ _'_._4'..~.'.. _ .• _~... _ _ ..,... __ ... __ , •. _·._"., ......... ·."K..
(vii) Norpseudoephedrlne, its san.. optleaf IsolmerI. and aaHs ot oplieOllsornerl ....,_ ~ __ ..~~ .. _ _ _ _ .. _."" ....... _ _ _ _ _ _ ,
(viii) Ptwmylacetic acid and ttssa/tS. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ................ _ ... _ ... _ ......... _ .. _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _
(btl Phenylpr0p4rtOlamlne.1ts saJts. oplicallsomefs. and salts of op~ isomCfJ _ _ _ ._.~,.. ~.~......._ ...._ .. __ ~ ..........._M" _ _ ...
(x) Ptperldlne and ItS aalts" _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,___ ................. _ _MM'_"._...,.... ".,,....... __,_.___
(Id) Ps.t\Idoephedtine. its. salls, opbcallsomerS. and salta of optical isomerS ....... _ ...."_,...... _ _ _ _ _ _ ........... _ ....... _
.... ,,.
(l~13

••. M81hy1enedloll:)pheny1·2·ptopanone .. _ ......... _ _ .. _ _ _ _ ..........,..... _ ....~"... ~~ __ ............. ~........_ ........... "'_.~~_M __ .

10 grams,
2Ograms.
40 kilogtaml
2,5 lulogram •.
1 kllo;ram.
2..5 kilograms.
SOO grams.
1 kI!ogl,m
20 kilograms.

(2) Listed Essential Chemicals:
[i) Imporls and Exports
Threshold b)I volume

Ttweshold by weight

l~~~~if::~~=~~;=·-.~~-·-=.~:~~~::;:~~~=:::~~~~ ~~~~~~~ f~

(G) 2-Butanone IMEiq .......... ___ •_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ •_ _ . 500 ga.!Ions..__ 1.455k11Ogf'ms..
IH)ToIuene ........~,,' .................M.. _
.................._ _ _ ...__...._._M .......... _~... __ ........_ ..........._ _ _ SOOgal\onS ..... _ _ 1.591 kilograms.

(II) Domestic Sales
Ttveshold by volume

[iii) The cumulative threshold Is not
applicable to domestic sales of Acetone.
2·Butanone (MEKl, and Toluene.
§ 1310.05 Reporl ••

(a) Each regulated person shall report
to the Special Agent In Charge of the
DEA Divisional Office for the area In
which the regulated person making the
report Is located. as follows:
(1) Any :-egulated, transaction
irtvolving an extraordinary quantity of a
listed chemical. an uncommon method
DC pdyment or delivery. or Bny other
circumstance that the regulated person
believes may Indicate Ihalthe listed
chemical will be used In ,lola lion of this
part.
(2) Any proposed regulated
transaction with a person whose
description or other identifying
characleristic the Administration has

previously furnished to the rPgulated
person.
(3) Any unusual Of excessive loss or
disappearance of a listed chemical
under the control of the regulaled
person. The regulated person
responsible for reporting a loss in·translt
Is Ihe supplier.
(4) Any domestic regulated
transaction in 8 tabletlng machine Of an
encapsulating machine.
(b) Each report submlUed pursuant to
paragraph (a) of this section shall.
whenever possible. be made orally to
the DEA Divisional Office for the area In
which the regulated person making the
report is located at the earliest
practicable opporlunlty alter Ihe
regulated person becomes aware of the
circumstances Involved and as much in
advance DC the conclusion of the
transaction as possible. Written reports
of transactions listed in paragraphs

TlveshOld by we'.gtlt

[a)[I). (a)(3) and [a)(4) of this secllon
"III subsequently be filed as set forth In
§ 1310.06 within 15 days alter Ihe
regulated person becomes Rware of the
circumstances of the event. A
transaction may not be completed with
8 person whose description Dr
Identifying characteristic bas previously
been furnished to the regulated person
by the Mmlnistrallon unless the
transaction Is approved by the
Administration.
§ 1310.06 Content 01 records and repom.
(a) Each record required by § 1310.03

shall Include Ihe following:
(1) The name and address or each
party to the regulated tranSclclion.
(2) The daleoflhe regulated
transaction.
(3) The name, quantity and rorm "f
packaging oC the Ilsted chemical or a
description of the tabletlng machine Of
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encapsulating machine (including make.
modei and seri.i number).
(~I The melhod 01 transler (company
truck. ptcked up by customer. etc.).
(5) The Iype 01 Identification used by
the purchaser and any unique number
on Ihat identificaHon.
(b) For purposes 01 thIS section.
nOfr.1al business records shall be
considered adequate il Ihey contain the
inlarmation listed In paragraph (a) of
this section and are readily retrievable
Crom other business records DC the
regula ted perSOlL
Icl Each report requlred by § 1310.05
shali Include the Inlormatian as
speCIfied by § 1310.06(a) and. where
o~tainabie. the telephone number 01 the

I
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colleclion orinformation. including
sU88e.Uons ror reducing this burden. to
the Drug Enrorcement Administration.
Records Managen1ent Ser.tfon.
Washington. DC 20537: and 10 the Office
of Managemenl Rnd Budget. Paperwork
Reduclion Project ~0.1117-OO24.
Washington. DC 21)503.
§ 1310.07 Proal a' Idenlily.
(a) Each regula led person who
engages in a regUlated transaction must
identify the other party to the
transaction. For domestic transactions.
this ,han be accomplished by having the
other party present documents which
wouid verily the Identity of the other
party to the regalated person at tbe time
other party. A report submitted pursuant the order i> piaced. For export
trans.ctions. this .hall be accomplished
to § 13tO.05(a)(l) or (a)(3) must also
by good ralth inquiry through
include a description of the
reasonably
available research
circumstances leading the regulated
documents or publicly avaUable
person 10 make the report, such Bli the
inlormallon which would indicale the
reason that the method DC payment was
existem::e of the (oreign customer. No
uncommon or the los5 unusual. U the
proal 01 identity is required for foreign
report Is for a 108s or disappearance
suppliers.
under § 1310.05(a)(3). the ci",umstance.
(b) The regulated person must verify
or such i088 mu,t be provided (In·transit.
the existence and apparent validity of 8
thelt lrom premises. etc.).
(d) A sugsested lormal fur the reports business entity ordering a listed
chemicaL tableting machine or
is provided beiow:
encapsulating machine. For domestic
Suppher:
transactions. this may be BccompUsh(;d
by such methods as checking the
BUSiness Address
City
teiephone dlreotory. Ihe locai credit
Slate
bureau. the local Chamber of Commerce
Zip
or the local Better BU3ine" Bureau. For
BUSiness Phone
export
transactions. a good laith inquJry
Purchaser:
to verify the exf!tence Bnd apparent
Business Address
validity 01. loreign business entity may
ell},
be accomplished by such method. a.
Siale
verilying the business teiephone listing
ZIP
BUSiness Phone
through International lelephone
Idenliflcation
information. the Orm', Ii.tlng in
ShipPing Address (If different than purchaser
international Dr foreign national
address):
chemical directories or other commerce
directories or trade publIcations.
Cit}·
SI.::te
confirmation through rorelgn
Zip
.ubsidiaries 01 the U.S. reguiated
Oalp of Shipmen I
person. verification through the country
~ame of LI!lled Chemlcal(s)
Quanllty and Form or Pal."-aglng - - - - of destination's embassy Commercial
AUache. or official documents provided
Delcnpllon of Mach me:
by Ihe purchaser which confirm the
Modf!l:
existence ilnd apparent validity.
Seroal=
(c) When transacting business with a
~Ielhod of Transfer
new representt!tive of a firm. the
If Loss or Disappearance:
regulated person must verify the claimed
T~'pe
of Loss'
Dalt' OfLoSI;~~;;;;;;'~;:::====
agency stalus of the representative.
Otscnplloll of Circumstances
(d) For sales to Individuals or cash
Public reporling burden lor this
purchasers, the type oC documents and
collection oC information is. estimated to other c\'idence of proof must consist or
average ten minutes per response.
at least a Signature of the purchaser. a
including the time for reviewing
driver's license and one other form of
Instructions. scarchlng existing data
identification. Any exports 10
sources, gathering and maintaining the
individuals or exports paid in cash Bre
dat. needed. and compieting and
suspect and .houid be handled aJ such.
reviewing the collection of information.
For such exports. the regulated person
Send comments regarding this borden
shail diligentiy obtain Irom the
c"hmate ur any other aspect of this
purchaser or Independently seek to

sam~~~~~~~~~~~~

N.m~~~~~~~~~~~~
s~:ee~~~~~~~~~~~~
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confirm clear documentation which
provas the person is properly identlOed
.uch as through loreign identity
documents, driver's license. passport
Inlormation and photograph. etc. Any
resul.ted person who latl. to adequateiy
prove the identity or the oth.r party 10
the Iransaction may be subject to th.
specific penalties provided lor violation.
of law related to regulated transactions
in Us ted chemlcai•.
(e; For a new customer who fs not an
Individual or cash customcr. the
reguiated person .hail e,tablish Ih.
identity 01 the authorized purchasing
agent or egents and have on file that
person's signature. electronic password.
or other identification. Once the
authorized purchasing agent has been
estabUshed. the asent Ust may be
updated annuaily rather than on each
order. The regulated person must enSlln
that shipments are not made unless the
order is placed by an authorized ogent
of record.
(n With respect to eieclronic orders.
the identity 01 the purchaser shan
consist of a computer password,
identification numbdf or some other
means of Identmcatlon consistent with
electronic orders and with I 1310.07(e).
For reSllan! set out In the preamble.
Title 21. Code or Federai Regulations.
Pari 1313 is added to read a. follow ••
PART 1313-IMPORTAnON AND
EXPDRTAnOt~ OF PRECURSORS AND
ESSENTtAL CHEMICALS

s.o.

1313.01 Scope.
1313.02 Definition..
lmportation o( ProcutJOMI and EnentlaI
Chemicals

Requirement of authorization to
imporl.
Contents of Import declaration.
Distribution or import declaration.
Wawer or lS-day advance noUce lor
chemical importers.
Export;llic.rn o( Precursors and EuenUal

1313.12

1313.13
1313.14
1313.15

Chemicals
1~13Z1

Requlr~ment

of authorizallon 10

export.

Contenls or export declaration.
]313.23 Dlstnbulion of export declaration..
1313.2'" Waiver of ]s.day advance nollce for
ch~~mjcal exporlero.
13132S Foreign imporl reslrictions.
TranssbipmeDt aDd tn.Translt ShIpmant Df
Precunors and Essential ChemlCilI.
1313.31 Advance notice of importation for
1313.Z2

transshipment or transfer.

1313.41 Suspension or shipments..
HeBtiDgs

1313.51 Hearir.gs generally.

1313,5% Purpose or hearing.
1313.53 Waivero(modificaUon

ofrute,.
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1313.501 Reque.t for hearing.
1313.55 Durden orproor.
1313.56 Time and place of hearing.
1313.57 Final order.
Authority,21 U.S.c. 002. 830. 811(bJ, 911.

Scope.
Procedures governing the importation,
exportation. transshipment and In.

§ 1313.01

transit shipment

or precufBors Hnd

essential cher.licals pursuant to acetlon
1018 oC the Act (Zl U.S.C. 911) are
gOl'erned generally by that section and
speclficRlly by the .e"tlons oC thts part.
§ 1313.02 Oeflnlllons.
(a) The term "chemical e>.port" means
ttRnSrt!rring ownership or control. or the
sending or taking oC Ihreshold quantities
oC listed chemicals /j1Jt oC the United
Slates (whether or p(11 such sending Of
t<J~':ng out CDnslituu~s an exportation
"lthln the meaning oC the Customs and
"Ialed law. oC the United States).
(b) The term "chemical exporter" Is a
regulated person who. 08 the princiPdl
party tn Interest In the export
transaction. has the power and
respon,:blllly Cor determining and
controlling the senplng oC the listed
chemical out oC the United States.
(c) The term "relll'lated person"
means any individuAl. corporation,
partnership. associtttilln, or other legal
ental' who manufattures. distributes.
imports. or exports 8 lI~ted chemical. a
tableting machine. or an encapSUlating
machine.
(d) The term "regulated Ir3nsaction"
means;
(1] A distribution, receipt, sale,
importation or exportation of a
threshold amount as determined by the
AJmlnistratorwhlch Includes a
cumulative threshold amount for
ml:ltiple transactions or a listed
ch~mical. except that such term does not
include:
Ii) A domestic lawCul distribution 'c.
Ihe usual course of business between
agents or employees of a single
regulated person: In this context. agents
or employees means individuals under
the direct management and contlol of
the regulated person:
Iii) A deli vel}' oC a listed chemical to
or b} a common cr contract carrier for
carriflge in the lawful and usual course
of the b1Jsincss of the common or
contrac.t carrier. or to or by a
warehouseman for storage in the lawful
lind ufiual coun.e of the business of the
warehouseman. except that if the
camagp. or storage Is in connection with
the distribution. importation. or
e>.portl:thon or B lIsted chemical to a
third person. this paragraph does not
retip\e a distributor, Importer. or
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exporter Crom compliance with this part
oCPart 1310:
(III) Any categol}' oC transaction
specified by regulation oC the
Administration as excluded Crom this
definition as unnecessary ror
enCorcement oC the Act:
(Iv) Any transaction In a listed
chemical that I. contained In a drug that
may be marketed or distributed lawCully
In the United States under the Federal
Food, Drug. and Cosmetic Actj or
(v) Any transaction In 8 chemical
mixture.
(2) A distribution. Importation. or
exportation oC a tabletlng machine or
encapsulating machine except that such
tenn does not Include a domestic lawCul
distribution In the usual course oC
business between agents and employees
oC a single resulated personr In thl.
context. agents or employees means
IndiVidual. under the direct
management and control of the
rp.3ululed person.
{el The term "chemlcal imparl" means
with respect to a listed chemical. ony
bringing In or Introduction oC such listed
chemical Into either the jurisdiction oC
the United !itates or inlo the Customs
terrltol}' of the United States (whether
or not such bringing In or Introduction
constitutes an Imrortatlon within tha
meaning oC the tarilC la". of the United
States).
(f) The term "chemical Importer" Is a
re8"lated person who. as Ihe principal
party In Intoreslln the Import
transaction, has the power and
responsibility Cor determining and
controlling the bringing In or
int,oductlon oC the listed chomlcallnto
the United Slates.
(g) The term "regular cu. tamer"
means B person with whom the
regulated person has an established
business relationship ror 8 specified
listed chemical or chemtcals Ihat has
been reported to the Administration
subject to the criteria established In
11313.0Z(j).
(h] The term "regular supplier" mean!ll
a supplier with whom the regulated
person has an established business
relationship that has been reported to
the Administration subject to the criteria
established In § 1313.0Z{i).
It) The term "established business
relationship with a rogular supplier"
means the regulated person has
purC'hased a Usted chemical (rom a
Corelsn supplier at least once within the
past six months. or twice within the past
twelve months. The term also means
that the regulated person has prol'lded
the Administration with the Collowing
InCormation In accordance with the
Wah'er or Is·day advance notice
requirements of § 1313.15;

I Rules ancl·R~Rul'tici';~
(t) The name, .treeladdross.
telephone number. telex number and.
whera available. th. Cacslmlle number oC
the chemical Importer and of each
regular supplier, and
(2) The frequency and number oC
trAnsactions occurring during the
preceding 12·month period.
.
III The term "established buslne ..
relationship with. Corelgn customer"
meons the regulated person has
exported a listed chemical at least once
within the past six months, or twice
within the past twelve month. to a
foreign manuracturer, distributor, or end
user oC the chemical that has an
e.tabllshed business In tha Corelgn
countl}' with a fixed street address. A
person or business which functions as a
broker or Intermediary is not B customer
within the meaning of this .ectlon. The
term ulso means that the regulated
person has provided the Administration
with the Call owing InCormation In
accordance with the Waiver of IS-day
advance notice requirements of
§ 1313.24:
(1) The name and street address oC the
chemical exporter and of each regular
customer:
(2) The telephone number. telex
number. contact person. and where
avaUable. the Cacslmile number for the
chemical exporter and ror ~ach regular
customer;
(3) The nature .C the regular
customer's business (I.e., importer,
exportE:r. distributor. manufacturer. etc.).
and If known. the use to which the listed
chemical or chemicals will be applied:
(4) The duration oC the business
relatlnnshlp:
(5) The frequency and number of
transactions occurring during the
preceding 12·month period:
(6) The amounts and the listed
chlZrnfr.al or chemicals involved in
rpgulaled transactions belwepn Ihe
chemical exporter and the regular
cllstomer;
(7) The method oC delivery {direct
shipment or through a broker or
(r;m.,.'Rrding agent): and
(8) Other InCormation that tha
chemical exporter considers relevant ror
determining whether a customer is a
regular custom~r.
Ik) The term "Customs territo,y oC the
United States" means the se\'eral states.
the District of Columbia. and Puerto
Rico.
(I) The term "furisdictlon oC the United
Slates" means the Customs territory o(
the United States. Ihe Vlrsln Islands. the
Cunal Zone. Guam. American Samoa.
and Palau.
Iml Any term not deCined In this
scr.lion shall have the definition set
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forlh In sections 102 and 1001 of Ihe Act
(21 U.S.C. 802 and 951). and 11301.02
and § 1310.01 of Ihls chapter.
Importation of Precursors and Es,antl.1
Chemical.
§ 1313.12 Requirement 01 luthorlzallon to
Import.

(a) Each regula led person who Imports
a listed chemlcallhBt meels or exceeds
the threshold quontltl .. ldenllfiecj In
1 1310.04(0 of ,;lIs chapler shall notify
the Admlnlstralor of Ihe Imporlatlon nol
laler Ihan 15 days before Ihelransactlon
Is to toke place.
(b) A compleled DEA Form 486 must
be received at Iho following addre.s not
laler than 15 days prior 10 Ihe
Importation:
DN8 Enrorcement Admlnlstrallon. P.O. Dol(
28346. Washington. DC 20038.

A copy of Ihe compleled DEA Form
486 may be transmitted directly 10 Iho
Drug Enforcement Admlnlslratlon. Drug
Conlrol Section. Ihrough electronic
facsimile media not laler than 15 days
prior to the Importation.
(c) The 15·day advance notification
requiremenl for IIsled chemical Imports
may be waived for any regulated person
who has satisfied the requlremenls for
reporting to Ihe Admlnlslratlon an
eSlablished busine .. relationship with a
foreign supplier. For such imports. the
DEA Form 486 musl be received by the
Drug Enforcement Adminislretlon. Drug
Control Section on or before the date of
importation through use of the mailing
addre .. listed In I 1313.12(b) or through
use oC electronic facsimile media.
I t313.13 Contents of Import declaration.
(a) Any precursor or essential
chemical Us ted In 1 1310.02 Ollhls
chapter may be Imported if that
chemical Is necessary for medical.
commercial. scientific. or other
legitimate uses within the United States.
Chemical importalions Into the United
States for Immediate transfer/
transshipment outside the United States
must comply with the procedures set
forth in ! 1313.31.
(b) Any regulated person who desires
to import a threshold Of greater quantity
of a Iist.d chemical shall noUfy the
Administration through procedures
forth in 11313.12 and dlstribule three
copies of DEA Form 486 as directed in
I 1313.H.
(c) Th. DEA Form 486 must be
executed in triplicate and must include
the following Information:
(1) The name. address. telephone
number. telex number, and. where
available. the facsimile number of Ihe
chemital importer: the name. address.
telephone. telex. and where available.

,.t
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the fac.mlle number of the broker or
forwarding egent (If any): and
(2) The name and description or each
lI.ted chemical as It appears on the
hbel or container, the name of each
chemical as 11 Is d.slgnaled In 1310.02 of
this chapter. the size or weight of
container, the number of contnlners. the
net weight of each listed chemlcalslven
In kilograms or parts thereof: and Ih.
gross weight of the shiptn.nt given In
kilogram. or parIs thereof: and
(3) The proposed Import date. the
foreign port of exportalion and the first
U.S. Cu. lams Port of Entry: and
(4) Th. nome. oddr.... telephone
number~ telex number. and. where
available. the facsmlle numb.r of Ih.
consignor In the for.lgn country of
exportation.
§ 1313.14 Dlslributlon 01 Import
declaraUon.

The required three copies of the
precursor and essential chemical import
d.claratlon (DEA Form 486) will be
distributed as follows:
(a) Copy 1 shall b. retained on fiI. by
the regulated person a. the official
r.cord of ImporL Import declaration
forms involving e listed precursor
chemical must be retained for four
years: declaration forms for IIst.d
essential chemicals must be retained for
two years.
(b) Copy Z Is the Drug Enforcem.nt
Adminlolration copy us.d to fulfill the
noUncatlon requirements of Section 6053
of the Chemical Diversion and
Trafficking Act of 1986. as speclfi.d in
11313.12(c) Copy 3 shall b. pr.sent.d to the
U.S. Customs Sevlc. along with Ihe
custom. Mtry.It th.lmport Is •
regulated transaction for which the 15day advance notice requirement has
been walv.d. Ihe regulated person shotl
declare this Information 10 the U.S.
Customs Service Official by checking
Ihe block on the DEA Form 486
deslgnaled for this purpose.
§ 1313.15 W.!llver of 1s-day advance
notice ,?f' chomlcatlmportera.
(a) Each ..gulated person shall
provide to the Administration the
idenllty of any regular supplier of the

~~~~~.dar;~~o~i~h:~~ti~f~~~~~~~ust

required by 1 1313.02(i) for documenting
an established business 'elationship
with a regular supplier.
(b) Not later than October 30.1989.
each regular supplier so identified In
notifications made under paragraph (a)
of this seclion .hall be a regular supplier
fur purposes of wiliving the lS·day
adulnce notice requirement.- unless the

I
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regula led person Is otherwise notified In
writing by the Administration.
[c) A supplier Identified on an Inltla)
DEA Form 486 submitted afler October
30.1989. shall. after the expiration of the
lS-day period. qualify 8$ a regular
supplier, unless the Admlnl.tration
otherwise nollfies the regulated person
In writing.
(d) All chemlcallmporte" shall be
required to file a DEA Precursor and
Essent!!.1 Chemical Import/Export
Declaration (DEA Form 486) as required
by 11313.12Exportation of Precursors and Essential
Chemicals
§ 1313.21 Requirement of authorization to
export.

(a) :0<0 person shan export of cause to
be exported from Ihe United Stale. any
chemical listed In § 1310.02 of this
chapter. which meets or exceeds the
threshold quantities Identified In
§ 1310.04(1) of this chapt.r until such
time ns the Administrator has been
notlfi.d. Notification must be made not
later than 15 days before the transaction
Is to take plnce.ln order to facilitate the
export of IIsled chemlcels and
Implement the purpose of the Act.
regulated persons may wish to pro,·lde
notification to the Administration as far
In advance of the 15 days a. possible.
Ib) A completed DEA Form 486 must
be received at the following address not
later Ihan 15 days prior to the
exportatIon:
DNg Enfon:ement Administration. P,o. Box

28346. 1Nashlnglon. DC 200J8.

A copy or Ihe completed DEA Form
486 may be transmitted directly to the
Drug Enforcement Administration. Drug
Control Section. through electronic
facsimJ1e media not later than 15 days
prior to the exportation.
(c) The IS-day advance notification
requirement for listed chemical exports
may be wah'cd for Bny regulated person
who "as satisfied the requirements of
§ la13.24 for reporting io the
Administration an establlshed business
relatfonship with B foreign cuslo.ner as
defined In § 1313.02(j). A DEA Form 488
export declaration to a rorelgn customer
must be received by the Drus
Enforcement Administration. Drug
Con tin: Section. on or berare the dale of
exportation through usc of the mnilin1'l
address listed in § 1313.21(b) or
transmitted dIrectly thraus}, use or
elrclronlc facsimile media.
(d) No pe""n shall knowingly or
inlenhonully export or cause to be
exported a listed chemical in violation
of Ihe Inw of the country to which the
chemical is exporled. LikewiSe!. no
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person shall export or cause to be
exporled any Iisled chemical whan that
person has reasonable cause to believe
the regulated transaction 18 tn violation
01 the law 01 the country 10 which tha
chemical Is exporled. The
Administration will publish a nollce 01
10re1F' Imporl restricllon. for listed
chemIcals of which DEA has knowledge
as provided in § 1313.25.
I 1313.22 Content. of export declaration.

(a) Any precursor ot essential
themlcallisted in 11310.02 of this
chapter which meets Of exceeds the
quantitative threshold criteria
.stabllshed In § 1310.lH(n of this chapter
may be exported If th.t chemical is
needed for medical. commercial,
scientific. or other legitimate uses.
(b) Any resulated person who desires
In t'xporl 3 threshold or greater quantity
of a listed chemical 'holl notify the

~~"~J~~~~~~~~~~2~u:~ld~~~1b~~: three

copies of DEA Form 400 as directed In
§ 1313.23.
(c) The DF.A Form 4M musl ba
executed in triplicate and must Include
aU the following information:
(1) The name. address.lelephone
number, telex number. and. where
available. the facsimile number of the
chemical exporter. the name, address,
telephone number. telex number. and,
where available. the facsimile number of
Ihe export broker. if any;
(2) The name and descripUon of each
listed chemical as it appears on the
label Or containl!t. the name of each
listed chemical as It is designated In
§ 1310.02 of this chapter, Ihe size or
weight of container. the number of
containcts. the net welghl of each listed
chemicaillivcn in kilograms or parts
thereOf. and Ihe gross weight or tbe
~~!~:itt gh'en In kilograms or parts
(3l The PI"posed export dale. the U.S.
Customs port of exportation, and the
foreign port of entry: and
(4) The name. address, lelephone.
telex. ard where available. the facsimile
number of the consignee in the country
where the chemical shipment Is
destined: the name(s) and address(.. ) of
any Intermedfate consignee("!).
(d) Notwithstanding the lime
limitations Included In paragraph (b) of
this section. B regulated person may
receive a·waiver of the 15~ay advance
noliflcation requirement following the
procedures outlined In § 1313.2-1.
(e) Declared exports of listed
chemicals which are refused. rejected.

g~ ~~~:::d~:fu~~~S~~~:~~~~ible may

exporter of record. A brief 'written
notifir.ation (this does not require a DEA
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Form 400) outllnlns the circumstances
mUst be sent to the Drug Enforcement
Administration. P.O. Box 28340.
Washlnglon. DC 20038. following the
relurn within a reaaonablelime. This
provl.lon does nolapply to shipments
that have cleared forelsn customs. been
delivered. and accepled by tha foreign
consignee. Returns to third pllrties in the
United Siale. will be regarded a.
Imports.
§ 13t3.23

Distribution

declaraUon.

0' uport

The required three copies of the
precursor and cssenUal chemical export
declaration (OEA Form 41lli) will be
distributed as follows:
(a) Copy 1 shall be retained on file by
the chemical exporters as the official
record of export. Export declara tlon
forms involving a listed precursor
chemical must be retalned for four
years: declaration forms for listed
... ential chemicals must be retained for
two years.
(b) Copy 2 is the Drug Enforcement
Administration copy used 10 fulml the
notificaUon requirements of Sectlon 6053
of the Chemical Diversion and
Trafficking Act or 1988. as specified ttl
§ 1313.21
(cl Copy 3 _han be presenled to the
U.S. Customs Service al the port of exil
along with the Shippers Exporl
Declaration for each export of a lisled
chemical or chemicals.

0'

§ t313.2' Waiver
1s.day .<MInee
notice for chemleaJ exporters.

(a) Each regulated person .hall
provide to the Administration the
identity and Information listed in
§ 1313.o2(j) for an eSlabUshed business
relalionship with a foreign customer nol
later than August 31. 1989.
(b) Not later than October 31. 1!lll9.
each regular customer so Identified in
notification. made under 1 1313.24(a)
sholl be 0 regular customer for purposes
ofwaivins the 15-day advance notice
requirement. unless the regulated person
is otherwl.e notified In wrlUng by the
Administr~tion.

(c) Each foreign customer Identified
on an Inllial DEA Form 486 submitted
after the effective date of the
Implementation of Part 1313 shall. nfter
the expiration of the 15·day period.
qualify as a regular customer. unless the
Administration otherwise notifies the
regulated person In writing.
(d) The Administrator may notify any
chemical exporter t"at a regular
customer has been disqualified or that 0
new customer for whom B notification
has been submilled is not to be
accorded the status or a regulur
cusfomer.ln the event of a

I
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disqualification of an established
regular customer, the chemical exporter
will be notified In writing or the re.,on.
for such action.
Public reporting (one·time) burden for
this coliecUon of Information Is
eslimated to average Cour hours per
response. including the Ume for
reviewing instructions. searching
existing dala 50urc~s. gathering and
mainlalnlng the dota n~eded. and
completing and reviewing and collection
of lnformotlon. Send comments
regarding this burden estimate or an)'
other aspect of this coUection of
information. including sUSBestlons for
reducing this burden 10 the Drug
Enforcement Administration. Records
Management Sec lion. Washington. DC
~0537i and to the Office ofManBgement
and Dudget. Paperwork Reduction
Projecl No. 1117-0025. Washington. DC
20503.
113t3.25 Foretgn tmport restrtct!oM.
Any exporl from the Unlled States In
violation of the law of tha country to
whJch the chemlcalis exported Is
sublect to the penailles orTltle 21
United States Code 980{d).
113t3.31 Advance noUce olimportaUon
for tranashJpment or transfer.
(al A quantity of a chelniesl Usted In
§ 1310.02 of this chopter that meets or
exceeda the thre.hold reporllng
requirements found in § 131o.04(n of this
chapt.r may be Imported Into L~a United
States for transshipment, or may be
transferred or transshipped within the
United States for immediate exportation.
provided that advance notice I:J given to
Ihe Administration.
(b) Ad,,,,ce noUnealion mu.t be
provided to Ihe Drug Enforcement
Administration. P.O. Box 283-10.
\\'ashington. DC 20038. not later than 15
days prior to the proposed date the
listed chemical will transship or transfer
through the United States. The Yt--rltten
notification (nolo DEA FOI1ll400) ,hall
conlain the following information:
(1) The date the notice was execuled:
(2) The complete name and
description of tbe listed chemical a. it
appr.afS on the label or container.
(3) The name of the listed chemical as
desisnated by § 1310.02 of this chepter.
(4) The number of containers and the
size or weisht of the container for each
listed Hem:
(5) The new weighl of each listed
chemical siven In kildgrams or parts
thereof:
(0) The gross welghl of the shipment
given in kilosrams or parts thereof:
(7) The name. address. telephone
number. telex number. business of Ih~
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of the Cheml~al Diversion .nd
(b) The heuring will commence at the
Trafficking Act (Pub. L. llJO.ll90). by 21
place and lime designated In the notice
CFR 1313.52-1313.57, and by Ihe
given pursuanlloparograph (a) of Ihis
procedures for administrative hearings
section but thereafter It may be moved
exporlatlon;
under the Controlled Substances Act set 10 a dirferent place onll moy be
(10) The complete Identification of the forth In II 1316.41-1316.67 or this
continued Cram day to day or recessed
exporting carrier;
to a later day without notice other than
chapter.
(ttl The name, address. business.
e:nnauncement thereof by the presiding
§ 1313.52 Purpose 0' hearing.
telephone number. telex number. and.
officer at the hearing.
where available, the racslmi!~ number of
If requested by a person en tilled to a
the Importer, transCeror. or transship per; hearing. the Administrator shall cause a § 1313.57 Flnalorder.
(12) The U.S. port of entry:
hearing to be held ror the purpose or
As soon as pracUcable after the
(13) The approximate date of entry:
receiving faclual evidence regarding the presiding officer has certified tht! record
(14) The name, address. telephone
Issues Involved in the suspension of
to the Administrator, the Administrator
number. telex number. business of thl3
shipments within 45 days or the dote or
shalll .. ue his order regarding the
consignee and. where available,
the request. unless the requesting party
suspension of shipment. The order shall
facsimile number of the consignee at the requests an extension of time.
include the findings of fact and
foreign port of entry;
conclusions of law upon which the order
§
1313.53
Waiver
of
modification
of
rules.
(15) The shipping route rrom the U.S.
i. based. The Adminl,trator shull serve
port of exporlation to the foreign port of
The Admlnlstralor or the presiding
one copy or his order upon each party in
enlry at final destination:
arncer (with respect to matters pending
th. hearing.
(16) The approximate date or receipt
berore him) may modify or waive any
John C. Lawn.
by th. consignee at the rorelgn port or
rule In this pari by notice In advance oC
Administrator,
Drug Enforcement
entry; and
the hearing. Ir he determine, thot no
Admlnisll'CJtion.
(17) The signature or the Importer.
party in the hearing will be unduly
transferor Of transshipper. or hls agent.
Dale: luly 7. 1989.
prejudiced and the ends or justice will
accompanied by the agenl's lille.
thereby be served. Such notice of
IFR Doc. 89-17837 Flied 7-31~9; 8:45 ami
(c) Unless notified 10 the contrary
modification or waiver shall be made a
BlUING COOE U11)-Ot.M
prior to the expected date of delivery.
part or thl> record or the hearing.
the Importation for transshipment or
§ 1313.54 Request 'or hearing.
transfer Is considered Bpproved.
21 CFR Part 1316
(d) No waiver of the 15.day advance
(a) Any person entitled to a hearing
notice will be given for Imports or listed
Exemption From Civil Prosecullon ror
pursuant to n31l.52 and desiring a
chemicals in quantities meeting or
In·,e.llgollve and Law Enforcement
hearing shall. within 30 days after
exceeding threshold quantities Cor
Personnel of the Drug Enforcement
receipt oC the notice to suspend the
transshipment or transfer outside thp
Admlnlstrallon
shlpmen~ file with the Administrator a
United State,.
wrHlen request for a hearingln the form
AGENCY;
Drug Enforcement
prescribed In 11316.47 or this chapter.
§ 1313.41 SUlLpenslon of Shipments.
Administration (DEA).
(b) If any person en!llied to a hearing
(a) The Administrator may suspend
or to participate In a hearing pursuant to ACTION: Final rule.
any importation or exportation of a
11313.41 fails to file a request for a
chemicalll,ted In § 1310.02 or this
SUMMARY: This final rule is Issued by
hearing or a notice of appearance. or if
chapler based on evidence that the
Ihe Administrator or the Drug
he
so file. and ralls 10 appear at the
chemical proposed 10 be imported or
Enforcement Administration (DEA) 10
hearing. he shall be deemed to have
exporled may be diverted to Ih.
implement a provision ~t ~he Chemical
waived
hi.
opportunity
for
the
hearing
clandestine manufacture of 8 controlled
Diversion and Trafficking Act of 1988
or to participate in the hearing. unless
substance. If the Administrator so
which exempts certain employees of the
he shows good cause for such rallure.
suspends, he shall provide written
DBA from civil prosecution in the event
(c) Ir all persons entitled to a hearing
notice of such suspension 10 the
that they make an unauthorized
or
to
participate
In
a
hearing
waive
or
regulated person. Such noUce shall
disclosure of Information referred to in
are deemed 10 waive their opportunity
contain a statemen", of the legal and
paragraph (c)(l) of Section 310 or th.
for the hearing or to participate In the
factual basIs for the order.
Controlled Substances Act (21 U.S.C.
hearing.
the
Administrator
may
cancel
(b) Upon service of the onler of
B30).
the hearlng.ir scheduled. and I.sue his
suspension. the regulated person to
EFFECTIVE DATE: August 1.1989.
whom the order applies under paragraph final order pursuant to 11313.57.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION COHTAC"'r.
(a) or this section must.!! he desires a
§ 1313.S5 Burdfll of proof.
G. Thoma. Gllchel. Chief. State and
hearfng. file. a written request for a
At any hearing regarding the
Industry Section. Office of Diversion
hearing pursuant to U 1313.51-1313.57.
suspension of shipments, the Agency
Orue Enforcement
shall have the burden of proving that the Control,
Hearings
Administration. United Stales
requirements or this part for such
Department or Justice. Washington. DG
§ 1313.51 Hearings genorally.
suspension are satisfied.
20537. Telephone: (Z02) 307-7297.
In any CBse where a regulated person
§ 1313.515 nmt and placa 0' hearfng.
requests a hearing regarding the
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATIOH: On
suspension of 8 shipment of a listed
January 25, 1989. In a notice of proposed
(a) If any regulated person requests a
chemical, the proc~dures for such
hearing on the suspension of shipments, rulemaklng published tn th. Federal
hearing shall be governed generally by
a hearing will be .cheduled no later than Regl.te, (54 FR 3622) the Administrator
the procedures set forth In the
45 days after the request is made. unless of the DEA propo,ed to clarify a
provision of the Chemicall){version and
Administrative Procedure Act (5 U.S.c.
the regulated person requests an
Trafficking Act which .peclfies thet.
551-559) and specifically by section 6053 extension to this date.
foreign exporter and. where availuble.
the facsimile number;
(8) The foreign port of exportation:
(9) The approximate date of
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